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A COUPLE of months ago we pre-
sented our views in this department
on the current status of the book

field in relation to science-fiction and
fantasy. We’ve received quite a bit of
response to that editorial, and are more
than gratified to report here that the

general consensus of opinion is much as

our own—from writer to publisher.

REPEESENTATIVE of the writer’s

viewpoint on the subject is a letter

we have on our desk from Robert W.
Krepps (author of 'Die Field of Night, and
'Die Courts of the Lion, publisl'.cd by Rine-

hart, and whose famous penname, Geoff

St. Reynard, has come to mean tops in

your favori.e magazine), stating: “I’d

like to congratulate you on your editorial

in the Fe’oruary issue of FA. There were

a number of things to be said about the

situation and you said them forcefully.

Wa professional writers owe you a debt of

gratitude. I’ll be in New York next month
seeing my publishers, and at that time I

intend to talk to a few people about it

—

now that the die has been cast!”

F
rom the pubUslier’s side, Melvin

Korshak, of Shasta Publi.shers, prom-

inent in the science-fantasy book field,

dropped into our office to present his

views. He had this to say: "I agree with
whet you had to say on the matter, my only

main point of difference being that you
may have stated the situation in a rather

strong light. It is all too true that the

bulk of books being published in the stf

field are reprints, and that there is a
danger extant of alienating readers by
scraping the bottom of the barrel for

future works. However, I do feel that the

publisher has been justified in starting his

line with reprints inasmuch as well-known
stories by well-known writers have done
much to create interest for this new
audience.”

WE THEN asked Mr. Korshak what
his views as a publisher were for the

immediate future. He replied: “There is no
question but that the day of the reprint
must end. This is especially true of the
specialist houses such as Shasta, who must
compete with the larger publishers who
are entering the field on a large scale.

Along these lines we have scheduled two
originals for early publication, and would
like to state that we are more than willing
to discover new writers with unpublished
hook-length manuscripts. We intend to do

this, and feel fairly confident that other
pu’olishcrs will, if they have not already
done so, adopt this policy. Your frank
discussion of the subject in FA siionld he
closely read by all members in the trade.”

All your editors have to add is that
we are pleased with the response to

our editorial, and that it is gratifying to
know that steps are being taken to produce
fine original v.orks for rcadeis of the
genre.

WE HEARD from one of your old

favorites the other day. Charles F.
Myer.r, author of the famous Toffee series
in FA not only wrote us (after a consid-
erable and annoying silence) but accompa-
nied his letter with a novel -length Toffee
story. Naturally we sat down and read it

without further ado. And v/e’d like to .state

right here and now that it is tlie ’ne.st thing
Ciiarlcs Myer.s has v/ritten yet. We’ve gone
on record before stating that v/e feci that
Myers h.as proven himself worthy of
wearing the mantle of the late and cher-
ished master of cynical fanta.sy humor,
Thoriie Smith. We’d like to add only one
detail to that viewpoint. After reading
Myers’ new novel, (which you’ll have the
pleasure of reading youi-self in the big
June issue) we feel that the author is well
on the road to establishing himself as a
master of this type of prose.

WE HAD lunch the other day with
Fritz Lciber, Jr. Fritz, as you know,

has written some of the top novels and
short stories in the science-fantasy field.
(Don’t miss his “Let Freedom Ring!" in
the April issue of Amazing Stories.)
Fritz outlined an idea he had for a long
fanta.sy. To let you know how much we
liked it, all we can say is our food grew
cold on the plaie. Needless to say, Fritz
is working on the story now, and he
promises it for an early issue of FA. It’s

something to look forward to.

ROG PHILLIPS dropped in with a big
smile on his face, to announce that his

second pocket book will be brought out
shortly. We congratulated Rog, and feel
proud of the fact that our v/riters are
proving their worth in other channels, and
also helping to promote science-fantasy
fiction before the American re.'iding public.
All this adds up to the fact that FA is

bringing you the best, and will continue
to do so. Until next month ,WLH
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A woman's voico, soft and sedkietive,

camo to him across tho void. Was her plea

for help legitimate or some horrible
.
trap?

Raid

HE SILENT hiss was the air-

lock door sliding open. Zaney
Smith was already lawing at

the helmet of his spacesuit.

It came loose, revealing his fever-

ishly bright blue eyes under bushy
gray eyebrows, and his two weeks

growth of unkept beard.

The rest, of his suit came off. It

and the helmet, in spite of the ob-

vious haste with which Zaney moved,

were laid very carefully in their prop-

er places in the spacesuit locker.

Zaney hadn’t survived this long in his

forty years of travelling the inter-

planetary lanes by forgetting or neg-

lecting such essential precautions.

He sat down in the pilot seat. His

hands reached for the controls, hes-

itated. He got up and went over to

the orienter. Standard equipment on
all spaceships, the orienter was a ro-

bot device with tracking photocells

permanently fixed on the Sun, Po-

laris, and Sirius. Every ten minutes it

t)rped out the position and orbit of

the ship in relation to the rest of the

Solar System. This data went onto a

roll of paper for a permanent record.

The figures showed through a glass

rectangle at the base of the orienter.

Zaney took paper and pencil from

a small drawer and copied them
down. He put the scrap of paper in

his worn billfold. After that he

chewed the end of the pencil thought-

fully. His eyes surveyed the room,

slowly.

He went over to the airlock and

got down on his knees. With the pen-

cil he wrote the data on his present

orbit on the dirty paint of the metal

wall, a few inches up from the floor.

A minute later the pilotseat was

cushioning his body against the ac-

celeration of the rocket blast that

8
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sent him in a long arc away from the

corroded, giant huld his little ship had

been nestled against.

“Damme for a zaney prospector,”

Zaney said to himself. “All my life

I’ve steered clear of females since
—

”

His thoughts shied away from the

experience, years before, that had
turned him into a woman-fearer.

He centered the ship’s sights on

Mars and threw in the robot pilot.

A small rectangle lit up on the con-

trol panel after a moment. The num-
bers, 243, glowed at him.

“Two hundred and forty-three

hours to Mars,” he muttered. “Dam-
me for a zaney prospector, but I

don’t like this. Why couldn’t some-

one else have been here when she

called for help. Now I gotta give up

my plans for looking for Mobey Dick,

and I bet I would’ve found him this

time.” *

<<CHUT UP,” Rek Barker said,

glaring at Nels, his first mate.

He turned back to the radar screen

and watched its blank surface, wait-

ing for something to show.

“But I’m tellin’ you, Rek,” Nels

went on. “That voice wouldn’t have

stopped until we got there, imless

someone got there first.”

“I think different,” Rek said with-

out turning around. “I think she must

have passed out. Anyway, what’s the

difference? If some prospector hap-

pened to get there first we could keep

*Mohey Dick is a legendary asteroid

puted to have been found by an asteroid

prospector in 2017 A.D. . Two hundred feet
long and twenty feet thick, spectro-photo-
grapha supposedly showed it to be pure di-

amond. Its finder. Gabby Fried, died
unthout being able to find it again. Since
that time it has been the dream of all space
prospectors. The most conservative esti-

mate of its value if found and brought
intact to Earth or Mars, is B26.
($26,000,000.00) Gabby Fried called his

find Mobey Dick because of its similarity
in size, color, and shape, to the legendary
whale of that name.

him from spilling his guts. We’ve done

it before.’'

“Sure,” Nels said. “But maybe
he’ll report it before we get a chance

to.”

“Did you ever see a prospector with

a radio strong enough to reach from

here to Mars or Earth?” Rek sneered.

“Even our broadcaster won’t reach

that far. Twenty million miles to

Mars right now, and it’s closest.

Wait! What’s that?”

A speck had appeared on the ra-

dar screen. In order for it to even

show, it would have to be less than

half a million miles away.

Rek and Nels watched. After a

while the speck developed a, tail that

showed, shadowlike, on the screen.

“A ship,” Rek and Nels murmured
together.

Rek set the ship’s sights on it and

switched in the autopilot to intercept

it. In a moment numbers lit up in a

small rectangle of glass on the con-

trol panel. They said 3:45.

“We’ll reach him in three hours

and forty-five minutes,” Rek said

unnecessarily. “Tell the boys to be

ready.”

Nels left the pilot room.

•rnREE HOURS and forty-five

minutes later Rek Barker’s ship

was directly behind Zaney Smith’s

and just enough to one side to be

out of the rocket stream.

Rek pressed a button on the con-

trol panel. A dull boom sounded

through the ship as a round, thick

plate trailing a metal cable shot out.

It crossed the space separating the

two ships and landed against the hull

of Zaney’s small craft with enough

force to cause it to veer off its

course.

Rek pulled a microphone from a

clamp receptacle on the board and

spoke into it. The microphone would

pick up his voice and send it tlirough
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the electro-magnet grapple, repro-

ducing his voice as a vibration in the

hull of Zaney’s ship.

“Prepare to be boarded,” Rek
said. “If you resist you will be killed.

This is Rek Barker talking.”

He pushed the microphone back

into its clamp with a malicious smile

on his cruel lips. Those words he had

just spoken had been the prelude to

numberless boardings of innocent

victims, during the ten years he had
roamed tlie spaceways as a pirate.

Not once had any of those who had

let him board them to save their

lives escaped to tell about it. In

Rek’s mind there was no doubt of

what would happen this time, either.

The connecting cable grew taut.

Then the rocket stream from the oth-

er ship died out.

“Think he’ll destroy the orbit data

on that visitor?” Nels asked.

“He’s human,” Rek said dryly.

“He won't without memorizing it or

making some sort of record. We’ll

torture it out of him.”

“Why not offer to cut him in?”

Nels asked.

“Cut him in?” Rek echoed incred-

ulously. “Why should we? And any-

way, this is too big to cut anybody

in. Remember what she said? The
ones who re,scue her from her prison

will be given enough power to run

this little solar system! She’s from

some star system where their science

is millions of years ahead of ours.”

“Yeali,” Nels said uneasily. “But—

”

“But you think she ran read

minds,” Rek jeered. “Ju.st because

her voice was mental instead of by

radio. What if she can? Once we get

our hands on her prison ship and
take it to our hideout she’s stuck

until she accepts our terms. W’e’ll

give her time to think it over. Even
without her we can probably find

out enough about tlie stuff on board

that ship to lay down our own law.

There’s probably weapons on it we
never dreamed of. Take over the

controls. I want to supervise this

boarding personally. Some dumb
cluck might, gum things up.”

^<1^0 YOU suppose it could have

been a gag of some sort?”

Bill Hanes thought aloud.

“How?” Dave Armet asked. “We
both heard exactly the same thing.

We compared. It was mental, tele-

pathic. Who has the science or the

ability to broadcast thought—es-

pecially out here beyond the orbit of

Mars?”
“But she said she’d keep calling

until we reached her,” Bill Hanes
complained.

’

“Until somebody reached her,”

Dave Armet corrected. “Obviously

somebody did.”

“Well,” Bill said. “I’m for giving

up and going on as we were. We
don’t stand a chance of finding her

now.”

“Not yet,” Dave said. “There’s a

strong chance that whoever reached

her was a space prospector the same
as we are. He’d need help. He might

go out looking for it, or ask her to

send out another call. Let’s wait two

or three more days.”

As they talked, Dave’s and Bill’s

eyes constantly went to the radar

screen. Each time a new dot appeared

on that screen they trained their vis-

ual telescope on it to examine it.

Eacli time, since that telepathic call

had sounded in their minds and then

stopped, every new dot had proved

to be merely a wandering chunk of

iron or stone.

Now, as they watched, another ap-

peared. Dave got up and went to the

telescope eyepiece, pressing control

buttons that ran the small motors

directing the telescope, until the new
object was visible.
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“It’s a ship.” There was relief in

his voice. Bill Hanes took his place

and looked.

“Yeah,” he said. “But Just the

wreck of a prospecting ship. A small

one at that. Look how she spins. If

there was anyone on board they

wouldn’t let it spin end to end that

way.”

“We’d better investigate,” Dave
said. “Could be there’s someone alive

on board, Or maybe its owner died,

and the ship itself’s O.K. . We could

take it to Mars and sell it.”

IVE HOURS later Dave fired

the gr^)ple plate. It shot out

lazily across the space between the

two ships. When it grabbed onto the

slowly spinning ship, its connoting

cable whipped, giving Dave a busy

five minutes as he made both ships

stable and brought them together

gently.

The two men already had their

^>acesuits on. Now they stepped into

the airlock, and were quickly out-

side the ship, the mildly magnetic

soles of their suit shoes holding them
down as they walked along the shell,

le{q>ed to the other ship, and entered

its airlock.

“Must be nobody here,” Bill said

through the two way suit radio.

“The airlock is open on the outside.

That means the last time it was used

someone went out instead of in.”

Dave didn’t answer. The two men
waited quietly while the shell door

closed and air entered the lock. As
soon as the gauges showed pressure

equalization he pressed tlie stud that

opened the inner door.

The ship was dirty. Whoever had
lived in it hadn’t been too orderly.

TTie ownership plate over the control

panel said that it belonged to Zaney
Smith.

“Zaney Smith!” Dave exclaimed.

"Remember him? Last time we saw

him was two years ago in Melba’s

on Mars. He was drunk as a lord

on the money from a ten pound gold-

bearing chunk he’d found out here.”

“Wonder what happened to him,”

Bill said.

The two men explored the ship

from the fuel compartments to the

ore holds. No one was on board.

“Must have got lost from his ship

out here,” Bill finally decided. “Too
bad, but he’d overlived his life ex-

pectancy long ago. Something was
certain to happen to him.”

“I don’t know,” Dave said slow-

ly, his eyes on something on the wall

near the floor to the right of the air-

lock door. He went over and stooped

down. It was writing, scribbled in an

almost illegible hand.

“Look at thisl” he said sharply.

Bill joined him. The two men
read:

“Rek Barker got me. Her orbit

is
—” And the orbit figures were writ-

ten below this. Also the time.

“Zaney Smith must have been the

one that got to her,” Bill said,

straightening up.

Dave rose and went to the small

drawer imder the orienter, returning

with pencil and paper. He wrote down
the orbit data.

“Rek Baker would get this out of

Zaney,” he said bitterly. “I’ve heard

of him. He’s not very well known be-

cause no one who meets him lives to

talk about it. Remember last year

when they arrested that guy who
bragged he was one of Rek Barker’s

men, and how much loot they’d

stored up on some out-of-the-way

planetoid?” Bill nodded. “Somebody
shot the guy before they could get

him to jail,” Dave went on.

“What do we do?” Bill asked.

“Run to Mars and tell the space

patrol what happened?”

“We’ve got two ships now,” Dave
said thoughtfully.
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*‘Wai't a minute,” Bill protested.

“If you’re thinking of sending me to

Mars while you go after Rek Barker,

think again. I won’t do it.”

“lie sensible,” Dave said. “This

thing’s big. We can’t run the risk of

botli of us getting killed. And one of

us’s got to go after Rek Barker while

his exhaust trail is still readable.”

“Then you go to Mars and let me
try to follow him,” Bill said.

“Yeah?” Dave said, smiling.

“What was our agreement? In times

of emergency I’m the boss. Remem-
ber?”

Bill grinned sourly.

“O.K.
,
you’re the boss,” he said.

“O.K. ,
then,” Dave said. “I’ll

take our ship. This one’s good

enough to get to IMars in. Ours has

a longer range broadcaster. The
S.P.’s can probably pick up my lo-

cation from a couple of million miles

away.” His expression softened.

“Don’t take it too hard. Bill. We
ought to get enough out of this to

retire on—if Rek Barker doesn’t kill

me and get away with everything.”

He held out his gloved hand. Bill

took it. They shook solemnly. Then
Dave went to the airlock. Five min-

utes later his voice vibrated through

the ship from the magnetic grapple

plate.

“Get a move on. Bill,” it said.

“And I’ll be seeing \mu—I hope.”

“Sooner than you think,” Bill said

aloud to himself.

He went over to the writing on the

wall and memorized the orbit data

Zaney had written there. At the con-

trol panel he fed that data into the

robot pilot; but ran the ship by man-

ual control until he was out of radar

range of the other ship.

He would reach the predicted po-

sition of the mystery ship-prison of

die owner of that mental voice they

had heard a few hours later than

Dave because of his having to head

toward Mars first; but he had no in-

tention of missing the excitement.

“Anyway,” he soothed his con-

science. “If we get the S.P.’s in on

this we only get ten percent of what-

ever comes from it. Why shouldn’t

we get our ten percent clear—after

income taxes.”

OEK BARKER was in the pilot

seat, his eyes half closed. He
chuckled. Zaney Smith, the crazy old

prospector, had been comical in his

defiance.

Zaney had torn off the section of

the orienter ribbon that had the orbit

data for the mystery ship, and swal-

lowed it. It had been a mistake.

When Rek had pointed out to him
that the paper was indigestible and
the inks permanent, and all they

would have to do would be to cut

him open to get the paper, Zaney
had wilted, his Adam’s Apple jump-

ing up and down on his scrawny

neck, his inch-long beard quivering

in terror.

Zaney had blurted out the data.

He’d memorized it, as Rek knew he

would.

Nels had been for killing the old

prospecter of course. But Rek had

decided to keep him alive until they

got the prison ship. No telling what
that female prisoner might have told

him that would come in handy. So

he’d ordered Zaney locked up for the

present.

Now the ship was speeding to in-

tercept the mystery ship. It was run-

ning on autopilot. The glass rectan-

gle showed the numbers, 003; three

hours yet.

There were several specks on the

radar screen. Rek had examined

each as it first appeared, and found

them all to be plain chunks of rock.

Now a new dot emerged in the center

of the screen.

Rek went over and trained the
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telescope on it. Tt was the shipl

He studied it.

It was disappointingly small. Larg-

er than his own craft, but much
smaller than a space liner. Its shell,

seen through the G and Q filters in

the telescope, showed pitting and cor-

rosion. Rek ran a spectro analysis

on it. It was durosteel. That meant
it must be plenty old, to be so pitted.

Its shape was different than that of

any ship Rek had ever seen. It lacked

the needle nose necessary for super-

sonic velocities in the atmosphere of

a planet, and instead of a heavy rock-

et-stern for power acceleration, it

merely had small control rockets.

“It must have anti-grav 1
” Rek said

aloud. “That secret alone would give

me control over all space travel.”

The mystery ship was close enough

now so that its details showed on the

radar screen itself. Rek went to the

control board and rang the alarm

bell, waking his crew.

The automatic pilot was bringing

his ship close to the other in a speed-

matching maneuver. Rek prepared to

fire the electromagnet grapple that

would tie the two ships.

As Nels, stretching sleepily, came
into the room from the sleeping quar-

ters, Rek pressed the firing stud.

The grapple plate drifted across to

the other ship and landed with a
thud.

Rek picked the microphone from
its clamps on the control board. He
winked at Nels. His voice was in-

gratiating as he spoke.

“This is Rek Barker, lady,” he
said. “Zaney Smith, the man who
was here before, brought me and my
men here to rescue you.”

“Welcome aboard the Astrazomb,”
the melodious voice formed in his

mind.

Rek and Neb grinned mirthlessly

at each other, as only men can grin

who have killed so many times the life

of others has no value.

DEA-ANNA, in her prison aboard^ the Astrazomb, smiled slowly as

she read the thoughts of Rek and

Nels. She had plumbed the depths of

their minds and knew what they

were.

She knew what they did not—that

telepathy works two ways or it

doesn’t work at all. When she had

set out her call (as she had done

periodically for the past ten million

years in her driftings through space),

five minds had sprung into her con-

sciousness. There had been more, but

she had immediately sensed that

some were mere menials, subser-

vient to the wills of the two called

Rek Barker and Nels Bronson, and

had cut them out.

There were the five relevant

minds; Rek, Nels, Zaney Smith,

Dave Armet, and Bill Hanes. Three

types of minds. Rek and Nek were

without mercy, thinking crnly of what

could bring them power, satisfaction

of lust, or riches. Zaney Smith was

more to her liking. He was an ex-

tremely sensitive mind that had

found life cruel, and retreated into

the solitude of space, driven by the

urge to escape social contact that he

feared would lead to further hurt.

Because he couldn’t willingly hurt

anyone himself, he would risk hurt

by her to rescue her from her prison.

He had loved deeply once, long ago

when he was young, and had been

hurt by the one he loved.

Dave Armet and Bill Hanes were
evidently the norm of the race of

humans of this star and its planets

she found herself among. Their code

was a social one, their adjustment to

life quite practical. They would rkk
their lives to rescue her, and take

only what she gave them freely, since

they were not predatory.
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A vague unease stirred in her

thughts. There was a strong possibil-

ity that it might wind up with Zan-

ey, Dave, and Bill dead, and herself

in the power of the one called Rek.
He was cunning and extremely in-

telligent along with his unscrupulous-

ness. Wise though she herself was, she

realized that Rek was her equal in

wits. He stood a chance of out-

smarting her.

On the other hand, Dave was clear

thinking, and his partner Bill had the

reckless courage to possibly upset

any scheme Rek might devise to ex-

ert pressure on her. It had been that

recklessness she had played on voice-

lessly to tip the balances so that he
followed Dave rather than going to

Mars and bringing the S.P.

.

Bea-Anna hadn’t wanted the

knowledge of her existence to be
known too widely—yet. With five or

twenty minds in an isolated sea of

space she could feel able to deal

witli things. With five billion minds
impinging on consciousness she

would be lost.

When she became free it would be

different. When she could command
her hands and fingers, when she

could command her legs and they

would carry her where she willed, she

could feel able to cope with any-

thing.

Until then, she had only her mind.

And it would take science such as

only she in this part of the universe

knew to free her, for her prison was
no ordinary thing of bars and walls.

She sensed Rek and Nels walking

along the shell of the ship, examin-

ing its pitted condition and trying to

estimate its age. Her timeless smile

remained on her full red lips. But
in her mind tendrils of fear crawled

uneasily.

«pROM THE looks of this shell,”

Nels said, “the ship must be

over a thousand years old. How
could the dame be any good if she’s

that old?”

“Forget her,” Rek said. “If she’s

worth having she’s mine anyway. But
what we’re mostly interested in is

the secrets this ship contains in the

way of weapons. And the secret of

anti-gravity. With that and what we
have on Lark Planetoid we can rim

the rocket-propelled space ship busi-

ness out of existence. With the weap-

ons we can rule the System.”

“Not to mention evening a few

scores,” Nels said grimly.

They had reached the airlock now.
They drew their guns, the deadly

bazooka-type automatic pistol that

could send its bullets through five

inch armor plate without the slight-

est recoil, and stepped into the lock.

The ship-pressure gauge showed
zero.

“No air inside!” Rek exclaimed.

“I wonder ...”

“Wonder what?” Nels asked.

“If there’s no air,” Rek said slow-

ly. “Maybe this dame isn’t human.

Telepathy’s a funny thing. Maybe
she can’t even talk, actually. Her
thoughts might come out like the

voice of a sweet young thing in our

minds because she made it that way.

We’d better be careful.”

The inner door pushed open under

Rek’s touch. A cloud of dust rose

about the two men as they stepped

into the corridor on the other side

of the open door.

After they had taken a few steps

the dust was a thick cloud. Nels’

foot kicked something solid. He
picked it up. Holding it close to his

helmet he could see it.

It w£is a chunk of what had once

been some sort of plastic floor cov-

ering. It was crumbling into dust in

his grasp.

“Look at this, Rek,” he said. “How
long would it take asphalt tile or
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rubber tile to turn to dust? A mil-

lion years?”

“Not very long,” Rek said, ex-

amining the stuff. “But we can’t do

very much exploring in this dust.

Let’s take the ship in tow and go to

Lark Planetoid. There we can take

our time pulling things apart, and get

this du.st cleaned out before trying

to explore.”

“Might as well, Rek,” Nels agreed.

“Probably nothing will operate any-

way, if the insulation’s rotted off all

the wires.”

“O.K. ,” Rek said, starting back

to the airlock. “Have the men un-

screw our needle-nose so we can push

this baby. I’ll start figuring the tra-

jectory.”

rvAVE ARMET kept his eyes on

his radar screen, tliinking how
hazardous space travel would be

without it. Nothing could appear on

it that wasn’t within a half million

miles of the ship—and everything

within that distance showed. Without

radar it would have been impossible

to pick out every little thing near the

ship as it sped through the vacuum of

space. With it, the almost unbroken

blanket of light from the stars didn’t

show at all.

But there was a worried frown on

his face. The automatic pilot was
braking the ship to adjust to the or-

bit data fed into it—but there was
no alien ship or anything else there.

What had happened? There was a

remote chance that the thing had
been knocked off its orbit by some
small asteroid striking it or coming

close to it; but if that were so it

would still be close enough so it

would appear on the radar screen,

and none of those small dots on the

screen were a ship.

But wait! A new dot had emerged
on the screen. Dave rushed to the

telescc^ and examined it. It was a

ship, all right. No doubt about it.

“Damn!” he muttered aloud, an-

grily. Then he laughed.

It was Zaney Smith’s ship that was

supposed to be well on
^
its way to

Mars. Bill Hanes had pulled a fast

one and circled back instead of going

to Mars. Dave had thought Bill had

given in too easily. This was the rea-

son.

He went over and trained his ra-

dio reflector-antenna in the direc-

tion of Zaney’s ship.

“I’ll have you shot when we get

to Mars, Bill,” he said into the mike

with mock anger.

“You’ll never take me alive, Ren-

frew,” Bill’s voice taunted. “I have

the fastest ship in the galaxy, a trusty

crew, and the queen of the May
as hostage. Woo woo!”

“Shut up,” Dave said. “And tell

me, can you see that mystery ship

in your radar screen? It should be

right here, and it’s nowhere in sight.”

“How can I tell you and shut up?”

Bill answered. He did a double take.

“What! You mean that ship’s gone?”

There was a moment of silence. “Rek
Barker must have taken it,” he add-

ed. “Probably taking it to his base,

wherever that is.”

“Get over here,” Dave ordered.

“We’ll have to work fast.”

“O.K. Bill said. “W'ait for me.”

“Haven’t got time,” Dave an-

swered. “I’m going back along the

mystery ship’s orbit to about the

point where Rek Barker must have

picked it up. Pie probably doesn't

know anyone’s after him, and woii’l

try to hide his exhaust tail.”

“I get it!” Bill said. “You can put

the short focus eyepiece on our tele-

scope and stick in an NP filter, and

the exhaust gases will appear as a

fog against the star background. I

should be with you to run the ship

though. You can’t do both things at

once.”
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Both ships were now zooming

ahead toward the point where Rek
Barker must have started.

“I’ll be able to manage,” Dave
said. “And we’re better off with two

ships. If one of us gets caught by
Barker the other can probably get

away and go for help. We’re on the

trail of something big, even without

the mystery ship. If we can capture

Rek Barker and his gang and find

their hideout we get ten percent of

the value of recovered loot plus all

the rewards. That should be enough

so that YOU can be queen of the

May.”

“Gee!” Bill .said. Then, “Naw. I

don’t wanta. I’d rather have enough

to buy the queen of the May.”

“Well,” Dave said into his micro-

phone, a smile tugging at the corners

of his mouth. “You could buy a nice,

sleek space cruiser and christen it

the Queen of the May.”

“And man it—I mean woman it

with a dozen or so beautiful girls,”

Bill said dreamily. “Maybe even the

female in that mystery ship would
sign up. If she has the secret of im-

mortality we could all roam from star

to star and get the human race start-

ed on thousands of planets with my
children.”

“You ain’t man enough, son,”

Dave laughed. “I still remember how
you fainted when you were cornered

by that pretty little thing at Moon
Station that wanted to go with you.”

“That was my malaria creeping up
on me,” Bill said, half angrily.

ii'^HIS IS a tougher job than I ex-

pected it to be,” Rek growled.

It was the seventeenth time he had
miscaieulated centers of gravity and

sent the two ships into a spin. The
other ship’s mass was enormous for

its size. And Rek was beginning to

suspect that it shifted around every

so often just to make him miscalcu-

late and start spinning.

“AVhy don’t you pull the thing

instead of pushing it?” one of the

crew groaned.

“We’d never go anyplace that

way,” Rek growled. “Our thrust

would be all against the other ship

then, and do nothing except keep
the grapple cable taut.”

Most of the crew was seasick. Nels

was hardest hit, lying in his bunk,

groaning. Rek alone was on his feet

and with a clear head, and more than

once he had felt the desire to give in

and be sick.

But in spite of the spins that

brought to a halt the constant thrust

of the rockets, they had made good
time. They were coming close to Lark
Planetoid. Caution born of long habit

was rising in Rek’s control of the

ship.

He was well acquainted with the

tricks of following a ship by track-

ing its exhaust gases. He knew that

with the right filters in a wide view

telescope, exhaust gases would ap-

pear as a moving cloud, and, since

they left the rocket chamber at a

constant sp)eed, and lost temperature

at a constant rate, anyone knowing

how could analyze those exhaust gas-

es and determine with a close degree

of accuracy just where the ship from

which they originated was, at that

particular moment.

He also knew a few tricks to

shake off possible pursuit, and was
using them now.

Shutting off the rockets, he coast-

ed for a few hours. Then, maneuver-

ing his ship about by small thrusts

from the axis and auxiliary control

rockets, he fired the main rockets in

a direction at right angles to his line

of flight.

He did this until his ship had al-

most reached the same .speed as the

rocket gases themselves, then stopped
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the rockets. The reason for this was
so that no exhaust gases would be

crossing the path he had left, to point

the way to his new path.

He did this several times, each

maneuver taking him a few hundred
thousand miles closer to Lark Planet-

oid. In the end it was an absolute

impossibility for anyone to follow him
by tracking his rocket stream.

Satisfied that he was safe from
pursuit, he headed directly for his

home base.

Lark Planetoid, by some strange

freak of Cosmic Chance, was a hol-

low sphere of lava rock. Thirty miles

in diameter, its crust was almost a
uniform five miles thick, leaving a

hollow center roughly twenty miles

across.

There was even a natural entrance

to its center through a rough open-

ing almost two miles across. It was
as if a molten drop of lava had been
tossed into space, and expanded,

bubble-like, from internal gases un-

til it had nearly solidified; and then

punctured, releasing the imprisoned

gases.

Its non-reflecting surface made
Lark Planetoid invisible. It actually

couldn't be seen with a telescope un-

til magnification brought it up to

within a half million miles, and then

only if the observer knew exactly

where to look for it.

Rek Barker had been a legitimate

space prospector until he discovered

the freak asteroid. With its discovery

he had started to dream of piracy.

From dreams to actuality had been a
natural step. Offhand he could name
twenty or thirty men who would be
glad to join in with him on such a
venture, once they knew there was
such a hideway where untold loot

could be stored.

If Lark Planetoid had been discov-

ered by the S.P.'s, they would have

built an airlock in its two mile punc-

ture and built a space station inside,

with a gigantic city, self-contained.

Rek Barker and his men had merely

brought captured space-liners and

guided them inside, anchoring them,

and using them for the segments of a

giant city.

Here were perhaps five hundred

permanent prisoners, kept alive to do

the chores and to sort and store the

more marketable loot brought in with

each ship.

And here, occasionally, came a

furtive freighter, to pick up a cargo

of riches to take back to Earth or

Mars for slow dispxjsal in regular

trade chanels. Here also, from time to

time, came sleek space yachts owned
by bankers and financial giants who
owed their existence and their wealth

to Rek Barker.

Rek, in spite of his roughness and
his love of raw cruelty that found its

vent in piracy, was an organizing

genius, and had built around him-

self a syndicate that was more de-

tailed and elaborate in its ramifica-

tions than most legitimate inter-plan-

etary industries. He had built his

empire by searching for and finding

genius akin to his own, and financ-

ing it. His mistakes had been very few

—and had been quickly erased.

'J’HE GUARDS in their camouflaged

stations that rimmed the hole in

Lark Planetoid studied the pitted

space ship that Rek’s deft maneuver-

ing guided toward and past them and

their concealed rocket missiles.

They continued to watch as an-

chored grapples inside the hollow

planetoid shot out and gripped the

mystery ship, drawing it firmly to

rest against the inner crust of the

rock bubble.

When it had been firmly secured,

the grapple from Rek’s ship dropped

away and was reeled in. Small bursts
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from guide rockets sent Rek’s ship

across the inner void toward the sleek

hull of what had once been the prize

liner of the Trans Space Lines pas-

senger fleet, but which was now his

central headquarters.

Here, other eyes watched in

amazement, startled at the realiza-

tion that this new addition to Rek’s

collection of prizes was no ship ever

built by modern man, but one from

some unknown civilization, built be-

fore the human race had learned to

escape the gravitation of Earth and

cross the void of space.

Bea-Anna sensed these curious

minds, isolated them one by one and
studied them, and from them fitted

together a picture of Rek’s organiza-

tion.

The vague fear that had lain in

her mind flared almost into panic.

She had underestimated this man.

Her tlioughts became bitterly self-

condemnatory as she realized she

should have destroyed him while she

was still free in space.

She could still destroy him. But
.she couldn’t cut the anchors that

were even now being welded to the

hull of her ship to anchor it forever

to this wandering hollow sphere of

rock.

The realization rose slowly into her

mind that this was the end of her

wanderings through space. There

could be only two possibilities for the

future now; death, or freedom from

her age-long prison.

It might be death.

But there was still one small

hope . . .

She reached out carefully with her

mind, searching.

“What do we do now?” Bill Hanes’

voice sounded over the loudspeaker.

“It’s obvious Rek Barker was delib-

erately going through a routine shake-

off to keep anybody from following

bis tail to his hideout.”

“Yeah,” Dave said slowly. “If he
had known positively we were follow-

ing him, he’d have turned back and

either killed us or captured us. It

must have been just a precaution. It

would take a hundred ships to follow

him from here, and his trail is pretty

old.”

“Then we’re stuck,” Bill’s voice

sounded, disappointed. “Too bad.

Wonder if it would do any good to

just look?”

“We’re probably within a million

miles of his hideout right now,” Dave
said. “But which way? And what does

it look like? There are fifty-two dots

on my radar screen. One of them
could be his hideout. We’d probably

find Mobey Dick before we found

him! ”

“What’s Mobey Dick?”

“Mobey Dick is—-why you know
what Mobey Dick is, you lug,” Dave
said.

“What’re you talking about?” Bill’s

voice sounded.

“Didn’t you just ask me what Mo-
bey Dick was?” Dave asked doubt-

fully. In his mind the conviction was
quickly forming that it hadn’t been

Bill’s voice that framed that question.

“Are you getting spacey?” Bill

asked.

“Shut up a minute, Bill,” Dave
said. He closed his eyes and concen-

trated.

^J'UMBERS were running through
^ his thoughts. They were in the

pattern of orbit data. Crazy memory?
Could be, he thought. The numbers

repeated themselves more solidly.

There was something familiar in the

feel of them as they ran into his mind.

He tried to place this while he wrote

the numbers down. Suddenly it came

to him.

“Hey Bill,” he said excitedly,, into

the microphone of his radio. “Are you
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having any orbit data numbers run-

ning through your mind right this min-

ute?”

“No,” Bill said. “Now I know your

spacey. Or should I say Zaney?”

“It doesn’t matter,” Dave said.

“About the numbers, I mean. That

female on the mystery ship just con-

tacted me and gave me the orbit

data on Rek’s hideout. I’m positive 1”

“Where is it?” Bill asked.

Dave went to the orienter and did

a little mental arithmetic. He went

back to the microphone.

“Less than a million miles from

here,” he said. “That proves it. If it

had been just a chance remembering

of some set of orbit figures, it would

be somewhere else.”

“Then what are we waiting for?”

Bill asked. “Let’s go!”

“You know,” Dave said, “I’m be-

ginning to like that babe, whoever or

whatever she is. It could be she isn t

even human, you know.”

“That might be an improvement,”

Bill said dryly. “But I agree with

you. It looks to me like she deliber-

ately let Rek take her to his hideout

so she could lead us to it.”

Dave gave Bill the orbit data, and

fed it into his own automatic pilot.

That device quickly set up the equa-

tions that gave rocket thrust and

charge to carry the ship along the

most efficient trajectory to its des-

tination, and the time it would take,

flashing the time it would take onto

the small glass rectangle on the con-

trol board. Bill was doing the same
thing aboard Zaney Smith’s ship.

“Seven hours,” Dave spoke into

the mike. “We’d better get ready to

cut to manual control in five, and see

what we’re up against. I think I’ll

take a nap until tlien. How about

you?”

“Sure,” Bill answered. “Wait a
minute. I just thought of a swell

idea. We’ve got two ships. Suppose

we set our course to arrive in that

orbit at a spot a few hours behind

the destination, and set up Zaney's

ship in the same orbit? Then if

something happens we can maybe use

an ace in the bole like a good ship

coasting along, easy to get at from

where we’ll be.”

“That’s too good an idea for you to

get all by yourself,” Dave kidded.

“Sounds wonderful. I’m glad I

thought of it.” Laughing at his own
joke, he cut the mike and fed the

new data to the auto-pilot. Then he

set the ship alarm and promptly

went to sleep.

l^EK BARKER grunted in satis-

faction as he watched the special

built vacuum cleaner do its work. The
men running it were part of a crew

he had brought to Lark Planetoid on
a captured freighter. Altogether over

ten tons of dust had been taken from

the mystery ship. That dust had once

been floor covering, seat upholstering,

wall paint, and almost anything non-

metallic that bad existed on the ship.

In drawers had been books and

charts, seemingly intact. The first

solid appearing book that had sudden-

ly dissolved into molecular powder

under the faintest touch of his finger

had startled him. He had blinked his

eyes and tried to think how long it

would take for a heavy book, undis-

turbed, to turn completely to dust.

There were paper or parchment writ-

ings in museums on Earth that were

five thousand years old, and still

firm in texture. The thought stag-

gered him.

He explored as the ship was cleared

of dust. There was a feeling of awe
in him as he examined the neat weld-

ing of bulkhead to bulkhead, as he

realized that this ship must have been

built long before the earliest known
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history of mankind.

“It might even have been built a

hundred thousand years ago!” he

thought; and Bea-Anna, reading his

mind, smiled lazily, sensing his inabil-

ity to imagine a span of ten million

Earth years.

The slow smile faded. Panic .strug-

gled briefly to dominate her. Slowly

she forced her emotions into quies-

cence. She let thought lie idle until

the iX)ol of consciousne.ss was undis-

turbed by so much as a faint ripple

of fear.

The smile returned to her lips. She

was ready now, to make her first

move.

A sharp click sounded in the still-

ness of her, prison chamber as a

thought-sensitive relay jumped to

form a contact. The crystalline struc-

ture of one wall of her self-contained

world altered so that it became as

tran.sparent as glass.

She let her eyes open slightly. On
the other side of that transparent wall,

still unaware of her, stood the crea-

ture who knew himself as Rek Bar-

ker. Her red lips opened in relief.

Until now she had not been sure. Now
she knew that these minds she had

contacted were in bodies belonging to

a race identical with, if not the same

as her ov/n. Rek Barker w.as a man.

Long dormant memory compared

him with those of her own race of hu-

mans. His back was turned to her.

His head was normal. His shoulders

were slightly wider than the norm. In

proper clothing he might have passed

for one of her own race, from in

back.

“Turn around and face me, Rek
Barker,” she commanded mentally.

She saw his shoulders stiffen, his

head come erect. He turned slowly,

seeming to take an eternity, his hand

creeping toward the weapon he v/ore

at his hip.

Half turned, he suddenly became a
blur of motion as he completed his

movement to face her. He stopped in

a half crouch, his weapon pointed to-

ward her. His eyes were mere slits.

His lips were formed in a wolfish

snarl that hung there forgotten as his

eyes came to focus on her.

The short-cropped hair along his

temples began to move queerly, as

though it had muscles of its own and
was trying to stand erect from his

scalp. A vein in his temple began to

throb rhythmically. His slitted eyes

came open, pushing up his eyebrows

until they were rounded.

His mouth opened in what appeared

to be a half yawn. But there was no

sleepiness in his mind. Instead there

was only pure horror.

npiAT HORROR puzzled her. It

wasn’t fear. It wasn’t even re-

lated to fear. And now his actions

proved it was not fear. His jaw

snapped shut. His lips compressed

with determination. His knuckle

whitened against the trigger of his

weapon. A sharp report hit her ears

painfully as something struck the

transparent wall with tremendous

force. The structure of the wall shift-

ed, causing the view of Rek Barker

to blur.

“Stop that!” Bea-Anna commanded

sharply.

Rek Barker emerged again through

the cloudy wall. Sanity was creeping

into his eyes, his body. Sanity—and

a growing curiosity. And pity!

Pity! Her smile broadened. This

man might be more to her liking than

she had believed would be possible.

“I am Bea-Anna,” she telepathed.

“Bea-Anna.” She watched him form

the name with his lips and felt a

thrill shoot through her. It had been

ten million years since she had seen

human lips form speech she could
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read visually. A long time...

Ten million? No. She had forgot-

ten. Only two million years ago near

a star twenty or thirty lightyears

away she had watched a man form

her name with his lips. But he bad

not had the science to free her from

her prison . .

.

“Do I look so strange to you?”

Bea-Anna telepathed.

“N-no.” She watched his lips. His

language was strange, but simple and

easy to master. “It’s just that—don’t

you have a body?”

His question startled her. Then she

laughed. The distortion and refrac-

tion of tlie wall and the transparent

case about her prison had revealed

only her head to him, and that an

enormous thing, magnified dozens of

times. She explained this to him.

“And of course I have a body,”

she concluded demurely. A faint blush

warmed her skin at his desire to see

more of her. “I can’t move,” she said.

“My body is immersed in this chem-

ical bath that preserves me. But I as-

sure you that I’m entirely—normal

according to your standards.”

She cut off the telepathic contact

abruptly to hide the rest of her

thoughts. Giving him a friendly smile,

she sent the telepathed command that

cut the relay affecting the crystalline

structure of the wall.

Staring at the once more blank sur-

face, she thrilled to the rapid beat

of her heart. It had been a long time

since she had felt like tliis.

DEK’S THOUGHTS came to her,

insistent, demanding to know how
to get to her.

“I want to free j^ou,” he pleaded.

“You’re too beautiful to be impris-

oned like that.” The background of

his thoughts was full of promise, lust,

and treachery.

Disgust made her cut off all con-

tact with him. As an antidote she let

her consciousness roam in search of

the two in space, Dave and Bill. They
were asleep, their ships far out from

this small planet, but coming toward

it. She searched for the other, Zaney
Smith. Hjs thoughts were angry, bit-

ter. He was muttering a meaningless

phrase under his breath as he wield-

ed a mop on a nearby ship. What was

a “zaney prospector”? And what did

“damme” mean? He had made such a

habit of using this expression that it

no longer was connected with any

thought in his mind.

She let her mind come back to Rek
Barker, refreshed from its contact

with others. Rek was still demanding

to know how to rescue her.

“I can tell you,” she telepathed.

“Whether or not you have the science

to do it is another thing. I doubt if

you yourself could begin to under-

stand how to go about rescuing me.”

“If I don’t know how,” he an-

swered. “I can take my pick of the

smartest scientists in the Solar Sys-

tem to do it for me.” There was

boastful pride in his tone; but there

was also truth.

“Very well,” she said with sudden

determination. “This wall about my
prison, were you surprised that your

weapon had no effect on it? I read in

your mind that your weapon should

have at least marred its surface, and

that it didn’t leave the slightest mark
where it struck. The very fact that

I was able to hear its impact dem-

onstrated the force with which it

landed.

“The wall is not of matter as your

science knows it, but of what would

be known to your science as neutral

nuclei, atoms whose orbit electrons

have been collapsed onto the nucleus

itself. Neutron matter would be the

most accurate of coined words for it.

No, I see you know of deutermis.
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Polytron substance would be the ex-

act term. It’s hundreds of times

denser and tougher than matter as

it is ordinarily found. In fact, your

toughest steel is as a gas in com-
parison.”

She sensed the questions rising

into his thoughts.

“No,” she said, smiling. “I’m not

built of polytron matter. I’m of or-

dinary matter, just as you. But I’m

completely walled in by polytron mat-

ter. It will take science such as you
and your race have never known to

reach me. Power such as is not

found in nature, even in the hottest

of sims.”

“Whatever it takes,” Rek said.

“I’ll get it.” She read his added, un-

expressed thought: “And whatever

you reveal to my scientists. I’ll use

for my own ends afterwards.”

“It’s not so much a question of

equipment as it is ability to under-

stand what to do,” Bea-Anna an-

swered the thought he had wanted

her to read. “It might be that even

you, without sharing the secret with

others imnecessarily, could accom-

plish my rescue.”

She saw she had struck the right

note in him. And she wished what she

bad said could be true. With a man
like Rek Barker it would only be

working with justice to destroy him

after she was free, and keep him

from using the powers that he would

acquire in the act of freeing her.

“However,” she went on hastily be-

fore he could answer. Then she

paused. An idea had crept into her

thoughts that might be just the thing

to make Rek Barker harmless.

She forgot him momentarily, con-

sidering that idea from every angle.

“However what?” Rek asked.

“No,” she said, as though thinking

to herself. “You would be afraid.”

“Me^’ Rek said. “Ha ha ha.”

“But you would,” Bea-Anna said

sweetly. “You would have to let me
probe into your mind—deeply. You
would be completely at my mercy. I

would be able to destroy you if I

chose to. And once you allowed me to

do this you could never prevent me
from doing it again. Right now all I

can lead of your thoughts is what
you wish me to read. After that it

would be different You could never

hide a single thought from me that

I wished to hear. And at any time

I wished I could kill you without

warning, with a thought.”

OHE STUDIED his thoughts anx-

iously, watching his reaction. A
new confidence grew in her. She be-

gan to feel that she would be able

to cope with this mind of Rek Barker.

“That I couldn’t take,” he said

suddenly. “We’ll have to risk your

knowledge with someone else. I’ll find

someone.”

“I had expected that,” Bea-Anna

telepathed. “You haven’t survived by
placing yourself at the mercies of

others. So I have called a man who
has nothing to fear from me. He and

his companion are even now ap-

proaching this place.”

“Whatl” Rek exploded.

But already Bea-Anna could sense

Rek’s mind sifting the possibilities.

He had accepted the implication that

she couldn’t hurt him imless he

opened his mind to her, not suspecting

that his mind was already open to

her, and that she could kill him now

if she wished. He was figuring the

possibilities inherent in this new

development.

Uppermost in his mind was the

feeling that he held the highest cards.

Everything was falling right into his

little hollow world where he held ab-

solute power, and from which no one

could escape.
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“Who is this man you’ve called?”

Rek asked.

“A prospector named Dave Armet,”

Bea-Anna replied. “When I sent out

my call, he and his companion were

the only otlier ones besides you and

your crew, and Zaney Smith, who
were within receiving distance.”

“Then when they get here,” Rek
said thoughtfully, “everyone who
knows of your existence will be right

here in the interior of Lark Planet-

oid.”

“That’s right,” Bea-Anna said.

“And your power to contact minds

isn’t great enough to reach any others

from here?” Rek asked.

“That’s- right,” Bea-Anna reiterat-

ed. “I’ve tried.”

“Then that sort of drops things

in my lap,” Rek said. “What I mean
is that—” He licked his lips in satis-

faction. “If I can’t get you out of

your prison shell, you’re stuck here

forever.”

“I know that, Rek Barker,” Bea-

Anna admitted.

“Then I’m the boss,” Rek said.

“We’ll do things my way.”

“What do you mean?” Bea-.\nna

asked sharply.

“I mean,” Rek said slowly. “I’ll

capture this Dave Armet alive. You’ll

tell him how to get you free, and

also tell him to tell me. I want to

know the secrets you have before I

let you free. If I don’t get them,

you’ll stay where you are, forever.”

<</^OT HER set?” Dave asked.

“Right on the beam,” Bill

Hanes said, sliding out of his space

suit with a grunt of relief. “Zaney’s

ship will stay in its orbit indefinitely.

Its guide rockets’ll adjust for minor

perturbations.”

“Take a look at that small planet

through the telescope,” Dave said.

“It must be Rek’s hideout, but it’s

too small to hide anything. Maybe
his buildings are underground.”

Bill looked through the telescope.

Magnification brought the black disc

quite close. And that was all it was,

a black disc in the blanket of stars.

But as he let his eyes adjust to it,

he began to see the faint reflection

of sunlight that lit three quarters of

it.

“Seems to be black lava rock,” he

said to Dave.

“And pretty small,” Dave said

grimly. “The chances of our landing

on it without being seen are practical-

ly non-existent.”

“Then why land?” Bill asked.

“Why not report this to the Space

Patrol and let them move in?”

“We’ll swing past it at about

thirty thousand miles an hour,” Dave
said. “Maybe we can see some sign

of Rek Barker’s place and get an

idea of what we’re up against. I don’t

think that chunk of rock’s more than

thirty miles in diameter.”

“I’ll keep studying it,” Bill said.

“If I see anything I’ll tell you.”

“Hah! Look at the radar image of

it,” Dave said.

On the radar screen the planetoid

was now a bright circle almost two

inches across. Slightly off center in

the bright disc was a small gray spot

that diminished to a dark point.

“That’s funny,” Bill said. “What
could cause that? Do you suppose

the thing’s hollow?”

“Check with the telescope,” Dave
suggested.

“I can see light where that spot is,”

Bill said from the telescope. “Maybe
that’s where Rek’s hiding place is.

Suppose we land somewhere on the

other side and walk around. We might

be able to do that without being de-

tected.”

“I was considering that myself,”

Dave said, altering their course.
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Suddenly the radio loudspeaker

came to life.

“Dave Armet,” it said, “you have

been seen. Begin deceleration for

landing at once or weTl send a robomb

up to intercept you.”

“How the heck do they know my
name?” Dave exclaimed.

“You have five minutes to answer

before we loose the robomb,” the

voice added. Its tones carried finality.

Dave plucked the microphone from

its prongs and flicked the transmitter

switch.

“Who’s talking? Rek Barker?” he

asked.

“This is Rek Barker,” a new voice

spoke.

“How’d you know my name?”
Dave asked.

There was a gloating laugh.

“Bea-Anna told me your name,”

Rek said. “She didn’t want anybody

running to the S.P.’s. We decided the

safest way to get you here was to

let you come yourself.”

“Dead men carry no tales sort of

business?” Dave asked bitterly.

“Not exactly,” Rek said. “We have

a use for you and your partner, Bill.

If you behave maybe you’ll live.

Start decelerating.”

“O.K.,” Dave said angrily. He shut

off the transmitter and set the pilot

to match speed with the planetoid.

At once tlie ship swung about and

began firing its rockets toward it.

Bill and Dave through long habit

compensated for the half g accelera-

tion almost unconsciously, paying no

attention to it.

“So that’s why she gave me the

orbit data on Rek’s hideout!” Dave
muttered.

“And that’s why I turned around

instead of going to Mars to report

it to the S.P.’s,” Bill said in soft

amazement. “I thought at the time,

‘Bill, this isn’t like you.’ I can realize

now that that female put the thought

in my mind. She’s dangerous.”

“Well, there’s nothing we can do

about it now,” Dave said bitterly.

“If we try to get away we could

never escape a robomb. Those things

can accelerate at ten g’s, and once

they’re within radar range they ^ever

let go. A robomb would catch us

within five hours.”

“Maybe it isn’t hopeless,” Bill said.

“We still have Zaney Smith’s ship

back there, and with this planetoid

only thirty miles in diameter we can

acquire escape velocity in one jump
and guide ourselves to the ship.”

“Do you think that female doesn’t

know what we did with Zaney’s

ship?” Dave asked.

“Say—” Bill began. A startled

light appeared in his eyes. He hesi-

tated, then clamped his lips tight and
said nothing.

HERE we are all together,”^ Rek said, a sardonic smile on

his cruel face.

He lifted his wine glass and drank,

then sat it down with a clump on

the linen table cover. Zaney Smith,

Dave Armet, Bill Hanes, and Nels

looked at the glass expectantly, to

see if it would break and spill its

red contents over the cloth. It didn’t.

“Everybody that knows anything

about Bea-Anna is right here on Lark
Planetoid,” Rek continued. “Right

under my thumb. I suppose you won-

der why I let you live, Dave Armet.

Well, Bea-Anna and I have a use for

you. She says you have the ability

to understand how to get her out

of her polytron prison shell. She’s go-

ing to tell you, and you’re going to

tell me in words of one syllable so I

can understand. You do like you’re

told and I’ll see that you are a rich

man when this is all over.”

,

“What are you treatin’ me so darn
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nice for?” Zaney Smith asked. “I’m

no use to you any more. Why waste

good wine and food on me. It isn’t

like you, Rek Barker. You should

kill me like you’re going to kill Dave
Armet when you have no more use

for him.”

There was murder in Rek’s eyes

for a moment. Then his expression

slowly changed to tolerant good hu-

mor.

“Now, Zaney,” he said. “You’ve

got me all wrong. Sure I roughened

you up a bit when I first got you.

But this thing’s so big I decided to

be nice to everybody. I’m even going

to do all right by you. From now on

you help Dave and Bill. O.K.?”

“I’ll help them wreck your

schemes,” Zaney said.

“Bea-Anna wouldn’t like that, Za-

ney,” Rek said. “And she likes you.

She told me so.”

“You mean the old witch is a

cannibal?” Zaney said. He cackled on
the verge of hysteria.

“Don’t talk that way about her,”

Rek said. “She’s a beauty. I’ve seen

her. You’ll get a chance to see her

too.”

Zaney shuddered. It was more ex-

pressive of his feelings than words.

“Suppose we don’t want to help

you?” Bill spoke up. “What could

you do about it?”

“Let’s not talk about unpleasant

things while we eat,” Rek said. “I’m

sure you must know that there are

ways of making a person do anything

told them—just for the relief of get-

ting it over so they can die and es-

cape tlieir suffering eis soon as pos-

sible.”

Now it was Bill’s turn to shudder.

The way Rek had said it, it was
apparent that he had actually wit-

nessed people breaking under torture

and wanting to get killed.

“Are you sure Bea-Anna isn’t play-

ing you for a sucker like she played

us?” Dave asked, smiling calmly.

“You’re a smart man, Rek. You don’t

have the restrictions of civilization

like I would have. You can drive

straight toward your goal. But don’t

forget that the pitting on that duro-

steel hull of her ship shows she’s so

old that you were just born yester-

day compared to her.”

“Don’t worry about me,” Rek sa’

t

“I can handle her. She’s my kind.”

“Yeah. I know,” Dave said dryly.

He lifted his wine glass and sipp?i,

wondering what ship it had been

taken off of, and how many people

on the ship had been killed.

Rek grinned at him.

“As a matter of fact,” he said. “I

didn’t get that wine off of a ship,

Dave. I bought it on Earth and

brought it here.”

He laughed at tire startled look

in Dave’s eyes. Bea-Anna had read

Dave’s thought and telepathed it to

him. He read Dave’s slow realization

of what had happened and felt dis-

appointed. He had hoped Dave would

think he could read minds too.

“O.K.,” Dave said. “When do we
start to work?”

“Get a good rest,” Rek said.

“Plenty of time to start in after

you’ve had some sleep. And just so

you’ll all be happy I have a special

room where you can all be together.”

CCl^ID YOU get to see Bea-Anna

when you were on her ship,

Zaney?” Dave asked.

The three of them were in the

stateroom Rek Barker had given

them. The door was locked and bared

on the outside. They were prisoners.

“No,” Zaney said. He was chewing

at his beard. His boney hands were

dry-washing each other. The wine at

dinner had awakened a great thirst
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that was making his nerves start to

scream.

“What did you see?” Dave asked.

“I—I went onto her ship,” Zaney
said. “The shell is made of durosteel,

and from its corrosion I’d guess that

it’s a million years old
—

”

“A million years!” Dave exclaimed.

“But that would be impossible. Or
would it?”

“You’ll probably get a chance to

see for yourself,” Zaney said. “I was
trying to be conservative. You know
what durosteel is. You’ve read the

ads on it. There’s a durosteel bottle

full of every known type of corrosive

chemical, and for fifty years those

bottles haven’t shown the least sign

of being touched by anything. Lie,

all kinds of acids and bacterias. And
there’s a test piece that’s been heated

to five thousand degrees and cooled

over ten thousand times without los-

ing its mirror finish. So a durosteel

sjiell that’s pitted like Uie surface of

a rusted lake boat hull must be pretty

old. A darn sight older than the

Sphinx.”

“But that would mean—” Bill be-

gan.

“That Bea-Anna is about as old,”

Zaney said. “But that’s to be ex-

pected. She and her ship must have

come from some other planetary sys-

tem. That would take plenty of years,

even from one only ten or fifteen

light years away.”

“She can’t be human, then,” Dave
said.

“Oh yes she is,” Zaney said quick-

ly-

“So you’ve seen her,” Dave said.

“No, but Rek has, and he told me
about her,” Zaney said. “He said

she’s young and beautiful. I don’t

doubt it. It’s the young and beautiful

ones that make suckers out of us.”

“So she’s young and beautiful,”

Dave said. “That means she has the

secret of immortality. No wonder

Rek wants her. If he can get that

secret^”

“Me, I think she’s playing him for

a sucker too,” Zaney said. “It was
her idea to get everybody that knows
she exists into this one spot. You
can’t tell me she won’t be able to

wipe us all out once she’s free. And
then she can do as she pleases. Why
do you think she was imprisoned in

the first place? Probably where she

came from she was too dangerous to

let stay around. They put her in a

prison she couldn’t escape from, and

set it adrift in interstellar space.”

“I’ye been wondering about that

angle myself,” Bill Hanes said.

“I think you’ve got that wrong,”

Dave said. “Look at it this way.

She’s been travelling through space

for, let’s say, a million years. Long

enough so that even durosteel wears

down. Maybe her prison isn’t a prison

at all. Maybe it’s just a protective

shell inside the ship. Maybe she’s

living in a sort of balanced aquarium,

and the controls that would free her

are on the outside—or part of them
—and have become unable to operate

because they’re too old. Insulation

off, making shorts in wires. Source

of power dissipated. Maybe for the

first thousand years she could have

gotten out any time she wanted. Then
it wasn’t originally a prison, but just

a setup in which she could survive

crossing from one star to another, in

search of other humans.”

“Then why did she lead you into

a trap?” Zaney asked.

“Your saying she’s human explains

a lot of things,” Dave said, smiling

sourly. “Maybe she’s fallen for Rek
Barker. Maybe where she comes from

a man like him is admired. Or maybe
she hasn’t learned he’s a killer.

There’s cases where even nice girls

fall in love with killers and stick hv
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them. He’s the first man she’s seen

in a long time, you know.”

“Huh,” Zaney snorted.

“The thing I can’t understand,”

Bill said thoughtfully, “is why she’s

made no attempt to contact us since

we got here. It looks bad. It makes
it look like maybe Zaney’s right, and
she just wanted to lead us to where

Rek could capture us, so we wouldn’t

go to Mars and tell about her.”

“Maybe,” Dave said. “But she’s

been reading my thoughts. She read

my thought about the wine and tele-

pathed it to Rek.” He frowned.

“Funny about that. It’s almost like

she wanted me to know indirectly

that she is in contact with my mind
all the time.”

r\AVE AND BILL examined the

hollow interior of Lark Planet-

oid curiously as they stood poised on

the platform extending out from

Rek’s headquarters ship that served

as a landing field for spacesuited fig-

ures in this gravity-less world. Here

and there on the vast inner surface

were clusters of ships that protruded

like ripe grapes in the feebly lit

space.

“What the government could do to

make this into a space station !
” Dave

thought.

Diagonally across the hollow inte-

rior could be seen a small disk of

stars through the two mile opening

to the outside. Sweeping in smooth

curvature from this disc w^as the

blackness of night, molded into a

dome, giving the impression of being

solid shadow.

“All right, follow me,” Rek’s voice

cut in through the suit radio.

He crouched on the platform and

sprang upward. They followed. When
they were a hundred feet up, they

could look down and see the pano-

rama of shins clustered together

around Rek’s headquarters.

On the outer fringe of this group

was the mystery ship, different from

the others in its spherical shape as

compared to the cigar shape of all

solar ships.

Rek pointed a hand rocket in back
of him and fired. His suited body
moved toward the mystery ship.

Dave and Bill followed him, not need-

ing any coaxing from the guards that

stayed close to them. Zaney followed

more erratically.

When they landed on the pitted

shell Dave bent down to study the

erosion. Instantly he knew what had

caused it. He straightened, his

thoughts churning speculatively. But

he said nothing.

There was a short wait in the air-

lock until pressures equalized, then

they were inside the ship.

Rek led the way along a passage

that was of about the same dimen-

sions as those of ordinary ships, in-

dicating that it was built for crea-

tures the same size as humans if they

weren’t tliemselves human.
Finally they came to a large room

where Rek halted, facing a blank

wall expectantly. The wall was a dull

gray except for a smear that appeared

to have been made by something

spattering.

Now. as Dave watched, the blank

wall began to change. It was becom.-

ing translucent, light coming from its

depths. Almost abruptly it became

tran.sparent.

Dave was prepared for almost any-

thing except what he saw. There was

a large shallow thing shaped some-

what like a wine glass, with vari-col-

ored bubbles dripping over its rim to

a large pool below.

Rising from this overflowing bowl

was a gigantic head. Each detail of

it seared into his shocked mind; but
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with each monstrous fact, some voice

in his mind seemed to account for

its monstrousness, so that when the

first shock wore off he knew that

though he was seeing what seemed to

be a gigantic head, it was in reality

no larger than his own, and it was
that of Bea-Anna.

Hidden from view, immersed in the

bubbling liquid, was her body. He
closed his eyes to hide the scene.

Instantly he could see her as he felt

she really was, slim, longlegged,

graceful, and mature. In his mind’s

eye she opened her eyes and her lips

opened in a smile. He opened his

eyes. Her huge head, seen through the

wall, was the counterpart of his men-
tal image in its expression.

Had he in some way seen tele-

pathically?

His heart was pounding. His
thoughts were a spiral of mixed-up

things, some of which seemed to coihe

from outside him. He shook his head

and closed his eyes again. At once

the mental image of Bea-Anna re-

turned in full vividness.

“That’s better,” a voice murmured,

and it was her voice.

IJEA-ANNA! Her name repeated^ itself endlessly in his mind. And
in his mind’s eye she stood before

him, her nude body half revealed

through a film of sluggish currents

in a luminescent fluid, her expression

one of intense concentration masked
by a lazy smile.

In the background of his mind
something was going on that he could

only vaguely sense. He remembered
the first time he had rode up from

the Earth on a Moon excursion ship.

The heavens of black space had
emerged through the blue of the

Earth sky in the same way the hori-

zons of his mind were now expand-

ing.

At first it was just thoughts.

Thoughts were running into his con-

scious mind and sinking into sub-

consciousness faster than he could

read them.

Then, slowly, the tenor of things

changed. The change was as subtle

as the difference between a thought

and an emotion. Bea-Anna had
reached into the very foundations of

his mind. Like a superhuman surgeon

she was deftly operating, cutting, al-

tering, remaking him.

He became aware of other sources

of thought emerging into his con-

sciousness. They were bodiless,

strange, yet also familiar. With part

of his mind he listened to them,

watched them. One by one he iden-

tified them.

They were the thoughts of those

around him. Bill, Zaney, Rek!
Was Bea-Anna bringing him those

thoughts?

Suddenly he knew she had not. She
had in some way made it possible

for him to be aware of the thoughts

of those around him within himself!

Her image in his mind’s eye nod-
ded in agreement. Her voice spoke.

“Every mind has within itself the

power to be as I am,” it said. “Your
early training, the inhibitions set up
in you by the beliefs of your elders,

prevented the development of these

powers. All I have done is cut away
the inhibitions and laid out channels

to bring these things to consciousness.

I haven’t done this with anyone else.

You must keep it secret.”

Dave Armet became aware that he
was breathing, that his heart was
beating, of the heavy closeness of his

space suit. He opened his eyes.

The gigantic head of Bea-Anna
looked at him through the heavy-

matter wall from its resting place in

the cup. His ears began to hear the

breathing of his companions, and the'
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small static noises in his suit radio.

“Quite a shock, huh?” Rek’s voice

sounded. “She ain’t really that way.

It’s ju.'^t the magnification in the wall

that makes her seem that way.”

“Yeah, quite a shock,” Dave an-

swered. He was realizing that the very

foundations of his mind had been

changed in a space of less than a
few .seconds.

He was listening to Rek’s thoughts,

and to Rea-Anna’s voice, warning him
that he mast never say anything that

might make Rek suspect he could

now read his mind like an open book.

"Yeah,” he said, turning to look at

Rek. “I can imagine it must have

been a shock to you the first time,

too.”

“Well, let’s get down to basiness,”

Rek said hastily. “Bea-Anna is going

to teach you the science necessary to

get her out of this trap she’s in. It

has a wall of polytron matter that

has to be cut open. That stuff’s so

thick that even steel is like a gas

compared to it. But she says there’s

a way to cut it open, and she’ll tell

you how. Then you’re to tell me, and

I’ll get the equipment. Is drat clear?

No funny stuff, or you’ll be in

trouble.”

“It’s clear,” Dave said.

* + *

“Damn woman,” Zaney said. “Nev-

er saw one yet that wasn’t treacher-

ous.”

Rek looked at Zaney suspiciously.

“What do you mean?” he asked.

“Oh, nothing,” Zaney said, his eyes

shifting nervously to Dave.

“Come on,” Rek said, smiling,

“you must mean .something.”

“No,” Zaney said, “I just don’t

like women.”

J^EK LOOKED at two of his men

and dipped his head imp)ercepti-

bly. They promptly bore Zaney to the

deck and took off his helmet, while

other guards stood ready to jump on

Dave or Bill if either showed any
signs of objecting.

With Zaney’s helmet off, the two

men lifted him to his feet. Rek
walked up to him and stood, legs

apart, a wide smile on his face.

“One last chance,” he said softly.

Zaney licked his lips nervously.

“I was just talking, that’s all,” he

said. “What could I have meant?

You’re here. You could see everything

I did.”

Dave, reading Zaney’s thoughts,

knew that Zaney had made a slip.

Rek reached out a hand and hit

Zaney in a way that jolted his head

without doing damage.

“Talk,” he .said.

“Nothin’ to talk
—

” His words

were cut short by another vicious,

pain inflicting blow.

“Talk,” Rek said. He slapped

again. “Talk,” he repeated monot-

onously.

Dave took two quick steps and

swung Rek around. His fist lashed

out, hitting over Rek’s heart. Rck’s

spacesuit took part of the force out of

the blow, but he winced.

Rek’s men moved toward Dave.

Rek waved them back. Then he came

toward Dave, his fists lashing out.

Both men wore their helmets which

protected their faces, but the rest of

their bodies Were covered only by the

flexible suit. Their hands were en-

cased in tough plastic that added to

the effectiveness of blows.

Dave sidestepped Rek’s charge and
sunk his fist in his stomach. Rek
grunted and charged again. His fists

connected. Dave took three hammer-
like blows before he could avoid

Rek’s fists, then followed Rek and
planted a long left into his solar

plexus.

Rek turned green. He nodded to
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his men. They grabbed Dave’s arms
and held him.

Bill started to move in to free

Dave. Rek pulled his bazooka pistol

and covered Bill.

“Stand back if you want to live,”

he said. He was panting from the

blow Dave had landed.

“Well,” Dave said, “I found out I

can lick you in a fair fight, any-

way, Rek.” His tones were gloating,

contemptuous.

“We’ll see about that later,” Rek
said. “Right now I’m going to find

out what Zaney saw that I didn’t.”

He turned to tlie two holding Zaney.

“Take his suit off.”

He waited until they had taken off

Zaney’s spacesuit. As soon as the dust

had been cleaned out of the Astra-

zomb, tanks of air had been brought

over, so that the ship held normal air

at fifteen pound pressure, kept fresh

by standard air-renewers.

Zaney stared at Rek defiantly.

“You saw something,” Rek said.

“What was it?”

Dave glanced at the wall. Bea-

Anna’s giant face was watching, her

expression unreadable. He tried to con-

tact her thoughts, but they were shield-

ed.

Rek stepped up to Zaney and dou-

bled his leg, sending his knee into

Zaney’s groin viciously. Zaney dou-

bled in agony.

“Talk,” Rek said. “If you don’t I’ll

keep this up until you do. So talk!”

“All right,” Zaney gasped. “I’ll

talk.”

Rek stepped back and waited.

“Bea-Anna pulled a fast one on

you,” Zaney said haltingly, wincing

with pain. “She fixed him so he can

read minds like she does. I can read

minds a little myself. Always could. I

sensed what she was doing.”

“Is that all?” Rek exclaimed in re-

lief. “What good will that do him?”

“None—if you say so,” Zaney said.

“Only it just shows she’s trying to turn

against you. Why didn’t she make it so

you could read minds?”

ir\AVE, WATCHING and listening

to this, at the same time was
reading Rek’s thoughts. He read the

suspicion thabwas growing in spite of

Rek’s belief that there was no advan-

tage in bis being able to read his

thoughts.

And suddenly he read a plan and

decision in Rek’s thoughts. Rek was

going to lock him in a separate state-

room and not let him out. He was

going to lock each of them up separate-

ly, so that there would never again be

a chance for all of them to be togeth-

er.

The feeling of frustration that he

had felt on being captured returned.

There was no way of escaping Lark

Planetoid. There was no way of gain-

ing the upper hand. Unless

—

If he could gain the upper hand

now—grab Rek’s gun, hold Rek as

hostage and force his way to freedom.

If he could get away and get to Mars

and bring back the S.P.’s.

Bea-Anna was reading his thoughts.

He could feel the contact with his new
mental powers. Her objections flowed

into his mind, but with them a fleet-

ing thought that she could naake it

possible.

He countered her objections, one by

one. Still she was doubtful. Then came

her agreement.

This exchange of thought had taken

place in the space of two heartbeats,

while Rek was turning from Zaney to

him.

Suddenly Rek jerked. Pain crossed

his face. His hand holding the pistol

let go of it. He staggered back, his

hands going to his heart.

Dave broke away from the hands

holding him and dived for the gun as
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it clattered to the metal deck. His fin-

gers closed over it. He went into a role

that took him clear of everyone and

brought him up against the heavy mat-

ter bulkhead.

His eyes blinked into focus. Rek
had fallen and was trying to rise. Two
of Rek’s moi had drawn their own pis-

tols and were swinging them toward

him. He shot one and snarled for the

other to drop his weapon.

Bill was diving toward., the other

man. His shoulders struck his legs and

.spoiled his shot. The explosive shell

struck the heavy metal wall and spat-

tered deafeningly, but did no harm.

Faster than thought it was over.

Dave was rising carefully, his gun
covering Rek’s men. Bill was collecting

guns and tossing them across the floor

to him. And Rek, sitting on the floor,

was rubbing the chest of his spacesuit,

his face slowly relaxing.

For an instant all movement seemed

to stand still. Then a feminine laugh

floated into every mind. Through the

transparent wall her magnified fea-

tures were full of mirth. Her laugh

was both physical and mental.

“Damn woman,” Zaney said bitterly.

«C0 YOU HAVE the upper hand,”

Rek sneered. “What good will

that do you? Even if you killed me
you couldn’t get away. And even if you
got away you couldn’t stop my men
from killing Bea-Anna.”

“I have the upper hand in here,”

Dave said quietly. “That’s all that

matters right this minute. It’s a good
thing suit radios won’t penetrate out-

side the hull of the ship, or there’d

be more trouble than Bill and I could

handle.”

“There’ll be trouble when we don’t

come out,” Rek said.

“Go jam the airlock, Bill,” Dave
said. “That’ll keep anyone from com-
ing in right away. I need time to

think.”

“I closed the air valve into the air-

lock,” Bill said when he returned. “The
inner door won’t open without pres-

sure equalization.”

“That fixes that,” Dave said grim-

ly. “Now what’re we going to do?”

“You have maybe four hours to do

something,” Rek said, “but you can’t

do anything.”

“Don’t think of anything, then,”

Dave said, grinning. “Ronember, I can

read your mind now.” His grin wid-

ened at Rek’s thoughts. But suddenly

he sensed that there was something

Rek was trying not to think of.

“So you do have something in the

back of your mind, Rek,” he said soft-

ly. “I wonder what it is? Try not to

think of it.”

“Danrn you,” Rek gritted.

“What could it be?” Dave mocked.

“Be sure you don’t think of it. The
least conscious thought of it and I’ll

know.”

Rek began to think of a poem he

had learned once. He repeated it over

and over.

“Since there’s something you don’t

want me to know,” Dave said slowly,

“it must be some way of escape. Say!

That’s almost a certainty. A smart guy
like you would naturally think of the

possibility of someday being discovered

here. You’d want to have some means

of escape if, say, the S.P.’s had that

big opening covered from outside. A
good sized modem atom bomb could

wreck the insjkles of this planetoid if

it got in.”

Rek started reciting the poem out

loud. Beads of perspiration dotted his

forehead.

“A secret tunnel to the surface

somewhere?” Dave asked, and from

the flash of alarm in Rek’s mind be

knew he was right. “A secret tunnel,”

he mused aloud. “Leading to a camou-

flaged space ship on the surface. A
place where you could hide out until
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the S.P.’s were satisfied you weren’t

here. Maybe months later you could

slip away. Now the question is, where

do we find the entrance to it?”

“You don’t,” Rek said. “You’re for-

getting that you can’t get out of this

ship without having my men land on

you.”

“With you as hostage we wouldn’t

need to worry,” Dave said. “You
know, that’s one thing I like about

this, Rek. We aren’t getting anywhere,

but at least we have you. Whatever
happens, we take you with us.”

“Take me where?” Rek taunted.

“You can’t leave this .ship with or

without me. Even if you did, you

couldn’t get away without learning

where that secret tunnel to the sur-

face is—and getting to it.”

Dave studied Rek thoughtfully. In

his mind he was probing Rek’s

thoughts, too. It was a strange feeling

to be reading someone else’s mind
clearly. A plan was forming in his

mind, based on what he saw in Rek’s

makeup.

ILE BILL watched Rek and

his men with a gun, he slipped

off his spacesuit. When he stood free

be grinned at Rek.

“Your turn,” he said. “Take off

your suit. Then I’m going to show
your men what a coward you are at

heart. They can’t see into your rot-

ten mind, but I can. I know you’re

yellow. And you know it too, don’t

you Rek.”

“So you think you can lick me,” Rek
said. He slipped out of his spacesuit.

There was a sly smile on his face. His

eyes darted around, noting the posi-

tions of his men.

“Aren’t you being foolish?” Bill

asked. “I can’t keep my eyes on the

fight and these other guys. Something
might happen.”

‘ You’ll have to, you and Zaney,”

Dave said. “We don’t have anything to

tie them up with. I’m going to pound
a little information out of Rek.”

“Why don’t you torture it out of

him?” Zaney said. “He’d torture it

out of you and not give you a chance

to defend yourself.”

“I’m not made that way,” Dave said

curtly. He waited until Bill and Zaney
herded the other captives over into

one corner.

Rek came at him slowly. Dave saw
from the way Rek advanced that it

would be no easy thing to beat him.

He moved like a man with plenty of

ring experience.

Rek feinted, trying to maneuver

Dave around so he could drive him
toward Bill and interfere with Bill’s

coverage of his men with his gun. But

Dave stopped this with quick, short

jabs to the face. When he stepped

back, dancing, Rek’s nose was begin-

ning to bleed.

He felt better. Rek, though slightly

heavier, was slow. He signaled his

punches. Or did he? Dave began to

realize that his telepathic powers were

giving him a distinct advantage. He
could sense what Rek was going to do

before he did it.

Rek backed away slowly. Dave fol-

lowed warily, then darted in. When he

moved back Rek’s left eye was puffing

up. He darted in again with two sharp,

painful blows to the side of Rek’s face,

and took a wild blow against his ear in

getting away.

Rek had forgotten his plan to use the

fight to make an opening for his men
to overpower Bill and Zaney and get

the guns back. It was taking all his

attention to hold his own.

Dave kept it that way, never stay-

ing away from Rek long enough for

the man to think and plan. Little by
little he felt the strength leave Rek’s

blows. He placed his own hits, concen-

trating on Rek’s left eye and the side
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of his face, hitting the same spots time

after time until they were raw and
bleeding.

Rek was trying to grapple with him
now. Dave slipped away each time,

realizing that his lack of experience in

wrestling would leave him at a disad-

vantage.

Rek knew he was licked. His plan

to drive Dave against Bill drove him
to one last frenzied charge, head down.

Dave met it with his knee. Rek
dropfjed to the deck.

“Where’s the entrance to that secret

tunnel?” Dave demanded.

Against his will Rek thought of its

location.

“So it’s underneath the space ship

you use as headquarters,” Dave said.

“All right. Get up and put on your

spacesuit. You’re going with us. The
rest of you are staying here.”

He laid their spacesuits in a row,

and getting down flat, sent a shot that

went through all of them, leaving a

gaping hole in each one.

Now he looked through the trans-

parent wall at the magnified head of

Bea-Anna.

“You will be all right,” he tele-
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pathed. “They can’t get to you in your

shell, and we’ll be back with help in

less than a month.”

She smiled at him, but didn’t reply.

Then the wall changed, its atoms shift-

ing, and it was again a blank gray

wall.

Dave frowned, feeling slightly un-

easy. Was .something wrong? He
shrugged his shoulders. There was
nothing el.se that could be done. If he

got away he would be back and tJie

S.P.’s would help him free her. If he

didn’t get away, Rek would be killed

wiUi him. No one could get to Bea-

Anna unle.ss she showed them how to

cut through the heavy matter wail.

tiTUST A MINUTE before you put

J your helmet on,” Dave said. He
took Rek’s helmet and ripped out the

microphone wires. “That’s so you can’t

call for help.”

Pvck looked at him through one, hate

filled eye. I'hc other was puffed closed.

His nose had stopped bleeding, but

blood smeared his moutli and chin.

“Get it on,” Dave .said, “I don’t

like to look at you.” He put a shocked

expression on his face at what Rek was

thinking.

Five minutes were wasted in ripjjing

belts off tile damaged suits to tie Rek’s

arms to his sides and make a sling

around him that could be held onto to

carry him along when they left the

ship. Then they were ready.

Dave looked at his three compan-

ions. Bill’s face was pale. Zaney was

his usual sour-faced self, to all ap-

pearances. kek was sulking. Dave
turned to Rek’s men.

“Stay in this compartment until we
leave, ” he ordered. “If any of you try

to follow us to the airlock I’ll shoot to

kill, and stay out of the line of fire

through the corridor, because just be-

fore I close tiie airlock door I’m go-

ing to send a shot this way to make
sure none of you sneak up and try to

.gum up the airlock madiinery.”

He read in their minds that they

would stay where they were. They had
the spaceman’s feeling of being help-

less around danger without a space-

suit to put on.
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At the airlock Bill turned on the

valve he had shut off. He stepped back

with Rek Barker in tow. Dave and

Zaney stood with bazooka pistols

ready as the door of the airlock

opened, in case there was someone in

it. It was empty.

“I don’t think we’ll have any trou-

ble,” Dave said. “It’s too soon for any-

one to be curious about what’s gone

on in here.” He searched Rek’s

thoughts for a sign of something that

might spell danger, but could find only

thoughts of Rek’s feeling of defeat.

“It would be almost too good to be

true if we could get away and back to

Mars without more trouble,” Bill said.

The outer door of the airlock

opened. Before them was the immen-
sity of space of the interior of Lark
Planetoid, utterly soundless, almost

totally black, and without sign of

movement.

Dave stepped out. His shoes gripped

the durosteel surface around the air-

lock with just enough force to hold

him. Bill came out with Rek in tow.

Zaney followed.

“Back the way we came,” Dave said

casually. “Only, when we get there we
miss the platform and go under the

ship.”

Bill picked Rek up and leaped into

the air. Dave followed and grabbed

onto the belts fastened around Rek.
Zaney got the idea and did the same.

As they drifted up from the ship

they found Rek’s headquarters ship

and sliot their rocket pistols behind
them to drive toward it.

As they neared it three figures took

off from its platform. They were un-

doubtedly seen, but none of the three

saw anything to make them curious.

They drifted under the huge ship,

used their hands to cushion their fall

against the rock surface, and landed

on their feet on the undershell of the

ship.

Almost immediately they saw the

gaping hole. If they had not known it

led to the outer surface they would

never have suspected it. As they en-

tered it and propelled themselves along

whenever they were close enough to

the sides to touch them, they saw no

sign of man’s touch. It was a freak

pipestem in solid rock.

They were in total darkness now,

but such is the spaceman’s instinct that

they felt no fear, and seemed to sense

the walls about them.

Dave kept one corner of his mind

on Rek’s thoughts. If there were any

danger or any trap along the way, it

was certain Rek would be unable to

keep from thinking of it.

The pipestem tunnel wandered er-

ratically. Mile after mile they went,

slowly and carefully, with only an oc-

casional jarring bump against the

walls.

And at last they came to the cave-

like space where a ship lay.

Starlight filtered in from above

through cracks in Uie camouflage cov-

ering over the ship. And here, for the

first time, were signs of work done on

the tunnel. The walls showed the

marks of drilling tools. The cavity in

the surface of the planetoid had been

enlarged to hold the ship.

It stood there, stern down, ready

for flight. Its drive rockets were slight-

ly larger than standard. It was a spe-

cial built job designed for accelerations

at the very limits of the body’s en-

durance.

“No use wasting any time,” Zaney
said, practically. “Let’s get going.”

“Should we turn Rek loose now?”
Bill asked. “We don’t want to take

him along with us, do we?”

“Certainly we take him with us,”

Dave said. “We’re turning him over

to the S.P.’s. What made you say a

thing like that?”
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“I don’t know,” Bill said. “It was a

silly idea, wasn’t it. Come to think of

it, it had a feeling like maybe Bea-

Anna put it in my mind.”

“Nonsense,” Dave said. “Come on.

Let’s get in the ship and blast off.”

SIGN OF the planetoid, sir,”

^ the crisp voice spoke through

the loudspeaker.

“Keep looking,” Major Tryon said,

his finger flicking the intercom sv/itcli.

Dave, Bill, and Zaney v/atched the

huge radar screen intently, anxious to

get a first glimpse of Lark Planetoid as

it came within range.

It was five weeks since they had

blasted off in Rek’s getaway ship and

gone to Mars to get help. Now they

were in the ship’s office of the lead

ship. Nineteen other battleships were

spread out on either side of the one

they were in.

They carried enough power to blast

Lark Planetoid out of existence. Nes-

tled in launching tubes were counter

robombs, ready to be launched and

stop any robomb that might be sent

out by the defenders of the pirate

base.

A small dot appeared in the radar

screen. Immediately the loudspeaker

came to life again.

“That new dot is a small spaceship,

sir,” it said. “It’s in a slow spin, in-

dicating no one on board.”

“That must be Zaney’s ship,” Dave
said quickly. “We set it in an orbit

to follow the planetoid.”

“Does the position of tliat ship

check with the planetoid orbit data?”

Major Tryon spoke into the intercom.

“Yes, sir,” came the answer. “Half

a million miles behind the predicted

position of the planetoid; but the

planetoid itself definitely isn’t where

it should be, nor within range of our

radar or telescopes.”

“That’s funny,” Major Tryon said,

turning away from the intercom. “A
planetoid can’t just up and vanish, and
it certainly can’t be moved out of its

course like a common ship. Are you
sure you had that orbit data right, Mr.
Armef?”

“Positive,” Dave replied. “I can’t

understand it.”

“I wonder,” Major Tryon said. He
returned to the intercom and dialed.

“Have the prisoner brought to the of-

fice,” he said.

A few minutes later Rek Barker,

handcuffed, was brought in.

“Your Lark Planetoid isn’t in its

orbit,” Major Tryon said. “Had you
set up any drive rockets on it to take

it out of its orbit, Mr. Barker?”

“No!” Rek said in surprise. “I nev-

er thought of it.”

“Have you any possible explanation

of its not being in its orbit?” the Ma-
jor asked.

“No, unless—” Rek stopped.

But Dave had read his thought. It

was one that was in his own mind.

“Unless what?” Major Tryon asked.

“Bea-Anna,” Rek said. “There’s no

telling what secrets she had up her

slees’e. I can tell you this: if Lark
Pl^metoid’s off its course, she’s the

only one who could be behind it.”

“I’m inclined to agree with you,”

the Major said. Then, to the guards,

“Take him back to his quarters.”

When Rek had been taken away
Major Tryon turned to Dave.

“What do you think?” he asked.

“Can you imagine how she might

have worked it? Or why?”
“I don’t know,” Dave said uncom-

fortably.

“Damn woman,” Zaney spoke up.

“Never can tell what they’ll be up to

next. But you can’t tell me she wasn’t

able to move her ship wherever and
whenever she wanted to, even though

she was a prisoner in it.”

“What makes you think so?” the
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Major asked thoughtfully.

'•Well,” Zancy said, stroking his

chin thoughtfully, “take when I first

landed on her ship, for example. It was

right in the regular prospecting lanes.

Take the orbit she was in. It would

pass within half a million miles of

Mars itself every few years. She’d have

been discovered long before this if she

had been in that orbit long. And if

she wasn’t in it long, how’d she get

in it in the first place unless she could

direct her ship some way? And if

she’s from outer space like I think

she is, how could she get into a stable

orbit that’s almost circular, unless she

could control her ship?”

“I think you’re right,” Major Tryon
said. “Well, she can’t have gone far

with the planetoid in five weeks. I’ll

order a sweep maneuver back along

the orbit and see if we can find out

what happened.”

WAS TWO weeks later. Dave,

Bill, Zaney, and Major Tryon were
again in the ship’s office. The fleet

was spread out in an advancing line

ten million miles long, it’s radar

screens combing everything within

range.

“Not a sign,” Major Tryon said. “If

it wasn’t for Rek Barker’s confession

and the checking we did, I’d think you

were all pulling a crazy hoax. A planet-

oid thirty miles in diameter, even if

it is hollow, can’t be driven off its

course by the power in a hundred

spaceships. But where is it? There’s

not even a trace of rocket gases suf-

ficient to account for it being driven

through any reasonable acceleration.”

“I—I’ve been thinking. Major,”

Dave said. “I examined the pitting on
the durosteel shell of that ship—

”

“All!” Major Tryon exclaimed.

“That’s what’s been tantalizing me in

the back of my mind. Go on.”

“When I looked at it,” Dave said,

“it looked to me' just like metal that’s

had electric arcing against it in a vac-

uum. There couldn’t be anything else

that would pit metal that way. It made
me wonder if maybe sometime in its

travels that ship hadn't been in some

freak electrical storm in space—though

I don’t see how such a thing could be

possible.”

“It might be,” the Major said. “It

might have been in some huge gas area

sometime. It’s conceivable that there

might be electric discharge under

those conditions.”

“But now,” Dave went on. “I’m be-

ginning to wonder if maybe that pitting

wasn’t connected with whatever drives

that ship. It had no rocket tubes.

Whatever drives it must be a force,

rather than rocket recoil. Such a force

might cause a flow of electricity

through the ship that would cause a

discharge that would pit the shell in

time. And—

”

Dave stopped, an embarrassed look

on his face.

“And she was acting like she might

be giving him the brushoff when we
left,” Zaney said, cackling. “I didn’t

miss that. She didn’t like the idea of

us going for help. She shut her wall

right in Dave’s face.”

Major Tryon studied Dave’s expres-

sion.

“Well,” he said, clearing his throat

loudly. “It seems safe to assume that

this Bea-.\nna had some way of mov-
ing her slrp and the planetoid out of

the orbit they were in. It seems ob-

vious. We’ve got to work from there.

Where would she be most likely to

head for? Probably outer space.”

“Probably,” Dave said, his voice flat

and dispirited.

“Dave’s been jilted. His heart’s

broken,” Zaney’ said, chuckling glee-

fully.

“And you’ve lost enough in your

cut from the salvage at Rek’s base

to drink yourself to death,” Dave
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said, trying hard to smile.

“It means more than that,” Major
Tryon said. “That drive principle she

uses would save us countless billions

of dollars annually if we could get it,

and maybe even make it possible for

us to colonize the outer planets. That’s

what I’m interested in.

“We’ll have to try to find her. But
we haven’t enough rocket fuel to go

out far. I’ll order the ships in and
put most of the fuel on five of the

ships and send the others back.”

jl^AJOR TRYON stood watching the

radar screen idly. Three months

had passed since he filled his fuel tanks

from the reserves of other ships, and,

with four other ships, started on the

journey along tire most probable es-

cape trajectory from the spot where

Bea-.Anna must have started.

Dave sat in a chair, also watching

the screen. Bill and Zaney w.ere asleep

in their chairs.

“Still no sign,” Major Tryon said

tiredly. “We’re going to have to give

up. We have barely enough fuel to re-

verse our speed and return to Mars.

One thing,” he said, grinning wryly.

“We’ve gone farther from the Sun than

any other person.”

Dave didn’t answer. His eyes were

open, but in his mind he was reaching

out, searching, calling. He had been

doing that constantly since he first

knew that the planetoid was gone.

More than once he had felt that

Bea-Anna was aware of his searching

thoughts. But if she were she didn’t

answer. Why? That was all he wanted

to know. If she wanted to go on in

space, drifting, she had that right. But
why couldn’t or wouldn’t she at least

have the good grace to say, “No Dave.

You’re not for me. Goodbye.”

He wanted at least that.

He had felt from the start that Ma-
jor Tryon’s ships wouldn’t be able to

catch Bea-Anna unless she wanted

them to, and she didn’t.

He felt that from her prison she

could command unknown forces that

would move more than a mere planet-

oid. And if she could, that answered

far more questions than it created.

She could have driven her ship to

Mars or Earth and landed, and had
the resources of the entire human race

at her disposa,! to get free. Instead, she

had called only he and Bill, Zaney
Smith, and Rek Barker.

What about the hundreds of people

still left in Lark Planetoid when she

shot it off its course toward outer

space? They couldn’t get back now.

They were at her mercy.

Would she wait until the Solar Sys-

tem was far behind, and then show

them how to release her?

Where had she come from, and how
long ago? Why was she imprisoned?

What super science had built that shell

that imprisoned her?

Questions! He sighed deeply and

started to open his eyes. But suddenly

a tendril of thought touched him, fad-

ed, then became stronger. It was like

the kiss of an ordinary woman, the

breath of a breeze on a grassy meadow.

It was she!

And as abruptly she was gone. There

was left in his mind only

—

He opened his eyes. With shaking

fingers he went to the table on which

the intercom rested and wrote the fig-

ures on the scratch pad there.

Major Tryon watched him, a puz-

zled frown creasing his forehead.

“What’s that?” he asked.

“Bea-Anna’s trajectory toward free

space,” Dave said, his voice shaking.

“She just told me by telepathy.”

“Tell her to turn back,” the Major

said.

“I can’t,” Dave said. “She won’t lis-

ten to me.”

Major Tryon dialed the intercom.

“Feed this data into the autopilot
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and see if we can make it,” he said,

reading off the figures.

'^HE VOICE at the other end re-

peated the figures. There was si-

lence for almost two minutes.

“Sorry, sir,” the voice erupted.

“We’d never make it and have fuel

left to prevent total escape from the

System.”

“Well,” Major Tryon said, hanging

up and smiling sadly. “That’s that.

Too bad.”

“How about the life ships?” Dave
asked. “Couldn’t we get back in

them?”
“And sacrifice a billion dollars

worth of ships?” the Major asked. “I

wouldn’t dare come back at all!”

“How about taking on fuel from the

other four .ships so this one can go

on?” Dave asked. “We’ve GOT to go

on.”

“Sorry,” the Major said. “We can’t

imperil the other ships by taking their

last ounce of reserve.”

Dave stared at him, misery welling

into his eyes.

“Sorry,” the Major said gruffly,

turning away. “I may as well give the

order to return to Mars now.”
“But you can’t!” Dave said bitterly.

“Why—we know right where she is

now.”

Major Tryon turned his shoulder

and lifted the intercom microphone and
started to dial.

“Wait,” Dave said, taking his arm.

“Suppose I took one of the life ships.

Could I make it, going on alone?”

“That would be suicide,” the Major
said, his voice sympathetic. “Even if

you got there you’d never be able to

get back.”

“I don’t care,” Dave said. “I want
to go.”

“You’re crazy, Dave,” Bill said

sharply. “What good would it do you.

You’re in love with Bea-Anna, Sure.

But what good would it do you to go

after her? You couldn’t do anything

but stand outside that wall and look

at her.”

“Even that is better than going back

without her,” Dave said. “I’m going.”

“I think I have something to say

about that,” Major Tryon said. “I

can’t allow it.”

“Now, Major,” Zaney Smith said

mildly. “You wouldn’t deny a man the

privilege of going after his girl friend,

would you?”
He stood up and stretched lazily, his

eyes twinkling.

“Sorry,” Major Tryon said firmly.

“It’s out of the question. If I did it

I’d be demoted. Regulations wouldn’t

allow it. To let one life ship go unnec-

essarily would endanger part of the

crew, because there wouldn’t be enough

life ships left to carry the rest of the

crew safely. Sor—

”

His last word was clipped short by
Zaney’s bony fist as it connected with

his jaw.

“Come on Davey,” Zaney said ex-

citedly. “We can make it before they

stop us.”

“We?” Dave asked wonderingly.

“Sure,” Zaney said. “Didn’t think

I’d stay behind, did you? How about

you, Bill? Cornin’?”

“Not me, Zaney,” Bill said. “But
I’ll see that the Major doesn’t wake
up until you’re gone.”

“Good for you. Bill,” Zaney said.

“Come on, Davey.”

He took Dave’s hand and dragged

him toward the door.

“Wait a minute,” he said rushing

back and tearing off the sheet con-

taining the figures Dave had written

down. “Almost forgot the figures.”

In the corridor Zaney and Dave
slowed to a casual stroll. No one was
suspicious, since no alarm had been

sounded yet.

Life ship drill had been pounded into
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them eternally. They knew just what
to do to board one and leave the

huge battleship in it.

In moments they were inside the

fifty-foot, five-man ship. It was Zaney
who tripped the release button that

freed the ship and opened the hull to

let it escape.

Automatically the radar screen came
to life, revealing the long silver hull

of the giant battle cruiser alongside.

Zaney fed the figures off the

scratchpaper into the autopilot. The
rockets came to life, pressing Zaney
and Dave back in their cushioned

seats.

“Well, we’re off, Davey,” Zaney said

cheerfully. He looked into the radar

screen at the retreating battleship.

There was a tear of regret in his old,

gray framed eyes.

“Damn woman,” he muttered soft-

ly to himself.

THE END

OUT OF THE PAST -

iic By If. R. Stanton ir

As A CIVIL engineer with the Terran
Seiwices, I’ve knocked around quite a

bit. I’m not particularly moved by emotion
or sentiment. In my game you can’t be—not
if you want to live long. I’ve seen sights

that would make the average man’s blood
run cold—sights which have left me un-
affected. But there are rare times when
even I am touched. I’ll never forget, as long
as I live, that simple little discovery which
Harry Fellen, my co-worker, and I made.
We were doing a routine survey on Venus

a few weeks back. It was hard uncomfort-
able work as all Venusian operations are.

Try getting up some enthusiasm in a
temperature of a hundred and twenty de-
grees with a relative humidity of one
hundred per cent. Try doing it while you’re
wearing a spore-suit and a filter mask. It’s

not exactly fun.
Anyhow we were running this survey,

using a small copter, and doing a lot of
marking on foot in the heart of the fan-
tastic-growths that cover Venus. We’d left

the copter at a temporary base and were
running a base-line—just the two of us

—

to be used later in spotting a small rocket
port. We had the best equipment—radio
and optical, as well as a complete drawing
room in the copter—^but we were not exactly
jumping with vigor. The swamps drain a
man too easy.
Harry was walking knee deep in mud

toward me. I put down the optical sighter.
“Jim,” he said in an unusually earnest

tone, “come over here a minute will you?”
He stopped and motioned me to follow him.
“O.K.” I said, “What do you want.”
“Take a look at this.”

I followed him for a distance of about
three hundred meters. The little walk was
fatiguing. Harry was waiting.
“What’s up?” I asked rather tincurionsly.
He pointed to a clump of vegetation at

the base of a gigantic tree. I looked closely

but I saw nothing unusual. Here was a huge

lump of mossy, undergrowth, crawling
alive with typical Venusian spore-growths,
in all, an ugly sight.

“I don’t see anything,” I said after a
time.
Harry took his light aluminum shovel

and jabbed at the mould-covered pile. It

gave a distinctly metallic ring. I looked
curiously at Harry. Without a word I

joined him and in five minutes we had un-
covered a sizable expanse of metal. We
were practically floating in our suits after
the effort, but this was something!
Harry looked at me and 1 looked at him.

“You know what this is?” he asked in a
feeble voice.

“I know,” I said slowly, “that’s a rocket

—

and I’ll bet credits, it’s the Prometheus!"
Seventy years ago the first interplanet-

ary rocket to Venus was launched—and it

had never been heard of again. The loss

hadn’t stopped men, but I remember reading
accounts of how the event was taken on
Earth.
To make a long story short, Harry and

I went at it, uncovering enough metal to

enable us to make a cut into the badly
corroded thing. We saw the remnants of
skeletal dust that remained under the thick
coating of Venusian life-forms.

Nothing was recognizable, no writings,
no notes, no film. Only the etched name-
plates told us the name of this incredible

adventurer to the planets.
Here, standing on an alien planet, seeing

the tragic remains of a glorious under-
taking, realizing that we were of the same
breed, made me feel prouder then, than
ever before.

Well, when the incident was reported, it

made quite a stir; they’re going to leave
the hulk here, and put up a monument to
the men who made the last trip. I'm going
to be in on the ceremony—not that I’m
a sentimentalist you understand—but I

want to hold my head just a bit higher...
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It was Vardee's job to track down
the Rad-storm and plot its course — but to

do this he must face almost certain death

W EATHER prediction any-

where is something less than

an exact science
;

on Venus,

under conditions still imperfectly un-

derstood, it is rarely even an educated

guess. Storms, especially rad-storms are

unpredictable, and Rad-storm Y-318
was more erratic than most. Fresh

from training school on earth, with

the full responsibility of Field Obser-

vation Station 23-16 draped on his

youthful, lanky shoulders, Jole Var-

dee was as unpredictable and erratic

as any storm. Senior Observer Hal-

bert, at headquarters, did not know
that; he did not even know Vardee

—

Junior Weatherman Vardee scram-

bled from under his blanket shielding

and stared in amazement at the

banked gauges surrounding him. Un-
less the instruments were lying, the

storm was no longer approaching the

lonely weather station. It was not

even in the vicinity, and must have

veered westward and vanished behind

the Targas Mountains. Puzzled and
disturbed, Vardee beamed a hurried

call to headquarters and the senior

observer, which was the first of his

fateful mistakes.

The visi-screen buzzed, blurred,

cleared, and exploded into a grimac-

ing face from which came angry

sounds.

“Lost your storm?” screamed Hal-

bert. “Fantastic! Nobody loses storms.

Not in my department.”

Vardee assured his senior that a

precedent had been set. Then he made
his second mistake; he went into

lengthy explanations. Y-318 was no

ordinary storm; who could have for-

seen that it would disdain the

schedules charted for it? Ignoring the

NE to - SW curve as plotted, it had

turned at a sharp angle, apparently

following the 34th parallel westward

into savage country beyond the for-

bidding range known to the few sur-

viving aborigines zis the Holy Moun-
tains. At any rate, the focus was lost

and Y-318 had gone beyond the ken

of Vardee’s in.strunients. He could of-

fer no suggestion as to its present lo-
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cation, its speed, or its future inten-

tions.

Senior Observer Halbert was aller-

gic to other people’s mistakes; the

rash might be invisible, but irritation

existed and usually vented itself in

diabolic wit or vitriolic abuse. The re-

straint in his tone should have warned

Vardee. The voice broke into his ex-

planations.

“New man, aren’t you?”

“Three months,- earth-count,” Var-

dee admitted unhappily. His tone

sounded aggrieved. It seemed out-

rageous to hold him personally re-

sponsible for the vagaries of a trav-

elling vortex of radioactivity.

“If you’ve lost your storm,” Hal-

bert said wrathfully, “you’d better go

find it. And don’t bother me with re-

ports when you’ve nothing to report.

I’m busy.”

Connection broke in a shower of

blue sparks which may have been

overflowing induction from the SO’s

overcharged mood.

With mixed emotions, Vardee stud-

ied the blank screen. Like many po-

tential heroes, he was troubled by
mental after-images of repartee which

occurred to him as soon as the op-

portunity to use it was past. “I won-

der if he was kidding me,” he mused
acridly, “or if I’m supposed to estab-

lish a mobile observation base.”

The loneliness of his isolated out-

post gave him no answer. Setting the

panelled instruments on automatic

record, he went into the dome-en-

closed airlock platform and stared

through the ports at the uninviting

prospect. Few landscapes are less ap-

pealing to an earth-dweller than the

barren shores of a sea bed from which

all water has long-since vanished.

Vardee shrugged and accepted the in-

evitable.

1>ULGING suits of protective armor

in grotesque semi-human form

ranged in racks along the walls like

mute sentinels. Their presence empha-

sized his loneliness. Dubiously, he

struggled into a suit and donned the

plastic fishbowl helmet with its hide-

ous faceplate mask. Feeling like a

space explorer, venturing into the

unknown, he entered the airlock

valve, closed the inner door and wait-

ed for the outer to open automatical-

ly. Conviction of his own inadequacy

assailed him as he faced the barren,

stark beauty of Venus.

Outside the station, wind was blow-

ing at gale velocity. Only a fringe of

the disturbance area had come any-

where near the weather station, but

that was bad enough. Sand-filled air

came in gusty whipcracks, pounding

the transparent mask with gritty

snarls of sound. Vardee winced and

would have ducked instinctively but

for the stiff awkwardness of his gar-

ments, which made any kind of move-

ment difficult.

Clear of the airlock and away from

the main building, he paused for a

look around. Earth was never like

this. On a low summit in a region of

sandflats and gauntly eroded out-

croppings, the weather station was

garlanded by flowing mantles of

luminous dust. Direct sunlight never

filtered through the eternal overcast

of leaden sky; eery, variable, illumina-

tion reflected back to the surface an

echoed glare from distant “hotspots”

—the sinks of molten radioactive ma-

terial which gave the waterless Yel-

low Sea its deceptive name. The plan-

et seemed to exist in a separate uni-

verse; stretching overhead was that

.sinister dome of dust and ionized gas-

es which screens Venus from all view

of its parent-sun and sister-worlds.

In the sheds, Vardee made the ges-

ture of tinkering with the atomic

motors of a ground-sled used for ex-

ploration and survey. He was not too
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happy when the mechanism respond-

ed with a smooth, efficient blast of

pov/er. There was no possibility of

mechanical treachery to aid his deci-

sion. It was up to him. Reflecting

that the terrors of tlie now-distant

storm were nothing compared to the

mystic terrors inspired by the grimac-

ing despot of headquarters, he taxied

the “gimmick-scooter” to tire doors.

Doors clicked and opened auto-

matically and he was outside, hurtling

down a long slope of loose sand in

wild, careening rush. Below the run-

ners, sand and bare rock whirled

past, sound of their friction lost in

speed of motion. In seconds, the sled

was down the slope and crossing the

flatlands toward a rise of ground

which marked the shore-limits of a

long-vanished sea. Up the steep went

the sled onto a wide bench of soft

sand at the foot of towering cliffs and

fantastically eroded spires. A shad-

owy, winding gorge threaded the bar-

rier cliffs and came out above them

into another gigantic basin of coppery

sand, bounded afar by strange yellow

mountains. The Targas Range.

Rockets astern hissed a steady

pulse of power as Vardee nosed the

sled over wind-carved ridges and

dipped into choking sinks of powdery

alkali at terrific speed. Banshee wail

of overheated runners sliding on

abrasive material rose to .shrill ag-

onies of sound. Vardee ignored the

ominous complaint of metal and con-

centrated on the barrier of eery moun-

tains ahead. Like an arrow the sled

plunged toward them. Twin plumes of

sand arched backward from the blunt

nose of the craft.

There was a road of sorts, most of

it obscured by wind-riffled drifts. At

the far end of it, the Targas Moun-
tains lay like bars of minted gold

across the visible limits of the world.

They were titanic folds of weather-

scarred rock, clothed in mosslike car-

pet of vivid yellow—which was a

sacred color to the sparse remnants

of native tribes living near them.

Holy Mountains! Why, Vardee won-
dered. Perhaps, because of the color.

Perhaps.

DEYOND them was only mystery

and the awful Tihar Forest, prac-

tically uninhabited, virtually unex-

plored, an incredible and vast wilder-

ness of fern, fungoid growths and
plant forms totally unknown on earth

and still unfamiliar to the colonial

botanists after three centuries. In

there— somewhere— was Vardee’s

storm. Grimly he sent the sled toward

a gap in the hills where the road van-

ished.

“I’ll show him!” Vardee promised

himself ....

In Castarona, by the infamous Yel-

low Sea—in which there is no water,

but only scattered sinks of semi-liq-

uid, faintly radio-active matter—Cen-

tral Weather Headquarters was oper-

ating at slightly less than peak effi-

ciency. A new commissioner was ex-

pected momentarily, and like most

bureaucracies, the staff was making a

heroic effort to appear a well-oiled

machine, in the hope of impressing

the new overlord. Under pressure, a

flood of reports from observation sta-

tions began to pile up on the SO’s

desk. Robot sorting and collating ma-

chines operated at breakneck speed,

cutting through a mound of code-

punched cards and cards impregnated

with electronic inks. Everything was

in order—except for the long overdue

reports from Station 23-16.

Three listening post operators were

called on the carpet to account for the

non-reception of data before the bot-

tle-neck was tracked down. There
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were no reports. SO Halbert had a sud-

den premonition of fatality.

“Get hold of that maniac in 23-16

and find out why his reports aren’t

in,” Halbert snapped to an underling.

“The station seems to be function-

ing properly,” defended a puzzled

third assistant. “We get through, but

the messages are merely acknowl-

edged, recorded and filed by auto-

matic tapes. There is no reply.”

“Keep trying.”

Fate never balks at dramatic coin-

cidence. At. the height of the snarl.

Halbert became unpleasantly aware of

the presence of a man who must be

the newest commissioner. Dyslar Apri

was a tall, fair-haired man, muscular,

bronzed from sun-exposure, which

would preclude an origin on Venus,

native or colonial. In spite of the Mar-

tian sound of his name, his appear-

ance suggested^ pure earth-strain. He
had arrived suddenly, silently, unan-

nounced, and was observing the tense

procedure with curious interest.

“Some difficulty?” asked the new
commissioner.

The senior observer managed a

vaguely evasive smile. “Not impor-

tant,” he said, with obvious effort to

sound convincing. “A minor delay in

getting reports from a key station. A
new man.”

“I see. What seems to be the trou-

ble?”

Halbert squirmed uncomfortably.

“I’m not sure. It looks as if our man
has abandoned his post and gone star-

hunting.”

“Without orders? That’s a serious

matter. New man, eh? And alone in

a key post? That’s very strange.”

SO Halbert was coming to slow

boil. “It’s quite customary. Sir. 23-16

is an unpleasant station. We always

assign new men there ... alone. .They

learn very quickly in such isolated

surroundings. No distractions. Be-

sides, none of the older men like to

work there. It’s too close to the Ti-

har Forest which makes them uncom-
fortable.”

Commissioner Apri frowned. He
sat down, taking over the desk, chair

and perquisites of SO Halbert. A hard

glitter like breaking ice clouded his

eyes. He sank back in the sacred

chair and settled himself to explore

the situation.

“I don’t approve of such practices,

Mr. Halbert,” he said, fixing a frigid

stare on the senior observer. “You’d

better find out what's wrong at your

station ... 23-16, or whatever it is.

I’ll be interested in seeing how you

handle the matter.”

JJTRANGLING audibly, Halbert

swallowed any reply he may have

contemplated. A subordinate ap-

peared, waving an official flimsy.

“We have a record. Sir, that 23-16

put through an emergency call direct

to you. Just before the reports

stopped coming in.”

All eyes turned upon Halbert as the

slaves gathered about to enjoy their

master’s discomfiture.

“Is this true, Mr. Halbert?” asked

Commissioner Apri. “If so, you must

have some idea what’s wrong.”

In vain. Halbert sought to avoid

that probing gaze.

“Well, yes—in a sense, I do,” came
out grudgingly. “23-16 did call. Junior

Weatherman Vardee wanted to report

a minor inefficiency on his part. I

was busy and probably short with

him. It’s barely possible that he mis-

understood my orders . . . .

”

Apri was merciless. “And what

—

exactly—were your orders?”

Halbert was sweating. Useless to

deny recalling details of that brief

conversation. It had been recorded, of

course, and a word or gesture from

him would bring a complete transcript
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of the unfortunate interchange to his

desk. He fumbled thoughts desperate-

ly and looked about like a trapped

animal for any possible avenue of es-

cape. He yielded.

“23-16 was assigned a rad-storm

to follow. Vardee should have kept

his instruments focused on that storm

and reported its progress and intensi-

ty in detail. Because it did not follow

a predicted course, he lost contact. I

told him to try and re-locate the

storm. I suspect that he did just that

. . . literally.”

The commissioner was silent, scowl-

ing.

“We’re understaffed here,” Hal-

bert excused lamely. “Under extreme

pressure. I won’t alibi. I grant my
responsibility. Even that I was hasty

in giving an order, and not explicit.

But stationing new assignees to 23-16

is quite customary; it’s accepted pro-

cedure. It went on before I was in

charge, and I think it will continue

when I’ve gone.”

“I don’t think it will,” said .A.pri,

a flicker of naked steel in his eyes.

“In the meantime, we have a problem.

An inexperienced man is trying to es-

tablish a mobile base in country that

even your veterans avoid. Get that

boy back, Mr. Halbert. Safely. Or I

can promise you some unpleasant de-

velopments without your having to

look for them in the Tihar For-

est.. .

.”

TN A HIGH pass of the Targas

Mountains, Vardee crossed the

divide and started down. The road

had long since vanished. Most of the

terrain v/as standing on end, and Var-

dee took whatever route offered, hold-

ing his breath as the sled roared down
fearful slides of rotten stone, twist-

ing and wrenching at the steering bar,

not daring to use the brake-rockets.

His speed was something to behold,

had there been anyone to bdiold it.

He was alone with clattering echoes

in a maze of splintered canyons; the

one he followed a mere zigzag crack

never intended for the passage of

vehicles.

All roads led downward, and Var-

dee knew that somewhere below the

mountains would break away into

high plateau country. At least that

would provide some level going. He
came suddenly on what might once

have been a road. Without thinking

where it might lead, he followed it.

In his mind was room only for the

stubborn determination to re-locate

the rad-storm, which had now as-

sumed proportions of a personal devil.

The road continued, descending

murderous steeps from level to level

of the terraced hills. It detoured

mighty spills of loose shale and pow-
dery dust studded with boulders, it

clung perilously to narrow ledges of

rotting cliffside, avoided echoing

abysses and traversed shelves of flat

rock, only to plunge recklessly down
the raw flanks of another mountain.

Hours of weary travel brought the

man and his sled to the foot of the

range.

Ahead was different country, with

barren hillsides and deep valleys

merging into dense, unbelievable wil-

derness. The Tihar Forest extended

as far as eye could see, a wild, un-

broken vastness of extravagant vege-

tation, unnatural, weird, its fringes

reaching dark arms of tangled green-

ery to enfold the unwary venturer.

It was the first forest Vardee had

seen on Venus—and one of the few

still existing on what may have been

a fair and lovely planet before atomic

holocaust. Until that final war, all Ve-

nus had been either glittering sun-

drenched ocean or savagely luxuriant

jungle. But impredictable chain-reac-

tions had flowed over the surface like
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Spreading fire, disintegrating rocks,

vaporizing and transmuting the very

elements—to leave gaunt and pic-

turesque wasteland, practically water-

less, with only the hardiest of mutant

plant or animal life surviving at all.

Nowadays, most of the world was

dry sea-bottom or sered and blasted

highlands, but in a few isolated

places, such as the high plateau-areas

surrounded by sheltering mountain

chains, comparatively scant forest re-

mained as mute evidence of vanished

splendors.

Even among these, the Tihar For-

est was an exception. It was a rioting

wonderland of strange and unreal

growths, of fantastically eroded vol-

canic skeletons, of spouting geysers

and caves which vomited dry-ice in

steaming glaciers. To this spectacular

sanctuary had come Nature, out-

raged by the ultimate violence of man,

and here the prodigal goddess had

gone creatively insane. In nightmare

gardens, warmed and lighted by the

flaring peaks, roamed endless varie-

ties of animal and plant mutations,

and where Nature’s imagination fal-

tered, the mutants themselves impro-

vised.

OTRANGE tales born of Ignorance

and fear had grown up about the

Tihar Forest, and most of them were

understatements. The forest did not

encourage curiosity seekers. It was

deadly dangerous, and the few at-

tempts of early earth-colonists to set-

tle on the fringes had met with com-

plete disaster. Exploring parties van-

ished without trace, swallowed by elo-

quent silence, after hysterical pleas

for help or final messages reporting

earthquakes or volcanic outbursts of

unparalleled violence. For a time, sol-

itary grull-cat hunters stalked their

eery prey, or the cats stalked the

hunters, along the outer edges of for-

est. But trade routes were impossible

to maintain, and through the years

the ranks of tliose daring enough to

hunt within that terror-haunted high-

land thinned and practically van-

ished.

Vardee knew something of this, but

very little. Insufficient information

and lack of caution are almost as

bright an armor as courage and fre-

quently more startling. With the

brashness of youth and ignorance, he

halted and beamed a laconic message.

“Mobile Unit 23-16. Entering Ti-

har Forest. Still following orders.

Will try re-establish contact with

Rad-storm Y-318.”

There was no acknowledgment

and no reply. Investigation revealed

that prolonged jarring had wrecked

the sensitive internals of his receiving

apparatus.

Sighing, he continued his quest ....

A MESSENGER brought the flim-

sy to SO Halbert. “We’ve heard

from Vardee, sir. Report just came
in. We’re unable to make any contact

with him, but he’s sending. ...”

Halbert read the brief report, di-

gesting it painfully, and passed it to

Commissioner Apri without comment.

“I know that Tihar Forest,” Apri

mused aloud. “When I was a kid, my
father apprenticed me to a grull-cat

hunter, thinking it might make a man
of me. I spent a month on the outer

rim of that hell’s madhouse. It was

enough to make or break anyone. It

wasn’t that I saw anything, but just

thinking about what might be there

got me. I never got more than a good

shout from the edge of it, but you

have to be tough to live even there.

I ran away to Mars. That’s what

your orders have got a greenhorn kid

into, Mr. Halbert.”

“I didn’t—”

The commissioner fixed a chilly
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eye on Halbert and the senior ob-

server lapsed into silence. “We’re dis-

cussing results, not your intentions. I

can only hope he keeps sending.”

Halbert wiped his face. “We got a

fix on his transmitter. He is actually

at the fringe of the forest. Maps are

pretty sketchy, but that part’s fairly

well known. A semi-usable road was
kept open until recent landslides made
it impassable.”

The commissioner said bluntly, “Our
friend seems to have found it passa-

ble. . .

.”

CHADOWY forest-darkness closed

about Vardee as the sled slugged

its way through massed brush, up-

rooting oversized fungi and beating

tree-ferns aside to force passage. In

all directions were blank walls of veg-

etation. At first, while the growths

were sparse and scattered, he made
better time than he had dared at-

tempt in his mad descent of the moun-
tains. But the road was in such bad

repair that it became only a further

obstacle to navigation. He abandoned

it and struck off cross-country on his

own, trusting to instruments for di-

rection.

Wheels would have buried them-

selves instantly. Vardee was grateful

for the large contact area of broad

runners, which sustained the laboring

sled upon a springing carpet of green-

ery. At least this would put less strain

on the scarred and battered runners,

though progress was slow and became

slow* by the second as he penetrated

the entanglements. Tree-ferns and the

mighty banded mushrooms thrust

from a thick mat of vines, moss and

saw-grass, obscuring vision and threat-

ening to engulf sled and all in green

solidity. New barriers arose in knot-

ted complexes of tree-root to balk

him. He gave up the attempt and re-

turned to the slash of roadway.

Hiss of runners and muted throb of

rocket motors shattered the soundless

quiet of the ancient forest. But for

these comforting mechanical sounds

and the tense awareness of his own
breathing, no vibrations stirred the

sensitive microphones of his plastic

helmet. Vardee felt dreadfully alone.

The stiffness and constriction of

his armored suiting galled him, even

the fishbowl helmet seemed stifling.

He stopped to rest and took the op-

portunity to try eating food concen-

trates without removing the helmet

and mask. The experiment was not

too successful. Depressed and still

hungry, he wondered the protective

armor were necessary. Away from

the “hotspots” of the sea-bottom,

there was less danger of fatal burn-

ing; the air might be breathable. He
tested the atmosphere, for both dust-

radiation and lethal compounds of

gas. None were apparent, and the risk

seemed worthwhile.

Free of the armor and helmet, he

finished his meal of food concentrates,

which satisfied nutritional needs but

left much to be desired emotionally.

The canteen water was warm and un-

palatable. After a brief rest, he re-

sumed his journey.

Between moments of wrestling with

the steering bar and trying to follow

the cranky contours of ruined road,

Vardee found time to make use of

bis portable storm registers. Y-318

was still vaguely ahead. Exact focus

was impossible with the sled bucking

and bumping over an uneasy floor of

sponge-moss, but even without instru-

ments he could have guessed at the

storm’s location. The entire forest Was
in the grip of a powerful disturbance.

Long beards of hanging moss
stretched out and pointed toward an

invisible center of violence. Tides of

wind moved through the trees. Across

the dim vault of sky whirled stream-
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ers of luminous dust, to lose them-

selves behind threshing masses of

dark foliage. Isolated trees writhed to

uproot themselves and follow the

wind.

From a faint whisper against the

silence, the crying winds swelled in

chromatic curve to vast, billowing

turbulence, and as quickly died away.

There was no horizon, just arching

darkness slashed overhead by a river

of lighter shadows indicating the

frothing greyness of sky. Distant vol-

canic activity reflected fitful and un-

real light from the churning muck
above, and legions of eery, distorted

shadows marched in broken ranks

among the trees. Substance and shad-

ow merged in symbiotic transmuta-

tion, becoming part of each other, in-

distinguishable.

TN VARDEE, confidence became

confusion. The road was worse than

difficult to follow. It wandered about

and lay in rubble heaps, as if caught

in some tortuous indecision of its own.

Now various side-roads broke away,
with no way of telling which road

led where. No signs, no marks of re-

cent travel. None of the roads seemed
especially inviting. As nearly as pos-

sible, Vardee tried to head directly to-

ward the storm-center. Each choice

was pure chance, and chance led him
astray.

At one turn-off, his selection proved

a feeder road leaiding to a jungle-re-

claimed clearing, in which were in-

numerable rubble heaps to mark
ruined buildings of some long-aban-

doned plantation. Turning back, he

numbly retraced his route back to

what he firmly believed was the last

fork. Perhaps it was, but it led no-

where. He found himself involved in

a maze of intersecting roads which
turned upon themselves and wavered
in ultimate confusion. This was the

boundary of man’s futile attempt to

settle and conquer the Tihar wilder-

ness. Vardee knew that no roads led

where he must go, none penetrated

the heart of this fastness into which

his storm had vanished.

Abandoning hope of easy passage,

he struck off blindly by instrument

toward the storm.

If the going had been rough be-

fore, it was infinitely more so now.

Trees closed ranks before him, patch-

es of swamp fouled the runners with

clinging mud and entangling vines,

outcroppings of jagged rock forced

detours. Ground dipped steadily as if

he descended into an immense sink-

hole. Progress slowed into a series of

alternating halts and brief thrusts

forward. It was a region of potholes

and Vardee had to watch carefully to

avoid treacherous sloughs of boiling

mud. Without warning, a tremendous

geyser spouted close at hand, then re-

laxed into throaty gurglings as tor-

rents of unpleasantly hot water del-

uged the vicinity and dripped from

the foliage of surrounding trees.

It was fertile ground, and with so

much water, vegetation ran riot;

joint trunks sprang from blocks of

gnarled roots and ran hundreds of

feet into the air before branching out

and knotting themselves into solid

masses, like a second floor. No light

penetrated from the ugly greyness of

the sky into these titanic arches, but

a curious glare permeated the ghostly

aisles as if the air itself were faintly

lumitmus. Layers of mist hung at odd-

ly regular intervals above the ground,

and over the patches of dreary bog

moved phantoms of radiance.

In such a place, the sled had
reached the limits of its endurance. It

flung itself at a matted tangle of

vines, roots and brush which did not

give way. Blasting echoes played hide

and seek among the great trees as the
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rockets labored in vain. The sled had
reached an impassable barrier. It

wedged fast and died. Vardee worked
over the motors, but there was no re-

sponse. He got out and looked around.

T_rE WOULD be lucky if he could

make his way back out. There
was no hope of travelling afoot with

instruments necessary to plot a storm

course. He shrugged unhappily, but

the decision was out of his hands. He
had tried.

Wind was rising again. It shrieked

around the treetops but only the

sound reached the forest floor.

Tinkering with the transmitter, he

beamed off what he suspected was his

final message.

“Regret unable to complete assign-

ment. Forest impassable in vehicle.

Abandoning sled. Will try to keep in

communication.”

He glanced upward and was star-

tled to see a geometrical form of in-

tense light against the lower branches

of a distant tree. A window, here! Im-
possible. It must be an accidental re-

flection. There could be nothing as

sane and homelike as a window.

Going closer, he investigated. A
dwelling of some kind—plastic pre-

fab, like a hunter’s shelter—^had been

built into the lower branches of a tow-

ering forest monster which looked like

the grand-daddy of all gunyab trees.

There was a window, with a light in-

side, and a telescoping hollow steel

ladder- which reached to the soggy

ground.

Surely rad-storm warnings had
gone out. Not even anyone crazy

enough to hunt grull-cats would re-

main in such isolation after a rad-

storm warning. The hunter must not

have received warning. Few of the

hunters carried protective armor, and

without it, the man was as good as

dead. Possiblv he was. already sick or

disabled. The idea of further compli-

cating his difficulty was almost too

much for Vardee. Dubious of his abib

ity to help, he stared up at the shel-

ter. At least he could warn the occu-

pant. He ascended the ladder ....

TN HEADQUARTERS, Commis-
sioner Apri returned the latest of

Mobile Unit 23-16’s communications

to SO Halbert. The senior observer

ground his teeth and said, “That
lunatic! Deep in the Tihar Forest,

without even a sled, and he says he’ll

try to keep in communication with us.

If he survives this. I’ll take the great-

est of pleasure in wringing his neck.

Personally.”

“I’m beginning to like that boy,”

Apri admitted, with the suspicion of

a tired smile. “He may not know
what he’s doing, but he’s certainly do-

ing it.”

Halbert was grimly silent, wonder-

ing what would happen next—if the

messages would trail off into mute

disaster, or if the almost inevitable

call for help would come through. If

the latter, he knew that he would face

the choice of wasting lives in a futile

rescue expedition, or of abandoning a

green man who was in the difficulty

only through a too-literal interpreta-

tion of duty and misxmderstood or-

ders.

“I won’t risk any more lives,” he

said.

“I wasn’t thinking of a ground ex-

pedition,” Commissioner Apri went on

thoughtfully. “That would have been

the only hope a few years ago, but my
daughter suggested something to me
recently. She is quite a character. We
were in a hot argument about the

Tihar Forest and the best way to hunt

grull-cats. As you know, nobody ever

got beyond that fringe and came back

to tell about it; the inner forest is

impassable to sleds and practically
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that afoot. My daughter, Marta, sug-

gested that a really clever hunter

nowadays would use a helicopter. Her
ideas were pretty ingenious at that:

snaring the cats from the air by
dropped nets on automatic reels. If

a landing were necessary, a small floor

of thin metal slats could be trailed

behind the copter and set down on

the upper foliage which is solidly in-

terwoven and would sustain quite a

bit of weight.”

Halbert grunted and shook his

head. “No good, chief. It’s a good

idea and might work out . . . ordinari-

ly. But a copter flying in the dis-

turbed area near a rad-storm would

stand about as much chance as a

snowball in Hell.”

Apri shrugged. “You’re probably

right. It was just an idea. I must re-

member to warn Marta about those

rad-storms, though. She’s just .Ama-

zon enough to try her scheme some-

time. Quite a girl, always up to some-

thing the minute my back’s turned.

Never misses a chance to demonstrate

the superiority of her sex. Resents

anything a man has ever done that

she hasn’t had a chance to try. The
fact that I ever hunted grull-cats

galls her. I suspect she wants to show
me up by bringing a cat back alive.”

“You’d better send her to some nice

safe place like Mars,” Halbert ad-

vised.

Weariness showed in the lines of

Apri’s face. “I haven’t tried telling

her what to do since she was fourteen.

Last time I attempted to spank her,

she used judo on me. ...”

Vardee stood on the tiny platform

of the tree-house. The outer door of

the airlock valve was closed, which

probably meant that the inner one

was open and the owner of the place

at home. Vardee banged on the metal-

sheet door and called out. There was
no answer, only a vague shuffling

within. He tried again, louder,

'TTHS TIME the reply was definite,

startling. A heavy body thudded

against the door, the sound followed

by rasping of claws on metal and

bestial snarling. A third knock only

increased the tempo of furious claw-

ing. Something like a strangled hu-

man voice was faintly audible above

the uproar of vicious animal sounds.

Now the voice came clearer. A hu-

man being, apparently in some dis-

tress. Unable to answer the door .sum-

mons. Probably at the mercy of sav-

age beasts. Perhaps in the final ex-

tremities of suffering.

It was no time for niceties. Var-

dee had never used his service blast-

er-gun. He fumbled it out awkwardly

and pressed the button. The door

mechanism flared with sudden heat.

Invisible hasps melted and flowed.

With a whirring hiss, the door slid

open.

From the brilliantly lighted interi-

or came a bounding furry horror. A
cat, large as an earth-tiger, moved in

blue-silver blur. The gun went spin-

ning from Vardee’s hand. He went

down before the sudden assault. For-

tunately his clothing was tough

leather which protected him from the

slashing fangs and murderous claws.

With gloved hands he fended the

vicious beast from his face and

throat. Locked together, man and

beast rolled to the edge of the plat-

form . . . and over.

There was a sickening moment of

fall. Vardee caught desperately at the

ladder-rungs. His fingers closed on

one. It gave, bent, but held.

Shock separated the combatants.

The grull-cat fell, bounced against the

ladder and clung for a moment be-

fore leaping gracefully to a near

branch. It poised there, regarding him

balefully from eyes of palest gold.
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Unfamiliar as he was with the

fauna of Venus, Vardee knew a grull-

cat when he saw one. This was a
half-grown cub, but as large and
strong as anything he had ever seen

in a cage, its thick satiny fur marked
with the faintest traces of black

stripes. Aware of deadly peril, Var-

dee braced himself for renewal of

the murderous attack.

Balanced on the swaying limb, the

cat gathered itself to feint a spring,

then yawned. With deliberate con-

tempt, it turned away and made off

along the branch with the conscious

artistry of a ballet performer. Like a

thickening of shadows, it blended

with the clotted foliage and became
invisible.

A sound above startled Vardee. He
threw a hasty glance to the platform

and caught his breath. Framed in the

doorway was a vision.

She was tall, bronzed, very beauti-

ful and very wet. Hair of the same
silvery blue as the grull-cat’s fell in

a dripping sheaf on naked, shapely

shoulders. Inadequately clad, in hur-

riedly draped blanket, few of her

more than adequate charms were in

any way concealed. If anything

—

“Can’t a girl take a bath?” she

said irritably.

Vardee’s first thought was that he

was very tired, dirty and unshaved.

His second was that hardships and
exhaustion had driven his mind into

the shaky refuge of a dream world.

She belonged in his dream-world; he

recognized her immediately. But she

would not stay there. Her voice, brit-

tle, incisive, angry, was not part of

the dream. She should have purred.

“Imbecile,” she said with feeling,

extending a hand to help him to the

platform. “You’ve let my grull-cat

escape.”

^^ARDEE said nothing, just

^ looked. She let him look with-

out coloring, without comment, then

turned and stalked inside. Both valve

doors of the airlock were open. Var-
dee followed.

The girl spun around, pale fury in

her exquisite features.

“My father sent you,” she snapped.

Vardee found his tongue. “Your
father, I don’t even know your fa-

ther. Who are you, what are you do-

ing here?”

“I’m Marta Apri, as if you didn’t

know. And don’t lie to me; I know
he sent you.” She gestured toward

his sweaty and mud-grimed uniform,

with its embroidered insignia denot-

ing Weather Control. “He’s your

boss, isn’t he?”

“I wouldn’t know,” Vardee said

sadly, shaking his head. “I’m just a
dog-robber. Under orders. There’s a

rad-storrn in this area. I don’t know
how you got here, or what you’re do-

ing. But you’ve got to leave imme-
diately. Didn’t you receive the offi-

cial warning?”
Marta Apri’s eyes narrowed. “I

don’t believe you. If there were a

storm, you’d be safely indoors, dodg-

ing it with the rest of them. Besides,

they’d never send a puppy like you
for me. You’re not old enough to be

wandering around alone. This is just

a trick of my father’s. I know him.

Run along, little boy. Tend to some
other errands . . . someplace else. I’ve

enough to do re-capturing that pet

of mine, without having to wipe your

nose.”

Vardee’s eyes flashed anger. He
was older than he looked, and sensi-

tive about it anyhow. “I don’t know
who you are and I don’t care,” he

sputtered. “Under threat of rad-

storm, weather control men have full

emergency authority. You can check

by visiphone about the storm.

Whether you do or not, I’m taking

you out of here. By force, if I have

to.”
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Her scornful laughter stabbed his

vanity. “I’d like to see you try

”

One sweep of a muscular arm
swept Vardee aside. Marta Apri

moved toward the door. He lunged

at her. She tried judo, but he un-

wound like a steel . spring. Taken by
surprise, the Diana of the Tihar

Forest was at momentary disadvan-

tage. They struggled. She fought with

every animal resource, biting, kick-

ing, scratching—but Vardee was
stronger than he looked. Catching

her wrist,
.
he twisted, forced her

across his knee and spanked the ex-

posed anatomy with workmanlike

thoroughness.

“You—monster!” she screamed.

“I’ll tell my father.”

“I’ll tell him myself,” Vardee
panted, “if I ever meet him. If he

hadn’t neglected this duty, you
wouldn’t be such a spoiled, head-

strong brat. I haven’t time to argue

with you.”

Dispassionately, he set her on her

feet. She eyed him warily, as if spec-

ulating what punishment would
match the outrage. “If my father

doesn’t send you to the salt mines.

I’ll kill you for that,” she promised
angrily. “Bodily violence—

”

“You can add kidnapping,” Var-
dee suggested. “Get some clothes on.

Unless you want me to dress you.

How did you come in?”

“By copter. The ladder goes up at

the back of the house. It won’t do
you any good. The landing gear is

damaged. My father—

”

“Damn your father,” Vardee ex-

ploded. “I’ll see to the copter. We’re
taking off. I’ll worry about landing

later. Better be ready when I get

back.”

The girl started a reply, thought

better of it. With a haughty toss of

her head, she stormed from the

room.

DRAIN WHIRLING, Vardee made^
his way to the rear of the tree-

hut and ascended a slender ladder

leading to the improvised copter

landing. The ship was damaged, one

skid bent almost to the point of frac-

ture, but it would not prohibit a

careful take-off. Inside the tiny cab-

in, he explored the apparatus for

sending and receiving beam messages

or broadcasts. The transmitter was

perfect, but the receiver was in hope-

less condition; damaged curiously,

as if some agency had deliberately

smashed the equipment to prevent

messages coming through. Vardee

was puzzled.

He snatched time to beam another

report to headquarters.

When he returned to the tree-house,

the girl was gone.

Descending to the forest floor, he

found her tracks easily enough; the

springing, elastic grasses showed

signs of recent and rapid movement.

Swearing, Vardee plunged into the

tangled tliickets to search for the

huntress who seemed so reluctant to

be rescued. Perhaps he had used the

wrong tactics in dealing with her;

Marta Apri seemed a stubborn v/om-

an. But Vardee had a fatal impres-

sion that arguments and persuasion

would have had no effect.

Her tracks were clear, unmistak-

able. Panting with exertion, he fol-

lowed her at a half-run. Time was

deadly important.

Across a natural clearing, he sight-

ed her. A flash of vagrant light upon
a moving surface of leather. Beside

her, weaving and snarling, was the

captured grull-cat, about its neck a

metal collar, from which a chain ran

to her hand.

The cat lunged back and forth,

coming up short as the chain ran

out. Marta cuffed the hideously

fanged jaws, in a gesture half dis-
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cipline, half affection.

Leaving her trail, which circled

the open space, Vardee made a short

cut. She heard the threshing of

brush. As he came into the open, her

eyes widened in startled horror.

“Not that way, you fooll” she

screamed.

The horror in her eyes stopped

Vardee. He turned, looked up. Tow-
ering above him, swaying on a slen-

der stem, was a gigantic flower, much
like the insect-eating plants of earth.

It dipped, and the monstrous, bloat-

ed blossom opened like a scoop shov-

el. Swooping at him, too swift for

sight, petal jaws knocked him from

his feet and closed over him as he

struggled.

In fetid, rotten darkness, Vardee

scrambled to his feet. The petals had
closed together to form an egg-

shaped hollow, room-size. Smothering

sweet foulness rose in choking clouds.

Dizzy, nauseated, he staggered and
fell against the walls. He beat wild-

ly upon the leathery surface, which
was covered with spiny fuzz and the

hint of moisture. It yielded before

him like flesh, pliable, but with the

toughness of tempered rubber. There
was nothing to grip, no handholds,

nothing but a semi-solid substance

which writhed away from his groping

fingers with ugly aliveness, rippling,

withdrawing.

Runnels of nauseous liquid oozed
from the walls and collected in a pool

around his trampling fefet. It clung

like thin glue to his boots, but thick-

ened swiftly, impending movement.
He knew what it was, digestive fluid,

the enzymes of which would dissolve

his boots like corrosive acid. Over-

powering stench rose through his

nostrils to swirl in his brain, drugging

him. Death was close. Already its ap-

proach paralyzed his muscles.

He floundered, knees buckling, and

felt hinaself slipping into the bubbling

pool.

Dimly he was aware that a shaft

of light split surrounding darkness.

There was a sound of tearing, an im-

pression of something jabbing and
hacking at the tough, enclosing petals
of his prison.

AN EXTENDED hand, leather-

gloved, gripped him and dragged

his limp body into the half-light of

the forest. The girl, of course!

Brandishing a machete. He had for-

gotten her. Still caught in his poison-

ous floral dream, he clawed at aro-

matic webs and the forest glare blind-

ed him. Stumbling, half-alive, he was

shoved along the path, forced rough-

ly to climb a ladder which seemed

endless. Fiery liquid got inside his

throat, trickled down and exploded in

his stomach. Clothes were being

stripped from him. He felt he should

resent this indignity, but for the mo-

ment was incapable of actively resent-

ing anything.

Blurring fogs cleared from his mind.

He sat or a bunk, nearly naked. On
the floor beside him were his outer

garments, black, rot eating them swift-

ly while he tried to focus his eyes. He
shuddered.

Marta Apri stood above him, one

hand bare, while the glove she had

removed rotted away. She looked down

at him with an expression mingling

malicious joy and exasperated con-

cern.

“How’d a city greenhorn like you

ever get this far?” she asked.

Vardee told her. “I came by sled.

Tracking a rad-storm. It came west

along the 34th parallel. It wasn’t sup-

posed to. I had to follow, to establish

a mobile base. If I could have got a

fix on it from threfe points, an hour

apart, its new course and velocity

could be calculated from the arc. My
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sled broke down^ Not far.”

The girl shook her head. “If you

came in by sled, over those mountains,

there must be more to you than I

thought. So there really is a storm. I

don’t think you’d better worry about

it now. Don’t worry about anything.

I’ll take care of you and get you back

to those apron-strings. As soon as

you’re up to it, we’ll take off.”

Vardee grinned. “Who’s rescuing

who? Aren’t you the girl I had to

spank a few minutes ago?”

Her eyes sparked, then softened.

“Forget it... for now. If there is a

rad-storm, I had it coming. If not,

we’ll settle it later and Pluto help

you if you’re kidding me. You’ll have

to wear my spare hunting suit. Don’t

worry; it’s one of father’s. Get

dressed, and pick up your armor from

the sled. I caught my grull-cat. I’ll

get him to the copter, and meet you

there. Double time, now.”

Marta vanished. As he squirmed

into the borrowed hunting leather,

Vardee did some mental squirming

over the message he had beamed to

headquarters. If she were the com-

missioner’s daughter....

* *

Commissioner Apri took one look

at tlie latest message from Junior

Weatherman Vardee. Under his tan,

he turned the color of wet cement and

pushed through a priority call to his

home in Quanta City. Suspicion con-

firmed, he turned back and re-read

the brutally ironic message.

“Returning by copter. Contacted

female grull-cat hunter. Unreasonable

woman, needed spanking. Regret ne-

cessity for forcible rescue. Call from

home base. If we get through.”

Apri and Halbert exchanged glanc-

es. “It’s Marta all right. Her copter

is gone, also my hunting equipment,”

the commissioner said, voice hoarse

with strain. “Think there’s a

chance . . .

.

”

“Always a chance ...” Halbert

murmured, “if she went in by copter.

Our friend Vardee seems to have for-

gotten his storm.”

“If you knew my daughter, that

wouldn’t surprise you.” Apri essayed

a feeble attempt at a smile. “Quanta

City airbase has tried to reach her.

No answer

'f^E COPTER moved above a limit-

less vastness of tumbled green

as if a choppy ocean had frozen into

jeweled immobility. Motors hummed,
the wide blades flailed overhead, the

tiny cabin trembled with vibration. In

a lull between the mighty tides of

wind, the copter had risen from the

forest roof and begun a terrifyingly

slow flight toward the ghostlike folds

of distant mountains. At an airspeed

of three hundred, the craft seemed to

hang motionless above the endless ex-

panse of jungle, as if suspended by

invisible wires from the curdling mist

canopy.

To Vardee, the enclosed cabin

seemed cramped, infinitely smaller

than it was. Girls made him nervous,

and this one more than most, but it

was not her presence to which he ob-

jected. It was the grull-cat’s restless

movement, the glowering eyes of the

beast as it clinked its length of chain,

stretching powerful muscles, baring

teeth like those of the extinct sabre-

tooth and snarling or yawning as the

mood struck it. Beautiful, it was, even

half-grown, but there was that inde-

finable spiritual ferocity which gave

the species its respected place in che

catalog of terrors.

“Don’t mind him,” Marta Apri re-

assured Vardee, turning from the con-

trols. “He knows when he’s met his

match. 1 promised myself I’d tame
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one ... for a pet. I did it.”

“Nobody ever tamed a grull-cat,”

Vardee objected. “I’ve read the books.

You can’t tame them. I’ve never seen

a live one before, not even in captivity.

In a zoo, they kill themselves rather

than submit.”

Marta frowned. “I don’t like ani-

mals in cages.”

“That depends on the animal,” Var-

dee said, eyeing the slow weaving pat-

tern of a spade-shaped head. “I don’t

like wild ones in a small copter, for

that matter.”

Marta smiled acidly. “He’ll keep the

men away from me.”

Wind was rising again, smoothly at

first, then in gusty spurts as it neared

storm velocity. The copter made val-

iant efforts to better its way above the

wind, but the gouts of moving air

struck viciously, seeming more like

solid matter than gas. The craft

jerked and bounced, reeled and recov-

ered, as if it danced a drunken tango

with an invisible partner. Sound piled

upon sound and climbed a steep cre-

scendo of fury. For every foot gained,

the copter was flung back two.

Flailing airscrews shrieked and

whined and clattered as chaotic air

conditions played tricks of varying

resistance upon laboring motors. At

the controls, Marta handled the buck-

ing copter like a veteran, but she

fought a losing battle. Cutting the

airscrew motors, lest the blades tear

themselves from the ship by vibration,

she switched to rocket power. Results

were spectacular. The craft lunged at

a fist of air, slowed as if moving in

thick syrup, and was tossed backward,

end over end. Rocket exhausts twirled

a mad pattern of fireworks in the roar-

ing blackness of sky ....

<<T DON’T care what conditions are

like,” Commissioner Apri raged.

“Marta is in there, and I’m going after

her.”

“You’re crazy,” Halbert told him.

“Have you ever seen a rad-storm. A
core of radioactive dust so hot that

all the air for a hundred miles rushes

in a gigantic whirlpool to the center.

It’s like a continuous explosion, the

air sucked in, superheated, rising on

its own expansion in a tight, whirling

column, then dissipating in the higher

altitudes. It’s loaded with contaminat-

ed dust and the entire surrounding

country is contaminated by it. It’s

deadly for weeks after a storm has

passed. I don’t think there’s a chance

for your daughter or Vardee. If I did,

do you think I’d be standing here?”

“What about protective arnwr?”

Halbert’s face twitched. “Good
enough ... as far as it goes. It would

hold for a while, but radiation is not

the only danger. You can’t imagine

the mechanical forces involved. Wind
sweeps over the desert sands and picks

up enough abrasive to scour the coun-

try clean. It’s a sandblast that scrubs

and polishes the whole area as clean

as a picked chicken. I’ve seen a moun-
tain of solid rock carved into some-

thing you could balance on a tooth-

pick., .in a matter of hours. I won’t

order a rescue party into such a deal.”

Apri glared wildly at the senior ob-

server. “Nobody asked you to. I’m

going myself. And don’t try to stop

me.”

Halbert made a decision. He
grinned. “Who wants to? Vardee’s my
responsibility. I’m going with you. My
copter is larger and has more power

than these service jobs. We’ll take

it
”

Like a swatted insect, Marta’s cop-

ter was flung headlong. It scrawled

fiery hieroglyphs across dark leagues

of sky. Unsnapping the metal clips
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which held him in his seat, Vardee

made his way forward. Or tried to. It

was a series of lunges, first one way,

then another, as gravity and direction

of motion shifted in the rapidly gyrat-

ing cabin. He lost his grip on the

funk-bar and fell head first into a

bulkhead. He tried again, was shaken

loose and rattled about the cabin like

a pea in a tin can. He wedged against

something furry and unmechanical,

which gave a rasping snarl and tried

to bite off his head.

Scrambling away from the outraged

cat, he resumed his painful effort to

reach the controls. TTie third try he

made it, more by accident than

through his patient efforts. A sudden

upflip of the floor dashing him vio-.

lently into a bank of levers, his face

flattened on the surface of transparent

metal sheltering t^ie gauge panel.

The girl hung limply upside down
from the pilot seat clips. Vardee dared

not unfasten her to take her place.

Bracing himself between the levers

and the atomic converter housing, he

managed to reach the controls. The
ship was on ev«i keel, but upside

down. After a struggle, involving some
contortions on his part, he got the

ship righted. Locking controls, he
snatched a second to free the girl and
clip her out of harm’s way against a

bulkhead.

Sliding into the pilot’s seat, he took

stock of his surroundings. They were
not encouraging.

Between blank faces of frothing

grey sky and featureless jungle, the

copter moved with the storm. All

about it were the ragged streamers of

luminous dust. The copter moved on
the fringe of a vortex of wind and
fire-shot darkness, suggesting an in-

verted whirl-pool. On his right, ter-

rifyingly close, was a towering pillar

of incredible light, steady, unwavering,

although about its center circled the

ravening hounds of chaos.

This was it The blinding, white-

hot core, shrouded in whorls of dost

and disintegrating gas, was the storm-

center. Even in the stress of the mo-
ment, Vardee was aware of ironic

satisfaction. This was Y-318, his

storm, which he had been trying to

locate. He had found it. . ..

\7ARDEE was used to timelessness.
~ In a world where normal alterna-

tions of light and darkness do iK>t

exist, time itself becomes an arbitra-

ry symbol. In a void which had noth-

ing to do with time or space, he ab-

sorbed the mighty spectacle with the

detached and critical interest one

might feel for a vividly abstract work
of art. The composition was circular,

like a vast pageant moving to an ob-

vious chaotic climax. Tremendous
flows of wind swept in toward a fiery

core of destruction, circling in ever-

narrowing spiral, and with them, part

of the pattern like a fly upon a giant

wheel, moved the copter.

Glare drenched the cabin. Objects

assumed the stark, unnatural patterns

of an overexposed photograph.

Vardee was dimly conscious of the

girl, who still hung limply from the

clips holding her to the bulkhead. By
the eery light, he could see a stream

of blood flowing from her hairline,

and the lines of shock etching her ex-

quisite, pale heart of face. She was
still unconscious. Fortunately. He
wondered if it were worth while to

rouse her to

—

Horror!

He was sp>ared decision. Eyelids

flickered, opened. Eyes that were

startlingly like those of the grull-c^

regarded him with blank stare. Her

body flexed against the clips. She

tried a bruised smile which did not
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come off. The back of her hand wiped
blood from her eyes.

Marta Apri unsnapped the clips and
dragged herself unsteadily to share his

seat.

“Rough deal,” said Vardee, and her

nod showed that the headsets still

worked. “We didn’t make it.”

Fascinated by the glare, she stared

into the eery spectacle which raved

around the copter. She understood,

accepted the facts, and shrugged.

“I hope your insurruice is paid

up, chum,” she commented.

“My family wanted me to be an

actor,” Vardee went on, with a twist

of wry humor. “I think maybe they

were right.” He was not sure he spoke

aloud, but she answered.

“Nice stage ... big ... but the pro-

duction is overdone. Out of propor-

tion. Overlighted.”

The mystical comradeship of immi-

nent death united them as years of

acquaintance could never have done.

Vardee gestured to the unconscious

grull-cat. “Your pet is out cold. I don’t

know if 1 banged him with my head

. . .or if he just fainted. I can’t blame

him if he did. Might have known I’d

end up in an animal act.”

Marta turned her pale face to study

the shaft of imprassible brilliance. She

shuddered.

“What happens now?”
“I don’t know,” Vardee replied.

“These storms are unpredictable.

Usually they move across country at

high speed. This one is staying in one

place. It may mean something. Or
may not. The wind flows in a sort of

pulse, building to a climax, dies away,

then starts up again. We hit the peak

of effort. I haven’t figured
—

”

“Is there a chance to break away
and run from it?”

ARDEE SHOOK his head. “Not

a chance. This copter is so

banged up it couldn’t buck a sidewind,

let alone a headwind of gale velocity.

As long as we ride the storm, we can

stay up. If the wind weren’t carrying

us like a floating leaf in a millrace,

we wouldn’t be up now. If it dies, we
fall. If not—”

Marta closed her eyes. Her lips

moved silently. Then,

“How about sending a message?”

“It might get through. We wouldn’t

know it, of course, but there’s no harm
trying. I’d like to send one myself.”

A ghost of bitter hunmr chased itself

across his face. “To my boss.” He put

the portable transmitter into her

hands, and watched the trembling fin-

gers beat out a message. “Make it

brief,” he advised.

Marta finished sending, returned

the instrument. Vardee grinned as he

sent the last of his famous messages:

“Found your storm. What do you
want me to do with it?”

When he had completed his report,

his eyes sought the girl’s. “It would

have been nice knowing you,” he said.

She nodded. “I hate prolonged good-

byes. Why not head straight into it?”

“Why not?” he agreed. “It would

be quicker.”

They joined hands on the controls

and wrestled against the fury of howl-

ing winds. Slowly the nose of the cop-

ter swung until it bore dead-center on

the pillar of light. Moving cross-cur-

rent, the ship became a target for the

driving sandblast. Tough metallic shell

grew hot, pitted and began to wear

away. Shuddering forces tugged and

thrust at the ship, and the ship itself

tried to turn away, as if it fou^t with

uncanny life to preserve itself and its

occupants from their madness.

Together, man and girl maintained

the course. Vardee opened the rocket

jets to full power. Minutes. Seconds.

Visibly the column of glare expand-
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ed. Vardee’s arm crept round the girl

in a gesture of instinctive tenderness.

He braced himself.

With soul-blasting shock, the uni-

verse exploded.

Silence flowed round him. Silence

and infinite darkness. He was con-

scious of myriad rustlings, much in-

visible movement, a weird undercur-

rent like innumerable hushed voices.

He was conscious of himself, alive,

functioning, an organic unity of many
cells, a single entity composed of

thousands of discrete elements, as if

countless individual beings had joined

together in him for mutual support

and protection.

For the first time in his life he was
aware of being alive, fully, conscious-

ly, of being an integral part of the

gigantic composite which was the uni-

verse, known and unknown. He was

part of the mystery and the mystery

was part of him. He was mystery.

But not all of mystery. In that mo-
ment of complete awareness of life, he

was also conscious of death. There

had been fear, but in the stress of

great emotion, the fear was gone.

There was only mystery now, and he

was part of it.

A LL ABOUT him were other mys-

teries, all subdivisions of that

same great mystery. That part of him
which was identity alone, and not the

same as his physical body or his mind,

or even anything of that mysterious

life-force flowing through him, that

part knew and recognized the other

mysteries and mingled with them.

There was murmur of many small

voices together, and their sum a great

voice which cried of populous cities

and the fiery angels of atomic de-

struction which had strode, across the

face of a fair world, leaving desolation

and a graveyard of silent cities. The

voice spoke of dread and horror, and
of a strangeness in which many lives

had fojind themselves, their very bod-

ies torn atom from atom, vaporized

and disintegrated. But the life-force

was very strong in all of them; and
the voice spoke of something which

was more than a mechanical function-

ing of chance-met cells—a life which

clung to the shattered and dispersed

particles, to the very atomic elements

of the blasted bodies. It spoke of a

dust which had drawn itself together

by affinity to become a new organic

unity, function by the very nature of

its creation in atomic force.

The mystery in the man knew and
recognized the mystery behind the

myriads of silent voices; knew and

understood. The many voices were the

myriads of lives from which the fiery

core of atomic disruption had been

composed. And the great voice was
the storm itself. The storm was alive,

with a new kind of life which fed

upon and existed in its own nuclear

fission, a living, sentient being, capa-

ble of thought and emotion. And he

knew that the storm was capa-

ble of deatt, because it was dying. It

had come home to die. And he knew
that the storm, too, had recognized

him and the mystery of life in him.

Y-318 understood.

Silence flowed round him. Silence

and infinite darkness.

He was back in the copter. Before

him a column of atomic fire expanded

visibly. It flared to intolerable bril-

liance, faded to the faintest of radi-

ance, died away completely. In its

place was a writhing something of

darkness, a spiralling, pulsing, living

intensity of blackness. Thin, delicate

tendrils of blackness reached out to

enfold the speeding ship. There was

curious shock, cushioned vibration, a

long second as the copter hung motion-
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less, suspended In mid-air

—

The ship was falling, swiftly but

gently.

Swirling torrents of air paused, be-

came a huddling confusion, broke

ranks and rushed together, milling

aimlessly. Blinded, dazed, Vardee saw
the ground rush upward.

/k MOMENTARY glimpse of a

strange city, its buildings sered

and ruined by holocaust, a city in

which death had come swiftly on

wings of terrible glory, a city where

a few buildings escaped by a miracle

and remained standing just as they

had stood for a thousand generations.

A silent city, empty now save for the

whispering of winds, but a city in

which many lives had been lived, a

city which had been a home, in which

there had been a myriad of voices ....

Y-318 had come back to die. Back

to the city of its fiery birth. And dy-

ing, it had offered a l2ist gift of life

to the city of the dead which had been

its home.

Fearful melees of sound burst over

the dead city as the circular mael-

strom became a chaos of undirected

violence. Baffled elements seethed in

tremendous battle, rioted in senseless,

ugly turbulence. A lashing tail of wind

caught the falling copter and flung it

out of control. It crashed and piled up
in crumpled ruin against an ancient

wall.

Rain and hail began to fall. A del-

uge. Lightnings ripped the massed

clouds of the overcast to shreds. For

moments a gold and scarlet sun shone

through upon the silent city, then dark

curtains swept back. Thunder roared

in broadsides. Lightnings streamed

from the black sky. Earth heaved and
buckled and the ring of volcanic peaks

flared into new life. Rain lashed the

city.

Vardee crawled from the wreckage,

dragging the injured girl with him into

the shelter of a ruinous building. She

seemed dead, but he worked over her

imtil youth and strength and the spark

of life responded. Breath flowed again,

and a faint, troubled heart-beat re-

warded his labors. He wept.

Outside the uproar gradually di-

minished. The last of its savage outcry

masked the sound of a descending

helicopter. But Vardee heard some-
thing like a voice and forced himself

to move. From the doorway, he saw
two men race toward the shattered

wreck of Marta’s copter. He called out

to them. . .

.

AT HEADQUARTERS, Vardee

talked. Veterans and expert tech-

nicians listened.

“Rad-storms are alive,” he told

them. “Living, intelligent beings. I

can’t tell you how I know, exactly, but

I know. It knew, and understood. The
other storms will understand ... if we
can get through to them. There is a

way to communicate, and in time we
can solve it. Then, perhaps, we may
really become a weather control serv-

ice, instead of ‘storm-dodgers’, as the

people call us. I have a feeling that

we’re almost through dodging rad-

storms.”

They listened, some skeptically, but

they listened. After all, he was the

only man who had gone to the heart

of the problem. And it looked as if he

were going to marry the boss’s daugh-

ter. The technicians went to work on

the problem.

Commissioner Apri was waiting for

Vardee outside Marta’s room at the

hospital.

“She will live,” he said. “I won’t

waste words trying to tell you how I

feel....”

Vardee grinned. “You don’t have

to.”
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Apri went on quickly. “Any man
who can tame a rad-storm is the logic-

al clioice for my son-in-law. Are you
interested in the job?”

“If that grull-cat pet of hers hadn’t

been killed in the crash, I wouldn’t

consider it. Do you think I could

substitute for a grull-cat?”

“Why not ask her . . . before she gets

her strength back? She’s waiting for

you.”

V'ardee went inside and closed the

door. From within came a sudden

crash of glass. The commissioner

laughed and went back to the minor

problems of weather control.

THE END

iSy ClaarScs Recoup

Haw shivered under the crude
woolen cloak, but no fear made his

muscles tremor. It was cold and drafty in

the steel ventilating tubes. Haw drew the

cloak tighter about him and crouched deep-
er into the side-niche.

His deep black eyes burnt with intensity.

His tall gaunt frame wasted by hunger and
work in the Shops, disguised the fierce en-
ergy that captivated him. Haw was des-

tined, Haw had a purpose.
He glanced down the dim-lit metal cor-

ridors. It was possible, but unlikely that a
guard might wander this route; for it had
been a long time since a Shopman had men-
aced Sklane.
Haw lit a cigarette and as he inhaled

the acrid smoke, he had to struggle to

withhold a cough. The acrid smoke bit. It

had been a long time since he had had such
a luxury. But then nothing was too good for

a Shopman with the courage to seek out
Sklane.

His ears caught the clip-clop of sandals.
Haw straightened and made himself
squeeze even tighter into the niche. He
stepped on the cigarette, an act that
caused him silent anguish. One hand ca-

ressed the flame-pistol. Half-drawn, he
thrust it back into his belt and his fingers
found the long, keen-edged knife.

Silently Haw prayed that the guard
wouldn’t see him. From the confident sound
of the nearing footsteps, he knew he hadn’t
yet been spotted.
As the guard drew abreast of the niche,

his steps slowed and faltered. This was it,

Havv thought wildly. He flung himself
upon the dumb-founded man with ferocity

born of desperation. One, two—and the

knife was in. The man writhed briefly and
then Haw let his body drop to the floor.

The act had taken no more than a min-
ute. Haw glanced at his precious watch
which his fellow-Workmen had procured
from some forgotten horde of “things”. He
had seven minutes to go. According to

plan he had to go down the tube now. Thank
the gods that he had waited. If the gpiard

had been five minutes later, he would have
seen Haw and cut him down with one
blast.

Almost buoyantly, certainly confidently.
Haw started his measured pace. It wasn’t
a long trip. The grating opening loomed
up shortly. He walked up to it and peered
through its foot-wide apertures.
The scene which confronted him was ex-

actly that which the Spies had so often
said. Haw could hear them now:

“ ... he sits there like a bloated toad. That
fat, rotten pig! Sklane revels in food and
women. He is not a god. He is like us, only
fouled inside...”
Havv_ saw the reclining figure of the

Leader.' The gross massiveness of the man
did indeed look like a toad. Attendants
rushed around him, caring for his slightest

wants. Fascinated at the luxury which he
had only heard of, Haw brought himself to

reality with a start. He must act nowl
He raised the heavy flame pistol. There

was hardly a chance for him to get away
after this night’s work. That he knew, but
he also knew that he would be leaving a bet-

ter world. Unhesitatingly he sighted along
the shining barrel. He drew an accurate
bead on the corpulent figure.

He squeezed the trigger three times and
the room beneath his ruptured into cor-
uscant violence. In the maze of smoke Haw
caught glimpses of mangled and mutilated
flesh—but there was nothing in the position
whei e Sklane had been.

Exultantly Haw ran back along the
musty tube, heedless now of cold. And when
the first guards appeared at the mouth of

the ventilating tube, Havv ran toward
them unafraid—almost eagerly—for death
was nothing to fear. Havv laughed in his

eagerness to meet it—for his children, and
his children’s children would never face an-
other Sklane. .

.



mm coMiiG UP!
SBy A. T. Kedzie

*'
_ AivOUND the comer of the imme-

B diEife future lies p.nother miracle in hu-
man communications—color television.

As a matter of fact, it exists, here and
novy, and in the solemn chambers of the
FCC and in the cak-paneled board-rooms of
the company directorates, battles are going
to determiiio just how the new develop-
ment will be presented. There are two color
systems, v.'hose complications are beyond
the discussion of an article like this.

It is sufficient to say however, that one
method of making color TV uses a series
of three cathode ray tubes in the receiver.-

The other, and simpler system uses a ro-

tating disk, mounted in front of the TV
receiver and driven by a small electric mo-
tor. This latter technique produces a very
fine image, and is also in the stage where
it could be presented to the public almost
immediately.
But the foimer system—which is all-

electronic—and has not a single bit of me-
chanical gadgetry is the promising one. It,

so far, does not produce as good an image
as the second, disk method—yet! But it is

the one which holds the greatest promise
for the future. Consequently the battle
seems to be this: should we have color TV
of an inferior type now, or wait five or
ten years until the bugs will have been
completely ironed out. The subject is such
a hot potato that the FCC (the Federal
Communications Commission) is tossing it

around as .gingerly as a man holding a hot
stove-lid in his bare hands.

Some common sense attitude will be
worked out. It is interesting to note that a
lot of problems of a technological nature
such as this are being decided by the men
best qualified to pass judgment—rather
tjian by some silly sort of Congressional
lobbying.

By W. R. Cbase

The folklore of the spaceways is

as rich and entertaining as that of any
people or place. And as in all stories there
is just enough truth to gripping, just
enough fantasy to be intriguing.

“Son,” the grizzled veteran of many a
Martian or Jovian or Plutonian run would
say to the wide-eyed youngster at his side,

whose first space flight included a lot of
hanging around the crew and officers,

“son, them stars have seen sights we’d
be ashamed to talk about.” He’d ges-
ture through the port with a stubby
finger and maybe put a hand on the lad’s

shoulder.
“You’ve read in the history books in

school son, about the tale of the Terran
ocean-hopper, the Flying Dutchman, but
let me tell you lad, you ain’t heard a thing
until you’ve run into the story of The
Seeker.

“It’s enough to make your blood run
cold, that story is. The ^eker—and he’s

still a-huntin’ a port—was a selfish, rotten

shell of a man. Yes, he was an Earthman,
but one rotten apple don’t make a barrel.

“He was on the Callisto—Luna hop
through the Asteroid belt with a load of

radioactives. They was short half-life stuff

and every minute he saved in getting them
to Luna was a hundred thousand credits

in his bank account. An’ the penny pincher
knew it.

“He was cuttin’ through the Belt with
gynos wide-open when his radioman caught

a call on the monitor. Yes, son, the freighter

picked up an Emergency from a liner ti;at

had caught a heavy chunk of metal in the

nose and was in sad need of help.

“You know the unwritten code of the
spaceways—help your fellow rocketeer

when he’s in trouble. Well lad, this devil

looks at his radioman and says as cool as

you please, 'keep ’er wide open. We ain’t

stoppin’l’

"Yes sir, that man ran right through
the belt and ignored the Emergency—an’

every single soul aboard the liner died

before the patrol could get there.

“But that ain’t the end of the story

son. That Captain never made Luna.
Somethin’ jumped his navigatin’ instru-

ments, and he couldn’t plot a course. An’
his radio went out. He wasn’t heard from
again.

"But year in and year out, somebody
always spots his ship. His gynos are full

—

on, and he’s in navigating radio range, but

somehow he never makes it. His punishment
is to ride the rocketways for all time, never
managing to port his ship, always wan-
dering through the system, seeking, for-

ever seeking. An’ that’s the story of the

Seeker.
And the little boy will be open-mouthed

at the tale, and he’ll press his face against

the port peering into space. And as often

as not, the old-timer will thrust out a
finger and say:
“See that light! That’s him, son! As sure

as I’m here, that’s the Seeker. .

.”
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The CHALICE of
The Chalice was a symbol of beauty - but like

its namesake* evil would plague the owner . . .

CHAPTER ONE enough to take them as they came.

"Both Mr. Lane and Mr. Pender-

GERDLU of Callisto bared his gast are out of the city,” she respond-

fangs in what was intended to ed to his inquiry. “Mr. Lane has gone
be an ingratiating smile. A less to Venus and Mr. Pender—

”

experienced receptionist and secre- The Callistan’s solitary faceted eye

tary than Mary Dugan would have seemed to expand—to occupy all

fainted at mere sight of the spider- space with its dizzying red-orange

man, with his chitinous body sus- light. A moment later, Mary Dugan
pended from six many-jointed legs; was staring straight ahead and say-

but Mary had been connected with ing in a mechanical voice:

Interplanetary Expositions, Inc., long “Mr. Lane is out on the fair

She ra ised her arm in sudden fear as fhe barrage sfruck around her bedy . . .
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CIRCE

office, third door right. Vibration

ninety-five point six.”

The spider-man glided swiftly to

the door indicated. With a deft claw,

he set his vibration dial at the pre-

scribed wave length and the door

noiselessly opened.

A short bald-headed man who had
been industriously figuring at his

desk leaped to his feet in panic.
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“Wh-what do you want?” he

gasped. “Who let you— ?”

The ingratiating grimace was re-

peated. In his rasping voice, Gerdlu

explained, “The Callistan delegation

wishes assurance that the forthcom-

ing contest will be conducted with

fairness. They will consider it an in-

sult if their candidate is slighted by

the judges. They wish to make
clear

—

”

He was jostled by Mary Dugan,

who burst into the room, eyes ablaze,

every inch of her trim figure, clad

in its abbreviated costume of the

day, expressing fury.

“Mr. Pendergast, this phony pulled

a hypnotic on me! I told him you

and Mr. Lane were out—and then he

glittered that nasty red eye of his

and the first I knew I’d spilled every-

thing. If that’s the way they’re try-

ing to win the beauty contest—

”

Pendergast struggled to master his

nervousness.

“That’s right—that’s right,” he
blustered. “Won’t do to use hypnotic
influence on the judges, Mr. Grr

—

Grr—

”

“Gerdlu,” supplied the spider-man.

“Er—yes, certainly. At any rate, tell

your delegation that the judging will

be strictly impartial.”

“That is gratifying. In that case,

hypnotic suggestion will not be re-

quired. The Callistans have confi-

dence in their candidate. They wish
to know, however, v/hat standards of

beauty will be employed. It would be

unfortunate if terrestrial standards—

”

Pendergast drew himself pompous-
ly to his full height. "The rules def-

initely state that abstract standards

are to prevail.”

The Callistan bobbed in what prob-

ably was his version of a courtly bow.

Nevertheless, his tone was quietly

menacing.

“That assurance will be taken back

to my delegation. They would be

much disappointed if standards un-

fair to their candidate should force

them to return without the winner’s

cup.”

TIE WITHDREW, while Pender-

gast sank into his chair, wiping

a moist brow. Godfrey Lane found

him thus, with Mary Dugan vigor-

ously expounding her opinion of alien

planet creatures, and spider-men in

particular, when he breezed in a few

minutes later.

“Godfrey,” blurted Pendergast, at

the appearance of his partner, “why
can’t we drop the whole thing?”

“Drop what thing?”

“Don’t play innocent. Your bright

ideas have gotten us into a lot of

messes; but this interplanetary beau-

ty contest beats all the rest for pure,

unadulterated grief.”

Lane tossed his cap and watched

with satisfaction as it settled at a

rakish angle on a bust on his part-

ner’s desk.

“One of those Callistan freaks was

here,” Mary explained. “It seems

Callistans take their beauty contests

seriously. It will be a great disap-

pointment if they have to go back

without the cup. So great that they

might feel tempted to do something

unpleasant about it.”

“They all take it seriously,”

moaned Pendergast. “Who do you
think the latest entry is from? The
turtle-people of Ganj^mede. They ac-

tually think some chunk of gristle

from their race is a sure winner.”

“Fine !” enthused Lane. “The more

the better.”

“You’re missing the point. Don’t

you «!ee, Godfrey, whoever wins the

contest, all the rest are going to be

sure it was a frameup against their

queen? We’ll have sixty-seven kinds
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of interplanetary trouble right here

on the fair grounds.”

“No fooling,” cut in Mary. “This

beauty contest idea of yours is just a

little too hot."

“You too, Mary!” he said, in mock
dejection. “Just when I’m ready to

spring my latest and best idea.”

“Is this one colosstil or merely stu-

pendous?”

“Well may you ask! It’s super-

colossal. Ever hear of the Bluebird?”

“There’s some kind of an ancient

legend—

”

“Right you are. Popular around the

twentieth century. It tells how a

couple of kids went all over the

known and unknown world searching

for something, only to discover it in

their own back yard."

“Which has nothing to do with
the subject.”

“No? How about this angle? Right
now, Interplanetary Expositions,

Inc.
,

is searching throughout the

world and its colonies to locate Miss
Terrestrial—the most beautiful fe-

male of the human species. We carry

this search right up to the final con-

test. Excitement rises to fever heat.

And who do you suppose wins?”

“Who?” demanded Pendergast,

hypnotized by his partner’s elo-

quence.

“None other than a home-town gal

hailing from Luna City—our own
offices, mind you! Yes, our own lit-

tle Mary. All the time v/e’ve been

searching the universe for its out-

standing beauty, she’s been working
right under our noses—blind crea-

tures that we are! If that isn’t bring-

ing the Bluclvird up to date, I don’t

knov/ a publicity gag when I see

one.”

In rpite of himself, Pendergast was
impressed. "Godfrey,” he exclaimed,

“it’s immense.”

“With only one flaw,” added the

girl laconically. “Little Mary won’t
play.”

“When you have a chance to be-

come the outstanding—*'

“I know! I know! Well, in the first

place, I couldn’t hold a candle to

some of those glamor girls you’ll be
importing,”

“You don’t know the miracles our

makeup department can perform,”

protested Lane. "I’ve seem them take

even homelier wenches than you and
make ’em positively gorgeous.”

“Mary’s a damned pretty girl,” de-

fended Pendergast loyally.

"In the second place,” continued

the girl, “I’ve no desire to be torn to

pieces when the big event comes off

and those assorted spider gals and
elephant venuses and scorpion dames
make up their minds they’ve been

double-crossed out of the decision.”

Lane raised his eyebrows mocking-

ly. “So you’re going to win the finals

too! Modest little Mary!”
“Whoever wins, I don’t hanker to

be around at the pay-off.”

“I’ve already entered your name.”

“Then you can withdraw it. And if

you aren’t too stiff-necked to take a

tip—better call the whole thing off.”

CHAPTER II

p^UT THIS was a late day to think

of calling the contest off. Far-

flung publicity had started the ball

rolling, and the results had aston-

ished Lane, despite his unblushing

admission that the idea v/as one of

the
,
most marvellous ever hatched

from his prolific brain. Already it

was pulling the Interplanetary Expo-
sition, now in its third year under

the great dome of Luna City, out of

the red.

The team of Pendergast and Lane,

promoters of the exposition, ought to

have been full of rejoicing. Instead,
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A1 Pendergast, senior member, was
being rapidly reduced to a nervous

wreck, while even Godfrey Lane’s

youthful assurance at times rang hol-

low.

Gerdlu’s visit, with its implied

threat, was merely one of several in-

cidents carrying ominous portent.

The Plutonian delegation served

notice that the five precepts of beau-

ty formulated by their revered proph-

et, Dooveroo, must be adopted in toto

as a basis of judgment—or else! The
precepts to the average terrestrial

seemed to have nothing to do with

beauty. In any event, none but a

Plutonian could be considered eligi-

ble according to these precepts.

A bright particular problem was in-

troduced when the government of

Ceres sent an envoy to inquire into

the meaning of the provision that

"any feminine member of the race”

could be entered in the contest. They
reminded the promoters that sex was
unknown on Ceres, where the dom-
inant life-forms multiplied by the

vastly superior method of fission.

Was this intended as a slap at the

Ceresians?

The envoy was mollified with an
amendment which provided that races

not divided into sexes might select a

representative according to standards

of their own devising.

Whereas the inhabitants of Titan

presented a petition for further

change in the rules. "It is well known
that the females of Titan make no
claims to beauty, while the neuters

of this race out-shine the most beau-

tiful creatures of all planets. By the

rules, they are barred from partici-

pating. Such unfriendly discrimina-

tion cannot be tolerated. We respect-

fully suggest that the Terrestrial

government amend the rules to avoid

such unfairness.”

It was this communication that

brought Lieutenant Compton of the

Interplanetary Police to the offices

of Pendergast and Lane.

“What’s the idea?” demanded the

junior partner. “I thought A1 and I

were running this contest.”

"Private enterprise isn’t understood

by these totalitarian planets,” re-

sponded Compton grimly. “To them,

anything undertaken by earthmen is

sponsored by Earth. At that, it looks

to me as if the I.P. must have been

asleep when it let you spring this.”

“Tell the I.P. to keep its shirt on,”

retorted Lane, disrespectfully. "This

is just a little publicity stunt—one

of the oldest in the archives of pro-

motion. As for Titan’s trifling com-
plaint, we’ll interpret the rules to

satisfy them.”

“Couldn’t the I.P. issue an order

canceling the contest?” piped A1
Pendergast quaveringly. "That way
they couldn’t blame us

—

”

"No, but they’d blame the I.P.,” re-

torted Compton. "Most of the dele-

gations are either here now or on

their way. They’d jump at the con-

clusion that the contest was called

off to keep their particular glamor

queen from winning.”

“Sure,” agreed Lane. “That’s what

I’ve been telling Al. Nothing for it

now but to face the music.”

Compton shook his head glumly.

“It’s crazy—the very thing that ought

to be avoided—^bringing all these

jealous races together. Anything may
happen. How are you going to judge

such a contest, anyway?”

"We’ll employ abstract standards,”

was Lane’s airy reply.

“Who’s going to employ them? Do
you mean to say you can look at an

aquatic Venusian and put out of mind

the fact that to you she resembles a

particularly loathsome variety of

squid? If you were a Callistan, could

you regard a terrestrial cutic as any-
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thing more attractive than a grub?

Abstract standards, my eye!”

”I’m working on a plan,” Lane as-

sured him.

Compton was unimpressed. “I’ve

sent for reinforcements. We’ll try to

prepare for emergencies—that’s all

there is left to do.”

CHAPTER III

'^WO DAYS—earth time—before

the preliminary contest for the

selection of Miss Terrestrial, Lane
again broached the subject of enter-

ing to Mary Dugan. So definite was
her refusal that the word “flat” fails

to describe it.

“You’re missing the opportunity of

a lifetime.”

“To be mads into hash,” she amend-
ed.

“You exaggerate.”

“Plow about the Venusian squid

and that sting-ray thing from Dei-

mos?”

To this parting shot, he had no an-

swer. She alluded to a “regrettable

incident”, as Lane described it for

the benefit of the news services. The
two beauty contestants from Venus
and one of its moons had been ac-

corded quarters opening into the

same transparent tank in the exposi-

tion’s huge “Temple of Beauty”. It

was an error of judgment. When the

battle was over, what was left of the

contestants could not have been

termed beautiful, even by members
of their own races.

The affair was annoying from many
standpoints. Previous publicity had
centered on the glamor and gayety of

the contest. News of this tragic in-

cident gave a hint of its underl3-’ing

menace.

The partners spent hours ironing

matters out with the offended gov-

ernments. Each faction left clear im-

plication that the one way of avoid-

ing enormous damage suits, and pos-

sible interplanetary trouble, was to

insure that- the beauty award would
go to its representative in the con-

test—for of course both sent fresh

entrants to replace the martyred

queens who had done each other in.

“What gets me,” Mary complained

to Lane, “is that not one delegation

thinks the affair is on the level.

They’re all scheming to pull a fast

one—like hypnotizing the judges, or

scaring the daylights out of them.

Which reminds me. You still haven’t

disclosed how you’re going to decide

the main contest.”

“I’ve got a lulu of a scheme figured

out,” he assured her. “Passes the buck
in truly magnificent style. Mary—

”

he looked at her hopefully— “as a

very special favor, won’t you
please— ?”

“The answer again is no!”

He shook his head reproachfully.

“I was merely going to ask you, as a

special favor, when you come over to

help below stage tomorrow, if you’ll

wear that tricky little costume of

yours with the red trunks and silver-

trimmed upper dingus.”

“Why?”
“Because it helps me to concen-

trate.”

She stared after him blankly as he

walked away. Despite the fact that

she had worked for him some three

years. Lane still had the faculty of

disconcerting her with his whimsies.

An amphitheater accommodating a

million people—this had been one of

Godfrey Lane’s dreams, and in the

great Luna Colosseum he had come
within striking distance of achieving

it. The problems involved were tre-

mendous, but modern architectural

science had been equal to them. Over

a thousand tube entrances, some lo-

cated a mile distant from the daz-
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zling, many-faceted structure which
towered like an iridescent monument
over the exposition grounds, served

to convey visitors to their sections

without congestion at any point.

The audience looked down upon a

central stage v/hich, by a triumph of

refractive engineering, seemed direct-

ly in front of each section. Ingenious

sound amplification made every spo-

ken word audible.

Sections were equipped to provide

for the idiosyncrasies of the variops

planetary races. Tubes conveying

aquatic creatures deposited them
through air locks into tank-like sec-

tions filled with the fluid of their

natural habitat. Similar compartments
were filled with the various native

atmospheres.

TJI^HILE THE great edifice filled

for the terrestrial beauty con-

test, in which the earth entry—Miss
Terrestrial—would be chosen for the

finals. Lane and his technicians v/ere

hard at work back-stage. “Back-
stage", in this instance, meant below,

since the stage effects were handled
from a honeycomb of rooms and pass-

ages underneath.

.When necessary, any section of the

stage could be screened from view of

the audience by refractive screens.

Thus, while one spectacle was in

progress, another might be in prep-

aration on the seemingly unoccupied

portion of the same stage.

Of all the staff. Lane was on the

least tension, as far as surface ap-

pearances indicated. In a veritable

bedlam, with press agents, delegation

representatives, and newscasters bom-
barding him every minute with de-

mands and questions; with scantily

clad girl contestants and their maids
running here and there on frenzied

missions, he appeared calmly uncon-

cerned.

To A1 Pendergast had been dele-

gated the comparatively peaceful

task of sitting with the judges, who
were even now self-consciously sur-

veying the audience from a box at

the stage rira.

When Mary Dugan responded to a

hurry call from Lane, she found him
engaged in testing some flood-light-

ing equipment. He motioned her to

a dapper little man in white whom
she recognized as Fleury from the

makeup department.

“Sit down please." Fleury regarded

her closely as she obeyed. “First we
apply the base cream." He demon-
strated with deft fingers. "Then the

cheeks—a delicate tint. Shaded just

right—so
!”

“Wait a minute!” Mary protested.

"What is this?"

"I want to test the lighting with

actual makeup," Lane explained. He
turned to the electrician. “Intensify

the gamma ray. See what it does?"

“Makes her look faded."

“Exactly. Now some more of the

delta.”

Eventually, he seemed to get the

light to suit him. Fleury stepped back
and admired his handiwork.

“Beautiful!” he exclaimed. "A re-

markable treatment, if I do say it.

What fortunate region docs the

young lady represent?"

“You’ve got your wires crossed,"

Mary informed him acidly.

Lane chuckled. “She’s not a con-

tender—just our handy girl."

Mary flushed under his frankly ad-

miring gaze. “I wore my silver-and-

red, as you asked, so you could con-

centrate,” she observed sharply. “I

didn’t know you meant concentrating

on my costume.”

As she spoke, the electrician

pushed aside the light-blending pro-

jector, so that they could look into

the wall screen. At his touch on the
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switch, the screen became a front-

row seat looking cut on the stage.

“It’s already going onl” exclaimed

Mary.

Against a velvety-black back-

ground, a striking-looking blonde

was walking with stately tread, to

the accompaniment of soft music, to-

ward the judges’ box. When almost

there, she paused and pirouetted

slowly, exhibiting her figure from all

angles, then, after a moment’s self-

confxious pause beneath the eyes of

the half-million or more spectators,

she walked down a short ramp, hand-

ed a slip of paper containing her

identification number to the judges’

clerk, and disappeared from view
through a velvet curtain.

The clerk read the number aloud,

“Fifty-four.” At the same moment,
a huge crystal ball, high above the

stage, flashed the number in letters

of light, following with the designa-

tion of the entrant, “Miss Southern
Hemisphere.”

For an instant, the stage v/as black.

There was a hush of expectancy.

Then a spot of light focused on a

point near the center, where the

glamor girl next in line had suddenly

appeared. In the moment of dark-

ness, she had been transported from
below stage to a slowly revolving

platform. As the platform came to

rest after a single revolution, she

descended, to parade across the stage

as her predecessor had done.

“Nice figure,” commented Mary,
“but—” she hesitated.

“Coloring too pasty,” volunteered

the electrician. “This next number
isn’t so hot, either. If these are the

best F.arth can produce—

”

They watched three or four others

cross the stage, then Lane scribbled

something on a slip of paper.

“I’ve got to get hold of Al,” he said

hastily. He glanced toward the

judges’ box, where his partner sat

perspiring between two of the judg-

ing staff. “No way to reach him by
visi-phone, we purposely didn’t in-

stall them in the judges’ box to avoid

possibility of outside influence. Take
him this note for me, will you?”

“What’s the idea?” Mary asked,

vaguely distrustful.

“I’ve had another inspiration.

While the judges are making their

decision, we’re going to levitate the

cup that will be awarded at the in-

terplanetary contest two weeks from

now—let the crowd feast their eyes

on it. I want Al to make a little an-

nouncement. We’ll call it the Chalice

of Circe.”

“The what?”

“Circe was a beautiful siren of

mythology. The chalice was the cup

she used to drink out of—ot to serve

ambrosia to her lovers—something

like that.”

"You’ve got your mythology

mixed,” objected Mary. “As I remem-
ber—”
“Doesn’t matter. No time to argue.

Take this note to Al.” He folded it

hastily and thrust it into Mary’s

hand, then hustled her down the cor-

ridor to one of the stage traps.

Mary stepped into the round en-

closed booth, clutching at the slender

hand support. She experienced a brief

moment of giddiness as the floor be-

gan to rise—then was enveloped in

total darkness.

CHAPTER IV

DY THE slight click and sensation

of stoppin.g, Mary knew that the

segment of platform on which she

stood had become part of the vast

stage. The darkness was complete, ex-

cept for one spot of light far ahead

of her, in which a sinuous figure

—

white limbs and scanty jeweled cos-
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tume flashing—^was walking in time

with the slow music toward the

judges’ box.

With a gasp of dismay, Mary re-

alized that she had come up near the

middle of the stage. The next in-

stant, she was bathed in a dazzling

floodlight.

She checked an impulse to run, for

fear of attracting more attention. The
floor began to revolve.

In spite of its appalling aspects,

the situation was absurd. Whoever
was directing the lighting effects

no doubt assumed that another glam-

or girl had presented herself for that

tiresome across-stage parade.

The least conspicuous thing she

could do was to walk nonchalantly

to the judges’ box, deliver her mess-

age, and disappear. The audience

would think she was another con-

testant, while the note would explain

her presence to the judges.

The slow music insensibly delayed

her footsteps as she descended from
the platform and, with head held

high, walked toward the pencil of

light that indicated her destination.

She could sense—even if she could

barely see—the huge audience, the

vast open space beneath the central

dome in which she, a tiny figure,

walked under the critical view of

more than a half-million eyes.

“All the thrill of being in the con-

test, without the glory!” she reflect-

ed. A moment later, she was passing

the note crumpled in her palm to the

clerk at the front of the judges’

stand.

“For Mr. Pendergast,” she mur-
mured, then hurriedly sought the

comforting concealment of the black

curtain.

Through an excited concourse of

contestants and their retinues, Mary
shouldered her way to the testing

room, where she found l^ne and the

electrician still at the viewing screen.

“You inconsiderate louse I” she

choked. “I believe you did it on pur-

pose. If that’s your idea of a joke— I”

“Hold everything!" Lane admon-

ished. “The judges are going to an-

nounce their decision."

“Didn’t take ’em long,” breathed

the electrician.

Restraining herself for the moment,

Mary watched the screen. Tyrone

Hopwood, the world’s premier pro-

ducer of television spectacles, was

rising to his feet in the judges’ box.

“Friends, lovers of beauty, you of

the vast audience in this building, to

say nothing of the millions who have

enjoyed this spectacle by television,”

he began pompously. Mary’s atten-

tion wandered, to be recalled as he

concluded impressively:

“And now to end your suspense.

The judges’ task was rendered easy

when, among all the lovely contest-

ants who crossed in review, there ap-

peared one who so far outshone the

rest that there could be no dissent-

ing opinion. It seems superfluous to

inform the audience that this out-

standing contestant was—” he paused

to consult the slip of paper in his

hands— “number seventy-eight, the

duly entered candidate from Luna
City—Miss Mary Dugan.”

Then the applause broke loose.

CHAPTER V

^ODFREY LANE turned to Mary
with a sheepish grin. She was

staring open-mouthed at the televi-

sion screen. There was a confusion

of voices and running feet in the

corridor. The door burst open and

some one shouted, “Here she is!”

Then the room was swarming with

news correspondents.

They shouted questions, pushed the

bewildered girl into impromptu
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poses, held recording instruments to

her lips, flashed her features on mil-

lions of news screens as she uttered

gasping protests.

Off at one side. Lane was pouring

his version of the occurrence into

Willing ears.

“I’m flabbergasted,” he declared.

“Never occurred to us that she’d have

the ghost of a chance against those

glorious contestants from Earth and
elsewhere. You know—that reminds

me—”
“Yes! Go on, Mr. Lane,” prompted

one of the newscasters.

“Well, it reminds me somehow of

an old legend. Something about a

bluebird. Look it up, boys—that’s a

tip—if you want something for your
headlines.”

Mary at length managed to slip un-

observed into a tube car which trans-

ferred her to the deserted offices in

the administration building. She
wanted to be alone—to think—to re-

cover some measure of her poise

—

to be very sure of her determination.

Her apartment would no doubt be
surrounded by newscasters. They
hadn’t thought of waiting for her

here.

She paused before a rest-room mir-

ror and gazed at herself unbelieving-

ly. Her chic silver-and-red costume
was fetching

; her features and color-

ing were good ; her figure, with arms
and legs bare in the accepted fashion

of the day, was trim and neat.

“I’m good,” she acknowledged im-

partially. “Yeah—but not that good.

There’s something fishy about it all.

And what I’ll tell Godfrey Lane—

”

On second thought, she decided to

tell him by letter. When the stinging

resignation was framed to her satis-

faction, she strode into his office. It

was disconcerting to find him at his

desk.

“Oh, it’s you!” he said in evident

relief, putting down the visiphone

into which he had been talking.

Her fury flamed into expression.

“I came to leave this on your desk

;

but I’ve a lot to tell you in person.

Of all the scurvy tricks! And I fell

for it. ‘Wear that silver-red costume
—it helps me to concentrate.’ T want
to test the lighting effect on make-
up.’ "Take this note to A1—you only

have to walk up to the judges’ stand.’

Yes, I fell for it. But you outsmart-

ed yourself, boss. Little Mary still

isn’t going to play. I don’t know how
you did it—aside from the trick you
played on me—but there’s something

cheesy about the whole affair.”

Lane had the grace to wilt under
the barrage.

“Gosh, Mary. Any other girl would
give twenty years of her life to be in

your sandals today.”

“I don’t like being played for a

sap. By the way, how did you put it

over? Bribe the judges?”

"Perhaps I can answer that ques-

tion.”

Mary whirled sharply at the suave

voice that came from the open door-

way behind her. A swarthy-skinned

earthman in the para-fiber garb of

the Martian settlements was smiling

sardonically.

"This is a private conference,”

Lane informed him.

“I agree. It is private—between the

two of us,” the stranger observed

with self-assurance. “However, the

young lady may stay if she likes. Let

me introduce myself. I am Vittorio

Renoud, of the Martian Metropolitan.

Also of the delegation which accom-

panied the unsuccessful candidate

from the Martian earth settlement.”

"I’m sorry your candidate didn’t

win, Mr. Renoud
;
but—

”

“You mistake my purpose. The rea-

son I came to Luna City—I shall be

entirely frank with you—^was to fer-
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ret out, if possible, certain secrets of

light diffusion developed by your

technicians.”

“Others have tried to steal our

secrets," Lane informed him tersely.

“You’ll discover little, for all your
spying."

“It will not be necessary to spy,

Mr. Lane, since I expect you to turn

those secrets over to me of your own
accord. Or—” he paused deliberate-

ly— “would you rather have me make
public a peculiar fact concerning to-

day’s lighting arrangements?"

Mary watched Lane’s face go pale.

He turned abruptly to request,

“Mary, see if you can locate Al. Tell

him I want him here. Then go get

some rest. I’m sorry about every-

thing.”

She started for the door panel,

then hesitated.

“You had me deliver another mes-

sage to Al today,” she said. “That

was a trick. What is it this time?”

“Please, Mary.”

She studied him shrewdly.
“Couldn’t be that you’re trying to get

rid of me?”
“As your employer, I insist

—

”

“My resignation is on your desk, so

I’m no longer an employee. What
was the peculiar fact you discovered,

Mr. Renoud?”

The Mars dweller had been watch-

ing the byplay with appreciation.

“It was this,” he said slowly. “Al-

though your technicians employed
what appeared to be the same light

in the dressing rooms as on the stage,

the quality of makeup was altered

materially under the stage lights.”

“Bunk!” retorted Lane tersely.

“Unfortunately,” smiled Renoud,
“our tests clearly reveal the differ-

ence. How it was accomplished we do
not know; but of the result there is

no doubt. Makeup applied under the

dressing-room lights appeared faded

under the stage lights. The young
ladies did not look their best—most
decidedly far from it. By a peculiar

circumstance, only one contestant was

so fortunate as to have her makeup
applied under the lighting v/hich was
actually used on the stage.”

He bowed sardonically toward

Mary. “As the eloquent spokesman

for the judges remarked in my hear-

ing, it was like gazing upon the sun’s

brilliance after comparing the radi-

ance of a succession of pale moons.”

White and rigid Mary stood, her

hands clenched into fists. Then, cov-

ering her face, she stumbled from the

room.

CHAPTER VI

'’T’O ALL the importunities of press

and television news services, the

answer given by the harassed staff of

Interplanetary Expositions was the

same : “Miss Dugan is unable to see

any one.”

Forced into a corner, Al Pender-

gast finally blurted out the truth.

“We don’t know where she is. She’s

disappeared.”

After that, Godfrey Lane, looking

hollow-eyed and worried, yielded to

the inevitable and gave the news-

casters an audience.

“Boys,” he said, “I’d have told you
before, but I knew you wouldn’t be-

lieve me. We’re completely at sea,

I’ve had an army of detectives on the

job. No results.”

“Pretty thin, Godfrey,** observed

the correspondent for Terrestrial

Broadcasters. “It’s a publicity stunt,

of course; but in a place like Luna
City, with every space-port and lock

guarded—

”

“I know,” responded Lane shortly.

“Nevertheless, it’s true. I’m posting a

reward for information leading to

her discovery.”
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"And won’t you be surprised,” some
one jeered, “when she unexpectedly

turns up on the day of the big con-

testi”

TN HER narrow quarters within the
^ Callistan space vessel, Mary Du-
gan tuned in on the latest broadcast

involving her disappearance.

. .has increased the reward for in-

formation leading to discovery of her

whereabouts to this fabulous

amount," the ccmimentator was say-

ing. “He also advanced a fantastic

motive for the young woman’s dis-

appearance. Lane’s story is that she

objected to entering the contest and

appeared against her will. This, la-

dies and gentlemen of the television

audience, is obvious press-agent stuff.

It is hardly reasonable that any girl

would resent winning so high an

honor as that of Earth’s reigning

beauty, or that she could be tricked

into entering a contest against her

will. Also, it must be remembered
that no one could leave Luna City

without passing through a series of

closely guarded space locks—and
Mary Dugan most certainly passed

through none of them.”

The girl switched off the voice.

She wanted to think.

There was no hint that Lane, or

any one else, suspected the manner
of her abduction. Lane had every rea-

son to think she was doing an ex-

ceptionally clever job of hiding out.

Her note of resignation was conclu-

sive evidence on that point. "No use

trying to find me—because I’ll be

hiding where you’d never think to

look.”

It had been an empty boast. At the

moment of writing, she had no

thought of how to carry it out. But
Gerdlu of Callisto had made the

boast a reality by appearing sudden-

ly and focusing that big red eye upon

her. She dimly remembered follow-

ing him.

Three successive guards whom
they passed no doubt had assured

Lane and detectives, that no Mary
Dugan escaped through the locks.

Their sincerity must have been con-

vincing. They did not see her when
she passed because Gerdlu hypnotic-

ally commanded them not to see her.

Once outside, they had entered his

space tender and come directly to the

Callistan vesseL

The possibility that hypnosis might
have been employed in abducting

Mary had, it is true, passed fleeting-

ly through Lane’s mind. But it was
merely one of various fantastic theo-

ries which battled for recognition

—

all of which became meaningless in

view of her expressed intention to

vanish of her own accord.

With the day of the great inter-

planetary contest almost at hand, he

had enough to occupy his attention

without stewing over Mary’s fate.

But this did not deter him from do-

ing a man-sized job of worrying.

The zest seemed to have gone out

of the whole undertaking, as far as

he was concerned. He left important

details to A1 Pendergast, who was
muddling them beyond imagining.

“How are we going to get out of

this mess?” he wailed, appealing to

Lane. “I had to promise that we’d

disqualify any candidate who
couldn’t show Grade D intelligence,

and now the Turlocks of Pluto are

raising Cain. Claim the rule was in-

voked against them. And blast me if

I don’t suspect that it was. Those

Turlock females are gorgeous in col-

oring—graceful, too. But they’re

without any intelligence at all. The
males have all the brains. Another

thing—”

“Go on,” Lane told him wearily.

“A lot of them are kicking about

your big idea—having one member
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of each contesting race on the jury."

"What’s the matter with that?”

"It means each number will get one

vote—from her home-planet judge.

It’s the same as having each contes-

tant vote for herself,”

“Ah, but you overlook the big

thing!” For a moment. Lane was al-

most his enthusiastic self. "Each

Judge is compelled to cast a second-

choice vote for a different candidate.

The second-choice votes decide the

contest.”

"News commentators say it means

that the ugliest will win. To give

their candidtate a better chance, each

of these judges is going to cast his

second vote for the creature he rates

lowest.”

"That’s their lookout,” commented
Lane. "If any one has a better idea,

I’m receptive,”

CHAPTER VII

*yniE ANNOUNCEMENT had no
^ doubt been a shock to many of

the delegations who had counted

upon having a small group of judges

to terrorise, bribe, or otherwise in-

fluence. Several objected to including

a Callistan on the jury, on the ground

that so many races were subject to

hypnotic control. Lane met this ob-

jection by building a separate turret

for the Callistan judge, locating it

well back of the main crescent of

judges’ booths.

Cerdlu took no offense at this evi-

dence of distrust. He seemed, in fact,

more amiable as the contest day drew
near.

Encountering Lane on the fair

grounds, he chided, “You are think-

ing of the one you call Mary. No
word as yet?”

“None. Gerdlu, with the science

your race is said to possess, you
ought to be able to help me.”

The Callistan chuckled apprecia-

tively. “You overrate our abilities.

Still, we do have, in our space vessel,

an instrument which in your lan-

guage might be translated as a ‘lo-

cator’. Its scope is somewhat limit-

ed.”

At Lane’s sudden show of interest,

the Callistan explained further. The
instrument could be so attuned as to

indicate the direction in which a

specific metal was located. It was

used to locate rare mineral deposits.

“Something like an ancient doodle-

bug,” commented Lane. “I don’t

see
—

” he paused, recalling that Mary
possessed a wrist-band of flexible

Ionian murrinite, on which her watch

and vibration dials were mounted.

The Ionian ambassador, who pre-

sented it to her, had declared that

it was probably the only bit of that

metal worn on the moon.

“It is worth a trial,” Gerdlu

agreed, when Lane offered the sug-

gestion. “We can readily attune the

instrument to that substance. If you

wish to accompany me to our ves-

sel—”
Lane accepted eagerly. However,

before accompanying the Callistan,

he took the precaution of informing

Lieutenant Compton of his purpose.

“Never trust a Callistan” was a fa-

miliar byword.

It was morning on Luna’s earth-

side hemisphere, and the great sur-

rounding plain was jammed with

spacecraft of all types. Gerdlu’s ship,

however, was swinging in an orbit

overhead and it was necessary to

reach it by a small tender.

Inside of the Callistan vessel. Lane

glanced curiously around the unfa-

miliar control room.

Gerdlu carelessly pointed to a

cased-in device. “The instrument I

spoke of,” he observed. “However, we
shall waste no time employing its

aid. Step into the observation room
and I will show you something much
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better, I’m sure you’ll agree.”

With a definite sense of alarm,

Lane entered the narrow cubicle in-

dicated. The click of the door panel

brought him around sharply. Gerdlu

had not entered with him.

“What’s all this?” Lane demanded
harshly.

The Callistan’s visage flashed on

one of the several view-plates. “Now,
Mr. Lane,” said his rasping voice,

“we will come to terms.”

“Then this vras a trick? I’m your
prisoner?”

“Only temporarily, Mr. Lane. I

am certain you will be reasonable.”

'^HERE CAME to Lane the spine-

pricking realisation that he was
wholly in the power of this spider-

man. In his eagerness to follow every

lead, no matter how forlorn, that

might lead to Mary, he had walked

into a trap.

Still, the Callistan knew he had
left word where he was going, and

why. Gerdlu would hardly dare to

injure him or to detain him indef-

initely in the face of that.

“What do you want?” Lane de-

manded shortly.

“Need I state, Mr. Lane? We Cal-

listans are proud. We do not wish

to be outclassed. It is a coveted hon-

or of my people to be acknowledged
the most beautiful in the solar sys-

tem.”

“I’m not judging the contest.”

“But you arranged—shall we say

by a trick of lighting—to favor

your entrant in the terrestrial con-

test.”

“Light effects won’t help in the

interplanetary contest.”

“Perhaps not. There is a method,

hov.'ever, which will insure the beauty

from Callisto winning the cup to

which she is entitled.”

"Whatever you have in mind, the

answer is no. It’s no secret that I’m

here in your company. If I’m not
back in reasonable time, the I.P. will

take a heUid. I’m sure you wouldn’t

care to have Callisto suspended from
the International Planetary Federa-
tion because of y^ur blundering,

Gerdlu.”

The Callistan seemed undisturbed.

“A peculiar fact we have learned

about human psychology is that you
people are handicapped by the phe-

nomena you call emotions. This seems

to be especially the case when the

emotion you call love is involved.”

As he spoke, a second viewplate

flashed into illumination. As if look-

ing through a window. Lane saw
Mary Dugan listlessly resting on a

couch in a small, cell-like chamber.
“She’s here! You’ve had her ail

the time!”

Gerdlu chuckled sardonicall}^

“Now let us have some fun. We Cal-

listans are a very humorous race.”

As Lane stared apprehensively, a

tiny thread of light flashed across the

room, flicking Mary’s bare arm. She
sprang up as if something had stung

her, looking around in bewilderment.
Another sliver of light darted

forth, touching her cheek. She
dodged away, only to meet another

crossing thread.

"Ionized light beams,” explained

Gerdlu, “carrying an electric cur-

rent. Watch as we increase the in-

tensity.”

Suddenly the room was crossed in

every direction with the slivers of

light, looking like strands of flash-

ing cobweb. The girl sprang this

way and that, bewilderedly trying

to evade the sting of contact. Ab-
ruptly the auditory accompaniment
of the viewscreen flashed on, and
scream after scream of pain and ter-

ror readied the horrified cars of the

watcher.

“Stop it! Stop it!” roared Lane,

beating impotently on the Callistan’s
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viewplate with doubled fists.

At once, the darting cobwebs of

light vanished. The girl stumbled to

her cot and threw herself down, sob-

bing convulsively.

“A strange phenomenwi,” com-

mented Gerdlu’s voice. “You would

have been capable of standing much
greater torture yourself, yet you are

unnerved merely by another’s suf-

fering."

“Curse you, Gerdlul Curse you
and all your heartless race!"

The Callistan chuckled. “Do you
wish a further demonstration, or

shall we reach an agreement now?"
“What agreement?" demanded

Lane belligerently.

The viewplate revealing Mary’s

room was suddenly criss-crossed

again with flashing lights. Again the

girl was darting around the cramped
space, her features contorted with

agony.

“Stop!" cried Lane. "I agree!”

Gerdlu emitted his unpleasant

chuckle as the viewplate cleared and
Mary sank quivering to the floor.

“She will sustain no harm," he ob-

served. “Not a mark will show. It re-

quires more than two hours for the

treatment to cause death. I hope such

extreme action will not be required."

Lane fumed at his helplessness.

“Tell me what you expect,"

“The young lady will be kept here

as a hostage until the contest. You
and 1 will return to Luna City. If

you should become unfriendly—if

you refuse to carry out my sugges-

tions—members of my delegation still

quartered in the vessel will take

great pleasure in administering the

needle death to the one about whom
you are so concerned.”

Lane answered with cold fury,

“Gerdlu, you and your tribe ought to

be wiped out of the solar system! If

ever ruthless extermination was justi-

fied—”

“Perhaps,” the Callistan interject-

ed softly, “you wish another demon-
stration.”

"No. I’ll play along. Only, once

you’ve attained your purpose, how
do I know you’ll let her go?"

“You have my promise."

“The word of a Callistan!”

"To employ one of your racial

idioms, take it or leave it. After all,

Mr. Lane, if we failed to keep our

agreement, what reason would you
have for keeping quiet about this

afterward?”

“What makes you think I’ll keep

quiet anyway?"
“I hardly think, Mr. Lane, that

you would be eager to proclaim that

your contest was not conducted—as

you say—on the level.”

The Callistan seemed to have fig-

ured out all the angles.

"Very well,” Lane conceded. “But

I warn you, if Mary Dugan isn’t

safely back within an hour after the

contest is decided. I’ll expose the

whole business, regardless of per-

sonal consequences. You can guess,”

he added grimly, “what that would
mean.”

“We should be torn to pieces,”

agreed Gerdlu. "So it is plain that

my promise will be kept Shall we
return?"

CHAPTER VIII

A LTHOUGH Luna Colosseum ac-

commodated more than half a

million, seating capacity for the In-

terplanetary Beauty Contest was
woefully inadequate. All tickets of

admission had been sold weeks before

the event. As the time drew close,

fantastic prices were offered to the

fortunate holders of seats.

True, the scene was being tele-

vised to every part of the solar sys-

tem; but merely witnessing it from

an easy chair on some distant planet
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lacked the thrill of being part of the

spectacle.

The matter of precedence and del-

icate apportionment of space among
the twenty-odd planetary delegations

was a problem in itself. AI Pender-

gast was on the verge of collapse as

a result of toiling to satisfy every-

one. More than ever, he missed the

efficient assistance of Mary Dugan.

While the semi-circle of booths at

the edge of the stage was slowly

filling with the judges entrusted with

representing their planetary groups,

the audience was being treated to

various forms of aesthetic entertain-

ment. Enormous ingenuity had been

exercised to insure each race its pre-

ferred brand. The earth section lis-

tened to the strains of a symphony
orchestra. The aquatic Venusian

creatures witnessed a vivid color-

graph display. The Callistans thrilled

to an atrocious cacophony that would
have driven an earth audience crazy.

Although, to each section of the au-

dience, the entertainment seemed to

come from the stage, in actuality

most of it was projected through

screens and amplifying devices.

From the subterranean control

toom. Lane and Pendergast could

view any selected part of the Colos-

seum by visiscreen.

Although his practiced eye took

note of anything, and he. mechanical-

ly dispatched instructions to various

members of the staff, the undercur-

rent of Lane’s thoughts was anxiety

for Mary. Would the Callistan make
good his promise? If not, what then?

Merely the empty satisfaction of

striking back.

The schedule was proceeding in-

exorably. Already, below stage, the

beauty queens were ascending their

pedestals or entering their floats.

Some—as in case of the Ganymedan
turtle woman—were being hoisted

into theirs by derricks. Others were

being transferred through locks into

transparent globes. A tiny creature

from some asteroid, scarcely six

inches high, was encased in a mag-
nifying sphere, which gave her eel-

like figure equal prominence with
larger entrants.

»T*HROUGH HIS televisor. Lane

scanned the long corridor in

which these preparations were tak-

ing place. He noted with a pang the

pedestal around which there was no
excited gathering. It bore a shield

emblazoned with the legend, "Miss
Terrestrial.”

"Glad she’s out of this mess,” he

reflected grimly. “But where the

devil is she now?” Gerdlu would soon

have to make good.

The Callistan’s plan for winning
the beauty contest was simplicity in

itself. He entrusted to Lane a box
of medallion-like objects, each ap-

parently nothing more than a Cal-

listan garnet in a platinum-like set-

ting. They could readily, as Gerdlu

pointed out, be worked into the dec-

orative scheme of the canopy shad-

ing the judges’ booths—one to each

booth.

"Do you mean that you can extend

your hypnotic influence through

these—use them as substitute eyes

—

and compel the other judge’s to vote

for your candidate?”

“Not all the judges,” rasped the

spider-man. "Less than half the races

are subject to hypnotic influence.

However, that should be enough.”

Lane’s view of the preparations was
interrupted by the approach of Lieu-

tenant Compton. The I.P. man looked

grim. Without comment, he handed

Lane a piece of what looked like a

crumbling wafer, with queer charac-

ters impressed upon it. The fragment

felt peculiarly unsubstantial.

"It’s written,” Compton explained,

answering Lane’s inquiring giaace,
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"on eluso-fabric, which evaporates

rapidly except in a vacuum. It will

vanish in a few minutes.”

“The writing seems to be Martian,”

observed Pendergast, peering at it.

“What do they want?”

"It’s addressed to the Martian del-

egation,” responded Compton : “but

it comes from the Triturians of Mer-

cury. Each delegation received a sim-

ilar threat, I have no doubt, although

Vignu of Mars was the only one with

the courage to disclose it to me.”

“The Triturians are tough babies,”

acknowledged Lane.

“Maybe so,” defended Pendergast;

"but I will say that they’ve acted

pretty decent so far.”

“Because,” said Compton, "they’re

smart. They waited until the last

minute to shoot their barb. The note

merely states that if any except the

Triturian candidtate is voted the

most beautiful, the winner and every

delegate from her planet will suffer

the energy death.”

"Blasting rockets!” gasped the se-

nior partner.

The energy death—colloquially

known as the firecracker death—^was

one of the most agonizing known to

the solar system. The Mercurians

—

inheritors of a strange science—pos-

sessed a weapon which fired a charge

of seemingly pure energy. When it

reached its mark, there occurred a

strange reaction. Beginning at the

outer extremities and darting about

through the body of the victim, there

occurred a series of explosions. The
effect was not unlike the crackling

of a bunch of ancient firecrackers. It

continued until the body had been
torn to shreds.

Though his first impulse was one

of horror. Lane’s second response

was a grim laugh.

"If ever there was retributive jus-

tice, this is it,” he said harshly. “For
once, Gcrdlu has outsmarted him-

self,” he observed.

"I doubt if he’ll go through with

his plan,” Compton conjectured.

Lane had taken the I.P. man fully

into his confidence relative to the

deal with the Callistan and Mary’s

predicament. The officer added. “Bet-

ter find out how you stand under

this new setup.”

Lane’s scanning of the crowd lo-

cated Cerdlu in the isolated box re-

served for the judge representing

his planet. Evidently the spider-man

intended to trust no subordinate with

the delicate task of carrying out his

scheme.

When the message stating that

Lane wished to have a wprd with

him was delivered, Gerdlu read, then

tore it up. Assuming that he was

under visiscreen observation, he

spoke distinctly.

"The answer is yes. We of Callisto

can take care of ourselves. Our prom-

ise has been kept.”

Lane turned to Compton in exas-

peration. "How does he know what
I intend to ask him?”

“Well, what do you intend to ask?”

“Whether he received one of those

threatening messages—and whether

it affects Mary.”

“So he must have assumed. Well, I

admire his nerve.”

Compton took his departure.

CHAPTER IX

THLASHING his view-screen to the

section devoted to the scorpion-

like creatures from Mercury, Lane

surveyed the red monsters with dis-

taste. Strategically surrounding the

section, he discerned several grim

faces which he knew belonged to

members of the Interplanetary Po-

lice. Compton was at least prepared

for trouble.

At a stir of excitement in the audi-

ence, he switched to the stage. The
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widely acclaimed interplanetary pag-

eant of beauty was in progress.

At first the stage was dark. After

a moment, a soft glow appeared in

the center. As it throbbed into in-

tensity, a huge, exquisitely graven

cup was revealed, the famed Chalice

of Circe, which would be awarded to

the winner of the contest.

Wraith-like lights began to appear

on the stage circumferance. These

likewise waxed insensibly into great-

er intensity, until the audience found
itself gazing at a succession of tab-

leaux. The individual displays, rang-

ing from simple pedestals to elabor-

ate floats, glided around the huge

circle, passing slowly in front of the

crescent comprising the judges’

boxes.

Many of the strange planetary crea-

tures were beautiful even to terres-

trial eyes—some for their coloring,

some for harmony of form. Lane, his

worry overshadowing all else, re-

garded the display without enthu-

siasm.

“If I were picking the ugliest of

the lot,” commented Pendergast, “I’d

figure it was a toss-up between the

Callistan spider woman and that red

demon from Mercury. Yet one of

them is sure to win— Hello! Good
gosh! Look!”
Following the direction of his part-

ner’s gaze. Lane stared in blank un-

belief.

“Mary! She’s in the contest!” Pen-

dergast produced his handkerchief

and agitatedly mopped his perspir-

ing brow.

Speechless, Lane could only stare.

Standing on the simple pedestal bear-

ing the legend “Miss Terrestrial,”

with a bewildered expression on her

face as if she had just awakened from
a deep sleep, was unquestionably

Mary Dugan.
Relief swept over Lane like a re-

freshing wave. So this was the meth-

od Gerdlu had chosen for keeping
his bargain.

Well, he had made good his prom-
ise. Probably the girl had been smug-
gled in with the equipment for the

elaborate Callistan float—placed on
her pedestal while under hypnotic
control.

His mind suddenly at rest concern-

ing Mary’s safety, the publicity man
in Lane rose buoyantly to the sur-

face.

“What a wow of a story this will

make!” he exclaimed jubilantly to

Pendergast. “Kidnapped by—by mys-
terious beings of whom she has no

memory. Miss Terrestrial electrified

the vast audience and found herself

unexpectedly restored to safety as

the floodlights bathed her glorious

figure in the great interplanetary

beauty contest. Al, it’s a knockout!

And if she wins !”

He stopped abruptly.

His partner shook his head. “That

wouldn’t be so hot. Not with that

Mercurian threat
—

”

“No—I forgot. Anyway, she’s

safe!” Lane’s eyes dwelt upon her

as if they could never get their fill.

Her makeup hadn’t been applied with

the skill he would have demanded,

but for all that, Mary was a glorious

show-piece. The fact that you knew
her in her wholesome every-day as-

pect didn’t make her any less glam-

orous.

QHE HAD the presence of mind to

hold her pose. It would have been

disastrous, in view of the stage

mechanisms involved, if she had tried

to leave her pedestal.

The parade of beauty candidates

circled the stage twice. Then, guided

by technicians deep down in the bow-

els of the stage, they wove through a

graceful pattern which brought them

eventually to a stop in a semicircular

formation facing the judges.
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As if nine-tenths of the terroriated

occupants of the judges’ circle had

not already made up their minds,

there was a gesture toward delibera-

tion. At the request of one judge or

another, a contestant would be asked

to come forward for closer view. The
pedestal or flat containing this rep-

resentative of pulchritude from some
far-off world would then glide for-

ward under invisible guidance, while

its occupant coyly displayed her

charms.

At length came the announcement
that voting would commence.
As each judge cast his vote from

within his booth, by depressing nun>-

bered buttons indicating his first and
second choices, verbal announcement
was made simultaneously in some
seventy different languages, and the

numbers flashed into illumination

within the crystal ball overhead.

Pendergast and Lane, in the view-

room below stage, watched curiously.

The initial choice of the first mem-
ber of the jury was for Number 17,

Miss Aquatic Venus. The second

choice was for Number 36, Miss Mer-
cury.

“It’s a very simple deduction,’’

commented Lane, “that the judge

from Aquatic Venus cast that one

—

the first vote to save his face with

the home folks, the second to placate

those vengeful Triturians.”

The next voter, while according

Miss Pluto first place, also gave sec-

ond place to Number 36.

The third vote was a surprise. It

gave Miss Mars first place, but the

second choice went to Miss Terres-

trial.

“That Martian has guts !’’ was
Lane’s comment to his partner. “He
not only defied the Mercurians by
turning the threat-note over to

Compton, but now he’s deliberately

snubbing their candidate.”

Followed another vote for Miss

Mercury as second choice. Then three

votes in succession for Miss Terres-

trial. Lane felt his spine prickling in

vague alarm. Something was wrong.

On a sudden he realized what it

was. There had been no votes for Miss

Callisto

!

“Gerdlu must have thrown up the

sponge,’’ he muttered. “Still, I don’t

understand—’’

He sprang to his feet with a gasp.

All at once he did understand—fully

—horribly.

•^ENSELY, he followed the next

tabulations. By the time seven-

teen judges had been heard from.

Miss Mercury was only two ahead

of Miss Terrestrial on second-choice

votes. Abruptly, then, the character

of the voting changed. Miss Ter-

restrial began to appear as first

choice. Iznmediately follov/ed a suc-

cession of first-choice votes for Miss

Mercury. The tabulation of fifty-

three votes gave Miss Terrestrial

twenty first choice votes, Miss Mer-

cury fourteen.

Lane’s muscles grew taut.

“Somebody's got it in for Mary,’’

whimpered Pendergast at his elbow.

“If she gets the cup, sure as fate

those Mercurians will
— ’’

Ignoring him, Lane leaped into

action. Brushing his partner aside, he

sped down the long corridor to the

tube entrances leading to the

judges’ boxes. As he sprang into the

cage of the tube-cnr leading to the

CalHstan box, an attendant ran up

breathlessly.

“That tube is out of order, Mr.

Lane,’’ he explained. “Must have been

jammed purposely. I’ve got a crew

working in there.’’

Lane paused, his mind reviewing

the possibilities. He darted into a

“prop’’ room and seized the first ob-

ject that looked like a weapon—

a

long-shafted Venusian trident. With
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this in hand, he stepped into a stage

trap-door projector and touched the

stud which released its mechanism.
In his rash haste. Lane narrowly

missed death. As the platform cata-

pulted him upon the stage, his left

shoulder received a smashing blow
from the side of a massive float. A
few inches closer and he would have

been horribly crushed.

Regaining his balance. Lane 3t\un-

blcd toward the judges’ boxes.

Members of the audience, both of

the Colosseum ^ and those additional

millions viewing the spectacle by
television, were startled at seeing a

disheveled member of the terrestrial

race sprinting frantically across the

broad stage expanse, waving a six-

foot trident.

As he ran. Lane caught the an-

nouncement, “First-choice votes now
stand. Miss Terrestrial, twenty-seven,

M iss Mercury, twenty-one.”

The figures spurred him to greater

effort. His whole energies were con-

centrated upon reaching the Callis-

tan box from which unquestionably

emanated the hypnotic control that

was piling up this calamitous vote

for Mary.

The box was separated from the

stage by nearly a twenty-foot span,

and artificial gravity within the

dome of Luna City was nearly at

earth intensity.

Summoning all his strength. Lane

gathered himself for the leap. The
astonished audience saw him leave

the stage in a perfect takeoff, ap-

parently bent on self-destruction.

He landed with crashing impact

against the turret-like structure. The
trident pierced the unsubstantial

wall, and his ^rasp upon it prevented

him from falling. One hand grasped

at the ledge.

Though taken by surprise, the

spider-man occupying the stand

moved with lightning speed. Two

arms lashed out to grip the earth-

man by the neck, while another pair

disengaged his fingers from the

ledge.

Gasping, Lane released the trident

shaft and caught at the strahgling

arms which were clutched around his

throat.

The strength seemed to drain from

his dangling body; the world went
black. Then, with the fury of des-

peration, he gave a convulsive jerk.

The cruel grip on his throat re-

laxed ; the arms went limp. His de-

spairing wrench must have broken

the tough but slender bones.

Clinging with one hand to the Cal-

listan’s limply dangling members.

Lane groped with the other for his

trident and wrenched it free. With
savage probes, he sought to bury it in

the loathsome body within the box.

At this, Gerdlu stretched forth

two more arms and dragged the earth-

man over the ledge into the booth.

The trident caught on the ledge and

was wrenched from Lane’s grasp.

At close quarters, the two grap-

pled fiercely. With only two of his

six prehensile limbs out of commis-

sion, the advantage was still with the

tough-fibered Callistan. Claws tight-

ened cruelly on Lane’s flesh ; the

fetid breath of the creature was in

his face.

As t’ne sharp fangs pierced his

neck, the earthman was vaguely con-

scious of the impacts as some heavy

body, followed by another, plummet-

ed over the ledge.

“Easy boy! We’ll take over.”

He recognized Compton’s voice and

the uniforms of the Interplanetary

Police.

CHAPTER X

vyrlTH A dim awareness that

” verged upon unconsciousness.

Lane felt himself lifted to his feet
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and half carried, half supported

across the swaying planks which
had been hastily thrust across, like

a bridge, from the stage to the Cal-

listan box.

They laid him down, and when he

struggled to regain his feet it was
again Lieutenant Compton’s voice

that urged.

“Take it easy. He’ll be taken care

of.” His eyes flicked meaningly to-

ward the Callistan’s box, within

which three I.P. men were trying to

force Gerdlu out onto the improvised

ramp.

“The voting!" Lane demanded in

alarm, suddenly recollecting his pur-

pose. “They didn’t
—’’

“Your stage director called a re-

cess,” explained Compton. He added.

“The audience can’t see us. We’re
masked by one of your refractive

screens.”

Lane’s practiced ear caught the

crowd murmur and detected a restive

note. He rose, slowly and painfully,

but with decision.

“The contest is off. I’ll make the

announcement.”

“You’re in no condition.”

“See if I’m not!” Lane grinned re-

assuringly as he stepped from the

concealment of the refractive screen.

The flood-lights revealed him, a

bloody, disheveled figure. He spoke
slewly.

“With deep regret, the manage-
ment of Interplanetary Expositions

announces that the contest is de-

clared off. The reason—as it should

be scarcely necessary to state—in-

timidation of judges and illegal in-

fluence.”

Pausing, Lane turned and pointed

to the Chalice of Circe enthroned in

the' middle of the stage above the

array of floats and displays, before

continuing.

“The cup we had hoped to present

was apparently too well named. Like

its ancient prototype, it seems to pos-

sess the power of bringing out the

beast in so-called civilized beings.”

He waited a minute, listening

to the excited murmur of the crowd
and to the echoing confusion caused

by the translation of his announce-

ment into tongues understood by

variegated sections of his audience.

His eyes, roving the judges’

booths, were drawn by a gleam of

red. The villainous body of a Mer-
curian was squirming from the cu-

bical reserved for that race.

TNSTANTLY, Lane interpreted the

move as a threat to Mary—

a

threat of that horrible death he had

been seeking to avert.

He dashed across the stage to in-

tercept the scorpion-like creature,

unmindful of Compton’s warning,

“Back, you fool! Get back!”

From -a refraction screen at the

edge of the stage, a dozen more I.P.

men burst into view, joining in pur-

suit of the Mercurian. Ignoring them,

he scuttled toward the bridge lead-

ing to the Callistan box.

In one of his tentacles was a

gleam of metal. He paused at the

rim of the stage and pointed toward

the many-legged Gerdlu. A crackling

sound rent the air.

Half in and half out of the box,

where he had been struggling against

his captors, the Callistan began to

disrupt with staccato concatenations.

The explosions began at his extremi-

ties. Claws on two of the writhing

limbs crackled and burst. The dis-

charges ran up one jointed limb,

then darted to others, in a crescendo

of rapid detonations.

Before the horrified eyes of the

multitude, the spider-like body was
literally torn to shreds.

Lane caught a glimpse of the

orange-red eye as it exploded out of

the repulsive bead. A moment later.
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still jerking spasmodically with the

blasts of the energy charge; the mass
of shattered bones, shell, and fiber

that was left of the Callistan dropped
to the depths below.

Amid a bedlam of weird noises

made by frightened creatures of every

type, the red dweller of Mercury
turned and scuttled across the stage.

Apparently bent now only on escape,

he leaped into a tube leading to be-

low-stage regions and disappeared

with the I.P. men in hot pursuit.

Strangely, none of the occupants of

the section devoted to Triturian spec-

tators made a move to join in the

affray.

"Anesthetic gas,” Compton ex-

plained in a low tone, indicating the

strangely quiescent group. “We had
it already, just in case.”

A stage executive had taken over

from Lane and was exhorting each
member of the audience to keep his

place. “The danger is over,” he as-

sured. "Our Mercurian friends are

safely asleep—thanks to the prompt
action of the Interplanetary Police.

And,” he added significantly, “when
they wake up, they’ll be in their

space-ship headed for the hot place

where they belong.”

The feeble joke helped to avert a

threatening panic. Even inhabitants

of far-off Pluto chuckled at the al-

lusion to Mercury’s devastating heat.

V^^ITH THE conviction that ev-

erything was at least tempor-
arily under control. Lane turned to

seek Mary. Kc had not far to look.

She was standing at his elbow, and
now they were again hidden from
the audience by a refractive screen.

“Still hate me?” he demanded
humbly.

“I ought to,” she retorted. “It’s

S5

the publicity hound in you I sup-

pose. If you’re counting on me to

forgive—

”

She did not finish. Bursting

through a trap-door almost at their

feet, A1 Pendergast stood struggling

to regain his balance, while dabbing
at his bald head with his handker-

chief. Half a dozen young men erupt-

ed from nearby traps at almost the

same instant.

"Mary!” he blurted. "They didn’t

—they didn’t—

”

“No, they didn’t," she assured him.

“But if you think I’m going to weep
tears of gratitude, you’re mistaken.

All Mary can think of is the goof

who got her into this mess.”

"Don’t blame me,” pleaded Pen-

dergast. “I warned Godfrey. I said to

him, Tf you pull any tricks, we’ll

lose the best secretary we ever

had.’
”

"I know a dozen just as good,” as-

sured Lane.

Mary turned on him, her eyes

blazing. “Why you unspeakable— !”

“There you are!’* the junior part-

ner observed in a tone of resigna-

tion. “If we fight like that now,
what’s it going to be after we’re

married?”

Mary gasped. “After we’re— 1”

She turned, conscious of the inter-

ested group of newscasters taking it

all in.

“The low-down publicity hound,”

she observed caustically, “even has to

do his proposing in public.” Her
gleaming white shoulders shrugged
resignedly.

“All right boys, if he wants it that

way, come and get it. You may as

well broadcast this kiss—sound ef-

fects and all. It’s going to be a hon-

ey.”

They did. And it was!

THE END
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When this fameas scientist

looked up from his bed and
saw himself walking out the

door, he knew why man must

never make a trip to Mars!

D r. WESLEY RAHM stirred

restlessly in the semi-dark

of his bedroom. He shivered,

but it was not entirely from the early

March chill. He had just had a vivid-

ly terrifying dream.

He struggled desperately on that

vague borderline between conscious-

ness and sleep. A scientific part of

his mind told him that this was no
dream. Something lurked at the far

end of the room, something that

filled him with such terror that he

could not cry out!

With a last prodigious effort he

was wide awake.

Panic flooded him like a cold

wave from the sea... and then he

knew.
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He must get back to his body!

Through the dim dawn-light he

saw his own body standing over by
the door. It faced him. It smiled at

him. There could be no mistaking
that tall slight figure dressed in

his own clothes, the steel-gray eyes,

the square face and pointed golden

beard.

Dr. Rahm saw his body turn away.

Awkwardly, it raised a hand to open
the door. It looked down a,t the two
arms with a most peculiar expres-

sion, and then walked out of the

room with deliberate, ungainly

steps.

Dr. Wesley Rahm, in his bed,

tried to cry out. He couldn’t. The
voice rose high and emerged as a

peculiar whistling wheeze. That
frightened him, and he did not try

it again.

He watched his body totter across

the hallway, clutch at the railing

and disappear down the stairs....

This is not me, the thought rose

above his panic. At least, it cannot

be the physical me! His scientific

interest returned. Reaching to toss

the coverlet aside, he saw a sleek,
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slate-black appendage, an utterly

outlandish tentacle I He moved
clumsily from the bed. He stood up
on stumpy elephantine legs. His

body was twice as large as any

man’s, and it possessed nine of the

appendages in varying lengths.

He made his way awkwardly to a

mirror and steeled himself against

the sight. The head was a triangu-

lar blob fringed with waving fila-

ments whose use he could not deter-

mine. Two sight organs were pro-

truding and bulbous. In place of

nose and mouth he saw a circular

set of tiny, gill-like slits. He waved
the tentacles helplessly. Somecne or

something has stolen my body! But
why, why? And v/hy my body, in-

stead of my mind?
Dr. Rahm put his mind to the

problem. He felt sure that this must
concern his recent experiments with

the interplanet rocket fuel! Twice
already the Government had tried to

land rockets on the moon, with dis-

astrous results. Dr. Rahm had
worked for months on an entirely

new type of fuel, and felt that he

was very near the goal. No one ex-

cept himself and Dr. Lawton, his

assistant, knew the true nature of

the work being conducted in his

laboratories outside of town. But
now, with his own body wandering
somewhere under the spell of an
alien intellect....

Whoever or whatever it is, it can-

not get very far. I must notify the

authorities!

There came a light step in the

hall, and before he could move, his

elderly housekeeper pushed into the

room with his breakfast tray.

“Fine morning. Doctor!” Without
looking in his direction she went
about arranging his breakfast on
the little table. Dr. Rahm felt his

alien body stiffen. He tried to move
stealthily toward the bathroom.

But he wasn’t accustomed to so

many limbs, and they made a sound
against the wall.

Mrs. Stringer turned. She saw
him. The coffee-pot clattered to the

floor. Her eyes became distended

vortices of horror and she whim-

pered once, like a little dog that is

hurt. Then her bony legs carried

her from the room, and shriek after

shriek accompanied her flight down
the hall.

'T*HE POLICE came with amazing

speed. Dr. Rahm well realized

his danger, knew that they might

kill him in their idiotic excitement.

But the numerous appendages ham-
pered him, especially on the stair-

way. The police met him on the

front lawn.

“Good lord,” Sergeant Mulhany
whispered, falling back a step. “She

wasn’t lying! There it is! Look at

that thing.”

One of the policemen drew his

gun, but Mulhany stopped him just

in time. “Don’t kill it, you fool,

or we may never learn what hap-

pened ! I think this thing’s intel-

ligent. What have you done with

Dr. Rahm!” he cried, staying well

away from the alien hulk.

“I am Dr. Rahm!” the Doctor

tried to say. “My body has been

stolen by—by whatever mind be-

longs to this body!” But he could

not even create semi-human words
with the alien vocal chords, and
only the weird whistling sounds

emerged.

With some repugnance four po-

licemen laid hands on him, half

dragged him out to the street and
into the poli,ce car.

“You fools!” Rahm tried to say.

“Where arc you taking me? Get in

touch with Dr. Lawton, my assist-

ant! He’ll know what to do!”

But they couldn’t understand
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him, and the strange sounds made
matters worse. “Be mighty careful,

boys,” one of the policemen said.

“I read something once in a weird

magazine, about one of these things.

By using its mental powers it could

blast
—

"

“Adams, shut up,” Mulhany said.

“What do you suppose the thing

really is?”

“Search me,” Mulhany scratched

his head. “Maybe something Dr.

Rahm created in his lab, and then it

destroyed him. I read that in a

story, too,” he added.

They arrived at the station-house

and thrust the tentacled monster in-

to a barred room. They stood on the

outside, surveying him helplessly,

at a loss what to do next. Rahm
surged against the door and raged

at their stupidity.

“Reporters?” someone suggested.

“Yeah, why not. We’ll make the

headlines! Phone the zoo, too.”

“No, no!” Rahm tried to scream-

“You clumsy fools, listen to me!”
It was then, with the vehement
thoughts, that he felt the fringe of

filaments atop his head quiver. Sud-

denly it dawned on him. Those fila-

ments might be a medium for telep-

athy I

Dr. Lawton i he thought intensely.

Lawton, my assistant! Find him!

Bring him here! He felt his mind
reel with the effort, but he contin-

ued to send the thought with all

the power he could command. He
felt that he wasn’t getting through;

but suddenly one of the men
frowned and clapped a big fist in-

to his palm.

“We should have thought of this

before! We’d better get in touch

with some of the scientists. The
man who has been working with Dr.

Rahm—what’s his name? Lawton.

Dr. Lawton.”

Exhausted from his effort, Dr.

Rahm allowed the alien body to e<^-

lapse into a corner of the cell.

nPHE NEWSMEN and photogra-

phers came first. They came in

droves. They took pictures and

rushed away to make the noon edi-

tions. Dr. Rahm was big news any
day of the week; now, with his dis-

appearance and this monster from
God knew where, all other news
would be backed off the front page.

“Here’s Dr. Lawton !” someone
yelled. Lawton was a rotund, red-

faced little man who rushed ex-

citedly down the hall. Rahm hur-

ried to the front of the cell to

greet his assistant.

“Good lord !” Lawton cried when
he sighted the thing. He gaped at

the gesturing tentacles. “Who are

you? In the name of biological

science what are you? Where is Dr.

Rahm?”
Once again Rahm called upon all

his mental power to get a message

across. If anyone could understand,

or help him get back his body, it

was Dr. Lawton. But there was
too much turmoil, and Lawton’s

mind was not clear. He was in a

frenzy of apprehension. His loyalty

to Dr. Rahm amounted to almost

pure worship.

Lawton don’t you understand.^

Make your mind receptive, man!
Rahm flailed against the bars in a

prodigious mental effort. Lawton
blanched, and backed away across

the hall.

Rahm shuffled to the rear of the

cell. This would never do! He must

make them understand! At this very

moment his space-fuel formula was

probably in danger; he could think

of no other reason for this fantas-

tic interchange of identities. The
laboratories were well guarded, and

only as Dr. Rahm could the alien

intellect gain access!
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Then, into the tangle of onlookers

rushed an excited official. "Dr.

Lawton t” he shrieked to make him-

self heard. “I've had a call from Dr.

Rahm’s home. He’s just returned

there ! Says he was out for an early

morning walk, and he can’t imagine

what all the excitement is about.”

“Thank God,” cried Lawton. “Is

he on his way here? He may have

an explanation for all this.”

Dr. Rahm, in his grotesque body,

heard. He remained quiet at the

rear of the cell. It was with a

strange mixture of feelings that he

awaited his own body’s coming to

view him!

They arrived at last. A group of

officials and clamoring reporters.

Among them was the tall figure of

Dr. Rahm, but it did not hurry; it

still had the awkward, unfamiliar

tread.

The figure paid no heed to the

barrage of questions. Approaching

the cell, he hesitated and looked

down at his two hands as though

they were hopelessly inadequate; as

though he expected to find more

—

nine, perhaps.

“Dr. Rahm, you seem upset,”

Lawton greeted him. "Are you ill?”

Dr. Rahm’s body shook its head.

Then it was opposite the celL It

turned slowly. The intellect within

Dr. Rahm’s body, and Dr. Rahm’s
intellect within the alien body, faced

each other there in utter silence.

pOR HALF a minute they sur-

veyed each other. The atmos-

phere was tense. Then the creature

within the cell waved his appen-

dages and whistled out:

“V/ho in heavens name are you?^

He was sure the other being un-

derstood.

For a moment the body of Dr.

Rahm remained unmoving, unsmil-

ing. Then it turned, and the two

hands made a sweeping gesture to

indicate that all the others must
leave. They left slowly, mumbling
little protests. All except Lawtcm.

Lawton stayed as though it were
expected of him. Dr. Rahm’s face

frowned darkly. "Go,” the word
rumbled out.

“Don’t go!” Dr. Rahm within the

cell whistled shrilly. “Don’t listen

to him, Lawton! This is the real

me!”
But Lawton left with the others,

his brow knit in puzzlement.

Alone, the two faced each other.

Apparently a tenuous thread still

linked the two minds, for Rahm felt

the alien’s thoughts impinging del-

icately.

You ask who I am. I am known as

Aiiko, and I have come a long way
to accomplish a purpose!

Dr. Rahm felt a rising anger.

7 must have my body back! If you
harm it—

Until my mission is carried out

7 must keep control of your body.

Be assured, I will do all v/ithin my
power to see that no harm comes to

it.

Rahm sensed the power of this

alien intellect. The fact that Aiiko

was telepathing through the un-

familiar medium of a human brain

proved it. Rahm meditated a mo-

ment, then replied shrewdly, 7 ad-

mit your superiority. I will offer no
resistance to your will, but natural-

ly I am curious. I am accounted one

of Earth’s greatest scientists. In

deference to my standing I feel that

explanations are due to me.

The answer came stark and clear.

7 know. Dr. Rahm, who you are.

What is it you wish to know?
First: where did you come from?

I journeyed here in a spaceship

of my own construction, from your

sister planet—that which you call

Mars.
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Rahm’s mind leaped. He felt

that he must proceed carefully now.
How were you able to assume con-

trol of my body? he projected the

thought.

That IS not important. The un-

guarded mind offers easy access.

Hut your will-power was stronger

than I suspected, and you unwit-

tingly bridged the gap into my body.

That was unfortunate. The transfer

back again will be more difficult.

Rahm felt a wave of repugnance

at the alien flesh he wore. More
than that, he v/as aghast at the cold

dispassionate attitude of the Mar>
tian intellect. This inhuman horror

had come to Earth for some diabolic

purpose! He must learn what .it

was

!

There came a wave of pure intel-

lectual amusement from Aiiko’s

mind. I regret to tell you this. Dr.
Rahm. You are too close to the

secret of inter-planet travel. The
first space step after the moon
would be Mars. . .and this must not

happen. I am here to see that it

does not!

Rahm stood there numbed, watch-

ing his own body smile at him. Now
he knew that his initial surmise

was correct. You would destroy my
formulae? he flashed. You claim to

be a scientist! Those are the prod-

ucts of my life’s work! I could not

replace them for years!

Aiiko’s thought came cold. Earth-

ians must not reach Mars. Not yet!

But I am wasting time here. . .1

came only to see what these clumsy
fools would do with my body . I

see now that it will be safe for a

while. He turned away, then sent

one parting mental shot. There
will he another meeting soon. If

you wish your body back. Dr, Rahm,
See that MINE is unharmed.

Rahm’s alien body quivered with

rage and the nine appendages
clutched at the cell bars, but in

vain.

T TE MUST think logically! An-
alytically! Already Aiiko was

on his way to the laboratories, and
certainly the guards would let him
through. No doubt there was some
vastly terrifying reason for the

Martians not wanting Earthmen to

achieve space travel! Perhaps the

Martians themselves were prepar-

ing to descend upon Earth. The
thought horrified him. This might
be the first move in an invasion by
red planet mind-stealing armies.

“Why have you made Dr. Rahm
act so strangely!’’ The soft voice

startled him, and then he knew it

wasn”: a voice, but a mental current

that bordered upon terror. He lift-

ed his protuberant eyes and saw
Lawton standing there. He was
alone ....

Lawton ! There might still be a

chance. Quickly his Martian eyes

scanned the floor, and in one corner

he spied some chunks of plaster

fallen from the ceiling. He seized

one in the double feeler at the end

of an appendage. If only he’d

thought of this before! Slowly and

shakily, he began to trace letters

on tile wall. He had Lawton’s at-

tention now.

‘T,’’ he , wrote first, followed by
"A-M.” Then in a flurry of impa-

tience: "D-R-R-A-H-M.’’

Lawton’s face paled, “Dr. Rahm!
You!”
Rahm continued. “MUST GET

TO LAB! HURRY!"
Lawton’s eyes bulged in his pale

round face. He wet his lips nervous-

ly, still unable to believe. “I must
be sure,” he muttered, while

Rahm lashed the tentacles furious-

ly. “Write more! What’s—uh—my
wife’s first name. And the number
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of our last experiment!”

Quivering with impatience, Rahm-
wrote both the answers. “HELENE.
X-293. HURRY!”
That was enough for Lawton. He

turned and sped down the boll. He
was back a minute later with the

cell keys, but as lie f-imhitd for the

right key the jailer came thundering

after him.

“Here, you lunatic, what are you

doing? You can’t let that thing out

of there ! Dr. Rahm told us to keep

it safe!”

Lawton turned. Eyes blazed in

his flushed face. Without warning

his right fist lashed out and caught

the jailer’s chin. The man crumpled

against the opposite wall.

Nice work, Lawton! Rahm tele-

pathed vigorously as he shambled'

from the cell.

“Come on. Doc, my car’s out in

front. I don’t know what this is all

about, but I'm with you !” Lav/ton

paused only to lift the gun from the

jailer’s holster, and then they v/ere

hurrying down the corridor. Rahm
found a use for his tentacles at

last. He slapped them against the

floor and they sped him along

amazingly.

In the outer lobby a startled po-

liceman tried to stop them, but Dr.

Rahm was beginning to coordinate

these alien muscles now! He
whipped the longest tentacle around

the man’s ankles and jerked him to

the floor. Lawton waved the gun
and the others fell back. Then he

and Lawton were outside, tumbling

into the latter’s car. They roared

away from the curb.

More than ever now Rahm felt a

need to communicate with Lawcen,

tell him all that had happened. But
there wasn’t time. That Martian in-

tellect housing his body must have
reached the laboratory by now!
Rahm felt his body quiver with

rage and impatience. He was deter-

mined to destroy his own Earth

body, if need be to stop Aiiko.

The laboratory was a brick farm-

house some five miles out of town.

Rahm crouched low on the back

seat as thejf approached the high

fence surrounding the property.

“lias Dr. Rahm arrived?” he

heard Lawton ask the guard as the

main gate swung open.

“Yes, sir; not ten minutes ago.

Has something happened to his car?

He came in a cab this morning.”

Ten minutes! Perhaps they were

not too late. Rahm tumbled from tlM

car as it stopped in froiit of the

house. One tentacle closed about the

gun where Lawton had placed it on

the seat. He whistled something

warningly and gestured for Lawton
to remain where he was.

Holding the gun aloft, Rahm en-

tered the house and hurried toward

the lab where his precious plans

were kept. Those were all-impor-

tant! The data was along unprece-

dented lines. He stood outside the

door, listening. .. for the merest

instant, and then he pushed his way
in. His gaze took in t’ne litter of

implements and papers scattered

about the room just as Aiiko, the

Martian, w’nirled the Earth body
around to face him...

I'T WAS eerie, confronting his

own body which he might as a

Inst resort have to kill. Perhaps Aii-

ko was thinking the same thing; the

human face had paled and nov/ it

tried to smile, ’out the result was a

grimace.

Ralim glanced at the drawer of

his private desk v/hich had been

forced open. He surged forward, the

filaments atop his head vibrated an-

grily. Give me those papers!

Aiiko glanced at the sheaf of pa-

pers in his hands. I have been study-
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ing your equations. It is close, very

close—
Rahm didn’t waste time. He pro-

pelled himself forward. The ten-

tacle holding the revolver lashed in

a vicious arc toward the Earth head.

Aiiko leaped aside as a thought

flashed angrily. You have coordi-

nated the use oi my limbs! So have

I learned yours. A fist shot straight

from the shoulder and found its

mark where the triangular Martian

head joined the bulbous body. Dr.

Rahm felt excrutiating pain along

every nerve. . .he could not move
the tentacles. . .Aiiko, familiar with

the body, had struck a paralyzing

center! The tentacle holding the

gun went limp, the weapon clat-

tered to the floor.

Aiiko bent dov/n and appropriat-

ed it. So, Dr. Rahm, stand where

you are! You blundering fool! Why
did you have to interfere.^ I might
have explained to you later... at

least I wanted to spare you watch-
ing this!

He placed the sheaf of papers in

a metal tray, then examined a row
of bottles. Gingerly he lifted one of

them. Acid! Through a numbing
horror Dr. Rahm realized his in-

tention. Aiiko’s mission v/ould be

accomplished. He would return to

Mars with the news that Earth was
years away from space travel. What
would happen then? Perhaps a Mar-
tian invasion. Anything. Would it

be a year? Two years?

Desperately, Dr. Rahm tried to

move. Every muscle of the alien

body strained with the effort... and
one of the tentacles moved. The pa-

ralysis was wearing away ! Aiiko

didn’t notice. With a supreme ef-

fort Rahm eased the tentacle for-

ward... close to the floor... it

touched the Earth ankle. . .gently. .

.

Aiiko’s backward leap was too

late. The Earth body crashed to the

floor, but while falling the finger

tightened automatically upon the

trigger of the gun... twice, three

times. Rahm felt the bullets enter

his alien body. A hot sticky sub-

stance streamed out, but that did

not stop him now. Grimly he pulled

himself forward. The other tentacles

were beginning to move. He wrapped
one around the Earth body’s

throat . .

.

Your own body! came frantically

from Aiiko who seemed momentarily

stunned.

That doesn’t matter! Even if I

must die... The tentacle tightened.

Fool! Aiiko’s thoughts came in a

desperate surge. You don’t know
what have you done! I tried to warn
you— Suddenly the Martian thought

rose, overwhelmed him, took fierce

hold on his mind. Dr. Rahm fought

it, but only for seconds. The po-

tential was too great. He felt his

mind reeling, he couldn’t keep hold

...and then he seemed back in a

dream once more.

TN THE dream he was a million

miles somewhere in space. There
was a great arctic wind, and he was
cold. He cringed from the crystal

starlight all about him. A great red

body, appeared, drawing him to it

with unimaginable speed. He was on
anot'ner planet. He knew it was
Mars, yet it did not seem strange

to him, because he was no longer

Dr. Rahm... not even his mind.

This was more than a dream! His

mind v/as alert and hunger-clear.

There were alien forms and cities.

There was death and destruction

and terror abroad, but it did not

last long. All substance wavered
into shadow.

Again there came swift movement.
He was somewhere in the vast

stretches of a red desert and terror

was here too, terror and frantic
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urgency. He was fleeing. . .fleeing

and hating, as somewhere afar off an

omnivorous mind reached out with a
snapping intelligence. .

.

It could only have been seconds,

but the dream of his flight seemed
to encompass an eternity. Then it

wavered and blurred and slipped

aside, and there was no more terror

as Dr. Kahm’s mind passed into a

great void beyond dreams.
* « «

Dr. Wesley Rahm stirred and sat

up. He was on his laboratory floor.

He looked dazedly down at his

hands. Two hands! Once more he in-

habited his comfortable Earth body;
comfortable, except for a choking
pain around the throat where a ten-

tacle had wrapped.

A figure was bending over him.

“Lawton!”

“I heard the shots. Is it really

you, sir? Tliank heaven you’re your-

self again I”

“Lawton I Aiiko—the Martian

—

don’t let him die
!”

“I’m afraid it’s too late.” Lawton
glanced with repugnance at the ten-

tacled body. “Three bullets at close

range—

”

Dr. Rahm arose. He gazed sadly

at the grayish hulk. “He shot him-
self, Lawton. Then he transferred

his mind back into his own dying
body and gave me mine again! But
during that transition...! learned

it all... the entire reason for his

coming here !”

Rahm turned to the table where
the formulae still lay. He took up
the bottle of acid, and with a sad
smile poured the contents over the

papers.

“Dr. Rahm!” Lawton leaped for-

ward.

“No, Lawton. I am myself again.

Aiiko came here and gave his life

to warn us, and I must carry
through his plan. We shall not want

space-travel now and shall not
achieve it. . .not for a few years.”

Lawton was a picture of abject

misery as he watched the papers

crumble away.

“It’s a strange thing, Lawton. In
his dying moments Aiiko gave me
the story, together with pictures out

of his experience. It was all too

vivid ! I remember, and I believe 1”

Rahm passed a hand across his

brow as he remembered Aiiko’s

story. He told it slowly.

X^ARS WAS a dying planet. The
Cismuks were the final race of

Mars, and Aiiko was the last of the

race. Despite their vast science the

race had waned, particularly in the

last score of years. Martians had

perished in unprecedented numbers,

entire cities were decimated, and

for no apparent reason! All medical

and biological science was put to

the problem—without result

!

Only recently had the final group
of scientists discovered the cause.

It dated back more than a century,

to the time when one of their Lead-

ers, the super-minds, went mad. At
that time he was cast out of the

Supreme Council and it was thought

that he had wandered into the Red
Desert and died.

Such was far from the truth. This

crazed creature, a super-intellect,

had taken refuge in the desert.

There he labored unceasingly to

prove his theories on mental wave-

lengths and absorption. And he suc-

ceeded ! He proved his theories with

vengeance! He worked at first

through thalamic scanners which
contacted other Martian minds and

brought them into tune with his

own. Gradually, he amplified the

process. By means of inverse mag-
netic tvave-lengths he literally ad-

sorbed other minds into his own
reservoir! Everywhere across the
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planet, slowly at first but with in-

creasing frequency, Martian bodies

died, but not before their mental

power was absorbed into the con-

scioi’.sness of this mad creature to

become a part of that madness!

Dr. Eabrn paused for a moment,
n : v/as pale an l shaken as he re-

lived the story and the terror which
Alike had show’n him.

What a revenge this creature

planned on those who had cast him
out! His dream of conquest grew.

He had fashioned a vast stronghold

beneath the desert sands, and there

he lived on, undetected, as the pow-
er of hifi consciousness multiplied in

direct ratio to the depleted Martian

populace. Only recently did the last

of the Martian scientists find him.

They fought, bringing all weapons
into Jrlay, but it was too late. Thia

mad creature had become a vast en-

tity whose mental power encom-
passed most of the planet. And he
dreamed of further conquests...

Aiiko was the last. Fleeing to the

furthermost pole of Mars, he fin-

ished the spaceship on which his

colleagues had been working. He
travelled to Earth. Imagine his hor-

ror upon learning that Earthmen
were on the verge of space-travel

and contemplating a trip to Mars!
Aiiko destroyed his own space ves-

sel, and then sought to destroy my
plans.

l^R. RAHM stopped there. The
horror of events as telepathed

by Aiiko were still mirrored in his

eyes.

Lawton was Silent too, but he

looked sadly at the heap of ashes

that had been the work of so many
months, even years.

"You should never had done this.

Dr. Rahm. Earthmen could have

tried for other planets! Venus...”
"No, Lawton. For ages Mars has

been a challenge. It’s the first logic-

al space-step. And who would be-

lieve Aiiko's story? In: their colos-

sal confidence Elarthmen would try

for Mars anyway. Their lives and

minds would be forfeit as that mad
intellect on Mars grew stronger. Al-

ready it had conquered a world!

And it still lives! Our first spacer

wouldn’t return, and others would
go—and others and others. We
would be feeding it!

“Aiiko foresaw all this. He knew
that intellect might conceive a space-

ship of its own, if we sent it a mod-
el! But Lawton... if we leave it

alone, for a few years at the most,

it will die for lack of mental suste-

nance! There are no more minds on
Mars.”

Lawton nodded solemnly, accept-

ing this truth. But his mind was
wry with bitter thoughts.

“I know,” Rahm went on. "You
worked hard with me on this, but

it isn’t as though it were lost. No
knowledge is ever lost. Others are

working on the problem and they’ll

find the way; perhaps better tlian

we. Let us only hope, not too soon!”

Wistfully he stirred the ashes, all

that was left of his work. They ed-

died and drifted gently up.

THE END

COMING NEXT MONTH:—

THE MENTAL ASSASSSNS
By GREGG CONRAD

A erripping tala of adventure in the strangest of all worlds—a madman’s
mind ! Be sure and reserve your copy ahead of time at your newsdealer . .

.
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Tkeir mission was io

save Earth. But the only

man they met was against

"foreign entanglements!"

The first attempt on the part

o/ members of the Galactic

Union to open communication

with Planet K3LT14, known to its

inhabitants as Earth, or Terra, was

made by a benevolent society of the

Aldeberan System. Although the Al-

deberans were acquainted with the

fact that Terra had not as yet reached

a civilization development of even

DQ-14, and was, consequently, far

from prepared to enter the Galactic

Union, they had become alarmed at

the experiments in nuclear fission

which the Terrans were making. The
society feared that the energetic new
race might destroy itself before ever

reaching maturity. .

.
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To begin with, I was probably feel-

ing more crotchety than usual as a

result of my trip into Harvey. Alone

on the farm, and with more work than

I can handle myself, I sometimes for-

get my bitterness; but my monthly

trip to town will upset me for days

afterward. Maybe I was more toler-

ant when I was younger and Ruth
and the beys were still alive.

I’d got through my business with-

out trouble and had stopped off in a

restaurant before heading home. I

should’ve knov/n better. The food was

cooked on an electric stove and came

mostly from cans. In the corner stood

a garishly painted music box, cov-

ered with neon lights that flickered

the way they do until I felt my
eyeballs were about to pop out. Over

and over it played something about a

room full of roses, and from time to

time suffering patrons, got up and

put money into it, trying to bribe it

into shutting up, I suppose; but

that didn’t do any good, it kept play-

ing.

At first I thought the man sitting

next to me was staring at my beard

and ignored him, figuring that if he

wanted to scrape his face raw with

a razor every da}', that was his busi-

ness, but I’d leave my face the way
nature planned it to be. But finally

he spoke up, “You’re Alex Wood,

aren’t you, with a farm about twen-

ty miles out of town?’’

I nodded.

He flashed me a professionrd smile

and stuck out liis hand to be shaken.

So I shook it and dropped it, say-

ing, “What’re you selling?’’

He laughed, the way salesmen do

and explained, “My name is Brown,

and my line is radio. I...’’

I snorted. “I think radios ought

to be taxed ; wouldn’t have one in my
home.’’ I went back to my food.

You’d think I’d told him I was a

cannibal. “W’hy not?’’ he said, “Prac-

tically everybody...’’

I stopped eating again and said

patiently, like as if I was talking to

a youngster, “Because, if I had a

radio somebody might turn it on, and

then I’d have to listen to the con-

founded thing. They’re worse than

electric lights.”

He blinked and his little salesman’s

mustache twitched. “What’s wrong
with electric lights?”

I wiggled a finger at him. “They

turn night into day, which automatic-

ally turns day into night; and you

wind up with nothing accomplished

except you’ve missed the best hours

of the twenty four by spending the

dawn in bed.”

T TE WRINKLED up his forehead

* like as if he didn’t know what

I was talking about but wras afraid

to tell me I was crazy because he

still had hopes cf selling me some-

thing.

I didn’t bother going further. What
was the use? Like nearly everybody

else, he probably thought the “gifts”

of science were wonderful .-md that

vve were heading for the prox.iised

land on a streamlined bus.

“I’m not interested in installing

electric gadgets,” I told him, and re-

turned to the adulterated stuff they

call food in town restaurants.

He was beginning to get peeved,

the way they do when they see they

aren’t going to make a sale. “You
aren’t much in favor of progress, are

you?” he asked, kind of nasty.

I sighed disgustedly and said, “Son,

everybody’s in favor of progress, just

like everybody’s against sin. It’s all

according to what }'Ou mean by the

word. Now take automobiles...”

He sneered. “Well, they get you

there quicker, and...”
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I sneered back. "And what do you

do when you get there ; anything

worthwhile? For a hundred years

people have been trying to ‘get there

quicker,’ so busily that they haven’t

had time to figure out something

worth doing when they arrive. Every-

body is going lickity-split—and get-

ting nowhere. These new thousand

mile an hour airplanes can get <my-

where on earth in twelve hours. But
what’s accomplished?”

He took a drink of his coffee, look-

ing over the rim of bis cup at me as

though I didn’t have good sense.

"Among other things,” he said, "it

has military advantages.”

I began to boil. "Makes it easier

to kill folks, eh? Did it ever occur

to you that if our scientists spent the

time and money they did on the

atom bomb on cancer research, there

probably wouldn’t be any cancer to-

day?”

He didn’t answer that, probably

figuring I was too foolish to argue

with. After awhile he got up and
left.

All the way back to the farm, 1

worded over the things 1 could’ve

said to him, pointing out where our

modern trend is taking us. We’ve
developed a tremendous science, but

we’ve found no way to control it.

Frankenstein’s monster was one of

these here juvenile delinquents com-
pared to our scientific development
We’re heading for complete destruc-

tion, unless a miracle comes along to

save us—and I don’t believe in mira-

cles.

T WAS SO riled up that night, just
^ thinking it over, that I didn’t get

to sleep until late. As a result, it

was nearly dawn when I woke iqs,

just in time to see the thing eome

down from the sky*

I sat up quickly in bed, thinking

at first it was one of these here me-
teorites, but when it got closer, I

could see I was wrong. Built some-

thing like a fat cigar, it was shooting

fire from its fore end like a Fourth
of July roman candle. It’s speed was
falling off quick, and, as it got near-

er to the ground, it slowed up until,

when it finally touched, it did so al-

most gentle.

It suddenly came to me that it’d

landed right smack in the midst of

my com. I jumped from ^ bed,

hurried into my trousers, and ran

over to the closet for the shotgun.

I rammed two buckshot shells into

the breech and was out the door and
started across the fields in less than

a minute, half dressed and with my
shoelaces trying to trip me up as

I ran.

I could hear Betty and Beth
stomping in terror in their stalls, and
the chickens cutting up like as

though there was a coyote in with

them.

It was too much. I try to tell my-
self I don’t mind other folks -having

their cars and their electric devices

and even their airplanes, but when
they seek me out mi my isolated lit-

tle farm, where I’ve tried so hard to

escape the world, and land one of

their fantastic new experiment rock-

et ships in my corn

—

Sure enough, a good acre and more
of my best golden bantam was noth-

ing more than smoldering stubble. 1

strode through it wrathfully and

pounded on what appeared like the

thing’s door with the' butt of my
gun.

I still can’t say whether it would

be proper to call it an airplane. It

was considerable larger than any such

cr^ I’d ever seen. But, then, I’m

not mueii up on such things, and I

understand the government » q>end-
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ing billions of dollars on the making

of such hellish devices, and at such

a rate hardly anybody can keep up

with all the new flying machines.

It must’ve reached nearly a hun-

dred feet into the air. Its wings, if

that’s what you could call them, were

short and stubby. The metal—I guess

it was metal—on the outside had a

queer shimmering look, something

like an old mirror that’s had a con-

siderable amount of the mercury stuff

on its back dislocated. In spite of all

the flame it had been shooting out,

it didn’t seem to be hot. I reached

out gingerly with a finger and

touched its side; it felt cool.

I thumped on the door again, still

boiling mad. As poor as 1 am, this

contraption of “progress” had to de-

stroy more than half my sweet corn

crop.

The door didn’t open, and I half

walked, half stumbled, around the

thing. It was as big as a small barn. I

couldn’t help but wonder how it ever

got up into the air. What a sample of

man’s ability! If he only was able to

turn his genius to real advancement

instead of these here instruments of

war and uncontrolled industrial de-

velopment and its natural result, in-

ternational trade rivalry, depressions,

and all the rest.

T>Y THE TIME I’d circled the big

airship, the door had begun to

open up, real slow. When a crack

finally appeared there was a sudden

whoosh of air, like as though there’d

been more pressure inside than out-

side. I stood there v/atching, my shot-

gun under my arm, my lungs almost

busting with the want to read them
the riot act.

Suddenly the door swung free, and

there they were, three of them star-

ing down at me.

Maybe my scorn of men who’ll

make war their profession, even in

times of peace, colored my outlook

too much, but it seemed to me they

were the most strange appearing

specimens in the half light of morn-

ing that I’ve ever seen. Even their

clothes were queer, but I guess that’s

due to the special uniforms aviators

have to wear when they go up in

these complicated new rocket air-

planes. These wore the most con-

founded garments I ever laid eyes

on.

I glared at them, real belligerent,

waiting for some kind of apology.

Not that I was expecting to accept

it an)rways. I was ready to tell them

off plenty.

The first of them, the commanding

officer, I guess, stared at me a full

minute before saying anything. He
was a tall man, not a hair on his head,

and his eyes were more bright than

ordinary. He looked out of place, to

me, like as though he was really a

dreamer, not one who’d spend his

life working on rocket propelled su-

per-bombers, to kill off his fellow

man.

He said finally, “Greetings. This

is Terra, is it not?”

A foreigner!

You could tell from the way he

talked. He had the heaviest accent I

ever heard. I’ve always thought it

was bad enough that the government

puts thousand of Americans to work

figuring out new ways of killing

folks, but that they should hire for-

eign experts also is too much.

I never heard of the town of Terra.

I snorted, still holding myself in

check. “This is Harvey, North Da-

kota, or leastways, just twenty miles

out.” I was about to light into them

then, but they threw me off by put-

ting their heads together and jabber-

ing away in some foreign language.

Finally, the leader turned back to
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me again and said, “We are from
Borl, in the Aldeberan Sj'stem, and
bring you the greetings and well

wishes of...”

It was then that I began to boil

over. “So you’re all foreigners! At
first I thought you were some
American experiment airplane, but

now I see I was wrong. You’re for-

eign military people, ships like this

aren’t ever built for peaceable pur-

pose. You come here in your big,

fast flying bomber, pretending being

peaceful and friendly. Probably next

year you’ll come back for another

visit, carrying these here atom
bombs.

T TE TRIED to stop me, but I went

on, blood rushing to my head as

I roared. “You come down blasting

away v/ith your hellish ship of de-

strviction, scaring my stock half to

death, ruining my best sweet corn,

and then you have the consarned

gall...”

I don’t think he understood more
than half of v.'hat I was yelling, but

he interrupted again before I could

catch my breath.

“You don’t understand,” he said,

scowling a little bit. “We have come
to give you the advice and guidance

of a more advanced people...”

That was his story, but even if it

was the truth and not just more of

this here propaganda stuff, I was still

hopping mad.

“Advice,” I yelled at him. “Advice

!

Keep your consarned advice! I been

getting more crazy advice from
Washington than I know what to do

v/ith, without some v/iseacre foreign-

ers starting in. How to plant, what to

plant, when to plant, how to fertil-

ize, how to put in electricity, how to

do this and that, and the other thing.

And then what happens? First they

teach you how to grow tremendous

big crops, and then a depression

comes along and they make you de-

stroy them. How many potatoes to

pour kerosene on, what crops to plow
under, what pigs to shoot, what fruit

trees to chop down!”

Everything of the past forty years

kind of flashed in front of me. All

the results of their quick growing

science and their lack of knowing
what to do with it. Their producing

more and more products with their

new machines, but not having places

enough to sell it all. And the whole

thing finally blowing up with wars

over colonies and sources of raw
materials and oil, and markets to

dump their surplus manufactured

goods. I thought of the loss of John-

ny in the first war, and of Cris in

the second, and of Ruth’s death by
cancer

;
and I knew their crazy

science is still growing and growing

and a sane way of using the things

it discovers, is yet to be figured out.

And I knew they’re preparing for

the next war just as fast as ever pos-

sible. Their science be hanged!

Finally I stopped for breath.

The conamander of the group was
beginning to get pretty pale with an-

ger himself by this time. “Such in-

dignity,” he said. “Haven’t you con-

sidered the fact that we’ve gone to

endless difficulty in making this

journey here and in studying your

fantastic language by using your

radio emanations? And then to land

on your barbarian. .

.”

That got me going again. I was
mad, too wrought up to make sense

in what I was saying, but I yelled

back as loud as I could. “Fantastic

language ! Who told you you could

talk it? It’s all a man can do to un-

derstand your jibber-jabber. And
what do you mean, barbarum? The
real savages are you professional sol-
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diers and you scientists who work at

death dealing machines.”

I realized I was talking so loud and

so fast that probably he couldn’t un-

derstand me, so I slowed down. “If

you don’t like this country, why don’t

you go back where you came from?’’

I yelled real clear,

T TE STARED at me for a long

time without saying anything.

“That seems an excellent suggestion,”

he said finally. “Obviously, we made
a mistake in coming at all.” His eyes

gleamed alnMst unhuman-like, he was
so mad, and he slammed the door. I

could hear the cogs working inside it

again, making it air-tight.

I remembered what the blast from
its exhausts, or whatever it was, had
done to my corn, so I dashed back

to get out of the way. A fev/ minutes

later the big airship flashed all dif-

ferent color flame from its bottom,

and lifted sluggish-like from the

ground. It gained speed slowly, then

faster, then, with a roar, it streaked

up and disappeared into the sky. It

was a terrible thing to watch, some-

thing like a skyrocket, I thought. A
youngster’s toy, developed into an

instrument of war that could destroy

cities in a few minutes.

I plodded back to the house, ex-

hausted; knowing myself for the old,

tired, disillusioned and bitter man
that I am. Only a miracle could save

this world of ours from destruction

—

and I don’t believe in miracles.
* *

.. .

.

Unfortunately, the Aldeberan

expedition v/as a failure, being re-

ceived with open hostility and bel-

ligerence. At the time, some criticism

was made of the group’s leader, on

the grounds that he had left Terra

after being influenced adversely by

but one inhabitant of the backward

planet. Be that as it may, Terra was

not visited again until two hundred

decals later, following several atomic

wars. There were no members of the

species homo sapiens left by then.

—From the Encyclopedia Galactica

HOPE!
tIt By Carter T.

»T?HE line moved forward slowly.

1 McClary tensed. He had three more
ahead of him.
An icy bead of sweat rolled down his

temple even though the day was cool.

The man ahead of him was fumbling
with his papers. He handed them serviley

to the flat-faced Mongoloid sitting at the
improvised desk. The soldier flipped
through them.

“No good,” he looked up at. the man
before McClary. A slight gesture, .a rapid-
fire barrage of slhg-^pg words, and two
soldiers lea the man avvay.
Gh no, God, Mx^lary thought, don’t

let them stop me. Please. If they search
me. . .-fe left ithe thought unfinished.

“PjjtperT” th® Mongoloid officer barked.
McClary handed hfin a thin sheaf of

documents. He could feel the drawings
around his wai^b crinkle and in his imag-
ination the sound Was audible. He bit his

Wainwright 'Ar

lip.

No one had imagined defeat could be
anything like this. It just was.not conceiv-

able. But it was. Now.to get into Frisco
required signatures and papers—andt.luck.

The Mongoloids .had the country in an iron
grip and they were suppressing' the under-
ground movements ruthlessly.

Carelessly, the officer flung the papers
back to McClary.

Without a word, he took them. When
he walked through the roadblock, McClary
breathed frO’ely.

He walked down the streets—Frisco
hadn’t taken much of a pulverizing, though
Los Angeles was a shambles. That was
before the Surrender.

Now, thought McClary, the thing is going
to change. As soon as I get these plans
to the underground headquarters, the
Mongoloids are going to find a different

world.
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As he walked along he thought about Irow
easily he had gone through the road-block.
That was funny—they must have been
aware of the alarms.

It took him three hours to get to the
house on old Fenter street and the boys
received him with open arms. The ultra-
radio had pulsed the message. He had the
Weapon I

They didn’t give McClary a chanoe to
rest. The puncrs were out and in the
machine of the deceptive-appearing house
the tools started to hum. Five hours after
he arrived, McClary had the Weapon thrust
into his hands.
McClary hefted the crude, bell-mouthed

weapon lovingly. This was his destiny. He
hadn’t fought in the War but this was the
most important clement to come out of it

—

and it was going to mean the end of the
Mongoloids. With all their atomic weapons
they’d be helpless before the disintegrating
blasts of energy from the innocent hydro-
gen capsule.
The shop below was humming with

activity as the boys went to work on pro-
duction. Build a few dozen of the simple
machines and cut their way through the
city. Single handed they could drive the
Asiatics into the sea—and they knew it.

Levy turned from the window.
"You’ll get your chance, gang,” he said.

"The patrols have got the joint surrounded.
Brother, this better be good!”
McClary shrugged. "I thought they let

me through too easy. They figured en
making a grand haul. Well, they’re going
to.”

Nonchalantly, he walked over to the
window. Armored cars, tanks, trucks,
soldiers—the full panoply of Mongoloid
glory were moving in orderly circles around
the house.

McClary watched an officer—his golden
suns showed him to be a colonel—^walking
toward the entrance to demand surrender.

The physicist nonchalantly opened the
two windows of the second story room. No
one said a word.
He raided the innocuous-looking funnel-

mouthed tool to waist-height and leveled it

out the window.

He touched the crude switch on the side.
There was a slight buzz. Nothing changed

in tlie house. But within a radius of five
hundred feet—there was nothing I Literally
nothing. Men and machines and houses and
streets disintegrated. As a child plays with
a toy gun, so McClary swept his weapon
around and tlie ensuing holocaust—was
not even that. The only sound was the
rush of air to fill the vacuum.
Open-mouthed the rebels stood around

McClary.

"Is it good enough?” he asked, a wry,
amused smile on his tired face. “Do you
think we’ll clear the country now?”

There was awed silence, the ;^ence of
reverence . .

.

SYNTHETIC AGE
By Jon Barry ic

ffOHOE-LEATHER” doesn't mean too^ much these days. Back in the

"honest old days” you knew that you had
some cowhide under your soles. But times'

have changed. Synthetic rubber and plastic

materials are being used more and more
in clothing—including shoes. And that
isn’t bad, because the synthetic materials
are usually better for the purpose than
the natural ones.

Nylon has replaced silk; .synthetic rub-
ber has replaced natural rubber; glass and
plastics axe replacing natural fabrics. The
average person today—particularly women
—wear a high proportion of synthetic
clothing. And, we might add, they look
terrific! The process is speeding up.

A hundred years from now, nature will

supply hardly any clothing or wearing ap-
parel. Most of it will come out of the test

tube. Is this bad? Far from it, because
what man c.an imagine, he can create. If

he needs a tough, long wearing material,
he manufactures it. If he needs a flexible

material, he manufaetdrea it. If he wants
a blonde, he—oops!—not yet. Let’s hope
that the blonde of the fu^e won't be a
test tube product...

GASSY SETWeM
By L. A. Burt 'Ar

The U.S. is criss-crossed 'with a network
of electric power lines, so arranged that

one public utility can help supply another
during a shortage, even so far as several

states away. This miracle of integratiem,
this close linking of the country into a
single unified oneness, is an impressive and
imposing tribute to our industrial skill.

Aiding and abetting this linkage is the
new phenomenon of pipelines. Primarily one
thinly of oil pipes, lacing the country.
While these are unquestionably important,
even more so is the vast network of natural
and manufactured gas lines which cover the

U.S. from one end to another.
Trillions of cubic feet of gas are con-

veyed over these "underground highways”
every year and the demand, insatiable now,
is growing. As coal is gradually being dis-

placed as the nation’s major fuel source by
gas and oil, so eventually may atomic pow-
er plants displace coal and oil and gas, but
until then, the two latter energy sources
are going to flow across the country
through tens of thousands of miles of steel

pipe. These pipelines, 'with their associated
pumping stations are symplMmies ef modern
industrial design.
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He could see no point in making millions,

only to leave it to others when the time
came to die. So he did something about it!

H e sat in his chair silently

for a long time after the doc-

tor had left. One year. He
didn’t doubt Grayson’s analysis of

his health, he knew the man hated

his guts—so did everyone else for

that matter—but the physician was

the best medical science could pro-

vide. Besides, he’d had ever}^ top

authority on the disease in the

country—he amended that, in the

world—for consultation.

Matt Bently opened a drawer of

his desk and brought out a battered

silver dollar. He regarded it reflec-

tively, recalling the circumstances

under which it had been acquired.

Then the long years since, the striv-

ing, the fighting, the skullduggery.

the heartlessness, the bribing, yes,

the actual thieving.

His grin was a grimace. “I still

say it’ll buy anything. Anything”
He rang for his secretary.

* * *

Bently scowled at the man before

him. “My time is very limited, for

reasons that you’ll soon learn, so I’ll

cut this as short as possible.

“You’re Professor Dumainc and

your ambition for the past ten years

has been to build an institution ded-

icated to pure research. An institute,

in short, that could continue its

work without hindrance from gov-

ernment or industrialist. Science for

105
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science's sake, I think was the way
some newspapcnnan put it.” Matt

Bently sneered.

The physicist shrugged. "There’ve

been less noble ambitions, I trust.

For instance, the amassing of the

largest fortune in the world at the

cost of friends betrayed, governments

corrupted, men, women and children

crushed, wars provoked.

.

Bently’s smile was wolfish. "You
make one mistake. Professor. I’ve

never betrayed a friend, since I’ve

never had one. It’s going to be diffi-

cult for you to serve such a man,

isn’t it?"

Andre Bumaine got to his feet and

reached for his hat. He looked at the

international financier grimly. “Not

hard, impossible. Good day, Mr.

Bently. It’s a mystery to me why I

let your secretary talk me into com-

ing here in the first place.”

Matt Bently still smiled. He shook

his head and reached down into the

desk drawer to bring out the battered

dollar. “Do you see this, Dutnaine?

I found long ago that it was a won-
derful substitute for friends. It will

buy anything, even men like Profes-

sor Andre Dumaine,"

It was the other’s turn to smile

“No, Mr. Bently. You just haven’t

tried to buy Andre Dumaine before.

My work prevents me from making
too thorough a study of world affairs

but I am aware enough of current

events to know that you, and a hand-

ful of men like yourself, are rushing

the race toward a new, conflict which

may completely destroy it Under no

circumstances coyld I serve such a

man.”

Bently flipped the coin back into

his desk. “It’s just a matter of how
many you offer,” he said easily. “For

instance. Professor, I’m offering you
one hundred millon of them.”

The physicist’s eyebrows went up.

“Are you insane? For what?"

"To build your research institute.”

'Y^HE OTHER laughed scornfully,

but there was tension in his

voice. "You forget that I am inter-

ested in science for science’s sake,

Mr. Bently. My institution will

either be free from all influence or

it will never be built. Even your

hundred millions don’t attract me
when I realize that your sinister

figure would dominate the institute’s

work.”

The tycoon got up from his chair

and walked to a window. “It might

interest you to know that my doctor

gives me approximately one year to

live,” he said over his shoulder.

There was a pregnant silence.

The scientist said slowly, “Then
you mean you actually desire to will

a hundred million dollars to my
project, and in no manner will con-

trol the spending ef the sum?”
Matt Bently turned, his voice held

a sneer again. “One small string.

Professor. But I want to ask some
questions first”

The physicist’s face hardened, and
the billionaire laughed scornfully.

“Don’t let me frighten you. All I

want is for the institute to take care

of my grave.”

Professor Dumaine frowned, and

said warily, “If you are sincere about

this it means a good deal to me.”

"Of course. Sit down. Professor.”

The man who controlled a doita

governments returned to his oWn
chair. "Now, first of all, will man
ever attain immortality?”

“You mean life after death?” Du-
maine was puzzled.

Bently flicked a hand impatiently.

“I’m an atheist. Professor. T mean,

will science ever discover the secr^

of eternal life?”

"Oh.” The Professor thought it

over, his forehead wrinkled. Finally,
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“It’s out of my line, of course, but

I would say yes. Possibly not in our

time, but eventually science will

probably discover the causes of death

and eliminate them. You wouldn’t

exactly call it discovering the secret

of eternal life.”

“It amounts to the same thing.”

Matt Bently’s eyes gleamed. “How
soon?”

“How in the world should I

know?”
The most hated man in the world

snarled. “Guess I My granting yon
the hundred million is dependent on
your answer.”

Dumaine submerged the resent-

ment this domineering egoist in-

spired. “Possibly within a hundred
years, given a continuation of man’s
development at the present rate and
barring a return to a new dark ages

such as might be brought on by fu-

ture wars. I would say definitely

within two hundred years.”

“Good. That isn’t too long a time.

I assume that by then we’ll have con-

quered all diseases that presently

plague man, including mine?”
The Professor nodded.

“Then I can assume further that if

I were alive two hundred years from
now I could be cured and insured

eternal life?”

“I suppose so, but I fail to see

what connection this could have with
the proposed institute.”

Matt Bently took a thick cigar

from his desk humidor, without
offering one to his visitor, bit off the

end and lit it. He took the firat

breath of smoke into his mouth with
satisfaction.

“I intend to endow the institute in

such a manner that it will be per-

petuated indefinitely. The only re-

quirement will be that it take care

of my body until such time as science

will have advanced to the point

where the corpse can be revived and

I brought back to life.”

The professor stared at him. **Good

Lord, man, you’re insane.”

He drew on his cigar again. “If

so, it’s worth a hundred million to

your pet project. I’ve been a gambler
all my life, Dumaine. I’m betting

everything I’ve amassed on thia.”

T TE LAUGHED grimly. “The per-

centages are with me. If I lose,

I lose nothing, since 1 will already

be dead. If 1 win, I win every-

thing. . .eternal life. Now tell me, ii

you were interested in preparing my
body in such a manner that the doc-

tors of the future would have a
chance to revive it, what would you
do?”

“The scheme is fantastic!”

The tycoon didn’t answer but sat

silently, smoking his cigar with sat-

isfaction.

The physicist ran his hand ner-

vously through his hair and down the

back of his neck. “1 suppose that the

best thing would be to take the body
immediately after death, quick freeze

it, and place it in as near a complete
vacuum as possible. If ever science

develops to the point where the

dead can be revived, I should imagine
that such preparations would give

the fewest handicaps.”

Matt Bently nodded with satis-

faction. “Get to work on it immedi-
ately. In six months’ time. I’ll want
the arrangements finished. You can

begin today to plan your institute.

Remember, the only provision I hold

you to, is that my coffin be kept in

such a manner that when science has

progressed far enough to revive me,

my corpse will be available and in

suitable condition.”

“It might take five hundred years

—or longer!”

“Then we must establish the in-

stitute in such a manner that it will

survive for that length of time. Now,
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I’m a busy man, endless arrangements

to make. See my secretary on your
way out, he has an initial check for

you. Get to work, Dumaine.”

TN SIX months the disease had

eaten far into even the dynamic
Matt Bently but his plans were
working out on schedule as usuaL
There was but one more major
arrangement to be made.

He eyed the World famous author-

ity before him with the old fire.

"Daren, I know it’s practically im-

possible for you damned economists to

say anything without piling ifs, ands,

and buts, around your statements. I’m

asking you to cut it out today. I

want straight answers, not the rot

you custconarily hand -out in your

newspaper columns.”

The other said dryly, "You’re

paying for my time handsomely, Mr.

Bently. Fire away.”

Matt Bently snorted, then coughed
hollowly into his handkerchief.

“First of all, suppose I had discov-

ered some manner of traveling into

the future five hundred years. What
would be the most valuable thing I

could take with me into that period?”

Paul Daren stared at him. “That’s

really a difficult question.” He
mused for a long moment. “Probably

art objects. Or, possibly, some ultra-

rare element, say, radium.”

"Not gold? Not diamonds?” The
billionaire seemed surprised.

“Definitely not diamonds. I’ve no
doubt that within the comparatively

near future diamonds will be arti-

ficially produced and, consequently,

cheap. Gold?” he shrugged. “Possi-

bly in five hundred years we’ll have

transmutation of metals. But, even

if not, we can’t be sure that gold

will be the medium of exchange, or,

even, that there will be a medium of

exchange such as we think of it to-

day, It’s according to the type of

social system we have then.”

"What do you mean by that?”

Bently asked irritatedly.

"Five hundred years ago the most
advanced nations of the world were

living under a' feudalistic form of

government. Today capitalism is

prevalent. What will it be in five

hundred years is debatable to say the

least.”

Matt Bently stirred restlessly. He
didn’t like this. “What are the alter-

natives?”

“There are several,” the other said

carefully. “Given a continuation of

the policies of the cartel controlled

by Matt Bently and his associates,

we might have an atomic war or two

and the human race might well be

driven back to feudalism, or, even

further, back to chattel slavery, or

barbarism. .

."

Bently snarled, “I didn’t bring you

here to hear you lecture me, Daren.

Besides, you don’t know what you’re

talking about. In the past six months

I’ve liquidated all my holdings. At
the present time I control nothing

but cash. And a good deal of that,”

he added with satisfaction.

The economist went on cooly. "You
asked for the alternatives, I’m giving

them to you. I can’t guarantee that

my answers will make you happy.”

“Go on!”

"We might see our present social

system give way to Stateism, which
we see rapidly developing even to-

day in various forms, the Soviet,

for instance, in one manner, England,

in another. Or there is DeLeonism, or

Marxian Socialism in its most ad-

vanced form; or Industrial Feudal-

ism, which has various possibilities

including Technocracy. Of course,

there’s an x-factor here. Possibly an

unknown will come along, but I’m

inclined to think that any society

of the future will be at most a vari-
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ation of one of these.

“Any private ' property, especially

wealth, that you took forward with

you in this fanciful travel to the

future, would do you little good un-

less the social system was some form
of Stateism, or, possibly. Industrial

Feudalism. Even then, you couldn’t

be sure that you’d retain it.’’

After the economist had gone. Matt
Bently rang for his secretary. He
spoke to the man dully, contemptu-

ously.

“Rogers, I want you to locate every

Rembrandt in the world that might
possibly be for sale. Price is no

object. Also get complete data on the

world supply of radium. I’ll want to

corner the market...’’ He paused

“You’d better also make preliminary

arrangements for the purchase of

several millions -worth of gold bul-

lion, and investigate the possibility

of securing some of the largest of

the v/orld’s diamonds.’’

“Just to play safe,’’ he added under

h’s breath.

The secretary bobbed his head

nervously and scooted from the room.

The sick man leaned back pain-

fully and allowed himself a grimace

of satisfaction. “I’ll have to find

several spots where I can have con-

structed secret vaults that’ll remain

hidden and safe for five centuries,’’

he told himself.

He took out his silver dollar and
eyed it sourly. “Wait until my rela-

tives find that only a few thousand

dollars v/ill be left of my fortune

when I die.’’ His laugh was bitter.

“So, you can’t take it with you,

eh? We’ll see.’’

'T’'KE DARKNESS dropped away
slowly, and consciousness re-

turned bit by bit, fitfully. Waves of

nausea swept over him and he sank

into blackness again.

The next time the return was less

fitful. He became dimly aware of

light, faint and yellow, but light.

The nausea was more intense. His
soul screamed to escape back into the

empty dark.

A thought came into his dull mind.

“You are sick, perhaps I can remedy
that.”

The nausea dropped away. He
slept, After nearly four centuries of

eternal sleep, he awoke, to sleep

again.

When he became conscious once

more, he waited for long moments
before opening his eyes. A sudden
fear flooded over him. Perhaps this

return to life would be partial. Per-

haps some of his senses had died

forever ; his hearing, his taste, his

speech, his touch, his eyes!

He opened them suddenly and
groaned with relief to feel the

blazing hurt of sunlight. He narrowed
his eyelids until he became used to

the brightness, then opened them
slowly. He was in a large, white,

ceilingless room. Alone.

It suddenly occurred to him that

his vision was perfect in spite of the

fact that he wore no glasses. He felt

the goodness of perfect health in his

body and suddenly realized that these

physicians of the future had cured

all of his ills. He raised his left hand
and stared at the finger which a

childhood accident had prevented

him from bending for forty years.

It bent again. It seemed the greatest

miracle of all. He clasped and un-

clasped his fist, v/onderingly.

A thought came to him. “I sense

you are awake. Matt Bently. Forgive

me for not being present. We thought

it more practical for you to be alone

at first and until some explanations

were made.”

He didn’t know what to say. He
recognized that he was being con-

tacted through mental telepathy.
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Finally, "What year is this?” He
spoke aleud, not sure that the ques-

tion would be heard.

"I’m alraid you wouldn’t under-

stand our present calendar. But,

using the one in use in your day, it

is roughly 2350 A.D.”

He remained silent, assimilating

that. Unable to think of anything

further to say.

"/ suggest you eat, and rest again,”

the thought said. “When you are

stronger and your mind used to the

shock of awakening, I will visit you.”

He noticed for the first time the

table beside the bed. A bowl of thick

soup steamed. He reached for the

spoon, obediently.

When Matt Bently awoke again

he felt the thought almost imme-

diately. “You are rested.”

It was more a statement than a

question, but he answered, “Wqnder-
fully, I feel better than I can ever

remember.” He swung his feet over

the side of the bed and stood up
gingerly. He was surprised to find

himself able to walk with ease. He’d

thought he’d be stiff for a time.

There was a comfortable chair in

one corner of the room. He made his

way to it and relaxed in its depths

with satisfaction. He smiled trium-

phantly.

“Made it,” he said to himself.

"2350 A.D.”

The thought said, “The Bently

Institute is as pleased as you are

yourself. Matt Bently. Your revival

has been a great challenge to us.”

He said with satisfaction, “Then
this is still the Bently Institute

which I founded nearly four hundred
years ago.”

“The world has always been proud
and grateful for this contribution on

your part. Matt Bently. Verily, the

All Highest has said that sacrifice

for the good of the race is the great-

est honor achievable.”

“Ummm,... of course,” he mut-

tered. So they still had religion.

That was a good sign as far as he

was concerned. The Matt Bentlys of

life thrived among the gullible.

“How doubly honored that you
should live again and be able to sac-

rifice again.”

“How’s that?”

“You have brought a treasure from
the past that is of immense value,

Matt Bently.”

TTIS LIPS drew back. Sol He’d

struck pay dirt with at least

one of his hidden vaults. He’d have

to handle this carefully. He
wondered what it was, the diamonds,

the art objects, the gold, the radium?

Whatever it was, it sounded as

though they were anxious to get hold

of it.

He’d better hedge. “Why the long

distance mental telepathy? Can’t we
get together on this?” If they

thought he was going to ‘sacrifice’

anything, willing, they had another

thought coming.

“A bit later. Matt Bently. A great

deal has happened since your...

death.”

He remembered what the economist

had told him. “Such as what?” he

asked cautiously.

“Briefly. The first of three atomic

wars broke out shortly after your
demise. Before they were over, near-

ly all life was swept from the planet.

All of homo sapiens was destroyed.”

“WHAT?”
“All mankind was destroyed as a

result of the atomic wars.”

“But... I don’t understand. Who
are...What are you...?” A cold

sweat broke out on his forehead.

The thought gave an impression

of gentleness, pity. “That is why we
have not let you see us as yet, Matt
Bently. Perhaps our unfamiliar ap-

pearance would distress you. The
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stomic wars led to many mutations.

Let us say that the present dominant

race of earth combines all the more
desirable attributes of homo sapiens

with those of such other forms or

life such as the ant and the bee.

Meanwhile, we strive endlessly to im-

prove still further. Experimentation

on ourselves has enabled us to

achieve wonders in developing the

species. Verily, the All Highest has

blessed many with the opportunity

to sacrifice for the benefit of the

race.”

A feeling of horror was growing

within him. He stuttered, “This great

treasure that you mentioned my
bringing from the past. Which did

you mean, the radium, the Rem-

brandts, the gold, the diamonds . .
?"

“These things you mention have

no value today. Matt Bently.”

“THEN WHAT DID YOU
MEAN?” He was shouting now.

“WHAT TREASURE DID I

BRING FROM THE PAST?”
“Why, your body. Matt Bently.

For three hundred years our scien-

tists haven’t had the opportunity to

work upon a living homo sapiens

specimen. No one now alive has ever

dissected a man. Your sacrifice will

enable us to add tremendously to our

store of knowledge. Undoubtedly, the

race will be improved as a result of

what we learn. Verily, the All High-
est. .

.”

He screamed in madness.

THE miY VISITOR
ig By WilliAm Karney ^

PROFESSOR Wilson stooped and picked
the peculiar-looking rock of the snow

and muck. Holding the dirty thing gingerly
he opened the basement door and walked
in.

He thought it odd that the lump of rock
had such a funny, almost slimy feel, but
he didn’t think tv/ice about it. It looked at a
casual glance like a piece of meteoric iron,
but Jimmy had probably picked it up while
playing in the neighboring lot. Well, he
thought, kids get attached to the damndest
things. If Jimmy wants it, let him have it.

He stamped up stairs, shaking the snow
from him as he went.
And on the casual lump of rock, the

slimy leathery, colorless piece of protoplasm
stirred and slowly came to life, as the
warmth of the cellar penetrated its curious
gelatinous structure.

Instinctively it sought the source of the
heat, and its still sluggish brain recognized
the strange machine which furnished it
In a combination of extension and relax-
ation it moved over the cold concrete and
sought safe refuge near a maze of metal
tubes which led into the heat-machine...

Wilson sat down to examine the current
mail and in a short while he was comfort-
ably settled, cigarette and drink supplying
the atmosphere of comfort which the out-
doors belied.

Presently he began to stir a little. Hie
room seemed to be a little too warm, he
became aware suddenly. For a moment he
forgot it, but with increasing insistence the
tonperatnre disturbed him.
“Umph,” he gruirted in nupriae m he

stared at the thermometer on the thermo-
stat. It was ninety-five in the room. The
furnace must be stuck. A quick glance at
the thermostat showed it to be clear.
“Damn!’’ he muttered angrily as he

clumped down the basement stairs. “I had
the thing cleaned two months ago. Last
time I call them!”
The intelligence now alert, clamped it-

self around the odd mechanism tighter, and
surveyed its situation, trying to orient it-

self with respect to this strange new
world. Consciousness and awareness had
existed so long ago . . . life had worked at
a slow ebb for such a long time... his
crime hadn’t been that great to deserve
the exile. .

.

Wilson strode over to the furnace and
opened the door. The flame was roaring
brightly even though the thermostat called

for no heat. At the same time, the intelli-

gence wrapped around the valve-mechanism
saw the source of increased warmth. In-
stinctively, without waiting to consider it

moved in a slitliery motion through the
open door—and vanished in a puff of dis-

integrated pTOtoplasni. .

.

Professor Wilson thought be saw a
flicker, but who notices such trivia. The
flame suddenly died down as the valve
was released.

Two hours later. Professor Wilson told

his wife, “Alice, I can’t understand the
furnace. It acted up this afternoon for no
reason at all. If it happens again, call

Acme, vsill you? Those thingfs can ha
dangeicouB.” Dangerous . . . Indeed. .

.
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him, whispering in his ears. There

was his superior, president of Galac-

tic Spaceways, saying, “You’re a fool,

Jon! Look at your personality fig-

gures: mental index nine, personality

index two. No wonder you are our

best research physicist. Leave ad-

venture to the extrovertive indices.

Forget this wild idea.” There was
too a woman’s voice. Dawn Shane’s

voice, saying scornfully, "You’re just

a machine, with your atoms and ergs.

You don’t know what the world real-

ly is, or what people are like. You
never will, as long as you stay in the

shell of your mind.”

For an instant her face lived be-

fore him, deep turquoise eyes blaz-

ing into his, red lips below them in a

tiny heart shaped face. He wondered
again, briefly, what would have hap^

pened if he had followed his impulse,

and kissed her then.

Of course he hadn’t, he was too

shy. But her words corroded his mind
till he had insisted on undertaking
this omission.

For a moment his ears heard the

hiss of the oxygen as it filtered into

his suit, for a mcnnent he wondered,
panicky, if it was enough, if it would
last till he made contact with the

Mocs.

Then the thought vanished in bis

fear of meeting the Mocs. Not that

he had a physical fear, but the

thought of meeting a strange race,

of frying to express himself before
them, or conversing with them. He
groaned— Mental index nine. Per-
sonality index two. Almost as much
intelligence, f^ above the norm, and
a personality, index way up there-

This was the man Jon' had to beat.
• If Galatftic Spaceways was to estab-

lish tho firsthase on Luna he would/
have to convince the mutant Mocs,!
who dominated the satellite, that

such outer world communication was
desirable. Not only thatj but that

Galactic Spaceways were the only

logical builders of Lunar Spaceport

One.

Null Nevins would be doing the

same thing for Terran Rocket Lines.

Null, with his big, likeable face, and
personality index nine.

Jon had to outsell Null Nevins. He
thought bitterly, “What a salesman

I’ll make—Personality index two.”

And then he saw the Moc.
It stood in the bottom of the cra-

ter, below him, a little hunched for-

ward, on many jointed legs. It was
smaller than he was, about the size of

a collie dog. It stood looking up at

him, waiting for him to descend.

Jon set his lips in a grim, thin line,

and hurried down the slope.

'T'HE MOCS were reasonably hos-
*’ pitable, Jon found. They fed him,

gave him cavern room with a bed of

LIXAR skins, and left him to await

his summons before the governing

council of Mocs. He no longer wore
the cumbrous space suit, for there

was artificial atmosphere in the cav-

ern passages.

Jon’s mind dwelt on the Mocs as

he waited-/ What :Sort of appeal would^

be most likely to move the Mocs?
Certainly jt must be based'^on logic.

Since their discovery a hundred
years ago by the explorer Norman
Kane, thel Mocs had developed traces

of emo^n. They maintained now
a sort amused tolerance toward

earth visitors, where once they at-

tempted destruction through a form
of telepatKlSf hypnotism.

Ccmtact with terrans had set the

stage for rieturm of emotions to the

Mocs, emotions that had been lost in

mutations caused by the first violent,

radioactive rays when the craters of

the moon, were blown.

The Mocs would be at least par-

tially susceptible to the emotional

blandishments of Null Nevins.
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Undoubtedly the first thing they

would ask would be what they stood

to guin by the opening of a space-

port, and the establishing of regular

service of large ships to Venus, Mars,

and the outer planets. There were
many advantages—it would create

larger markets for the uranium mines
of the Mocs. Jon began ticking other

advantages off on his fingers when a

Moc came into the chamber.

His thought flowed into Jon’s

mind. “The council awaits you.’’

Jon followed the Moc along a cir-

cular passage, smooth as a polished

floor. Against the polished smooth-
ness traces of rich mineral ore were
to be seen, testimony to the rich min-
eral crust of Luna.

They came out into a large cavern

room, luxuriantly furnished. A won-
drously soft, thick plastic textile

covered the floor, and at vhe end of

the room a dais stood, smoothly
functional in design of modern pol-

ished metal. Seven Mocs sat about

the dais.

An earth man, too, sat in the

group, with an amused smile play-

ing over his big sun-browned face.

Jon felt the chill of space in his

veins. He felt as though he were
shriveling, and wanted to slip quiet-

ly away, back to his laboratory. The
man was Null Nevins.

The old inferiority sense was upon
Jon, and he bowed before the chief

Moc on the dais. As in a dream he
heard his voice stating Galactic’s de-

sire to establish a spaceport on Luna.
He was amazed that he had been
able to state it so clearly. In a mo-
ment he knew his knees would be
trembling, and his voice would be-

gin to stutter.

His confidence was evaporating

under the amusement of Nevin’s ex-

pression. He tensed himself, trying

to remember the various advantages

to the Mocs that he had memorized.

He could not even remember how he
was to begin. He felt his knees turn-

ing to jelly, and Nevin’s face swam
in his blurred vision.

The thought ©f the Moc ruler, Go-
Vani, murmured surprisingly in his

mind, “Why, Terran, do you not

build these ports on Terra? Why do
you desire to build them here in-

stead?’’

’^HIS WAS a matter of physics,

of mathematics. Jon was con-

scious of a sense of reprieve, and as

his voice answered automatically his

subconscious mind wrestled with the

forgotten arguments.

“It is a matter of escape velocities.

In order to escape from the gravita-

tional pull of Terra it is necessary

to build a velocity of seven miles per

second, or in your terms, twenty
glurs per ulm. This requires a vast

quantity of fuel, to be consumed be-

fore the ship is even free of Terra.

This becomes increasingly important

as we increase the size of our ships,

due to the exponential nature of the

reactions involved.

“If we could start the run to the

outer planets from Luna, this escape

velocity reduces to cme and four

tenths miles per second. The saving

in cargo space, and in fuel will be
tremendous. It is unnecessary to fer-

ry fuel from Terra to equip such
Lunar ships, for fuel can by synthe-

sized here from your uranic stock

piles.

“This plan then, would be to ship

passengers and cargo to Luna in

small rockets, and transship into the

huge Lunar space liners. The engi-

neering advantages of such a plan are

obvious.’’

Jon saw the Mocs looking at him,

without expression as they pondered

this information. They seemed alien

unfriendly beings. Jon looked from

one to another for some reassurance
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o£ good will. They might as well

have been bronze, for all he could

discern.

“Have you other reasons for

urging this project?" Go-Vani’s

thought murmured.
Now was the time, but Jon’s care-

fully studied arguments were gone,

lost somehow in the alien atmos-

phere of this room. He wanted to

get away, before the rubbery quiver-

ing of his legs became entirely ap-

parent. He stood, unable to speak,

throat muscles knotted and dry.

Go-Vani’s thought murmured,
“Very well. The other Terran, Mr.

Nevins, mentioned other arguments.

He told us how our race would pros-

per and advance through this devel-

opment. He also stated a number of

reasons why only one Terran firm

should be given license to operate

such a port. We will consider both
your arguments.”

Nodding numbly, Jon permitted
himself to be led from the room. The
last thing he saw as he departed was
the contemptuous face of Null Nev-
ins. All the way to the cavern quar-

ters the bitter taste of failure was in

his mouth. Atoms were his field, and
ergs, and quanta, but living beings
were too much for him.

He lay on the bed in his quarters

for a long time, gazing unseeingly
at the wall.

'T’HERE WAS a time of sleep and
rest and food, and then a visit

from the Moc he had met. The Moc’s
message flowed into Jon’s mind. "I

am Do-Lasto. I bring an invitation to

visit the uranium mines, and discuss

further the matter of the spaceports.”

Do-Lasto led him outside the cham-
ber to one of the smooth circular

communication tunnels. On the tun-

nel was a car. Do-Lasto opened a
port in the vehicle and motioned Jon
to enter.

There were already two other per-

sons in the car; Go-Vani, leader of

the Mocs, and Null Nevins.

Go-Vani’s thought murmured an
emotionless greeting, and Null Nev-

ins thrust out a huge brown paw, say-

ing cheerfully, “Morning, Dyke. How
goes it?”

Jon took the proffered hand, feel-

ing the vibrant force of the big man’s

personality. The heartiness, the very

timbre of his voice made one like and
trust him instantly, and Jon had

to force himself to remember things

he had heard of Null’s lack of scru-

ples. He sensed, too, that Go-Vani

was under something of the spell of

Null’s personality, though certainly

his emotional responses v/ere much
fainter than that of Terran men.

Null rumbled heartily. “Guess I

might as well bring you up to date,

Jon. I think Go-Vani is pretty well

persuaded to build the spaceport,

though he will only want to do busi-

ness with one firm. We will want to

locate the port near the uranium

mines, to make the synthesis and

supply of rocket fuel most conveni-

ent. Then, too, any ore shipments for

the Mocs, can be more conveniently

loaded. They’re gonna take us

through the mines.’’

Jon nodded, understandingly. Null

must have progressed greatly to be

so friendly, so sime of himself.

The car was flowing v/ith smooth
rapidity thr >ugh the polished tunnel.

Here and there vents showed in the

tunnel walls, vents through whicli

were introduced the atmosphere they

breathed.

The car stopped in a vast cavern.

As they dismounted Jon could see

the glowing atomic lights above the

high cavern room that made it seen^

as daylight. In the distant reaches

of the cavern, twin towers loomed,

their frail slenderness reaching high

to the arched roof of the huge, un-
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der, lunar area.

“The towers mark the entrance to

the mines,’’ Do-Lasto told them.

AS THEY approached they could

see that the towers performed
a useful function* for at their tops

were power plants, and thin cables

stretched down from these. The ca-

bles were moving, and a cylindrical

bucket, incredibly large, appeared at

the base of the towers, drawn out of

the ground by the cables. It was
carried up a considerable distance,

and dumped into a vast hopper, and
then the bucket descended slowly

after more ore.

How primitive, Jon thought.

He heard Null’s voice saying to Go-
Vani, “The ore lifts are slow and
cumbrous. We have not used such

lifts on Terra for years.’’

“We have been considering mod-
ernization,’’ Go-Vani assured him.

“Perhaps you can assist us with this

task.’’

Why, Jon v/ondered, must I al-

v/ays be so slow. Why did I hesitate,

while someone else came forth v/ith

an idea and got credit for it. He set

his lips grimly. If it was engineering

advice they wanted, he should be

able to outclass Null.

T’ney descended the shaft.

“It should be simple to mount a

rocket motor on the bcitom of that

cylinder. That would give you fa.cter

results, and eliminate the need for

the towers,’’ Null said.

“It is not so simple, or it should

Have been done long ago. The blast of

the rocket reacts on the ore in these

walls. The resulting radioactivity

causes severe burns on the workers.

From the base of the cylinders I can

better explain this,’’ Go-Vani stated.

They took a small elevator shaft,

dropping perhaps a mile before they

were on a level with the bottom of

the ore lift shaft.

“This elevator is little used,” Go-
Vani continued his explanation. “It

leads to an abandoned shaft. All

along this shaft the ore has been too

thin to be profitable.”

They dismounted from the elevator

into a smoothly polished, horizontal

tunnel. Along this abandoned tunnel

they walked a few hundred yards,

and came to a landing. Resting on the

landing was the huge cylindrical ore

carrier. Beneath the landing another

cylindrical tunnel led away, and
through this tunnel were coming cars

of ore, to be elevated and dumped
into the great ore carrier.

“That is our present work tunnel,”

Go-Vani explained. “As I told you
the radioactivity developed here by
the reaction of the rocket blast, and

the heat, make the loading danger-

ous and impractical. Of course we
could re-design the shafts, but this

would require much major work, and

we have hesitated to undertake it.”

“It should be possible to line the

vertical shaft with some alloy,” Null

said.

“Yes, but that too is a major task,

since the alloy v/ould have to ’oe of

a nature to resist the rocket blast

over a period of years.”

Jon’s mind was racing. If only he

could express this idea of his. He
opened his mouth, and felt his throat

tightening, knotting. There was, he

decided, one v/ay to keep from mak-
ing a fool of himself. He took a

notebook from his pocket, and began

to draw diagrams, and set up equa-

tions.

They v/alked through the mine. He
was lost in his calculations, grunt-

ing when he was spoken to, ignoring

the fact that Null was asking ques-

tions, intelligent questions that

showed his interest.

As they came to the surface he

finished, and saw Go-Vani looking

at him oddly. He wondered then, in
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a moment of panic, if be bad lost

this encounter with Null Nevins, in

spite of the drawings and equations

he held in his hand. He extended the

notes to Go-Vani.

“I think this will solve your prob-

lem,” be said.

Go-Vani glanced at the drawings

casually, then with mounting inter-

est. He pondered the equations, and
the faint edge of surprise showed in

his voice.

"Would you consider supervising

such an installation?” Go-Vani asked.

“Of course.”

"The council will meet and con-

sider these. We will send for you
soon. If you can build a working lift

along these lines you will not go un-

rewarded.”

The glow of successful accom-
plishment was warming Jon’s mind.

He knew his plan was good. This

should be the move that put him
ahead of Nevins. He looked up, ex-

pecting to see rueful admiration on
Null’s face.

He saw instead, that Null was
laughing at him.

"He doesn’t mean what you think.

Dyke,” Null rumbled amusedly. “The
trouble with you is you don’t un-

derstand these Mocs,”

ON DID not know why Null’s re-

mark should trouble him so. He
had been treated with great respect

and honor since the drawings and
equations had gone before the coun-

cil, yet the laughter of Null Nevins
lived in bis mind, making him un-

sure of himself. The reactions of

living beings were scmiething that

never could be expressed by a for-

mula, and the feeling persisted that

Null had begun to realize something
that Jon had missed.

Do-Lasto came now to Jon’s cham-
bers, his thoughts saying, "The coun-

cil has considered your plan^ and

would speak to you."

It was easier standing before the

council now, for Jon had the feeling

that he was respected. Yet he knew
the frightened voicelessness would
seize him again, if much explanation

was necessary.

“The idea seems entirely clear

and physically sound,” Go-Vani

said. “It requires no explanation. I

have only to ask you to supervise its

installation.”

"Certainly,” Jon agreed.

“A most ingenuous idea. What sug-

gested it to you?”

“On Terra plants grow that have

small, round seeds. We call them
peas. For as long as history is re-

corded children have been putting

these in hollow tubes, and blowing

them at some target. When I saw
the cylindrical ore car in the pol-

ished shaft I thought of a child’s

pea shooter,” Jon explained.

“I see. And the shaft, the unused
shaft, that was convenient to gener-

ate the gas pressure away from out

workers, the gas to shoot the car up
the shaft, like a pea from a child’s

tube.”

“Yes,” Jon agreed. “It is a simple

problem in hydraulics.”

“Simple enough, yet we had not

thought of it” Go-Vani agreed.

"If this lift is successful will you
contract with Galactic Spaceways for

the building of the first Lunar space-

port?”

Go-Vani shook his head. "I did not

mean that at all.”

“You said I would not go unre-

warded,” Jon stated.

“Of course not. We will pay you
the very top technician’s wages for

your supervision. As to the space-

port, we will do what we think best.”

Now Jon knew why Null had

laughed. Gratitude, as Terrans con-

ceived it, was an unknown emotion

here. If Jon succeeded in the task
j
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of the new compression lift his only

reward would be wages. But if he

failed—, With a sick horror he won-
dered if the Mocs could be unemo-
tional toward failure. Perhaps, yet

he had the feeling that if he failed

his mission was lost entirely. He had

everything to loose, and nothing to

gain. To this bleak discouragement

there was an additional irritation:

the laughing face of Null Nevins

would not leave Jon’s memory.

'T’HERE followed a solid week of

work, of laboring in the tunnel

with hordes of Mocs under his su-

pervision. There was work that con-

sumed bis mind, and his energy, so

that he fell on the Lixar skins of

his bed without thought of other

things, and fell into the black sleep

of sheer exhaustion.

The delicate construction of locks

had to be accomplished, to seal the

working shaft away from the lift

tube, when the gas propelled the cyl-

inder. This lock had to be simple,

and absolutely fool proof. Yet at

length they had locks in the two

tunnels.

The reaction that developed the

gas, to create vast quantities of heat-

ed atmosphere to pop the great load-

ed ore car up a mile high vertical

shaft, such a reaction had to be a

chain atomic reaction, to develop

enough power. But then that meant
sure controls had to be established,

for it would not do to throw the ore

load out the top of the tube and high

into the sky, like the cork from a

champagne bottle. So that, too had

to be controlled.

Even from this comparatively in-

nocent atomic reaction Jon had cho-

sen, there were traces of radio activi-

ty. True, the reaction was far down
the abandoned shaft, far from any
work area, but still, in safety’s sake,

it was best to try to trap the radio-

active particles, to trap them with

huge screen grids, stretched across

the generating tunnel.

Reports of Null Nevins reached

him occasionally. Null was lunching

with Go-Vani. Null had gone on a

tour of the Capital City. Null and

Go-Vani were seen at a place of en-

tertainment, and that in itself was
significant, for to Mocs the desire

for entertainment was small.

Yet, Jon had set himself a task,

and there was no time to worry about

these other things till his task was
finished.

At last he was satisfied.

When Go-Vani and his council

came to make the preliminary inspec-

tion of the work they were accompa-

nied by Null Nevins. At the generat-

ing chamber Null looked at Jon and

said witheringly, “That is a poor re-

action— Too unstable.”

In answer to the question growing

in Go-Vani’s eyes, Jon said fierce-

ly, “There are two isotopes suitable

for this reaction. One is violently un-

stable. The other is very safe and

lends itself to control. I am using

the safer isotope.”

Null shook his shaggy head. He
said to Go-Vani, “Well, don’t be sur-

prised if your ear comes bursting

out the top, like a cork out of a

bottle. When that happens, you might

as well sign with Terran Rocket

lines, and settle everything.”

Go-Vani did not respond, but Jon
saw a thoughtful look in his eyes.

“It appears in order. We will test

it tomorrow,” Go-Vani said.

TN SPITE of his weariness, Jon

did not sleep well that night.

Here, in this Lunar room where it

was never night or day, the hands

of bis watch told him it was an hour

past Terran midnight. He had the

feeling that something was wrong at

the ore lift.
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The feeling grew so strong that he

dressed. He would go to the tunnel

and see that everything was all

right. He left word that he would
meet the Council at the tunnel on
the morrow, instead of at the cham-
ber as planned.

Everything appeared to be in or-

der at the lift. The reactants were

all in the tunnel. The remote con-

trols, so that the reaction could be

controlled from outside, were in or-

der. Yet small things bothered him.

He had the feeling that things were
somehow not quite the same, that

something had been touched, or

moved.

He sat, watching, unsleeping, till

the Council arrived many hours later.

Then he checked his preparations.

Everything appeared in order.

“You may load the first load,” Jon
ordered.

The steady stream of little cars

flowed, dumping ton after clatter-

ing ton of ore into the huge cylin-

drical carrier. When it was done, Jon
said softly, “This is it,” and threw
the switch, planning to expel the

lift very slowly this first time.

Yet something was wrong, the in-

dicators indicated that the cylindri-

cal bullet was riding too fast, much
too fast. He threw the lever to stop

the reaction and saw Null Nevins
looking at him, triumph in his eyes.

The pressure on his gauges con-

tinued to rise. It should fall now
that the reaction had been switched
off, and the cylinder moved up the

tube. Pressure was building instead

and the cylinder was sliding incred-

ibly fast.

It was out of control. From where
they stood, they sav/ the ore carrier

fly high out of the tube, with a pop
that almost deafened them. It turned
once on the way up, spilling ore in

a vast cascading rumble, then swung
horizontally, falling athwart one of

the towers in its downward path.

The tower buckled and inclined,

breaking the fall of the cylinder, so

that it fell empty, with little damage,

and lay with the ruined tower hover-

ing over it, like a mother bending

over a fallen child.

It was impossible. Yet the memory
of Null’s leering face leaped into

his mind and with a mounting rage

Jon knew what had happened.

He whirled on Null. “I know why
things looked different in the gener-

ating chamber. You had been there

substituting the demgerous isotope

for the safe pne. I can prove that by
analyzing the blast gases.”

Nevins’ grin destroyed the last

vestige of Jon’s control.

“I won’t wait for the analysis,”

he flared. He lashed at Nevins in a

burst of atavistic savagery, felling

him with the blow and swarmed on
the fallen body, drawing Nevins’

arm into a bone cracking hold.

Nevins rumbled, “Don’t break that

arm. I’ll admit it. Of course I made
the substitution. Your lift would
have worked otherwise.”

J
ON RELEASED him and Null

rose to his feet, smiling, una-

bashed. He said softly, “I still say

you don’t understand these people.”

Jon whirled to Go-Vani. “You
heard his confession!”

Go-Vani’s tliought murmured, “A
most surprising fellow.”

Jon realized he was gaping. "A
most surprising fellow" That meant
Go-Vani did not blame. Null. That he

thought it a legitimate part of the

competition. As the anger rose again,

red and uncontrollable, he knew that

he was not being entirely fair to Go-

Vani. It was simply the lack wx emo-

tion the Mocs had. Their response

was to logic, to fact. The fact was
indisputable. The lift had failed. All

his forgotten arguments flared into
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his mind. By PLUTO! He’d give

them logic.

His voice was a cold driving wind,

the voice of a stranger, marshalling

facts and argument. When he had

finished he said, “There, sign with

whom you choose, I have been too

long among you.”

Go-Vani’s thought murmured, “An
eloquent argument 1”

Yet Jon was barely conscious of

his words. He was lost in the dis-

covery he had made about himself.

He had forgotten to be shy. In mo-

ments of great importance, this was
the solution, to feel strongly, and

forget to be shy.

He knew, too, with a certain knowl-

edge, that back on Terra, Dawn
Shane had wanted to be kissed, and

he knew how to let emotion conquer

shyness when they were together

again.

The thought of Go-Vani burst

blackly into the dream, “It is per-

haps unfortunate that such an ef-

fective argument should be wasted.

The truth is we decided between you
the first day you arrived. We de-

layed announcing it, because we

wished to study you, to learn more
of your odd reactions. We will deal

with many Terran men when the

port opens.”

Slowly, sickly, Jon lifted his eyes

to Null’s. There was a half smile of

triumph on Nevins’ lips. The thought

of Go-Vani continued.

“You may go now. Null Nevins.

We sign with Jon Dyke.”^

Jon knew his own face must mir-

ror Null’s amazement. Null whirled,

and left them then.

Go-Vani was watching Jon. “Why
are you so surprised, Terran? We
had to judge your firms by the re-

presentatives they sent. Our opinion

was rmanimous after that first meet-

ing. Nevins spoke of advancement,

glory, greatness. You spoke of es-

cape velocities, and calories, and fuel

weights.”

For an instant it was as though Go-

Vani had sighed, as though some
faint trace of regret tinged his

thought.

“Mr. Nevins was charming. He was
such an infinitely pleasing fellow.

What a pity that he was not a prac-

tical man.”

TMM
By Phelps

There has been a singular dearth of
gadgets for imitating the human voice.

In fact we can only recall one, the famed
“Voder” that was exhibited at the New
York World’s Fair and which was installed

in a robot. It did a crude imitation of the
human voice that left much to be desired
even though it was the most advanced
attempt even up to now.
The way the human vocal system works

is this: we move our lips and tongue in
such a way as to divide our vocal tract
into boxes or cavities, one the mouth, the
other the throat. Then our vocal chords
make sounds, soft sounds, wb.ich are
resonated or bounced back and forth until

they’re strong enough to come out loud and
clear.

A scientist at the Bell Telephone Labs
finally hit on the idea that the nearest
thing to these cavities which we call throats

and mouths, would be some sorts or cylin-

ders. He’d tried out the idea—and it

works.
The new machine will make all the

vowel sounds that a human throat and
mouth will and it’ll do the job reasonably
well. Of course it will be improved upon
now that the basic principles of sound
construction are understood.

Right now there isn’t any use for such
a machine. But there will be. The cyber-
neticists (guys who play around with
machines to duplicate human functions^ are
going to be ready eventually to harness the
nervous systems of people who are dumb,
to just such a mechanical voice box-system.

The tools are at hand. Perhaps the device
will find use in one of the devices scientists

are trying to make, a clever, complicated
mechanism which will read aloud to the
Mind!
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Weller had his own definltieii fer duty;

but there are times in a man's life when right

uneempromisingly tahes the wrong way 'round * .

.

IT, ‘Bull’, you can’t

I Ido it I Larry’s your broth-

er."

Ed ‘Bull’ Weller suddenly shot

erect, his shoulders hunched, his

eyes glowering, his brows, thick as

soot across the wide bridge of his

nose, meeting. Bull Weller was a

sight to see when he stood straight.

Six and a half feet tall, he weighed
in the neighborhood of two hundred
and fifty pounds, all of it bone and
muscle. Tom Berthold backed away
a couple of steps in alarnL Some-
times it didn’t take nmch for Bull

to use his fists on a man. Certainly

less than Berthold had said.

"I don't have a brother; I don’t

have friends; I don’t have anything

on my mind but duty! Get it? Duty!

I was told what to do and it’s my
duty to do it. That’s why they gave

me the ‘Star Queen\ Because Bull

Weller’s the kind of guy who gets

done what they want. And nobody
stands in his way. As for Larry, he
of all men, should know how I feeL

And since he acted the way he did

he’s going to be man enough to take

the consequences.”

“It’s broken bigger men than

Larry,” Berthold said, his shoulders

heaving in a faint shrug.

"He’ll have to chance it, then I”

Bull said. “And let me tell you

something, mister. Another riot like

the men put on the other night and

123
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I’ll restrict them to quarters for a

week, and you for a month. So keep

’em in line.”

Sheer anger blinded Berthold.

Otherwise he would never have per-

mitted himself to say what he did:

"Bull! Listen! You’ll go Venus-
mad if you don’t watch it. Larry’s a

good kid, and a smart one. He knows
what the score is out here . . . .

”

“Yeah! A dame. A green-haired

Venus dame from a kilo dive. So

he gets into a fight over her. And
kills a man. Why the dumb punk
could have wrecked the whole opera-

tion. Doesn’t he know I’m doing my
best to get these crazy baboons in

line and keep them there? I had to

pay out nine bottles of booze to the

headman because of that killing.

Lucky for Larry the guy was a

trouble-maker anyway. But Larry’ll

have to take the rap.”

Berthold’s lips tightened. He sa-

luted smartly and did an about-face

and stepped from the room. Weller

sank back into his chair with a sign

of intense weariness. His right hand
went toward the top drawer in a

subconscious desire. The bottle of

Venusian kilo reposed within. He
looked at his hand, eyes suddenly

wide, as if realizing the hand’s in-

tent, and shoved it into his pocket.

Kilo, that fragrant, easy-to-down

Venusian liquid. How smoothly it

went down, how swiftly the effects

took hold. It was against the law

to take it back to Earth. It was said

of the stuff that once a man drank
it he would kill to get hold of

more. .

.

“Damn this heat!” Weller mut-
tered and stepped to the window
overlooking the landing field. His
breath came faat as he looked to the

spot where the Star Queen lay

snuggly at anchor. “Aah, you beau-

ty,” he spoke aloud. "And guys like

Berthold want me to forget duty.

Why, that’s how I got you. That’s

why they gave you to me, to make
this trip. Because I have never failed

in my duty.” He sighed again and
moved to the opposite window. A
heavy frown settled over his brow
as he looked over the scene spread

before him. A vast pit, several miles

in diameter had been dug in the

earth. It was fairly shallow but would
grow in depth as the gigantic dig-

ging machines would settle into

their work. Immense lights, set on
portable carriers, made day out of

the night and showed thousands of

workers busy at their tasks. Weller

wiped the sweat which suddenly

poured from his forehead and slipped

an anti-heat capsule from his pocket

and swallowed it.

“Damn this heat!” he muttered

again. There was no need to look

at the room thermometer. It would

read between eighty-eight and nine-

ty. That was as low as they allowed

the air-conditioning to go. Lower
and the difference between the out-

side and inside temperatures would

prove too much. Men would ''sicken

of heat fatigue and would be useless

for weeks. The anti-heat capsules

did an effective job, replacing on the

instant all salts lost from the body,

and besides, supplying a store of

energy to it. The men were supposed

to take two capsules in a twelve-hour

period. The trouble wrsis the men
took one on arising and the other

some eight hours later, when they

went off duty. The energy in one of

the capsules allowed them a night

of fun they couldn’t take otherwise.

nPHE THOUGHT of fun brought

Larry to his brother’s mind. Bull

wondered what had gotten into his

brother. After all, Larry was a Sec-

ond-Commander, not some petty

Ensign, newly-commissioned. Fur-

thermore, Larry had gone through
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Air-Annapolie, the toughest school in

the world. Duty should be a part of

him, as the skin is, not something like

a suit of clothes, to be worn only for

some occasions.

He thought of the girl Larry had
fought over. Pretty enough. Maybe
stronger words would be better. Sen-

suous enough, provocative enough,

made for loving and ready for it,

Weller thought. But a kilo dive girL

What the belli Let the dames alone

until a man gets back. That way
there's no trouble.

He turned at the sudden knock at

the door. He roared for whoever was
on the other side to come in. His
eyes went wide, then narrowed into

speculative slits at sight of the tall,

almost nude man who stepped across

the threshold.

“Leepa! What do you want?”
Leepa brought his palms to his

eyes, his lips and then let his hands
fall limply to his sides, before re-

plying:

“Earthman! My children complain.

The work is too hard. They say they

are driven without letup, that they
do not have time even to eat

—

”

Weller placed his huge fists on
his hips and looked at the Ven-
usian for a long moment. This was
not new to him. Leepa was headman
of a very large tribe. He supplied all

the workmen on the project. The
trouble was, Weller thought, they

were Venusians. Lazy, undependable,
shiftless, without responsibility, the

men were a problem. But Leepa vras

their leader and when he told them
to work they did.

“Did I not tell you,” Weller ex-

plained in Leepa’s dialect, “that I

will need your men only until the

depth is reached where the machines
can take over?”

“Yea,” Leepa said, “the Earthman
did. But he did not say what that

depth is,"

That point, Weller realized, was
going to be hard to explain. For it

could be at fifty feet, five hundred
or five thousand. Only the Hagel
Counter could tell. Hagelium, the

most precious metal in all the Uni-

verse, was found only on Venus. The
genius of Earth’s scientists had in-

vented and manufactured the com-
plex and huge machines they would
use when the meUd would be found.

Machines which could in a single

operation, tear away all the base

metals, refine the Hagelium down
until it was in a pure state, and press

it into small bricks ready for pro-

cessing. Fine leaf would be pared

from those bricks and placed in the

barrels of the huge heat-rifles used

on air cruisers and destroyers. Hagel-

ium had proven to be the only metal

which would not melt under the

terrific heat given off in the firing

of the rifles.

And that was Weller’s job. To
bring back a ton of the metal. He
had three months in which to do the

job. A month had already gone by
and the Hagel counter had as yet

not showed any signs that the metal

was at hand.

“Do I not pay your men well?”

Weller said. “Nor do I complain

when one or more of them do not

come to work because they had too

much kilo the night before.”

“True. The Earthman speaks the

truth. He does not complain. He has

them lashed ten times for the first

offense, and fifty for each following.

But that is to be expected. It is the

matter of hours and food—

”

TI^ELLER suddenly smiled. Leepa^ had wetted his lips with his

tongue. 'The devil had come for

whiskey, and for nothing else. But
an excuse had to be used for the

interview. . .

.

Weller moved over to the desk;
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opened the lowest drawer on the left

and pulled two bottles of whiskey

from it. He handed them to the Ven-
usian and said

:

“Here. A gift. To show how much
the Earthman appreciates Leepa’s

good work in his behalf.*’

“The Earthman is kind,” Leepa
said, going through the ceremony of

the palms to the eyes, lips and sides.

Then he backed out.

Weller fell into the chair and
leaned back. And after a moment bis

hand went to the drawer where the

Kilo lay. And this time he did not

draw it back. The swallow he took

out of the gourd took half the con-

tents from it. It was so easy to

drink. And the feeling a man got

from it was so fine, so right ....

The guard saluted smartly, did a

right face and marched ahead of the

two senior officers of the Star

Queen. He opened the barred gate

to the pen, stepped back and did a

left fac6 and let his rifle come to

rest.

The slender man Who had been
standing pressed against the bars

stepped out and came to attention at

sight of Berthold and Bull Weller.

There was a ten-day growth of

beard on Larry Weller’s face, yet the

sensitive features seemed even more
so. Only the eyes were hard, blazing

in anger.

“All right, Larry,” his brother said.

“At ease. Now I hope this has taught

you a lesson. You can go back to

quarters and shave and dress up.

Take the afternoon off ; do what you
want. I won’t say anything. Just stay

away from the kilo joint!”

Larry saluted about faced and
started off. He had said nothing to

his brother. Suddenly he turned and
marched back to the two men. Once
more he came to attention.

“Sir,” he said to Bull. “I don’t

know what lesson 1 was supposed to

learn in that hell-hole. But I can tell

you what I learned. That a man can

get all twisted up, so badly he starts

to fall to pieces.”

“What did he mean by that, Tom?”
Weller asked as they started off on
their inspection of work progress at

the pit.

"Gets pretty hot in that com-
pound,” Berthold said. “Sun beating

down on that tin roof, and when it

rains, well, you know what a Ven-
usian rain’s like. . . . Guess Larry’s a

bit knocked out from ten days of it.”

“Oh, hell ! Let’s stop coddling

Larry. I know you like him. But
damn it ! He’s no child. Time he

learned responsibility. Now enough
of Larry and let’s get on with the

inspection. ...”

Berthold’s lined, middle-aged fea-

tures settled into lines of repressed

anger. Bull was getting harder and
harder to get along with. This job

v^as a tough one, Berthold admitted

to himself, but there was no reason

to take it out on everyone. This busi-

ness of inspection. . His lips thinned

in a sour grin. Damn! Nothing but

an excuse to watch the men get

lashed. . .

.

'^HE KILO joint was in full swing.

Star Queen were awaiting them
at the pit. It didn’t seem much
deeper, since Larry had been in»-

prisOTied, ten days before. Bull moved
away from Berthold, stood at the lip

of the huge excavation and looked

across to the far side. There was an

inscrutable look on bis face. He
turned abruptly, marched back to the

inspection line and in the company
of Berthold did his inspection. He
was more rigid than ever, this after-

noon. Anger blazed in many eyes

at the amount of punishment Bull

dealt out. But their real anger was

at the fact that Weller had called

ft>r an inspection in the afternoon^
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when the heat was almost intolerable

and sweating made it impossible to

present a neatness of appearance.

Inspection of the men over, Bull

went down into the lip where the

officer in charge was awaiting him.

Rank on rank of Venusian worker
squatted on the ground. Armed
guards patrolled the area, watchful

for trouble. The Venusians did not

carry arms. But most of them carried

a curved and sharp jungle knife. It

was as necessary to them as their

hands, and more useful.

The officer read from a list of

petty insubordinations and work
failures. And as the man’s number
was called Bull would issue a punish-

ment, so many lashes, so many days

in the laborers compound. Then the

punishment detail was called and the

first of the lashings began.

Berthold stood the whip of the

steel-tipped lash as long as he could

and asked to be excused. But Bull

Weller stayed to the very end. For
as the executive officer it was his

duty to remain and see to it punish-

ment was meeted out
He didn’t seem to notice the

bloody men lying on the ground be-

fore him in the punishment area.

But Bull’s nostrils were dilated and
tiny sparks lay deep in the brown
eyes. Damn natives, he thought as he
started back. Teach them to behave,

he would. And he was getting a bit

fed up on Leepa and his leeching.

How much of the damned whiskey
could he consume? Leepa had better

watch his step from now on or he

too would feel the steel-tipped

thongs.

He heard the barked orders to re-

turn. to work as he passed the last

of the guards and climbed back to

the surface. The men and officers

had broken ranks and were either

going off-duty or bn. Bull looked to-

ward Venustown in the growing

dusk, and felt a sudden urge for

something. Maybe a change of scene

might do him good, he thought. Get-
ting stale. Office and quarters, of-

fice and quarters. A man could go
bats that way. Maybe Berthold was
right.

Better go back and change to

civies. Wouldn’t do to see the exec,

officer in town in uniform. Bad im-

pression on the natives. . .

.

T^HE KILO joint was in full swing.
* The battered juke box of a pre-

vious century, the relic of one of the

early visits of a first freighter to

Venus, was grinding out a tune. Men
stood at the bar, three deep, natives

in loin clothes, sailors from the Star

Queen, in. fatigue shcwts, officers in

undress and kilo girls, the Venusian
equivalent of a bar hostess.

Bull Weller parted the beaded cur-

tains which served for a door and
passed over the threshold. His^pierc-

ing glance saw the table at which
Berthold and two other officers were;

seated; Bull stepped forward, shov-

ing his way through the dancers and
receiving dirty looks until they rec-

ognized him. Then they stopped

dancing for an instant and looked

at him in wonder. For this was the

first time the chief had ever been

seen in a. kilo joint.

One of the officers with Berthold

said something in an aside to him atid

Berthold looked quickly toward Bull.

He arose and waited his chief’s ar-

rival.

“Aah, sit down!” Bull growled.

“Just keep doing what you were. I

thought I’d get away from that

damned operation. The sight of the

pit was getting me down. At ease,

gentlemen, at ease
—

”

He looked at the small glasses in

which a green liquid, murky as tur-

gid waters, and heavy as oil, floated.

Kilo, He swallowed quickly and.
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turned away to look at the dancers.

“Drink, Ed?” Berthold ask^d.

“Kilo?” Weller asked in apparent

disinterest.

“Yeah. Kilo—”
“Nah. Tried it the first time I

was here. Can’t stomach the stuff.

I’ll order whiskey. At least it’s a

man’s drink.”

Weller turned to survey the danc-

ers again and found himself looking

into a pair of hazel eyes, slanted

and provoking. Tawney skin con-

trasted with hair green as jungle

grass. The girl wore a skimy halter

which only served to accent the

swelling breasts. A colored skirt,

worn at cm angle and cut off well

above the knees, showed her slender

curving legs and thighs in all their

sculptured perfection. She held a

glass of kilo in her left hand and

placed her right hand on the table

as she bent toward Bull.

He caught his breath at the sud-

den sight of the almost exposed
breasts.

“You do not remember Neela?”

she asked.

She spoke in English and fairly

well. Bull shook his head. “Why ? Am
I supposed to?” he grunted.

She laughed and bent even closer.

“Ha-ha! The Earthman jokes. ‘Ten

lashes!’ Neela remembers. It is hard

to forget ten lashes. And only be-

cause I was drinking with your

brother. But with you, bah! This is

for you!” The contents of the glass

spilled over the hairy chest and ran

down into the white fatigues Weller
wore.

But before the others could get

around the table Weller stopped them
with uplifted hand. There was a

wiae smile on the man’s lips. Only
Berthold guessed at the wild anger
which seethed beneath the surface.

“Yes,” Weller said. "Now I re-

member. You were the girl about

whom my brother fought and killed

a man. Yes. I had them give you ten

lashes. I see I made a mistake.

Should have had them give you
fifty—”

Her hand moved with lightning-

speed behind her. But before it could

bring out the slim blade concealed

in a scabbard at the waist in the

rear. Bull Weller had imprisoned the

small hand. He had to move swiftly

but fortunately he didn’t have the

table to contend with. He held the

hand prisoner, twisted behind her,

and grinned into her eyes. And sud-

denly Neela was moving sensuously

against him, straining her body to

his, pressing her breasts against the

hairy chest.

Weller went pale through the tan

and mouthing an oath, he shoved her

away. She went spinning onto the

floor to fall in a heap in a far cor-

ner. For an instant the tableaux held.

Then one of the other girls giggled

in laughter, another took it up and
then the room rocked with it.

Neela got to her feet and stepped

through the beaded curtains. And
what might have been trouble disap-

peared in laughter. . .

.

Weller was sweating through every

pore as be slid his chair cut and fell

into it. A girl came over for their

order and Weller said; “Kilo."

The others looked at him in

stunned silence.

“Damn!” Weller exploded. “I

meant whiskey. And the rougher the

better. Quick, damn you !”

The girl turned and scurried to

the bar.

“Native trash!” Weller said after

downing the whiskey neat. “I’ll be

damned glad when we get back. It’ll

be good to see an Earthwoman
again.”

"Here’s to it,” Berthold said, hold-

ing his glass up.
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"Hold it!” Weller said. "If it’s

toasts weTl be making, then let’s have

some bottles up here.”

OERTHOLD mumbled a good-night
^ and staggered toward his quar-

ters. Weller, sober though he had
consumed two quarts of whiskey,

watched the other depart, then

stepped into his own room. The in-

stant the door closed he knew he was
not alone. The light switch was head
high at his right hand. He flicked

it up, bent low and leaped to one

side.

Laughter trickled toward him as he
slowly straightened. Seated on his

bunk, the bottle of kilo cuddled
against her breast, sat Neela.

“What the hell are you doing

here?” he demanded. "And give me
that bottle!”

He snatched it from her fingers

and she laughed again at the expres-

sion on his face. “I thought you
miglit be lonesome,^’ she said light-

ly. “And it is always better to drink

kilo with someone you like. No?”
“No!” I don’t like you, for one

thing, and I don’t drink this slop

for another. So get out of here and
off the base before I have you
thrown into the laborer’s compound
for the night. Beat it!”

“You are foolish,” she said, as she

moved sinuously toward him. “Neela
knows. The look of kilo is already

in your eyes. And Neela is warm,
warmer than the dried-out Earth-

women she has seen from the tourist

ships.”

He took hold of her arm roughly,

started to drag her toward the door

and found that she had turned her-

self toward him and was pressed

against him now. The blood sudden-

ly was pounding in his veins and the

room was unbearably hot and the

fragrance of her was overwhelming.

He shook himself free and pulled

her to the door. The room was sud-

denly plunged into darkness as she

flipped the light switch down. And
though his hand was on the knob he
did not open it. Nor did he draw
away when she pulled him toward

the bunk. . .

.

Two more weeks passed. Two-
thirds of the allotted time had almost

gone. And still the Hagel counter

showed a blank. Bull Weller was
almost constantly on kilo, and the

girl, Neela, was an every night visi-

tor. More and more lashings were re-

sorted to, to keep the laborers on the

job. And Leepa was never sober any-

more.

Weller sat in his shorts and fin-

gered the message just handed him.

It was brief and to the point, just

like the others had been. It asked,

or rather demanded, to know what
was happening. He crushed the piece

of paper and hurled it in a corner

and sat and glowered. Then he pulled

the gourd of kilo from its receptacle

and dranlc the contents in a single

swallow.

It never failed to give him the lift

he needed. But now it worked in an-

other way, also. It deadened his

sharpness of action and thoug’nt,

made him a little lethargic. ..

.

The door opened and Berthold, in

the company of Larry Weller en-

tered. There was a worried look on
the second’s face. Larry’s sensitive

features seemed carved of marble, so

immobile were they.

“I—I was worried,” Berthold said.

“Why the hell don’t you knock?”
Bull snarled.

“I did, air,” Berthold flushed at

the words.

"You did? With what, tissue?”

“Sir,” Larry broke in. “You or-

dered punishment detail today,"

“Yeah ! Yeah. So I did. Well. Len
get on with it.”
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'T’HE NUMBER of those to be

disciplined was fantastic. The
slightest lack of effort was enough

to warrant ten lashes. Fifty were

common punishment and of late Bull

had raised the number for severe dis-

cipline to seventy-five. Almost with-

out exception the entire seamen body

of the Star Queen were on armed

duty as guards.

Their eyes mirrored resentment as

they watched his slovenly figure ap-

proach. But he had eyes only for

the whip in the hands of the disci-

plining officer. The list of offenders

and their deeds was long. And sud-

denly the heat made itself felt. An-
ger curled into open flame in Bull

Weller’s breast.

“Ta hell with it!” he suddenly

shouted. “Who’s next on the list?”

The officer read the next number
and an elderly native stepped for-

ward. Silence greeted his move. It

was obvious to all the others some-

thing was amiss. Only Bull Weller
could not sense it.

“So-o? Loafing on the job, eh?

Well. I’ll teach you, personally, why
you shouldn’t do it again. Give me
the lash. Ensign.”

The old man faced Bull, not a

sign of fear on his rather handsome
features.

“
’Tis not meet that such

as you should punish one as I,” the

old man said. “Punishment should
be given by small men.”

It was a rebuke which made the

faces of all those listening go red.

But Bull v(ras fingering the steel-

tipped whip with ill-repressed desire.

He was deaf to the old man’s words.
He knew only that he was going to

do the whipping today. . .

.

The old man held up until the

thirtieth stroke. Then he fell to the

ground, too spent to do more than
moan. Blood streamed from the gaunt
body in a crimson tide.

“Get up, damn youT’ Bull Weller

shouted in a wild frenzy. “I ain't

through !”

"You’ll kill him, you fool!” Bert-

hold suddenly stepped in front of

Weller. “Those natives’ll run amok
any second.”

Weller whirled, shot a chopping

right to Berthold’s jaw, and snarled,

“Arrest this man. Arrest him, I

say
—

”

Berthold recovered from the blow,

stood stiff and straight while the

Ensign approached. The side of his

jaw was already purpling.

“I’ll take it all the way to head-

quarters,” Berthold said softly.

“Maybe,” Weller said, suddenly

sobering. “And maybe not.” He
turned suddenly morose, as though
conscious of his fall from gracd. His
action had been uncalled for. Yet he
found it impossi'ole to retreat from
the position he had left himself in.

His was not a compromising nature.

“All right. Dismissed—

”

IJULL WELLER paced the room

with the frenzy of an animal.

The last of the kilo he possessed had

been used a few moments before. It

was too early for Neela to come. She
had, become his source of supply. To
hell with her, he decided of a sud-

den. She got it from the kilo joint

she worked at, anyway. He could get

it there, also. He searched his pock-

ets for money. Nothing. He remem-

bered then that he had given the last

of it to Neela for the purchase of

the last gourd of kilo.

So they’ll give it to me for noth-

ing. a good customer like me, he

thought. And if they don’t, I’ll just

take it, that’s all. And I’d like to see

the one’d stop Bull Weller....

Ordinary seamen passed him as he

hurried along. They grinned as he

passed, not even noticing their sloppy

salutes. Nor did he hear their sudden

talk about, “—Ki/o-happy Weller

—
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Weller had but one thought in mind,

the drug-like drink. . . .

The Ai7o-joint was alive and brim-

ming over with business. A freighter

had docked that morning . and the

merchant seamen were off duty. The
first place they had headed for was
the Ari/o-joint. V/eller swept aside

the tinkling beads and peered

through bloodshot eyes at the now-
familiar scene. Several of the men
were wrestling in play with some of

the serving girls. The noise was deaf-

ening with the shouts of men and
the squeal of women and the con-

stant grind of the ancient juke box.

Bull shouldered his way to the bar.

The native bartender came over, eyes

clouded in half-anger, half-fear.

"A bottle of kilo!” Bull grunted.

The native turned and took one
from the shelf and placed it in front

of Bull. Bull grabbed it, pried the

cork off and swallowed a full half

of it.

“—The money, please," the native

said.

“Money? Navy doesn’t need mon-
ey,” Bull said as he started to leave.

“Not me, anyway.”

“No? And who the hell are you?

And what navy you belong to?” a

thick-set man with truculent eyes

asked thickly as his heavy hand fell

on Bull’s shoulders. “Pay the man,

’fore I take it outa your hide.”

Weller placed the gourd carefully

on the bar, pivoted sharply and

swung. The blow knocked the other

in a heap. But he didn’t stay on the

floor long. Blood streamed from a

pulped mouth as the man lowered

his head and came in swinging with

both hands.

Bull took a couple of punches, sud-

denly bent and grabbed the other

about the waist and lifted him high,

hurled him across the rotxn. Silence

had fallen the instant the fight had

started. But as the sailor’s body went

sliding across the room, bowling
over a couple of drunken dancers in

its wake, bedlam broke loose. A half

dozen men rushed Bull, and at the

same time a general melee broke out.

Bull roared in sheer glee. A free-

for-all, something he hadn’t been in

for years was taking place. For the

first time all thoughts of kilo, all

thoughts of Neela left him. A fight,

the feel of flesh being smashed, of

men tumbling to the floor under the

sledge-hammer blows of his mighty
muscles, that was the life.

TTE LEAPED forward, swinging

with both hands, powerful

blows which knocked a man down to

stay. But he wasn’t the Bull Weller

of old. Kilo had taken its toll of him.

His sharpness was gone and even

some of the power. He swung with

his weight alone, now. It was enough
for a while. Then as more and more
men came to him, and he had to con-

tend with three and sometimes four

at a time, he found himself gasping

for breath, taking more punishment
than he was giving.

As usual, the natives stayed out

of the fight. It could mean a death

sentence to get caught in one. But
now, as if conscious of Bull Weller’s

weakness, some of them edged into

the fight. And their way of fighting

was with the razor-sharp jungle

knife.

But though Bull’s strength and
speed was not of old, his brain still

functioned with speed and clarity.

He realized he was going to get a

terrific shellacking. He had been
fighting in the open. Suddenly, he

lifted one of those trying to get in

at him and swung him as one swings

a club. The others fell beneath the

swinging body of the one in Bull’s

hands. Then Bull slung the man
across the floor and leaped for the

bar.
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Something tore at his side and

Bull swerved and kicked at the fig-

ure which had suddenly slid in at his

left. The native was lifted off the

floor by the kick and the jungle knife

fell from his nerveless fingers. Bull

scooped the blade up, reached the

bar and turned at bay.

"Come one, come all?" he gasped.

"This little toy’ll take the whole lot

of you—

”

He waved the weapon in front of

him in a threatening gesture. And
uw beads of red fly from it. Not till

then did he realize he was wounded.

He could feel the blood trickle from

the slit in the flesh. He knew it was
only a flesh wound. But he could not

take this bleeding for long. He
caught the flash of the thrown knife

in the nick of time and ducked. It

buried itself in the wood panelling

behind the bar. Another came his

way and this one almost did the job.

He barely ducked in time and as it

was felt the blade slice a nick out of

his ear lobe.

Help came from an unexpected

source. The stocky man who had
started the fight suddenly shouted:

"Get those native boys. They’re us-

ing stickers."

The room was cleared in a moment.
Bull leaned weakly against the bar,

the knife drooping from his fingers.

The stocky man stepped to his side,

a wide grin on the man’s mashed lips,

the blood still dripping in a steady

flow.

“You sure can hit, matey,’’ he said

grudgingly. “Too bad those natives

started throwing the stickers. We’d
have had one hell of a good time.

Say I You’re hurt I’’ he suddenly saw
the spreading stain on the under-

shirt.

“Huh?” Bull asked, trying to con-

centrate on what the other was say-

ing.

"Hell! You’re hurt. Better get you

back to your base. Lend a hand here,

mates."

Instantly, the same men Bull had
been battling were at his side, their

rough calloused hands tender as they

could make them as they lifted him
up and carried him out. It took four

of them to carry him the quarter

mile to the base.

"Thanks, men," Bull said as he

pulled himself free. "I can manage
from here on. I’ll send for the medi-

co—’’

They turned at the sudden open-

ing of the door. Bull felt the blood

leave him as he saw Neela, strug-

gling in the arms of a couple of sea-

men, come screaming and kicking

from his room. Behind her, pale and
determined, came Berthold. They
stopped at sight of the disheveled

and bloody Bull Weller.

"What goes here, Berthold?" Bull

demanded. "I put you under ar-

rest ....’’

“And I ordered him released,” said

a quiet voice from the doorway.

"Consider yourself under arrest. Cap-

tain Weller, until further time as the

case is brought to the proper author-

ities."

DULL HAD come erect at sight of

the gold braid on the man’s

sleeve. He had recognised him im-

mediately. Admiral Bryan, head of

the Air Arm of the Navy.

“May I ask what happened, sir?”

Bull asked in a low voice.

“Too many things," Bryan said.

“The work was not progressing sat-

isfactorily, we could not get a prop-

er answer as to why, reports were
coming in of your actions, and I

thought the importance of your task

demanded my personal investigation.

You knew the fleet of the invaders

from Star X would be here within

six months. The finding of Hagelium

was of the utmost importance. Yet
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you found time to consort with a

native girl, drink kilo, a forbidden

drink, until you could no longer

think straight, and the greatest

crime of ail, allow yourself to become

an accessory in the crime of sabotage.”

^Sabotage 1" Bull roared. “That’s

a lie!”

“No it isn’t,” Bryan replied. “Do
you know why the Hagel counter

never showed the presence of Hagel-

ium? Because the native girl tam-

pered with it while you were under

the influence of kilo—

”

“Neela! Not you,” Bull said.

She broke free and suddenly leaped

at Bull, spitting at him, her fingers

hooking at his face, tearing the skin

to bleeding ribbons. The guards

pulled her away while she screamed:

"Pig-Earthman. Killer of helpless

old men. Old fool, kilo-drunk. Aah!
How I fooled you—

”

Bull heard his brother’s voice as

from a long distance:

“I tried to tell you, Ed. But you
wouldn’t listen. Neela was Leepa’s

daughter. They tried to sabotage the

work from the beginning. I got wind
of it and tried to worm it out of the

girl but she caught on. There was a

fight and I had to kill the native.

You wouldn’t listen, you bull-headed

fool.”

Bull turned away from his broth-

er’s pitying eyes and mumbled

:

“I was only trying to do my duty.

I was only trying to do my duty.”

“Duty,” Admiral Bryan said slow-

ly, “is an elastic word and does not

bind all the time. You were blind to

the important things in your pur-

suit of duty. And so you failed, even

failed to maintain what you held the

most important thing. Look about

and see where your duty led. Sloppy

personnel, maintenance in disrepute,

discipline at a low ebb, and worse,

open sabotage. There is no excuse,

Weller.”

“I-I'm not try-trying to ex-ex-

cuse....” Bull Weller began and
slumped to the ground in a faint. . .

.

iiVUTHAT TIME is it, guard?”

Weller asked. He felt bet-

ter, refreshed, and no longer stiff.

The guard turned a worried face

toward the man on the bed.

“Huh?” he asked foolishly.

“What’s wrong?” Weller asked at

the worried look on the man’s face.

“Listen,” the guard said.

Weller stepped to the window be-

fore the guard was conscious of his

move. He saw and heard then what
was happening. The camp was being
attacked. Tiny flashes of orange

flame lit the night and showed where
the forces of the Star Queen and the

Admiral’s ship, The Missouri, were
fighting.

“How long’s this been going on?”
Weller asked.

“Since dark. They got to the gener-

ator and smashed it And the dirty

savages are like snakes. They sneak

in, cut with those damned slicers,

and run.”

Four days had gone by since they

had placed him under guard at the

make-shift hospital. The v'ound he

had suffered, healed quickly and
well by the end of the fourth day
and now Bull felt restless, anxious

to get out, at least for a walk. But
they had told him another day would
have to pass before he would be per-

mitted exercise. Now he peered

through the window at the strange

fight raging below. And suddenly he

made his mind up.

The guard fell like pole-axed steer

under the sledge-hammer blow Bull

shot to the side of his jaw. In an in-

stant the ray pistol in the guard’s

holster was in Weller’s hand and

seconds later he was slipping down
the quiet corridors.

The natives had picked their night
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for a fifjht. The clouds were thick

and heavy, and sweat poured from

Bull Weller in a constant stream as

he mads his way toward the fighting.

Bull guessed at the reason for the

battle. The giant machines had al-

ready started their v/ork and shortly

the Hagelium would lie siiuggly in

the hold of the Star Queen. It was
to the prevention of that which led

to the attack.

He stumbled over a body knelt at

its side and saw it was a sailor from
the Admiral’s ship. The man’s head

hung by a thread of bloody flesh.

Weller dropped on the instant. The
only way to make progress, he rea-

lized, was to crawl. The ground was
sopping wet and in a moment he was
not aware of ' physical discomfort.

He had to get to Berthold and Larry

!

Something moved to his right and
he froze. Again the something moved.
Then he saw it, a completely nude
native, jungle knife in hand, stealing

through the knee-high grass. The
native grunted once, sighed and died,

as Weller drove home the blade.

Once more Weller began to crawl

forward. He had the lay of the land

pretty well in mind. The Earthmen
were entrenched somewhere ahead.

Now and then he caught the flashes

of their ray pistols. His own was
tucked safely in the waistband of his

shorts. The knife he had taken from
the native when he fell on him was
in his right hand, ready for instant

use. At least it would be silent and
as efficient as the ray pistol.

TTE lost ^ack of time and place,

* only knew that he had to be
fairly close by now, as he crawled

along. Then he came to a rise and
peered over the edge of it. He
grinned widely when he saw that he
was but thirty yards from a group
of the Elarthmen. The grin faded

when he saw what lay between him

and the others. At least a hundred
of the natives were in the open, prone
on their bellies, waiting the chance
to slip in. . .

.

He knew he had to risk it. Rising

to his feet Bull bellowed

;

"Larry! Tom Berthold! It’s me.

Bull!’’

It was a chance in a hundred he

took that either Larry or Tom would
be among those belov/. But they

were. Their answering shout sent

him pounding across the grass,

straight toward the hidden natives.

He ran low, as if he were still play-

ing football for Air-Annapolis, the

knife held firmly in his hand.

Men rose from all sides and tried

to intercept him. Some reached him
only to fall beneath the slicing blow
of the sharp knife. But some man-
aged to get in blows of their own.

How it happened that none were se-

rious in nature was a miracle of

luck. And a greater one that Bull

won through. But in the excitement

of his sudden dash the natives had

lost their heads and had risen to their

feet. The ray pistol and rifle fire

cut them down in their tracks, the

instant Bull crossed over.

“Damn it !’’ Larry growled as he

embraced his brother. “The Admir-
al’ll have you executed for this.”

“Yeah. Yeah,’’ Bull, said gruffly.

“Later. Right now we got to beat

these guys. Where’s Tom?”
“Right here, you bull-headed ape,”

a voice spoke out of the darkness at

Weller’s side.

“Good! Fine. These our boys,

Tom?” Weller asked.

“Every one.”

“Mind if I take over?” Bull asked,

and without waiting began to issue

orders. Larry and Berthold gasped

at what Bull planned. Yet if it

worked the battle would be over in

short order. There was one hitch to

it, though.
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“—The trouble is,” Berthold ex-

plained. “They’re between us and the

ship
—

”

“So we fight our way in,” Bull said

calmly. “Just like that.”

“Just like that,” Larry Weller said

to himself. And marvelled as he al-

ways had in the past, at the daring of

his elder brother.

TT WAS hand-to-hand battle. Their

weapons were useless in the dark-

ness. More, they could not risk in-

discriminate firing for fear of hit-

ting a comrade. Men died and fell as

the two forces met. Bull shouted, his

voice clarion-loud, as he slugged and

stabbed at whatever naked shape

came in his path. Silently, but as

vicious and efficient, Larry and Tom
fought at his side. Time after time it

seemed they could not possibly win
through. And time after time Bull

Weller’s sheer guts paved the way
over a heap of dead bodies. The three

men were bleeding from many cuts

though none serious in nature, by
the time they reached the Star

Queen.

The hundred which had started to

the ship v/ere half that in number.

Eut they were enough for what Bull

planned. Within a matter of minutes

the land anchor was shipped and sec-

onds after, with Bull at the helm, and
Tom and Larry at the firing com-
mand posts, the Star Queen lifted

her spheroid shape into the air. Bull

whipped the ship back and forth

in slow runs to make sure he had
enough air speed, Uien gave the com-
mand for the execution of his plan.

Night turned into day as hundreds
of lights flashed their brilliance

from the belly of the ship. And as

the scene lighted and the shapes of

men were made plain, Tom and Larry

set their gun boards to work, firing

with small calibre heat guns. The
natives below melted before the rav-

aging flames and ran blindly to es-

cape the holocaust of fire from the

sky. And a lone figure stood erect,

his greying hair blowing in the

breeze, and his head tilted back.

“Whoever did that will get a doub-
le-promotion. On my word of hon-
or!” Admiral Bryan said.

« :(c 4:

ADMIRAL BRYAN looked at the

bandaged figure of Bull Weller and
shook his head wryly. The three.

Bull, Larry and Tom Berthold stood

at rigid attention before the Admiral.
The Star Queen was back at anchor
again.

“You have done a magnificent job,

Bull,” the Admiral said.

“Thank you, sir,” Weller replied.

“But despite your work I must, re-

gretfully, pass sentence on you. The
charges you face are serious, as well

you know. And since you were guilty

of them I am forced to do what must
be done. Ten years at hard labor,

Edward Weller, is the minimum I

must pass upon you.”

Bull Weller paled and gulped. He
knew the Naval law as well as the

man facing him. Bryan was right,

Weller thought. There was no way
out of it. . .

.

“Gentlemen,” Admiral Bryan sud-
denly was tense and low-voiced. "I

have been informed by the Admiralty,
that we are officially at war. The
fleet of the invaders from Star X has
been sighted. I was also notified by
Admiralty that the sabotage which
took place on Venus was inspired by
traitors who used the guise of tour-

ists. This I tell you in passing. The
important message, however, was the

notification of war.

“It is important to all of you in

many ways. By the authority vested

in me by my superiors, Thomas Bert-

hold is now a Captain of the Air Arm
of the United States Navy. And Law-
rence Weller, by that same author!-
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ty, a full Commander. As for you,

Edward Weller, I grant you full

pardon by that act of war, which en-

ables me to pardon prisoners who
warrant a pardon. Hell. We need

men like Bull Weller.

“How do you feel now. Rear Ad-
miral?”

“Rear Admiral?” Bull gasped.

“Yes. I promised the man a double-

promotion, who thought of using the

Star Queen. And although no one

heard me I felt duty bound to keep

that promise.”

“Duty bound— ?” Bull asked in a

low voice.

“Yes. And remember, duty is a

flexible thing Bull. Don’t use it as a

rod.”

“Not anymore. I’ll go to Tom and

Larry first,” Bull promised as the

four sat down to the game of poker

they had started earlier, before Bry-

an had received his message....

m PARADOX
^ By J-jpIbii Wesson

T»HE only field of science,” Ree
JL Parker said, waving his cigarette

like a baton, “which the physicists haven’t
touched—and never will—is time.”
John Wilson took another sip of his

drink.
"That’s a funny thing for you to say,”

he grinned, “especially when your old man
was one of the few physicists who ever
attempted to understand it.”

"He was on the wrong track,” Parker
said. “After his disappearance I went
through all his papers and while he talked
about time, he didn’t really say anything.”
“Are you sure? Maybe you simply didn’t

understand what he was trying to get at.”

“No,” Parker disagreed, “I’m sure I’m
capable of understanding as much math-
ematics as anyone else. Oh—before I for-
get—I wanted to tell you that I’ve invited
an acquaintance over tonight. I met him at
the University Club. He’s very interesting
and we talked a lot about the nature of
time. And incidentally, you can tell me
whether or not I’m going nuts. This guy

—

he calls himself Dr. Lensen—looks exactly
like father—v/ell, the resemblance at least

is uncanny. That’s what attracted me to

him in the first place. See what you think
of him. He talks a lot, but I don’t think
he says too much.”

Wilson laughed: “You’re a complete
skeptic, Reed. Maybe this guy really is

your father—remember you have no idea
of what happened to him.”
Parker laughed too: “Now you’re giving

me the needle. You know my pet argument.
I can’t see that anything can ever be done
about time—I always think of the ‘Grand-
father Paradox’—remember?”

“Yes, I know it by heart.” Wilson raised
his voice to a mocking tone. “Time-travel
is impossible, because a man could travel
back in time, inadvertently kill his grand-

father, and thus prevent himself from ever
having been born!”

"That’s what I mean,” Parker agreed,

“Past and future events can’t have such
a close link.”

The buzzer interrupted the conversation
and Parker left the room to return a
minute later with a stranger in his wake.
Wilson was shocked by the amazing resem-
blance of the man to Parker’s father.

After the introductions and the small
talk, the conversation soon directed itself

to the scientific problem of the nature of

time. Here Wilson repeated Parker’s
favorite paradox of the grandfather.
The grey-haired man shook his head:

“I’m afraid it won’t do,” he said quietly,

“it’s completely wrong. Time travel is possi-

ble.”

“I suppose you’ve traveled through time,”
Parker said, grinning.

“Yes,” the older man remarked matter-
of-factly, “I have, son.”

Parker went white and Wilson clenched
the arms of his chair.

"You’re joking, of course,” Wilson said,

“remember the paradox.”
“The paradox doesn’t exist,” the man

smiled, as if thinking aloud, “you see, there
is another and more important idea. The
time-traveler may in no way operate upon
future or past events. He may only
observe.

.

. . .Parker handed Wilson another drink.
“Gee—that was funny,” he said musingly.
“I had the damndest feeling as if I was
talking with someone...”

"Funny—is rightl” Wilson agreed. “I

had a crazy idea that someone was in this

room speaking with us.” He raised his

drink. “We’d better cut it out. We’re
spading too much time talking about time.
Bottoms up!”
“Bottoms up!” Parker echoed.
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^ By Sandy Miller if

The "CRYTAL” growers sounds like

something right out of science fiction,

but far from being so, it describes an amaz-
ing new scientific technique, partially
stemming from shortages brought about by
the last war. Quartz crystals, as everyone
knows, are an esnential part of radio and
radar apparatus. During the war the U.S.
got moat of its quartz from Brazil—as did
most of the Allies. But the Germans had no
access to this vital material.
A professor Nacker devised an ingenius

system of gi-owing quartz crystals, using
the same ideas which have been used in

growing other types of crystalline mate-
rials. Now our own Bell laboratories have
taken over and improved the method. It

means that no longer will we be dependant
upon foreign sources for this essential

component of modern radio, radar and TV
equipment.
A small cylindrical tube is filled with

a solution of sodium carbonate. The bottom

of the tube is covered with a layer of sili-

con dioxide—refined sand. The tube—it's

called a “bomb”—is sealed with a weld and
then kept in a furnace at a temperature ef
around three hundred degrees. Pjreviously,
suspended in the solution in the bomb is a
small “seed" cyrstal of quartz around
which the growth takes place. The crystal
in the bomb—its internal pressure around
fifteen thousand pounds per square inch

—

gradually takes form at a rate of about
several hundredths of an inch per day.
When the bomb is opened later, there is

found a beautiful symmetrical quartz crys-
tal more perfect than those found in na-
ture.

While the quartz crystals are important
in themselves, this new method, once an-
alyzed from a theoretical standpoint will

provide an interesting clue to the whole
nature of life—for crystals and living or-
ganisms are not far removed.

if By Bamsey Sin«‘lalr if

J
OE SKAGERAC squinted through the
violet len.ses into the flaming mouth of
the open-hearth furnace. He shook his

head as if to clear av/ay the keening throb
that wracked it. He gritted his teeth and
bent down, his brawny arms scooping up
shovel after shovel of vanadium alloy into
the open gate.

It seemed to him that the molten mon-
strous pool of metal devoured the material
like a ravenous animal. Joe wiped his fore-
head with a rag and leaned on his shovel.
The door closed and the fire went out of
his eyes.

“How’s it going, Joe?” Mr. Sellmiin
asked in a friendly tone. Nightly he made
tile rounds and the expected question got
the anticipated answer:

“Siie go all right. Mister Sellman, she
go all right,” Joe answered, gutturally.

“Fine,” boomed Sellman, “we’re putting
in six hundred pounds of manganese
tonight. Spread it good!”
“Yah, Mr. Sellman.”
When the concentrate came, the door slid

up and Joe bent to work again, powerful
back and arm muscles glittering with sweat
as he hurled load after load into tlie flaming
maw. As Joe gazed into the fire it seemed
alive. The mighty blasts of ravening gas
raced across the surface of the molten steel,

cooking it, converting it into the alloy it

would become. The shimmering surface of

metal seemed alive as gas bubbled through
it. The white hot fire-brick walls of the
furnace cast an incredibly intense light on
the inferno, and to Joe’s tortured eyes it

seemed as if the devils were in it.

Joe stood stock-still.

On top the flaming sea of metal stood
a figure. It was small and gnarled, twisted
and dwarf-like. Over its shoulder it carried

a pick and its long beard dragged at its

feet.

Joe shook his head. But the image didn’t
go away. It seemed to advance to the very
edge of the furnace door. Now Joe could
distinguish the warped and twisted smile

on its hideous little face. It raised an arm.
It beckoned.

Joe screamed shrilly. With a wild des-
perate gesture, he flung his shovel in the
furnace, tore off his goggles and ran
screaming down the long line of the open-
hearth.
“Too bad,” the doctor said later, “the

man’s as mad as a hatter. Kobalds! Where
did he ever pick np such mythology? Why
the man can hardly read!”
But nobody told the doctor that two days

later, the number Three furnace—Joe’s

furnace—-burst a section of lining and
spilled three hundred tons of molten steel

all over the cooking room floor—and took
two men with it . .

.
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Val fought the scum of eight planets to

carry out his job. The trouble was, he forgot

there were nine worlds in the solar system • • •

TH£ AERO-COUPE was parked
alongside the road with its

parking lights off. The rain
was pelting down and I was in a
hurry. But the road was bad at this

point and I was going slow. I caught
sight of the head which was suddenly
sticking out of Ae side window. It

was blonde.

“Please.” There was no fear in her
voice. Just urgency.

I braked down and slid out from
behind the wheel and moved slowly

toward Ae aero-coupe. She saw me
coming and after a second the door
opened and she stepped out. She was
wearing a nylon raincoat and was
hatless and her high-heeled shoes
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were not made for this kind of

weather. A man followed her. He
was young, fairly well set-up and

from the set of his jaw looking for

trouble.

“On your way, buddy," he said.

"He bothering you miss?” I said.

There was another in the car. I

heard his voice: "Get back in here,

Jack.”

But the first was close enough to

get a good look at me. His mouth
twisted wryly. He put his hand on

the girl and said: "Come on. You
don’t want to go with this.

.

I hit him. He might have gotten

up though it
.
was a solid punch. But

he only raised himself on an elbow

and stared at me. I'd been stared at

before.

I heard the door slam and turned
quickly. The girl was gone. There
was only one place she could luwe
gone to. Inside my car. ^e would
keep. I waited.

"I’ll take care of him,” the man in

the car said.

I said, "Thanks,” smiled and turn^
and went back to my car.

She said, "Mind if I smoke?”
I offered her a cigarette out of my

pack but she shook her head and
opening her purse took out a metal

case with a lighter attached. I

jerked slightly as she suddenly

threw light on my face from the

attached lighter.

“Am I the one?"

“I just wanted to see what you
looked like,” she said. There was a
smile in her voice. “Thanks for the

lift.”

“Were they bad?”

“Just nasty. They’re never danger-

ous. I dcwi’t scare easy.”

She snuggled down in the corner

furthest from me and looked at me.

I knew she was looking but my mind
was on other things. Heltown. And
Har Tarn. The rain lessened, slowed

to an intermittent sprinkle and by
the time we got to the suburbs of

Heltown stopped altogether.

“Any place I can drop you off?"

I asked.

She had been making her mind up.

“We were going out for a couple of

drinks. I’d still like some.”

I would have loved it, too. She was
tall, blonde, and the prettiest Venu-
sian I’d ever seen. Even the pale

green color added to her charm. But
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I had something to do tonight. Some-

tiling which had nothing to do with

blonde babes from Venus. Even pret-

ty ones ....

“Not tonight. But I’m available

for parties and such most any other

time. Suppose I look you up?"

“No I Tonight r
I jerked my head about. She was

making a face at me, her red mouth
screwed up in a pout, her hands

pounding at her bag in her lap.

“Tonight, tonight...” She kept

repeating.

I didn’t get it. One thing I knew.

I wasn’t going to listen to this all

night. We passed a taxi stand and I

braked down and came to a stop

along the curb. I shoved my hand

past her opened the door on her side

and said:

“I’ll be around. Be seeing you..."

Her eyes were wide. I guessed she

wasn’t used to being shoved around.

By no one. Particularly by an Earth-

man. Suddenly her lips were on

mine, her hand was pressing my leg

and she was gone. I looked down at

the spot her hand had pressed. A
white oblong of pasteboard lay on my
pant leg. I looked at it in the light of

the dash. There was nothing else but

a name on it. Melis Tarn . .

.

'T’HERE WAS a huge metal knock-

er on the door. I swung it against

the plate and a gong sounded from
behind the wooden panel. The door

swung open and light blossomed sud-

denly from hidden fixtures. A tall

thin man with lined gaunt features

stood before me. He held one hand on
the knob and there was something in

bis face which said he’d have loved

to slam the door in my face.

“Har Tam is expecting me," I said.

“The name is Val Vane.”

His voice was low: “Come In,

please.”

He left me sitting on an uphol-

stered metal sofa, facing one of those

obscure arty paintings the Venusian
monied crowd loved to have in their

homes. Tarn Hall was the biggest

place I’d ever been in, Earth or Ve-

nus. It looked like something a tele-

movie director had dreamed up but

couldn’t get because the budget

wasn’t large enough.

“Mr. Vane. .. A pleasure, sir.”

He was walking forward, hand out-

stretched, a smile on his dark green

face, his eyes carefully hidden be-

neath craggy brows and lowered

lids. “I am Har Tarn.”

I took his hand, squeezed it hard

and gave it back to him. He mo-
tioned for me to preceed him and

I walked toward the room the door

to which was being held open by
the tall servant. It was Tarn’s study

from the impression I got of it. A
lot of furniture none of it function-

al except the biggest damned desk

I’d ever seen. There was straight-

backed chair to the right of the

desk. Tarn gestured for me to take

it and seated himself at the desk.

Maybe the smile was permanent. I

didn’t know.

“I was told you were coming, Mr.
Vane. I am completely at your ser-

vice. In every way.”

“Fine!” I said. "Then we can get

right down to things. Somebody
stole something frmn you and you
want it back. Right?"

The smile wasn’t permanent. A
blunt-tipped finger made circles

around his full lips and his eyes

saw something just over my head.

He took his finger away from his

mouth and put it on the desk top

and continued to make circles with

it. “Ah. You use the direct approach,

I sec. I’m afraid it isn’t quite as

simple as that. Were it money in-

volved, well, then certainly the case
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would be in another category. But

this, this is something altogether

out of the ordinary.”

He was as smooth and vague as

the painting I’d been looking at in

the reception hall. "Let me be the

judge of that,” I said. "Just what
is involved?”

"Two sections of the master plan

for the newest atomic super-rifle.”

I’d read and heard of it. As much
as the newsheets would print and
the tele-audio would say. Not too

much. It was very hush-hush, 1

I gathered.

He went on : "The thought must oc-

cur to you why didn’t I go to the

proper authorities? A very personal

reason. There would have been an in-

vestigation by the government of Ter-

ra and whether or not the fault was
mine I would have been relieved of

my position. As director of the board

of Velanium Inc, I am the most pow-
erful man on Venus, and the rich-

est. As plain Har Tarn I’m just an-

other green man.”

There it was. Even in the biggest

of them. All you had to do was walk

on the street and you felt it on the.

air; hate the Earth and anyone part

of it. I couldn’t say I blamed them
too much. But I wasn’t here to judge.

I was here to solve a robbery. I asked

him for the particulars and got them.

The sections had been taken a week
ago. No new stealing during the past

week. From what he said I gathered

the thieves had this in mind. The
rifle was in the last stages of prep-

aration but could not be finished

without the missing sections. Tarn

had stalled Terra and could stall for

another week but more than that

would be impossible. There were but

two men who had anything to do

with the sections, one. Globus Jov;

and one, Heg Patta.

I got their addresses from Tarn,

shook hands with him again and was
ushered to the door.

OHE WAS sitting, curled up like^ a cat, her slanting yellow eyes

narrowly watching me. A small smile

was on her red lips. "I’m still in the

mood for a drink.”

I closed the door carefully, lit a

cigarette and blew smoke against the

windshield. "I don’t think your father

would like it.”

“My father doesn’t like anything

I do. But I do them just the same.”

I knew what she’d done. Taken a

cab and tailed me. Then she’d made
herself at home in my car and wait-

ed until I showed up. Rain sudden-

ly spattered against the windshield.

“You wouldn’t make me walk in

the rain, would you?” she asked.

“You were going to when I met
you.”

"Oh! Heg Patta wouldn’t have let

Jacka make me do that. He works

for my father. Jacka just had too

much to drink.”

I flicked the starting lever and the

engine purred into action. There was
enough room for a U turn and 1

headed back the way I’d come. It

was really coming down now . .

.

It was a rough joint she’d directed

me to. But I knew only a place like

this could get away with serving

whiskey on Venus. The stuff was pro-

hibited. But if a man wanted a drink

there was always a place sneaking it.

This was one of those places.

It lay in a shallow valley sur-

rounded by a growth of elle trees.

When we topped the rise just before

entering the valley I saw the glow of

furnaces a mile or so in the distance.

The vast plant of Velanium Inc. lay

in that direction. And to our right

a mile or so was Heltown.

We attracted about as muclr atten-

tion as another pair of flies at a
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garbage heap. A waiter with a patch

over one eye and a badly scarred

cheek showed us to a table along the

far wall. I looked about after order-

ing drinks. 1 always made it a rule

to spot an exit just in case there was
trouble. And women like Melis Tam
meant trouble, soon or late.

There were a dozen or so drinking-

girls; green-faced Venusians, Earth

girls, whose faces looked even paler

than usual beside their friends from

Venus, thick-bodied pop-eyed wom-
en from Mars and even a tiny two-

foot tall girl from Mercury. I saw

crewmen from the space freighters of

half the Universe. Lean, hungry-look-

ing men from Earth: ten-footers from
Mars, cruel-faced men; tiny, laugh-

ing men from Mercury and a hand-

ful from Saturn, stern-looking as the

three-headed Gods they worshipped.

And sitting about, always in the

company of their own kind, the hat-

ing green-faced Venusians,

"You’re not much fun," she said.

She was pouting again.

I smiled.

"That’s better! You have a nice

smile. What’s your name?"
1 told her.

“Nice... Val Vane,” she repeated

it again: "Val Vane. And what does

Val Vane do?"

I told her.

Her eyes went wide in excitement

and her lips made an O shape. "A
private detective! I’ve never met one

before."

"Well," I said. “If you’d have come
in you would have met me formally.

Fm working on something for your
father."

Her eyes narrowed, almost closed.

"You don’t know my father,” she

said. “What sort of work are you
doing for him?"

But I wasn’t looking at her. I’d

eaught sight of a couple of men who

had just come in. They were Heg
Patta and Jacka. She followed the

direction of my glance and I heard

her breath come out in a deep sigh.

TT WAS JACKA who spotted us.

He whispered something in an

aside to his friend. Patta kept shak-

ing his head to what the other was

saying. Then Jacka slapped ‘ the

other’s shoulder and moved in a

lurching walk toward us.

There was a purple bruise along-

side his chin. It didn’t fit well with

his green complexion. He was quite

drunk.

“You gotta lot of nerve cornin’ here

with this man !” he growled at Melis.

I figured she’d be trouble, and this

looked like it. Jacka was just drunk

enough not to give a damn what he

was saying. I could hit him again.

But he might have friends here . .

.

“I’ll take him away, Melis,” Patta

was suddenly at our table. He
grabbed the other by an arm and said,

“All right, Jacka. Let’s get along."

"Why don’t you prop him up some-

where and come back and join us?"

Melis asked. “Another drink or

two. .

.”

Patta gave her a look out of the

corner of his eye. His lower lip fold-

ed over his upper and he shook his

head slightly. He had sleepy eyes and
a thin, hooked nose, and his hair was

a dark shade of brown in contrast

to the other Venusians whose hair

was some shade of gold.

We’d finished our third round of

drinks by the time Patta came back.

Jacka was asleep, his head on the

bar. I ordered another round of

drinks.

“Mr. Vane is a private detective,”

Melis opened the ball. “He's working

for my father.”

“Yes,” I said. “Someone stole some
valuable papers. I was hired to get
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tliem back. Know anything about

that, Patta?”

He gave me a sleepy look, then

looked away. “Why should I know
anything about them?”

“They were in your charge.”

"Tarn gave you the wrong infor-

mation. They were in Jov’s keeping.”

“Then why did he say you had
something to do with it?” I asked.

“Maybe he doesn’t like me? Or
the fact that I and his daughter are

friendly?”

1 rolled the stem of the glass be-

tween my fingers. There was a film

of whiskey at the bottom of it. I

could ask some more questions, and

would probably get some ntore of the

same answers. Light flickered and 1

looked up in time to see Melis light

a cigarette from her lighter. Her
fingers were quivering. She saw me
looking at her and gave me a crook-

mouthed grin.

"Time to shove off, Melis,” I said,

as I got to my feet.

“No more questions?” Patta asked.

"Nope! Be seeing you. Coming,
Melis?”

She didn’t want to. But she said

yes. I drove her to a taxi stand and
let her out .

.

T HAD A reservation at the largest

hotel in Heltown. I had made cer-

tain to get a room high up and fac-

ing a court. Aero-cars could hover

at window level while someone
opened the window. It was hard to

maneuver in a court area.

I parked the car in the hotel lot,

took the elevator to the lobby and
picked up my reservation and key.

As I started to turn from the desk

the clerk said:

“Mr. Vane. A message for you, sir.”

It was from Tarn. He wanted me
i to come to his office in the morning. .

.

It was just another hotel room. I

threw the hop a ct^n, yawned and
tossed my bag on the bed and opened
it. My special .104 explosive Colt lay

under my pajamas. I put it under my
pillow after I got into my bed
clothes and turned out the light.

I stayed awake for some time ro*

viewing what had happened. There
were some things I knew, some I

didn’t and some I suspected. The pat-

tern was taking shape, but Aere were
still some pieces missing. One of

them I would have seen during the

evening had it not been for Melis
Tarn. On the other hand I wouldn’t

have talked to Heg Patta. Not that

he’d told me anything. Still I hadn’t

fished too badly considering there

hadn’t been any bait on the book.

I was swimming in a murky pond.

I wasn’t alone. All about me were
other fish, all with green bodies and
yellow eyes and long brown hair.

They kept saying, as they passed me,
“No bait on the hook. No bait on the

hook.” Then a tall, blonde fish swam
by. She had a red mouth and the kind
of body fish dream about. She kept

trying to light a cigarette from a

.104 explosive Colt...

I guess it was the sound of my
laughter that woke me up. There was
a sticky-sweet smell in the room. The
whiskey in my belly wanted to

come up. I could see but not clear-

ly. The walls were dancing and I

wanted to close my eyes. Then there

was the sound of glass breaking and
I was hanging over the ledge of tbe

window gulping mr. Tbe pillow land-

ed with a dull thud somewhere be-

low.

I got the shakes after a while and
sat cm my bed until I regained con-

trol of myself. Someone had opened

a canister of cyanachloride in the

rocHiL Another few seconds and Val
Vane would have been just a memory.
I managed to stagger to the wall and
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fouiMl the light switch.

There it was just inside the door. It

was empty. And the door was off the

latch. I thought fast. Maybe I had

better see this Globus Jov tonight. ..

I stuck my head under the cold

water tap and let it go full force. I

felt better after a few seconds. I put

on my clothes, stuck the .104 in a

spring holster on my hip and left

the room. A few minutes later I was
riding the now silent streets of Hel-

: town on my way to Jov’s. ..

TJE lived in a ten-story co-op

in the center of town. There
was an automatic elevator and I took

it to the seventh floor where Joy
had room 753. I made sure the gun
was ready for use, then knocked at

the door. He was a sound sleeper. I

didn’t want to wake the entire floor

so I shook the knob. It twisted in my
fingers. I walked in. All the lights

were on.

Jov was a silent sleeper all right.

He was sleeping the sleep from which
no one wakes. Smneone had planted

a sticker at the base of his skull.

The tip of it was sticking out an
inch or so past his lips. I knelt at

his side making sure I was away
from the huge pool of blood he was
the center of and looked at him. He
had been on the fat side but had lost

so much blood he looked like an
emptied sack. His features were com-
posed as the room. I walked to the

tele-audio phone and rang the dis-

trict offibe.

A Lieutenant Saunders was the

head of the detail. He was a long

drink of vinegar with a face to match.

He kept complaining about being

stuck out here in the space-sticks.

“.
.

.

Ought to kill the whole damned
lot of them!” he growled. "Well,
Greyson?”

Greyson was the sergeant He was

the quiet kind but I was willing to

bet Saunders made most of his pinch-

es on Greyson’s fingering.

"The knife is the kind Martian

freight flyers use. Just about every

one of them will carry one like this.

No prints. There were two of them
who came... three empty glasses on

the table in the kitchen and the

whiskey bottle half dead. A pretty

clean job. Lieutenant... ”

"Oh, fine! You mean it looks like

it could be an unsolved mystery?

What the hell will the main office

say? They like things nice and neat.

You’d think we were wrappers at a

store." .

"Look, Saunders," I said. "I haven’t

had any sleep. Or food. It’s six in the

morning. Mind if I blow?”

He hated to say yes but he had
nothing to grab me on. Had I been a

Venusian private cop he’d have

pulled me in. I was thankful I wasn’t.

He told me be sure and stick around.

I said I would and beat it.

V * *

There was a tele-audio phone
pay station in the co-op. I called

the boss at his place. When the frame

lighted up I saw I had got him out

of bed. He looked pouchy under the

eyes and droopy in the mouth. I sup-

pose I looked the same to him. I gave

him a quick going-over on what had
happened, asked him to get some in-

formation for me and said I’d wait

for his return call. He was no long-

er sleepy when the light went off.

He called back in ten minutes. If

nothing else the boss had connet-

tions. The right ones in the right

places. I got what I wanted.

Venusian barbers are the best in

the Universe. I walked in to this all-

night place looking and feeling like

a space-bum, and walked out a new
man. Breakfast in a nearby restaurant

and I was ready for anything. Har
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Tarn, for Instance,

The sky had developed another

leak and I was pretty wet by the

time I reached my car. I slid in be-

hind the wheel, reached to close the

far door and left my hand in mid-
air. The door had opened and a

stranger was sliding into the seat. I

had no objections. Not with that

deadly snub-nosed heat gun pointing

at my middle.

"Anyplace I can drop you off?” I

asked.

He was the quiet kind. He and Ser-

geant Greyson would have gotten

along well together. He motioned
with head and gun for me to get

going. I got. He shifted the gun to

his right hand and gave me a quick

frisk with his left. I hated to see

the .104 change hands. 1 knew I was
going to miss it.

“Want me to just drive around or

do we go somewhere?” I asked just

to make talk.

He gave me directions. We pulled

up before a warehouse in a rough

neighborhood. He was right behind

me when I slid out from behind the

wheel. 1 caught a glimpse of silver-

clouds just as they parted to let the

shafts of sunlight tlurough. I had an
idea the silver lining wasn’t for me.

His left hand was in his jacket pock-

et. The heat gun made a noticeable

bulge. He shook bis head straight

ahead and I followed orders.

'^HE BIG guy sitting on the crate

was a Martian, the other three,

Venus boys. I’d never seen any of

them before.

“You get around too much,” the

Martian said. “We’re going to make
you stand still for a while. Under-
stand ?”

I understood. But why should I

tell him? I shrugged my shoulders.

It was a brave gesture. I didn’t make
the same mistake after I picked my-

self up off the floor. The guy be-

hind nae had slugged me with the

404.

They stood around
^
and watched

me get to my feet. This time the

whiskey came up, and the breakfast

with it.

"Who did you call?” the Martian
asked.

I spat the nastiness from my
mouth, cleared my throat and said:

"A friend.”

The Martian looked past me and I

said quickly, “Har Tarn.”

They hadn’t expected that.

“There was a message telling me
to call this morning. It’s still in my
coat pocket,” I went on.

I felt fingers at my pocket and
saw the Martian nod at what the man
behind me did. I gripped myself,

expecting another knock on the head,

but it didn’t come.

“What did he want?”
JVhat the hell, I thought. Any

answer will do. If they’re going to

knock you. of/ they’re going to. “He
wanted to know if I saw Heg Patta

or Globus Jov. 1 told him I’d seen

both but that only Patta could talk.”

'ITie Martian stared at me with bis

cold eyes and I felt a shiver dance
along my spine. I happened to look

down at his wrist smd saw something
Saunders should know. His knife

scabbard was empty. Abruptly he
slapped a fist into a palm.

"I think they’re trying to double-

cross us,” the Martian said. Then

:

“You let your hate get too big. We
let ours siimner below the surface

but the fire never dies out. He knows
he can’t do it without us. There are

no Venusian space ships...”

The chill went into my belly. I

suddeidy remembered what the boss

had said.

“Take him out and dump him
somewhere!” the Martian Bind,
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I started to pivot. Too late. There

were no fishes, no blondes in the

pool of ink I fell into...
* 4:

The bouncing of the car brought

me out of it. For a couple of seconds

I wanted to go back to the place

from where I’d come. I felt nothing

there.

There was a pair of feet pressing

at my ribs, and another pair on my
legs. My head ached and my ribs

were sore. A voice floated back to

us from the front seat:

“No traffic on this road. Dump him
here. . .

?”

“Might as well. Give me your gun,

Miko.”

“Better not Too much noise.”

“Yeah. Well, we can do it in other

ways ...”

1 heaved a small sigh of relief. 1

had an idea what, “other ways’*

meant, but at least I’d have a chance

for a fight The car ground to a halt

and the front door opened.

"... I’ll give you a hand ...”

I felt fingers take hold of my legs

and after a moment, with the aid of

the two in the rear, ^ man out-

side dragged me out. I was lying

face down. I opened one eye, saw a

leg at my side and went into action.

The man’s head hit the side of the

car with a satisfying thud.

One, I counted to myself as I got

to my feet. One of the two in the

Tear seat was coming out of the

door. I helped him out by grabbing
his coat collar and jerking him for-

ward. My knee got him full in the

face and I felt bones crunch in his

nose. Two. .

.

Sheer luck saved me. My foot

slipped on the running board. The
boomii^ sound of a heat gun going
off deafened, me for a second. And
die blast of beat singed the wool on
n^ left sleeve. There is one thing

about firing a heat gun. They’ve got

an awful kick and a man has to be

set for it. The guy in the back seat

wasn’t. The kick had knocked him
off-balance.

I slapped his wrist with the side

of my palm and the gun dropped to

the floor. I didn’t give him a chance

to get it. His eyes went wide before

they rolled up. I hit him a straight

jab full in the throat and he gagged.

He went out the second time I hit

him. I shoved him out the door on

his side, grabbed up the heat gun and
rolled over the back of the seat into

the driver’s side. And I was speeding

away before the first man got to his

feet. . .

.

BOSS wasn’t in when I called

^ him from the edge of town. But
the people I called afterward, were.

Then I called Har Tarn.

“...Vane?” His voice was still

smooth. “Good! Glad you called. I’d

like for you to come to the house to-

night. . . About ten? I think I’ll have

something interesting to tell you ...”

I made a date, btmg up and grabbed

a cruising cab. I didn’t want any
part of the car I’d taken. The cab

driver knew of a hotel close by. I was
dead for lack of sleep and my head

hurt from the banging K got. But
my tUw no longer ached.

I left a call for seven after figur-

ing how long a time I’d need.

It was dark and raining again when
I hailed a cab. The driver drove me
to a car-rental place. This time I

rented an aero-car. It was a different

agency fr<nn that which had rented

the other car to me. I took off

smoothly, circled to get my bearings

and set the gyro on the course. Ten
mtautes later I was flying over the

^>acious grounds of Har Tarn’s es-

tate, and shortly after the huge home
he lived in was a darker blot below.
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I landed a hundred yards from the

house and walked to the house.

The same servant answered the

banging of the knocker.

He ushered me into the study and
said: “My master will be in shortly.

Would you care for something to

drink?”

I said no and folded my hands

across my belly and waited Tarn’s

arrival. He came in shortly after-

ward, shook hands with a quick

grasp and went around behind the

desk and sat down. He seemed
pleased with himself. At least that

was the way I read the smile on his

,
lips.

“Vane, I said I had something in-

teresting to tell you. Well, I have.

The stolen sections were returned

to me last night. A man came to the

door, Huno answered and the strang-

er thrust a package into his hand
and ran off to a parked car in the

driveway. The missing sections were

in the package.”

“Which means what?” I asked.

“That it all turned out well. I have

the sections and the case is over for

you. I will send a check in the morn-

ing...”

“Swell,” I said. “Glad to hear it.

There’s something maybe you don’t

know.”

The smile was still there but it

was forced. “Something I should

know? What?”
“Globus Jot was killed last night”

“No-or
“Yes. By a Martian dagger.”

He said, “How terrible I Do they

know Tdio did it?”

I said, “A Martian.”

*But why?”
“Because he was no longer useful.

He’d given the plans to the Martian.

'*^%cy didn’t need Jot anymore.”
T—I don’t understand...”

Of course you doL matter ai

147

double-double-cross. There were only

three men who had access to the sec-

tions ...”

“Three?”

“Yes. Jov, Patta, and yourself. Pat-

ta stole the plans, Jov found out,

figured he’d be blamed anyway,

and. .

.”

Tarn’s mouth was hanging open

and his eyes were wide and staring.

“.
. .Came to you. He’d said he’d go

to the authorities but you stopped

him. You said you’d get a private in-

vestigator, use an Earth agency; that

way no Venusian would get wise.

That satisfied Jov. All he wanted
was to be in the clear.”

“Vane! I think you’ve gone mad!”

'^HIS TIME I smiled. Some of

what I’d said was pure guesswork.

Jov was dead, after all. But I was
pretty sure. “Yeah! I’m mad, all

right. Not in the way you think. But
let me go on. You got panicky

and called Patta and told him what
had happened. That was where the

double-double cross came in. The
easy way. Tell the Martian Jov had
the plans. I think it was done this

way. Patta copied the plans and gave

Jov the original set. Jov wouldn't be

fooled by duplicates. I think Jov was
weak. At any rate be was talked into

dealing with the Martian. So Jov died

last night.

“But Patta still had the set of

duplicates. They were the last of the

complete set. Now Venus could make
the super-atomic rifle. And attack

Terra! Venus could get revenge for

the beating Terra had given her. But
without ships Venus couldn’t fight

except in defense. So Patta made a
deal with the Martian. He’d give him
the set of duplicates if Mars would
furnish the space ships. Damn I You
guys are suckers!”

“I said I thought you were mad
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and I think so more than ever now,”

Tarn said. He was making the famil-

iar circles around his lips again.

“Why should Patta do that?”

“I made a call yesterday,” I said

“It takes two years to draw up a

complete set of plans. It takes six

months to build the rifle. That’s what
I was told. Patta wanted you to hold

off as long as possible, then tell Ter-

ra the plans had been stolen. You
agreed, then got cold feet and called

our agency in. You figpired if we got

hold of Jov and Patta and maybe the

plans before the Martian got them it

would put you in the clear. Maybe
mcike you a hero. As you said, T am
the most powerful and richest man
on Venus. . But only by sufferance

of Terra. You were satisfied to let

it remain that way ...”

“Excellent !”

My hand sneaked toward my hip.

“Come, now, Vane,” the voice said.

“You don’t think I’d let you pull a

gun, do you?”

I lifted both hands high. Tarn had
turned a sickly shade of green. He
was staring past me toward the door.

“Melis!” he groaned.

I turned. Patta, Jacka and Melis

were coming into the room. Melis

closed the door behind her.

“Get his gun, Jacka,” Patta said.

“Mind if I get my hands down?” I

asked.

“Of course,” Patta said. “As I said

before, excellent! I’m curious, how-
ever. How did you catch on?”’

Jack was putting the gun in his hip

pocket. He had me covered with his

own. He looked like he would love

to use it on me. Patta slid a chair

over for Melis and used the rounded

corner on the desk as a stool. He
faced me.

“Well. .. ?” he urged.

“It wasn’t too hard. Melis must
have heard her father call the agency.

She contacted you and you met me.

There’s only the one road leading

into Heltown. I had to use it. So you
waited.”

“But how did you know?”

T SMILED. I was stalling for time.

“First, you were using an aero-

coupe not a car. Second, Melis’ hair

was dry but her raincoat was wet. She

must have been standing at the curve

just before where you were parked

and when she saw my headlights she

wanted to make sure I was the one,

so she tailed me to the house and

waited outside. Fourth, she’s your

wife !”

Patta clapped his hands. "Wonder-
ful I How did you know she’s my
wife?”

“She lit her cigarette and I saw the

faded spot on her finger where the

marriage band usually fitted. She was
afraid for you when I was question-

ing you and her hands were trem-

bling.”

He shook his head in admiration.

I went on: “You even told her to

kiss me and leave her personal card.

You knew it would set me off on an-

other tangent. Or at least you hoped

it would. Melis was prepared to go all

the way, so long as you were in the

clear.”

He sighed. “It’s a shame we have

to kill you. Vane. But you knot/ too

much.”

“I even know Jacka wasn’t drunk

last night. He followed me to the

hotel where I’d made a reservation. It

was easy enough. It was raining again

and there -wasn’t much traffic. He
parked the aero-coupe checked at the

desk for my room num'oer and let

himself in. He set off the canister of

cyanachloride and beat it. Of course

you knew you’d failed when the Mar-

tian’s boys spotted me at Jov’s place.”

“Complete. To die last detail.
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Enough to grt us all hung higher

than Tam Hall’s masthead. A pity

you won’t be able to use it. All right,

Jacka.

.

“Wait!" Har Tarn said hoarsely.

‘‘You—you can’t kill him here.”

“We don’t intend to. He has an
aero-coupe parked on the lawn. Jacka
and I will take him for a flight. He’ll

have an accident and fall.”

I could see the look of relief in

Tarn’s face.

“And from now on I’m running

Velanium Inc.,” Patta went on. “Un-
derstand ?”

“My dear boy. Of course. Anything
you say."

He was a frightened old man.

“Let’s go, Jacka,” Patta gave the

signal.

They forgot one thing. Me. They
must have thought me crazy to think

I’d hold still. Melis was in the chair.

She was closest to me. I got to her

before Jacka or Patta even thought

what I intended. I had my arms
around her and was moving sidewa)rs

so that she was constantly in the line

of fire. Jacka moved away from the

door and let me at it. I kept her close

to me as I opened it with one hand.

I stepped back into the clear. One
foot, two, and I was where I could

kick the door closed.

The shuffling of feet behind me
warned me in time., I whirled with

the girl. She gasped as the long

blade went into her breast and sagged

limply in my arms. 1 dropped her and
hit Huno with a chopping right,

knocking him to one side. Then 1

was sprinting for the door.

Shots exploded behind me. Some-
thing whacked my shoulder and sent

me spinning. The door was a yard or

two away and another shot got me a
flesh wound in the side. Then the

door burst inward, men in uniform
piled in, there was a lot of shooting,

most of it I didn’t hear because 1

went down and hit my head on the

edge of the door . .

.

* *

“...THOSE we didn’t get at that

fly-joint,” Greyson said, “we got at

the space port. 'Tbe Martian had the

plans on him. Ba4i sets. Guess we
came here in time."

“But how did you know I was
here?” I asked. They’d set me up on
a sofa and Greyson was with me
while an ambulance and doctor were
on their way.

“Your car was still in front of the

warehouse where they took you. I

figured you would rent another.

There are only three agencies in

town.”

Smart boy, that Greyson, I thought.

“And the girl. . .
?”

He shook his head.

It was funny, I thought as they

rolled me into the ambulance. They
all wanted the easy way. And tbe

easy way was always the hardest . .

.

A: ISy *5sane Liuriie ^
Because a group of American and

Australian scientists recently returned

from tlie wild country of northern Austra-
lia, it is no longer such a mysterious place.
They brought back with them 350 birds
and 4S0 animals and more than 10,000 fish,
most of them previously unknown to
naturalists. In addition to the wild life, the
scientists studied the natives. This wild
north country, called Arnhem Land, is the
home oi aborigines who live just as their

ancc.stors did many centuries ago. Many
of the aborigines helped the exploring
party. The women and children helped col-

lect birds and insects and small animals,
while the men of the tribe acted as guides
through tile dense bush country. One of
the most interesting discoveries of the trip
was a hatchet used during the Stone Ag«.
This was the first time a hatchet of that
era—100,000 B.C. to 4000 B.C.—^has ever
been unearthed.



IT MUST HAVE BEEN GOOD I

Sirs:

Allah be praised! I have just finish^
"The Usurpers” by Geoff St. Keynard in

the January issue and would like to say
that it is super science-fiction—a classical

classic—and every word of it a 100%
masterpiece.
Top on my list of favorite stories in

FA and AS used to be Alex Blade’s “The
Brain”. Alex will have to be content with
second place since the coming of "The
Usurpers”!
The other stories in the issue were so

far overshadowed by Geoff St. Reynard
that I won’t even comment on them.

I see you are finally giving us some
bright, colorful covers, as of the past two
issues. Swell. —And here’s to the coming
issues!

Jerry Gopher
4763 Guppies PI.

St. Louis 13, Mo.

Vour enthusiasm is contagious, Jerry,

and well founded. The St Reynard story
was tops for our money too EcZ,

THE BEST IN THREE YEARS
Sirs:

I am unmistakably irked, peeved, and
disappointed. My usual p<dished epistle was
missing from the January issue of FA.
Now I ask you, is that fair? But having
the utmost faith and confidence in your
kind soul, I maintain that this little item
mil make its appearance. It should, any-
way—^what’s the Reader’s Page coming to

with 76% of it taken over by Paul of
Ganley’s letters!

But now for the current issue. The
January FA, believe it or not, has been
the best in about three years. And upon
reviewing this month’s offerings I was not
rally surprised, but remarkably pleased.
Being a veteran of some 10 years of science-
fantasy reading, my comment is not based
on my opinion of one or two stories only

—

but the whole issue!
One reason may have been that there

was a great deal of variety in the story
matter offered. Another may have been
the authors themselves : St. Reynard,
Francis, Recour, Livingston, Browning,
and—of all people, IJte deCourcys. I won't

go into detail commenting on any story in
particular, because that would be only
superfluous. Let’s just say

—

more, please!
Before closing I wish to state that

membership is open to all fantasy fans
in the SGIENGE-FANTASY SOCIETY.
(Formerly known as the Science Fantasy
Correspondence Trading Club.) We wish
to ,gather together a good and strong
following of those who are interested in
all aspects of matters related to stfantasy
literature. Members can take part in a
variety of activities, from bartering on
back number copies of all stf pubs, to
writing articles and letters for our several
publications. So why not join up, fans?

Calvin Thomas Beck
Hotel Flanders
135 West 47th St.

New York 19, N.Y.

Gosh, Cal, all those nice things you said
about the January issue have just about
left us speechless with delight. So why say
any more except—thanks! Ed.

GEOFF’S MECHANICAL BRAIN
Sirs

:

First let me say thanks for printing my
last letter. ... I guess

,
you don’t get very

much mail . . . ?

“The Usurpers” in the January issue

was a classic. You know, I think that
Geoff St. Reynard has a mechanical brain
with a built-in typewiiter. All he has to do
is turn a crank and fantasy classics come
out by the ream.
Along these lines I pity the poor science-

fiction fan these days. He not only has to

keep a sharp eye out for deroes and malig-
nant flying saucers, but now he has to find

out whether or not his neighbors are red-

spotted toads or green dragons!
As to the other stories in the issue, “The

Golden Mask of Agharti” was an excel-

lent story in an excellent series. And does
Rog Phillips really look like that lllo oa
page 87?

Theodore Sturgeon next issue? I won’t-

believe it until I see it!

Brian McNaughton
198 Bergen PI.

Red Bank, NJ.
{COSTINVED ON PAGE 1B2)

ISO



Are taTe* «f ahanffe Iiudian powera
false? Can the myaterioiu feats peiv

fanned hy the mystics of the Orient be ex-

plained away as only illusions? Is these an
Intaneible bond with the universe beyond
'which draws mankind on? Does a mighty
,Cosmic Intelligence from the reaches of space
ebb and flow through the deep recesses of the

(Bind, forming a river of wisdom which can
cany men and woinea to the hdgfau of per*

(onal achievement?/

Hare .You Had These

that immistalcabfe feeling that you have
taken the wrong course of action, that you have
:OloIated some- inner, unexpressed, better Judg-
'•nent. The sudden realisation that the silent

whisperings of self are cautioning you to keep
your own counscL—not to speaJc words on the

tto of your tongue in the presence of another.

That eometbing which poshes you forward
when yon hesitate, or restrains yea whm you
are apt to make a wrong move.
These urges are the subtle Influenea which

when understood and directed has made thou-

sands of men and women masters of thdr lives.

There IS a source of intelligertce within you as
natural as your senses of si^t and hearing, and
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(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 150)

Confidentially, Bria/n, that iUo on page
87 is rather deceptive. You spoke of the

red-spotted toads and green dragons,

member? Well we’ve heard that Rog is

one of those '‘neighbors’* you shudder

about! How do we know this? Well, it

seems that the last time our art depart-

ment had him. pose for a drawing, they shot

a photo of him sitting in a chair beside a
wkidow. The developed picture showed a
beautiful window and—an empty chair.

. . . The Defense rests Ed.

MORE FANTASY

Sirs:

1 hope that you will print this letter in

the Reader’s Page of FA, as it is tlie first

one I have ever written although I have
never missed an issue of FA. I think that

FA is about the best magazine in its field

printed today. But I do have one gripe,

which I’d like to air here.

I think there is too much concentration

on science in the stories. I like the solid

type of fantasy—that makes you think, and
wonder a little. Fantasy leaves a nice

feeling with you, one that science in a
story seems to lack. So I’m putting in my
bid here for more Fantasy in FA. And I’d

also like to contact any readers who are
really interested in fantasy—even to the

extent of the weird and occult.

Floy Sanders

Plant City, Fla.

If you will have noted, Floy, FA is pre-
senting a great deal more of the pure
fantasy type story lately. And all we’ll

say right now is keep your eye on future
issues. We’ve got some really topmotch
fantasies coming up—by the biggest names
tn the field! Ed.

FROM DESPERATION TO JOY

Sirs:

Two weeks ago I was sitting around the
house with nothing to do, and no favorite
western magazines to read, when through
sheer desperation to while away the time
I borrowed a copy of FA from a friend of
mine who I thought didn’t know better than
to buy such trash.

What a jolt I got!

How long has this magazine been in
circulation? Is it possible to get back issues
from the publisher? This small town I live

in doesn’t have a second hand magazine
shop. The friend I borrowed my copy from
stands idly by while the maid throws out
old issues by the dozen—and I have never
thought to read one of them before I Oh

how I mourn ttie lost reading pleasure this

means!
Being a comparative rookie in the field

I suppose my comments may not mean
much. But I thought that in the January
issue “The Usurpers’’ and “Revolt In
Pacifico” were the best and tied for first

pla4Qe. The other stories, all good, ranked:
“Jirandel”, “The Crumbling World”, “The
Golden Mask of Agharti”, "The Man Who
Could Not Etie", “The Exteroceptor Decep-
Uw”, and “Sanctuary”.

So more power to a fine magazine. I’ll

see you next month and every month there-

after. I am now a disciple. . .addict. .

.

ardent follower. . .and in the vernacular of

the street: "I’m a hog about FA!”

Jim Parks, Jr.

Bud Chitwood
283 Hancock Ave.

Athens, Georgie

Say — Jim — Bud — we do’ll,’! know just
who ’was desperately joyful with a double
signature! But anyway, welcome into the

fold, and as to back number magazines,
we’re sure there are many FA fans who
will contact you and tell you how to go
about seowring back copies. Oh yes, con-
fidentially, we?re hogs about FA too!.. Ed.

HE WANTS CONTROVERSY

Sirs:

Hah! I am questioned—what I said in

my last letter concerning the necessity for
a general feud within the Reader’s Page
in order to stir up fan interest in writing
for and enlarging same has come about
without need of my intervention!

Well, to the fore I En garde, villain!

1. I made no contention that the story
from which I claimed Shaver lifted his
plot of the moon bouncing was not, as you
said, lousy. In fact, it was the worst of the
stories I ever read in my life! But that
isn’t the point at all. It is the fact that
Shaver lifted most of his plot from it. You
may say that 90% of the story was inde-
pendent of the questionable part, and that
much is true perhaps, but most every story
written is independent of the original idea
it is spawned from. I believe that proves
my first point, that the idea could liave

been lifted.

2. I’m glad nobody has ever accused the
author of stories concerning the rotundity
of Terra of plagiarizing from Columbus,
because Columbus took the idea from the
ancient Greek philosophers who were in-

telligent enough to seek logical answers
to many questions, which, unfortunately
they could not apply to a practical use.

Which is strictly beside the point. All I’d

like Brian McNaughton to tell me is what
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toricfl he's read the EarUt being: round,
because they’re probably very interesting

fantasy. (Any BEM knows that the Earth
is square!)

3. The difference between stories written
about the Earth being round, and those
written about the Moon bouncing from the
Earth at some past era is precisely this:

that the Eartli is in truth round is a known
fact, and is therefore the property of no
individual; however, that Luna once
"hoiinced” from the Earth’s surface and
rebounded into her orbit, is merely a tap-
estry of fiction. It is an event that some
ingenious person dreamed up, and as such,
at least morally, belongs to that person.

4. I contend further that our moon could
not have rebounded with such force that it

would leave its orbit to fly into outer space
—afier having lost most of its energy at
the beginning anyway! And further, the
Moon would probably never have reached
the Earth anyway, since the gravitational
strains would have tom it to pieces ere it

could do so.

So much for that. Sorry for such a long
spiel, but you asked for it, edi I see you’re
featuring Ted Sturgeon next issue. Hail
the rejuvenated FA I

As to the current issue: "The Usurpers”
was the best by far. Yes, I did enjoy this

yam much more than I did “Five Years In
the Marmalade.” —That to the author and
thanks, Geoff for the card.

The other yams were good, so enough
said. None bad. And that’s all for now,

W. Paul Ganley

119 Ward Rd.

North Tonawanda, N. Y.

TFeV# going to leave the answering of
yow various points up to Brian, Paul. —
Except maybe we'll add one little point that
may be food for thought. Did it ever occur
to you that the same writer may have
penned both yams* Now hold it, we didn't

say a thing—did we* Ed.

AMONG THE MODERN CLASSICS
Sirs:

I have just completed Geoff St. Reynard’s
masterful work, “The UsuTi)er3” in the
January FA, and have been strongly im-
pressed with it. The concept of aliens
masquerading in human form is not at all

new; it was handled admirably in Don
Stuart’s “Who Goes There?" a few years
ago. But this story was not at all like

Stuart’s. It was different, and as powerful.
I was somewhat disappointed by the in-

conclusive ending, which may indicate that
St. Reynard was unable to devise a satis-

factory ending conquering the aliens as
Stuart did. Another minor flaw was the
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blurred characterization of the aliens on
their motive for “usurping” Earth. How-
ever, I feel that this is one of the best

stories to be published in FA in the past

two years and ranks with “Forever Is Too
Long” and “This Way To Heaven”. It is

a minor modem stf dassic. How St. Rey-
nard turns out such different yams is

beyond me, and I’ve paid quite a bit of

attention to his stories in studying con-

struction of same with an eye to my own
writing ambitions. Geoff is definitely a
scholar; his lengthy and appropriate quo-

tations from Shakespeare bear that out

—

and they fit. He has a flair for the un-

usual. “Five Years In the Marmalade” was
definitely an off-the-beaten-track yarn.

But St. Reynard is unknown beyond the

pages of FA. Could he by chance be a
pen-name for one of our eds?

A few other comments. Naylor’s cover,

while having little to do with the story,

was a masterpiece of coloring. That girl

must have been chilly in that jeweled
band-aid she wore on the staircase! —Oh
the lucky monster coming down tire steps

behind her

I

I thought the story by the deCourcys was
unique in at least one respect—it included
the name of a prominent author as one of
the main characters. “Rog Phillips” was
not spelled correctly, probably intentionally,

but it was still an interesting story.

Is Robert Moore Williams related to W.
Robert Moore who writes for the National
Geographic?

About this moon bouncing business : How
about a story of how a dero, under telaug
influence, caused the moon to bounce by
crashing his flying saucer into the satellite,

thereupon making an atomic mutant in-

voluntarily immortal and driving him to

hide five years in the maimalade! Wow I

Get Rog Phillips to add some tangential

semanticism to that yam, call its chief

character the Seravvzek, and run it as a S
million word serial in 1951.

Robert Silverberg
760 Montgomery St.

Brooklyn 13, N.Y.

About the ending of St. Reynard's story.

We feel it was stronger as the author
wrote it, leaving food for thought, as it

were. Along these lines, why must the
villain or aliens always be destroyed?
Won’t you remember Geoff’s story a lot

longer becawe it ended the way it did? As
to W. Robert Moore, we can’t say if it is

the same writer, although we doubt it.

And your bouneing-marmalade-mutant-
Seravvzek gives us shudders Ed,

OP NEWTON’S LAW—AND THINGS
Sirs:

1 am veay glad to see that FA is on the

upward trend again. The magsrine has
been getting steadily better and everything

indicates toward “good times ahead”.

The January issue was the best for a
long time, and with the book-length novel

by Theodore Sturgeon coming up next

month, (my favorite writer) I look forwa'd
eagerly to future issues.

Getting back to the current issue. It

almost excellent. I say almost because al-

though the writing is fine, the plots,

especially the fantasy plots, are somewhat
stereotyped. This is not true of “The
Usurpers” however. Geoff St. Reynard is

blossoming into a fine writer, and he al-

ways comes up with fine ideas. “The Usur-
pers” was a new approach to a rarely used
theme.

“Revolt In Pacifico” was another swell

story, altliough it might have been better

if Mr. Ott had gone a bit easier on the
love angle.

I had not previously credited the dc
Courcys with the ability to write a story
quite as bad as “The Golden Mask of

Agharti”, which was a sorry attempt at the
expense of the various science-fictional

figures concealed in the plot. The authors
can do much better, I’m sure.

Besides the stories, I’d like to make a few
remarks for the Reader’s Page. First of

all, I make an urgent plea against long
novels—except for exceptional works. Too
many novels are mediocre. So please give
us only occasional—but terrific ones.

I would also like to point out something
in connection with a statement made by
Brian McNaughton in his letter concerning
the “Cyclopean” story, in which the Moon

' bounced off the Earth. Said Mr. Mc-
Naughton: “...it could be true that the
Moon might have struck the Earth with
cataclysmic force and rebounded, many
years ago.”

Come now, friend Brian, knowest ye not
Newton’s Third Law of Motion? This law
states that for every action there is an
accompanying reaction of equal force,

pointing in the opposite direction. The
Moon, if it fell, might possibly have re-

bounded, but it would have sent the Earth
scooting God-knows-where full speed ahead.
Luna herself would be in no good condition

after traveling through several hundred
miles of atmosphere, smashing into the

Earth, and going through the atmosphere
again. The Moon wouldn’t have fused like

a meteor, but she would have been slender-

ized. ...But all this is useless conjecture

anyway, since gravity is a sure thing, and
the Moon wouldn’t have bounced in the

first place!

Morton D. Paley

1456 Townsend Ave.

New York 52, N.Y.
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Abcut the novels. We guarantee that
you’ll (jct Iho best in long length stories in

FA—and by the best we mean just that.

Top stories by the top vjriters. What more
can you ask for? What mare can u'e ask
far! It would seem that poor Brian is

going to have his hands filled with bouncing
moons. O.K, Brian, let’s see you juggle
them! Ed.

ALL IS LOUGIVEN
Sirs:

In my letter concerning "The Beacons
Must Bum” which you were kind enough
to publish, I stated something about “the
strong gravity of lo”, which error you
pointed out. How I made such an obvious
mistake I do not know, especially as I was
thinking of the exact opposite case, the
weakness of lo’s pull.

Although the satellite’s diameter is 1,07

times that of the Moon, and its mass is

l.OD times greater, the hero was racing
around as if in a normal environment, for

him, anyv.'ay, of a gravity acceleration of

32 feet per second per second. He’d probably
only weigh about I'C of his Earth weight,

yet the a^ithor forgot to mention it.

To get down to this issue, "The Usur-
pers” was a good story, but not up to the

author’s "Blue Bottle Fly”. However, it

was good enough to be one of the best

stories in the issue. "The Man Who Could
Not Die" was fanta.sy all the way through,

and not too good fantasy at that. “Jirandel”

was fair. It should have been a longer

story. "Sanctuary” was average as far as

plot goes, but the characterization was
handled rather cleverly. “The Exteroceptor
Deceptor” was nothing to rave about.

Did Rog Phillips give you warning that

he was going to ^ cast as a not too bright

Watson in “The Golden Mask of Agharti"?
It was not too bad stf. "Revolt In Pacifico”

and “The Crumbling World” were average
stories, nothing earthshaking, nothing too

bad.
On the whole a well rounded issue.

Kernan O’Brien

186-29 Avon Rd.

Jamaica 3, L.I. N.Y.

Your ranking of the “Usurpers" below
“Blue Bottle Fly’’ is an interesting obser-

vation. We’d like to know how the rest of

you readers feel about that. . . .But
actually, one thing seems to be true. . Geoff
St. Reynard has written three very popular
stories m recent months, “Blue Bottle Fly",
“Five Years In the Marmalade", and “The
Usurpers’’. Ids vert) rare when one author

is pitted against himself for selection of
the best storyl Oh, yes, about St. Reynard.
Keep yowr eyes peeled for some big news
about him ooming up soon!.,., Ed.
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^ By Milton Matthew

HARRIGAN tried not to be furtive. He
posed his features in the look of

angelic goodness typified by any visitor to

the Temple of Light. He toyed with the

pamphlet eulogizing Franee, the beautiful

Founder and periodically he would raise

his head and gaze adoringly at the gigantic

three-dimensional image of the woman,
which was the alter of the Lighters.

Inwardly his mind was racing like a jet.

He knew every nook and cranny of the

temple—almost as well as tlie architect who
had designed it—maybe better. Service had
briefed him thoroughly.

"We’ve got to have time,” Richards had
said back in the Service headquarters.
“Remember all the she-devil has to do is

touch a stud. Then the whole thing will
tr

go.

Harrigan visualized the entire Moon
shuddering, then moving as a gigantic
projectile toward Terra, driven by the mon-
strous engines buried beneath the Temple
here in Luna City. The fantastic fanatic,

Franee, Founder of the Temple of Light
and high-priestess of horror was planning
to commit the grandest sacrifice of all.

Her warped mind, backed with the hideous
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perversions of science and scientists who
believed the rot she dished out, had con-

ceived of this unbelievable gesture. And he,

Harrigan, had to stop it. Thank God, that

Service had gotten wind of it from a neo-

phyte who had broken under Interrogation I

For months Harrigan had undergone Ibis

rigorous implantation as a neophyte him-

self. And the time was coming when he has

to act. It was here and now.
He moved slightly in the pew, and he felt

the comforting bulges beneath his flowing

outer garment. Two Type-Q atomics nestled

there, but they had to be planted in the

heart of the powerful warp-motors to de-

stroy them so no damage to either the

Moon—or even Terra—could be done.

Harrigan decided to play it bold. He rose

from the pew and nonchalantly walked to

the elevators toward Quarters. The guards

recognizing a Neophyte let him tlirough

with the usual, “Blessed be Franee,” and

Harrigan trembled with relief as the eleva-

tor dropped him into the depths.

With a soft whine it stopped. Harrigan

stepped out. With a blaster he shot down
the two guards. The surprise was so com-

plete there was no chance of outcry.

Running m.adly Harrigan dashed through

doors, in and out of corridors, througn three

elevator stages, praying that the pursuit

would not nail him before be had his

chance.
He cut down three more men who inter-

fered with his progress and in minutes he

was before the doors v/hich had been

described in such detail to him. Using a

Sounder, 'he went to v.oik on the locks. In

seconds he v/as through. He was staggered

by the sight of the vast warp-drive. Now he

could well believe that this monstrous

machine could set a planet in motion!

Harrigan had been trained with one

purpose in mind. He knew what I' ate

awaited him. There was not the slightest

chance of his coming out alive. It was just

as well to die with the bombs as under the

torturers’ tools.

He hulled both toward the base of the
drive, a hundred feet below him. And then
Harrigan died, died quickly and painlessly

in an atomic blast wliich sent steel running
like v^ater and in whose ensuing holocaust*

all things animate and inanitnato, vanished
in vapors.
On the surface, the huge edifice called

the “Temple Of Light”, rose slightly and
then settled into a distorted mass of steel

and stone. The higli-priestcss, Franco and
her weird plan had ended.
Today there is a little bronze plaque in

commemoration of the act. It says simply—“Here Harrigan Died—Thirty 'ThirtS:'

One.” And everyone knows who is meant
and what happened...
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FABLES FROM THE

FUTURE
By Lee Bivens

OPENING GAMBIT

S
O FAR AS the casual eye could discern,

the man was a non-entity. Even to the

trained eye of the station detective, there
was nothing to excite curiosity in the
appearance or the manner or the bearing
of the man with the suitcase.

He was heavy set which made him look
less tall than he really was. There was an
absorbed, introspective air about him. A
guesser might have said, “look at the pro-
fessor," and they wouldn’t have been far
wrong.

At the exit of the station, the man
stopped and put down his suitcase. He drew
a package of cigarettes from an outer

pocket and lit one, glancing about casually.

An extraordinarily acute observer might
have noticed that he stood peculiarly with
the suitcase between his legs, almost as if

he were afraid it would be snatched from
him.

It was late and not train time so no
rush of people engulfed the man. He picked
up his suitcase and walked slowly toward
the concourse where a passing cab paused
for him.

“Crayton Arms," the man said to the

cab-driver in perfect English marred only

by the peculiar perfection some foreigners

give to the language when they’ve learned it

well.

Anyone who watched this innocent

tableau might have seen three men step

forward as the stranger entered the cab,

and a few seconds later might have noticed

that four automobiles seemed to follow in

the wake of the cab.

When the cab drew up before the hotel,

the graceful stranger stepped out, paid his

fare and entered the hotel. Registration
was a matter of seconds.

The man followed the bell-hop who
seemed to sag considerably—unusually so

—

under the weight of the suitcase.

Once inside the room, the stranger quickly
tipped the bell-hop and sent him on his way.

Then the air of calmness and lethargy
dropped from him. He bent over the suit-

case. His hands moved quickly to a small
flap on the outside. He did something
underneath the flap.

He straightened up and a smile crossed
his face. He left the suitcase in the middle
of the room and opened the door to the

corridor. He stepped out.

Two men standing just outside quietly

pinioned his arms to his side and another
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two materialized from newhere.
“What is the meaning of this ontrageT*

the stranger asked angrily, but there was
the livid white tones of fear r^ected m
his face.

“Come with us. We arrest you as a

'

foreign agent..."
Two other men were already in the hotel

room and one immediately got down on
his knees and poured over the nondescript
suitcase. He found the same flap. His hands
moved quietly and surely.

“That’s that," he said finally to his

companion, “that boy was ready to start

it.” He hefted the suitcase experimentally
as if to judge its weight. “Enough ‘pluto’

to blast the city,” he said laconically. “WeH,
this is another time it won’t happen.”
The other slwok his head; “We were

really lucky.” He stepped closer to faia

friend. “Can we always stop them is

time?. .

.”

THE ONES WHO CAME BEFORE

Even through the pUe of boulders
j

before the cave’s entrance, gusts of wind (

came driving. The fire flickered under the
|

icy impact and cast grotesque shadows on i

the walls. The quiet little group of humans
huddled closer together for warmth and

[

one old crone muttered under her breath,
;

“Alee, the coolth is always with us.”

A man broke away from the confines i

of the group. He was tall and lean under
the heavy layers of skins and his hand
clenched a spear-haft firmly.

“Listen to me,” he called angrily and his
voice echoed

,
in the narrow confines,

“listen to me! We must all go into the
Place. If we do not go, we will die. Theru
is no food and there is no heat. How long
can we feed this feeble fire.”

Another figure stood up. “You are
wrong, Kah. We cannot goi It is the law.
Did not the Ones Who Came Before say
that no men could go into the places? Aye,
they did. And some of us didn’t believe
them. Do you remember the stoiies of tha
children born to those who disobeyed?”

“But that is changed,” Kah shouted
angrily in retoi-t. "That was much time
before. Now the Places are clean and free
from the taint. We must go!"

“liow do you know the Places are free?"
tlie oldster questioned Kah craftily.

Tlie young man’s defiance wilted for a
moment—then he thrust his jaw out. “Be-
cause I have been there,” he said. “Yes, I,

Kah, the same as you, have been in tha
Places. And they are warm and there is

food in the funny stones, and there is

shelter. I have seen and used theml’’
The small group of humans listened list-

lessly to the argument between Kah and ‘

the Oldster. They disdained to take sides
j

only because they were hungry and cedd
j

and fedole. And the Law of couise waS;
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strong in them.
“The Law says you must die, Kah,” the

Old man said shrewdly, “for you have
broken the Law.” He spat. “The Ones Who
Came Before warned us many times.”

“You fool!” Kah stormed. “You will die

here with the rest, I will lead all of you
into the Place and w'e will live there always.
If we stay here you know most of you
will die—the old ones and the women and
the children. Only we young men will live.

Have we anything to lose even if I am
wrong?—which I am not!”
That swayed the balance. The pitiful

groups moved slowly toward Kah. “We will

go with you Kah,” they said. “Promise us

heat and food.”

And five hours later, the small band of

humans entered the forbidding magnifi-

cence of the Place. Mountains of metal and
strange materials surrounded them—every-

where their was wonder. But the Place

was dead. Already decay was beginning

to set in.

Kah led the band masterfully to a “cave”

—and it was warm. Kah brought out huge
quantities of metal stones, w'hich when
broken open yielded lich foods. Kah showed
them the comforts of which they had only

dreamed. And the Bad Babies came to

none of them, unlike what the One Who
Came Before had warned.

Instead the tribe prospered and grew and
learned. For the Place was good.

And Kah played Vvith strange things,

unknowing that some day we would be able

to read in the strange carvings in the

stones of the Place, the story of the Radio-

active Dust...
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So much for me. What I want to tell

about is the recent tragedy, the crack-up
of the “Cobalt” the fast Venus-Terra liner.

1 was there the Saturday morning she came
in.

What a si^t that was! 1 was sitting in

the glass-encased observation tow'er listen-

ing to the speakers drone the usual drivel

of arrival and departure, but my ears
pricked up when I heard, “...Cobalt—Ve-
nus-Terra, coming in on dock seven. Clear
air—crews alert."

Overhead, the sleek slim needle that was
the System’s fastest passenger rocket, slid

into view, as the pilot prepared to land.

The rocket’s forejets braked her overhead,
and skillfully the pilot tipped her over so
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that' s'he stood on her tail, in the conyen-
tional landingf-maneuver frhich is as old as
rockets themselves.

Slowly and gracefully, the four-hundred
foot needle of polished titanium, that was
the “Cobalt” settled itself dockward. 1

could just imagine the proud sensation the
pilot must have felt as he set her down-
wards, under the eyes of ten thousand peo-
ple, knowing be was the object of their
envy.
He was an old hand. The rocket moved

slowly, but with assurance. Its tail was pin-
pointed for the dock. On a sliver of flame
it was balanced, Hs internal gyros holding
it erect.

Every eye was on the proud ship. No one
Saw the initial movements of the fool who
caused the tragedy. The rocket was bal-

anced at perhaps five hundred feet and
was descending rapidly. Then abruptly
every eye caught the intruder.

Hurtling right toward the nose of the
ship, was a stubby fieighter, a common
carrier of uncertain lineage. There were
no survivors of it, so we can’t ever learn
the cause or the reason for the freighter’s

direction, but the sur\'iving pilot said, that
when his radar screamed “object!” he near-

ly died then and there.

He made one frantic effort to throw
power to the “Cobalt” in a mad effort to

send it hui-tling upwards and away from
the projectile that was about to strike it.

But it was too late. You can’t imagine the

hideous sound when the two vessels met.

There was such a grinding of tortured

metal that you’d think the ships were cry-

ing aloud.

The rest is anti-climactic. Both plunged
earthward and in their striking pulverized

a dozen acres of field. It was a miracle that
as many survived as did, but the safety

chambers and the acceleration tables helped

a lot.

When I went home that evening, I was
left with a feeling of wonder, and even
ndw, when the spaceways tempt me, I re-

call the accident. Yet, I know I’d sell my
soul to be in the shoes of the men who man
the rockets . .

.

FLAT-TOP KILLER!

BUZZ PUSHED “transmit” and spoke
calmly into the microphone though his

heart was pounding;
“Red flat-top sighted in radar eight

hundred miles off coast. We are at eighty-

thousand feet. Am about to take offensive

action—over!”
“They’re not monitoring us. Buzz,”

Harris said, “they can’t pick us up!”
“Won’t pick us up. Jack,” Buzz said

sharply. "They’re playing it real safe—the

fools. Who the hell worries about inter-

national complications when they’ve got a
flat-top launcher loaded with roskeU. Th*
h«ll with orders. We’ll attack!”



FABLES FROM THE FUTURE la

EigMy llioaaand feet below the jet patrol
bomber and thirty milea away lay the Red
monster. Over it floated an umbrella of
fighters while on the deck the grotesque
shapes of the gigantic rocket launchers
sta^ their ugly snouts into the air. A
handred ships of every variety existed in

the flotilla. Closer to the coast than this

they need not come. The devastation of the
rockets from the huge carrier would make
mince-meat of the coastal cities. And the
surprise would be complete. They’d be
troops in the shambles of Seattle and
'Frisco and Los Angeles in three days I

High and remote, out of radar contact,

isolated by the thick cloud-banks, the jet

bomber rolled serenely on.

"Got their coordinates on the nose. Jack,”
Buzz asked his navigator.
“The computer’s swallowing the data

right now. ’This ought to be good.”

"Here goesl” Buzz said exultantly as he
pressed the firing stud. The plane lifted

slightly as the weight of the four guided
missels left it. Four slim, narrow-winged
projectiles slid under rocket power from
the belly of the jet plane. At the same time
the bomber opened wide its engines and
headed east. 'There was always the chance
of interception in spite of the enormous
speed and altitude of the craft.

The four needle-nosed rockets tailed

burning flames as their velocities built up.

At sixty thousand feet over the Red
flotilla, the strange missiles dipped sharply

in unison. The relays cut in and the motors
opened wide. Speeds built up sharply until

they were moving at an incredible pace,

guided by nothing but the set of their

electronic brains tantalized by the co-

ordinates fed into them. Unerringly they

shot downward. They moved of course

faster than sound and the radars of the

Reds caught them only for a fleeting

instant. By then it was too late to counter

with anti-missiles.

In the fleeting jet. Buzz and Jack
watched the screens. Anxiously they waited

as the seconds ticked by, seconds which
lengthened into minutes. Finally it hap-

pened. Clearly and perfectly, the monstrous
mushroom appeared in the screens, and
with incredible rapidity it rose into the

sky, probing it like some gigantic finger.

The Red flotilla was done...

Grimly and unsmilingly Buzz shook

Jack’s hand. “Thank God!” he said fervent-

ly, “the rats carried atomics ...”

DO UNTO OTHERS...

J
IM MORLAND relaxed comfortably with

the tall cool drink at his side. The alum-
inum hut was cool and inside there was

no hint of the steaming jungle heat, for

the refrigerators threw the B.T.U’s away.
Jim listened to the pleasant throb of the

comprcBsors and thought that the Venusian
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life wasn’t bad at all.

He glanced at the chests at the side of
the room. They were crammed to the top
with soron, that weed-like substance from'
which the medicos pulled a variety of hor-
mones. On Earth it was worth its weight
in polonium.
He’d been shrewd, Jim mentally congrat-

ulated himself. Dealing with these stupid
primitive people was a cinch. Here ttey
were working like slaves for him, in retum
for the cheap and shoddy baubles he’d
brought with him—utensiles, fish-hooks,
nets, rubber tubing, pikes, and an odd an-
sortment of junk.
At New Cinn they’d warned traders aad

colonial to play square with the natives.
Bah! What for? They were happy with
their junk. As soon as the Earthman waa
gone, and when the shoddy stuff had fallen
to pieces, the seal-like Venerians would go
back to their simple ways forgetting all

about the men whom they had dealt with.
Those crazy warnings of the Colonial au-
thorities were just a ruse to make sure
traders spent a lot.

Morland glanced at the calender. The
rocket was due in seven mwe days. He’d
collected enough soron to make him happy
for a long time with the credits it’d bring.
He was going to get out of this swamp
once and for all.

The scratdiing at the aluminum door ctf

the hut resumed. He went to it and opened
it. Framed in it waa the four foot seal-

like Venerian. It held a wooden box filled

with rusty little pieces of metal which
Morland recognized as fish-hooks he’d
traded a few weeks ago. The creature held
It out Bupplicatingly. Without a word Mor-
land clos^ the door. For a while the
scratching continued. Then it stopped.

A few hours later he was making bis

last trek. He moved slowly tlirough the
muddy ooze underfoot. His reference was
the little radar beacon in the cabin. It was
a double job so that nothing could go
wrong. There was chance of his getting

lost, in “radio” light of the two beams.
It wasn’t hard to dispose of his “goods".

The ignorant natives willingly gave soron
for the shoddiest mass of junk. Morland
had been out about four hours and the

steaming stickiness of the mud-suit was
beginning to bother him. Now waa the time
to go back.
He turned up the volume of his little

head-set, expecting to catch the usual buzz.

But there was no sound I The radar bea-

con must have failed I Frantically Mor-
land moved, running up and down trying to

find a reference point. But there are tt) ref-

erences in the Venerian jungles...

Morland never did find the beacon. Three
days later his exhausted terrified body
sank beneath the softening mud, n^arked

momentarily by an air bubble ...

And a little while later, a Venerian re-

moved the blanket of mud frwn the tower
atop an empty aluminum hut...
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